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Introduction 

Starting with the pioneering work of Roman lakobson and buttressed by 
the more recent birth and powerful surge of cognitive science, the inter
action between linguistics, psycholinguistics, and aphasiology-sometimes 
labeled neuropsycholinguistics-has without any doubt gained its letters 
patent of nobility over the past two decades. Now, obviously, such a multi
disciplinary "joint venture" has its own strict requirements, in the absence 
of which cognitive science would become nothing more than a "fashionable" 
topic of conversation for some pseudoscholars more attached to soft science 
fiction than to the hard-hopefully rigorous, verifiable, and replicable
facts of brain-mind-behavior relations. 

Among such requirements, neuropsycholinguists have to place first the 
necessity to keep in constant touch with the most recent advances in all the 
various fields that are relevant to their broad domain of interest-easier 
said than done when one considers the unavoidable limitations to be found 
in a single scholar. Hence there is an obligation to (1) develop multidis
ciplinary research teams and (2) organize multidisciplinary meetings and 
conferences within which specialists readily share their respective expertise 
for the better understanding of aphasic patients' verbal behavior. 

Such was the original idea that led us to organize two symposia
"Morphology and Aphasia" and "Phonology and Aphasia" -within 
the context of the international morphology and phonology meetings set 
up by Wolfgang Dressler and his colleagues (to whom we wish to express 
our warmest heartfelt thanks) in Krems, Austria, during the summer of 
1988. 

By bringing together "hard core" linguists and neuropsycholinguists, it 
was thus hoped that one would modestly but efficiently contribute to the 
mutual fertilization of general linguistics-in constant need, for many of 
its theoretical constructs, of external evidence that aphasiology is liable to 
provide-and aphasiology, which (again) must remain constantly informed 
of the current developments of linguistic theory, particularly in two fields, 

xi 
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morphology and phonology, which have recently undergone substantial 
(r)evolution. The present volume is basically the outcome of those two 
symposia, in which participated some thirty scholars from all over the 
world. 

JEAN-Luc NESPOULOUS and PIERRE VILLIARD 



1 
Structure of the Lexicon: Functional 
Architecture and Lexical 
Representation 

ALFONSO CARAMAZZA and GABRIELE MICELI 

One of the basic assumptions in cognitive neuropsychology is that we can 
characterize a cognitive process as a set of representations that are com
puted in the course of cognitive performance, i.e., in the course of object 
recognition, sentence understanding, and the like. A principal task of the 
cognitive neuropsychologist is to describe the series of representations 
(Rz) that are computed in the course of these cognitive activities. For any 
interesting cognitive process there are a series of representations that are 
assumed to intervene between the inputs and outputs of the process: 
I(nput) ~ Rb Rz, ... Rj, ... ~ O(utput). 

This general assumption in cognitive science can be represented in the 
more familiar formalism of the information processing paradigm. In this 
formalism, a cognitive process consists of a set of subprocesses, or 
"stages," of processing. Given some input/output pair (e.g., producing a 
particular name for an object), there is a sequence of processes that are 
assumed to intervene between the input and output. The familiar way of 
schematically representing this assumption is through a flow chart of the 
process-the so-called box-and-arrow models. These models are intended 
to represent the sequence of processes that characterize a complex cogni
tive operation. 

The model presented in Figure 1.1 represents a hypothesis about the 
structure of the lexical system. Two assumptions of this model are (1) 
lexical information is represented as independent sets of information
orthographic information is independent of phonological information
and these two, in tum, are independent of semantic information; and (2) 
the input lexicons are independent of the output lexicons. The reason for 
assuming separate input and output phonological processing lexicons stems 
from the fact that the processes engaged for recognizing an auditorily 
presented word use acoustic and phonetic information as.input, whereas in 
the oral production of a word the information used as input for the phono
logical lexicon is not acoustic or phonetic but semantic in nature (a parallel 
argument applies to the case of the orthographic lexicons). We may enter
tain the alternative possibility that one need not distinguish between input 

1 
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Visual Input 

~ 
Visual Processes 

Orthographic Input 
Lexicon 

Orthographic Output 
Lexicon 

Lexical-Semantic 
System 

Auditory Input 

~ 
Auditory Processes 

Phonological Input 
Lexicon 

Phonological Output 
Lexicon 

FIGURE 1.1. Organization of the lexical components that comprise the lexical 
system. 

and output lexicons, but we would have to articulate this alternative in 
some detail: It is not sufficient to say that there is a single phonological 
lexicon; it must be shown how such a phonological lexicon could be ac
cessed by both semantic and acoustic information in the case of produc
tion and perception, respectively. In the absence of adequate theoretical 
justification for the latter assumption, it seems appropriate to start with the 
assumption that there is a distinction between input and output lexicons 
and between phonological and orthographic lexicons. 

Data from our laboratory (Caramazza and Hillis, in press; Hillis, Rapp, 
Romani, and Caramazza, in press) provide support for the proposed general 
architecture of the lexical system. Of course, there are many other ob
servations in the literature that are relevant to this issue as well (see 
Caramazza, 1988, for review). 

Subject K.E. (Caramazza and Hillis, in press; Hillis et aI., in press) pro
duced semantic errors in all single-word production tasks, independent 
of input and output modality, and in approximately the same proportion 
(Table 1.1). Furthermore, he made semantic errors in word comprehension 
as assessed through word/picture matching tasks. 

The types of production error made by KE are exemplified in Table 1.2. 
For example, given "arm" as a stimulus, K.E. produced the following 
responses: "ear" when reading aloud, "finger" when oral naming, "leg" 
for written naming, and "hand" when writing to dictation. This example is 
intended only to illustrate that K.E. did not systematically give the same 
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TABLE 1.1. Distribution of semantic errors produced 
b~ K.E. in various tasks. 

Total Semantic 
errors errors 

Task No. % No. % 

Auditory comprehension 611144 42.4 611144 42.4 
Reading comprehension 531144 36.8 52/144 36.1 
Verbal naming 64/144 44.4 591144 41.0 
Written naming 67/144 46.5 50/144 34.7 
Oral reading 60/144 41.7 52/144 36.1 
Writing to dictation 60/144 41.7 40/144 27.8 

TABLE 1.2. Examples of K.E. 's semantic errors across tasks for the 
same stimulus. 
Stimulus Oral reading Oral namin~ Written naming Dictation 

Arm Ear Finger Leg Hand 
Elbow Fout Leg Leg Leg 
Truck Boat Van Bus Truck 
Apple Peach Peach Pear Apple 

response to the same word in different tasks. Of course, on various occa
sions he did make the same semantic error to a word in different tasks as 
exemplified in the case of the word "elbow," for which he gave the re
sponse "leg" in oral and written naming and in writing-to-dictation. 

By contrast, subjects R.G.B. and H.W. (Caramazza and Hillis, in press) 
made semantic errors in tasks requiring oral output but did not make such 
errors in tasks requiring written output (Table 1.3). The types of incorrect 
response produced by these two subjects are reported in Table 1.4. For 
example, R.G.B. read "kangaroo" as "giraffe" and orally named it "rac
coon," but his response to this stimulus in written naming, though spelled 
incorrectly (k-g-oo), clearly was the appropriate target response. Further
more, both R.G.B. and H.W. could provide adequate definitions for 
words they could not name orally or read aloud. Asked to read "records," 
R.G.B. said "radio" and went on to define the word he was asked to read 
as: "You play them on a phonograph; it also means notes you take and 
keep" (Table. 1.5). This pattern of performance indicates that the two 
subjects knew the meanings of the target words but could not produce the 
appropriate phonological responses. 

The performance observed in K.E. clearly differs from that observed in 
R.G.B. and H.W. Although all three subjects produced semantic errors in 
the spoken production of words, it is clear that the semantic errors pro
duced by K.E. resulted from damage to a different component(s) of the 
lexical system than that responsible for the semantic errors produced by 
R.G.B. and H.W. In the case of K.E., it can be assumed that the locus of 
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TABLE 1.3. Performance across tasks on the same 47 items (given in 
proEortion of total responses). 

R.G.B. H.W. 

Semantic Others Semantic Others 
Task errors (%) (%) errors(%) (%) 
Oral naming: pictures 36 2 34 4 
Oral naming: tactile 36 0 36 9 
Oral reading 32 2 34 4 
Written naming 0 6 0 2 
Dictation 0 6 0 4 
Auditory word-picture matching 0 0 0 0 
Printed word-picture matching 0 0 0 0 

TABLE 1.4. Examples of RGB's and HW's errors in oral 
versus written production tasks. 

Stimulus Oral reading Oral naming Written naming 

R.G.B. 
Sock Stocking Mitten Sock 
Cap Hat Stocking Cap 
Kangaroo Giraffe Racoon Kagoo 
Donkey Monkey Monkey Dokey 

H.W. 
Lime Lemon Melon Lime 
Jar Lunch Bottle Jar 
Octopus Clam Squid Octop 
Shelf Top Book Shef 

TABLE 1.5. R.G.B.'s and H.W.'s definitions of words following semanti errors. 

Stimulus Oral reading response Definition 

R.G.B. 
Records 

Tomato 

Necklace 

Airport 

H.W. 
Scramble 
Interest 

Village 
History 

Radio 

Salad 

Necktie 

Airplane 

Fry 
Bank 

Live 
School 

You play 'em on a phonograph ... can also mean 
notes you take and keep. 

You get 'em in the summer. Jackie used to grow 
'em .... 

You would wear ... a woman would have around 
her neck ... made out of metal ... gold or silver. 

Where they're ... airplanes are parked ... where 
you go to get on a plane at. 

Instead of in order, it's all mixed up. 
You go to the bank and put it in and you get more 

money ... not very much now. 
Small city. 
Find out things how they used to be. 
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deficit is in the semantic system, as damage to this system is expected to 
affect all lexical comprehension and production tasks-the pattern of 
results observed for K.E. 

For subjects R.G.B. and H.W., it can be hypothesized that brain dam
age has spared the semantic system but selectively disrupted the phonolo
gical output lexicon. The assumption that in these subjects the functional 
damage was restricted to the phonological output lexicon is supported by 
(1) the presence of semantic errors only in the oral production tasks and 
(2) the integrity of the semantic system as indicated by the subjects' ability 
to provide the correct definition of words they could not read or name. The 
hypothesis advanced here proposes that if a correct lexical item is not 
available for production in the phonological output lexicon a semantically 
related lexical entry may be produced in its stead (see Caramazza, 1988, 
for discussion). (These subjects also have damage at some level of the 
orthographic processing output system, resulting in the misspellings of 
correctly chosen target responses. However, this additional deficit is not of 
interest in the present context.) 

The results we have briefly reviewed provide unambiguous evidence that 
a response scored as a "semantic" error may have different underlying 
causes. The contrasting patterns of performance observed in K.E. and in 
R.G.B. and H.W. may be used to distinguish between errors that arise 
from damage to the semantic component and those that arise from a deficit 
to the phonological output lexicon. Furthermore, the patterns of perform
ance observed in these subjects provide convincing evidence in favor of the 
assumption that the orthographic output lexicon is independent of the 
phonological output lexicon. 

The evidence reviewed to this point supports the multicomponent view 
of the lexical architecture presented in Figure 1.1, a cognitive architecture 
that includes separate input and output components and separate phono
logical and orthographic components, in both input and output. Some 
investigations have addressed more detailed tissues concerning the internal 
structure of the lexical components. For example, data from the Italian
speaking brain-damaged subject F.S. (Miceli and Caramazza, 1988) have 
been used to support hypotheses about the structure of the phonological 
output lexicon and in particular about the existence of morphological 
organization in the lexicon. 

When repeating 1832 nouns, adjectives, verbs, and function words, F.S. 
made many errors for all classes of words (although he made more errors 
on verbs than on adjectives and more errors on adjectives than on nouns 
and function words), as shown in Table 1.6. Interestingly, these errors 
respected a specific constraint: Of a total of 893 incorrect responses to 
polymorphemic words, 637 (71 %) could be construed as morphological 
errors, i.e., errors involving the suffixed part of the to-be-repeated word. 
The remaining incorrect responses (29%) consisted of phonological errors 
or unscorable responses. There was only one semantic error. The most 
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TABLE 1.6. Performance by F.S. 
in word repetition Tasks. 
Parts of speech 

Nouns 
Adjectives 
Verbs 
Function words 
Total 

Errors % 

1211409 29.6 
2901589 49.2 
482n50 64.3 
26/84 31.0 

919/1832 50.2 

striking aspect of F.S.'s performance was that essentially all (615 of 637, 
96.7%) of his morphological errors were inflectional. For example, asked 
to repeat a word such as "amavo" (I was loving), F.S. often produced in 
incorrectly inflected word such as "amasse" (that he loved) but essentially 
never produced a derivationally related word such as "amabile" (lovable). 

These results, demonstrating a dissociation between inflectional and 
derivational processes, provide empirical support for the position that in
flectional and deivational processes are distinct (Anderson, 1982; Lapointe, 
1979; see Scalise, 1984, for review). Close analyses of F.S.'s performance 
allow us to address further issues about the morphological structure of the 
lexicon. 

In Italian, most adjectives are marked for gender and number, and it 
was cear that F.S. did not make an equal number of errors on the various 
forms of the adjective. He was much more often correct when repeating 
adjectives in the masculine singular (m.sg.) than in the masculine plural 
(m.pl.) or in the feminine forms (f.sg. and f.pl.). This stimulus-error re
lation could reflect the effects of a morphological dimension on per
formance, but other possibilities had to be ruled out before such a 
conclusion could be reached. For example, it could be argued that F.S. 
repeated m.sg. forms better than other forms only because m.sg. for forms 
are more frequent in the language. To control for this possibility in a 
further experiment, F.S. was asked to repeat two sets of adjectives: For 
adjectives in the first set, the frequency of the m.sg. form was higher than 
the frequency of each of the non-m.sg. forms, whereas for adjectives in the 
second set the frequency of the m.sg. form was lower than the frequency of 
each of the non-m.sg. forms. The subject was asked to repeat both the 
m.sg. form and one non-m.sg. form of the adjectives included in each set 
(for adjectives in the second set the most frequency non-m.sg. form was 
chosen). The results were clear: The m.sg. form was repeated correctly 
most often, independent of its frequency of use in the language. 

An analysis of all the adjective errors produced by F.S. (Table 1.7, top) 
revealed a striking pattern of performance that effectively ruled out the 
possibility that the subject's results could be accounted for by phonological 
factors. Table 1.7 (top) shows that F.S. was more often correct with the 
m.sg. form and that when he was unable to produce a response to other 
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TABLE 1.7. Confusion matrix for inflectional errors made by F.S. when repeating 
4-ending and 2-ending adjectives. 

m.sg. 
m.pl. 
f.sg. 
f.pl. 
Total 

sg. 
pI. 

M.SG. M.PL. 

149 (94.9) 8 (5.1) 
40 (52.6) 26 (34.2) 
43 (48.9) 1 (1.1) 
34 (61.8) 2 (3.6) 

266 (70.7) 37 (9.8) 

Four-ending adjectives 
F.SG. F.PL. Total 

5 (6.6) 
35 (39.8) 
5 (9.1) 

45 (12.0) 

SG. 

56 (81.2) 
36 (65.5) 

5 (6.6) 
9 (10.2) 

14 (25.5) 
28 (7.4) 

Two-ending adjectives 

157 
76 
88 
55 

376 

PL. 

13 (18.8) 
19 (34.5) 

adjective forms (m.pl., f.sg., and f.pl.) he was not likely to produce one of 
the other adjectival forms at random. To the contrary, in these instances 
F.S. systematically produced the m.sg. form. 

Could phonological principles account for this result? Could it be the case 
that F.S. was more often correct with m.sg. forms because, for example, it 
was easier for him to pronounce the word-final vowel /0/ in m.sg. adjectives 
than the other vowels (/a/,/i/,/e/) associated with the non-m.sg. form of 
adjectives? This possibility was ruled out by the analysis of F.S. 's perform
ance on Italian adjectives that make a distinction only between singular 
and plural, such as the singular "forte" (strong) and the plural "forti." As 
may be seen in Table 1.7 (bottom), F.S. repeated the singular-form adjec
tives much better than the plural-form adjectives. (Note that the ending of 
the singular form of the latter adjectives is phonologically identical to the 
ending of the f.pl. form of the former, four-ending adjectives). Clearly, 
F.S.'s pattern of errors is best accounted for by a disruption of inflectional 
processes and supports the notion that one of the dimensions along which 
the lexicon is organized is morphology. 

What these data suggest is that it is not possible to simply continue talk
ing about phonological lexicon or orthographic lexicon; it is necessary to 
articulate stronger hypotheses about the structure of lexical components, 
i.e., to articulate hypotheses about the nature of the representations that 
are stored in the proposed lexical components. It is necessary to go beyond 
notions such as "logogen" (Morton, 1969) because these notions are much 
too general and unspecific-"logogen" simply stands for a response to a 
stimulus, but what the response actually is in representational and com
putational terms has never been articulated in any detail. 

Other evidence from our laboratory favoring the hypothesis that lexical 
information is represented in morphologically decomposed form comes 
from the distribution of spelling errors in a dysgraphic subject, D.H. 
(Badecker, Hillis, and Caramazza, in press). A comparison of the distri-
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bution of D.H.'s errors in spelling suffixed words such as "ended" versus 
pseudosuffixed words such as "agent" revealed a theoretically significant 
contrast: D.H. made many fewer errors on the suffix part of suffixed words 
(-ed in ended) than on the pseudosuffix part of pseudosuffixed words (-nt 
in agent). This result could not be ascribed to differences in bigram fre
quencies of letter clusters in suffixed and pseudosuffixed words because the 
effect obtained even when bigram frequencies were strictly controlled. 
This pattern of results, together with the results reported earlier for F.S., 
strongly suggests that lexical entries are represented in morphologically 
decomposed form. 

To this point, data from subjects K.E., R.G.B., and H.W. have been 
used to support some aspects of the general architecture of the lexicon, and 
data from F.S. and D.H. have helped us make the point that finer-grained 
hypotheses about the structure of the lexical system (in this case, morpho
logical structure) must be proposed if we are to capture significant aspects 
of brain-damaged subjects' performance. In the next section, the results 
obtained from other cognitively impaired subjects are used to demonstrate 
that it is possible (and necessary) to further articulate our hypotheses about 
the structure of lexical representations. Because the relevant results in this 
section come from cases of acquired dysgraphia, a short presentation of the 
functional architecture of the spelling process that guides our research is in 
order. 

There is ample evidence in the literature that the spelling system must be 
at least as complex as the functional architecture presented in Figure 1.2 
(see Ellis, 1982,1988, for review). This model assumes that different kinds 
of information and processes are involved in spelling familiar and unfamiliar 
words. Words are spelled by retrieving from memory lexical-orthographic 
representations: We know that /rld/ is spelled "read" or "reed," depend
ing on which word we intend to produce. Considerations of this sort lead 
us to assume that we have word-specific orthographic knowledge; i.e., 
a particular meaning is associated with a particular lexical-orthographic 
representation. Furthermore, because unfamiliar words are not associated 
with any particular lexical-orthographic representation, the spelling of 
these words is assumed to involve the conversion of sublexical phonolo
gical units into graphemes. The latter claim is not noncontroversial but is 
not defended here as it does not bear on our present concerns (Campbell, 
1983). 

Another important aspect of the cognitive model of spelling depicted 
in Figure 1.2 concerns the hypothesis that buffer components (working 
memory components) must be included in the overall architecture of the 
spelling process. We assume that buffers must be postulated whenever a 
multiunit representation has to be processed sequentially over time or 
whenever several independent units must be processed simultaneously. In 
the case of spelling, it is assumed that, because the lexical representation of 
a word such as "read" consists of a series of graphemes, we must postulate 
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FIGURE 1.2. Functional organization of the spelling system. 

a buffer where this information is temporarily held for the application of 
more peripheral spelling processes. This view receives considerable sup
port from research showing that there are dysgraphic subjects whose spell
ing performance is explicated most plausibly by assuming that they have 
selective damage to the graphemic buffer (Caramazza, Miceli, Villa, and 
Romani, 1987; Hillis and Caramazza, 1989; Miceli, Silveri, and Caramazza, 
1985; Posteraro, Zinelli, and Mazzucchi, 1988). 

The pattern of performance of a dysgraphic subject with damage to the 
graphemic buffer is straightforwardly predicted from the functional archi
tecture of the model presented in Figure 1.2. A functional lesion to this 
component of the spelling system should result in errors in all spelling 
tasks, independent of the input modality (e.g., writing-to-dictation or 
written naming) or the type of spelling mode (oral or written spelling); the 
spelling of familiar and unfamiliar words (the latter operationally repre
sented by nonwords) should be affected equally because the representa-
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tions computed for both familiar and unfamiliar words must be temporarily 
held in the buffer for more peripheral processes; stimulus length is a critical 
parameter in determining spelling performance-the longer the stimulus, 
the more errors that should be observed; and, most important, the quality 
of the errors should be identical for words and nonwords. Because the 
information available to the spelling system at the level of the graphemic 
buffer is orthographic (information concerning abstract letter identities 
or graphemes), only orthography-based errors should be observed. Thus 
errors should consist of letter substitutions, insertions, deletions, or trans
positions, resulting mostly in the production of nonword responses and the 
violation of orthographic constraints (e.g., table ~ tbale). Semantically 
related errors such as table ~ chair should not be observed because at the 
level of the spelling process where we assume the damage to be located 
there are no possibilities for lexically based substitutions or confusions; nor 
should we observe phonologically plausible (or, more generally, phonol
ogy-based) errors (e.g., table ~ taybel) because, by hypothesis, phono
logical information is not available at the level of the graphemic buffer. 

In a previous publication (Caramazza et aI., 1987) we reported the per
formance of a dysgraphic subject, L.B., that closely conformed with the 
theoretical expectations of a functional lesion to the graphemic buffer in 
the proposed model of the spelling process. If our interpretation of this 
subject's performance as reflecting selective damage to the graphemic 
buffer is correct, his performance may be used to constrain hypotheses 
about the structure of orthographic representations. 

According to the theory of spelling graphically summarized in Figure 1.2 
(and fully supported by the pattern of errors observed in subjects such as 
L.B.), there is no semantic or phonological information in the graphemic 
buffer; the buffer contains only orthographic information, i.e., information 
about the graphemes (abstract letter identities) that constitute the spelling 
of a word. On this view, the performance of dysgraphic subjects with 
selective damage to the graphemic buffer provides a "window" to the 
structure of orthographic representations. Because the only information in 
the buffer consists of lexical-orthographic representations, the spelling 
errors produced by subjects with selective damage at this level of the 
spelling process should consist of transformations (or "deformations") of 
orthographic representations. The analysis of the patterns of transforma
tions of orthographic structures in the spelling errors produced by dys
graphic subjects of this type may be used to constrain theoretical claims 
about the structure" of lexical-orthographic representations. We have done 
just that (Caramazza and Miceli, 1989a, b) through the detailed analysis of 
the spelling performances of a dysgraphic subject, L.B., with selective 
damage to the graphemic buffer. 

We have aruged that in the case of damage to the graphemic buffer the 
model schematized in Figure 1.2 allows us to predict that the errors made 
by subjects such as L.B. should only take the form of letter substitutions 
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(e.g., table ~ tanle) , insertions (e.g., table ~ tnable), deletions (e.g., 
table ~ tabe), or transpositions (e.g., table ~ talbe). This model does not, 
however, allow us to make predictions that are more precise than those 
just presented. In other words, the state of our theorizing is such that we 
are essentially unable to provide answers to questions concerning the 
distributional properties of spelling errors beyond the gross claim that they 
should be insertions, deletions, transpositions, or substitutions of letters. 

Consider in this context the case of substitution errors. Let us suppose 
that L.B. makes a substitution error to the word "tavolo" (table). The 
error may take one offour forins. L.B. may substitute (1) a consonant for a 
consonant, as in tavolo ~ tasolo; (2) a vowel for a vowel, as in tavolo ~ 
tavalo; (3) a consonant for a vowel, as in tavolo~ tavslo; or (4) a vowel for 
a consonant, as in tavolo ~ taeolo. Clearly, so far as the model in Figure 
1.2 is concerned, there is no reason for not expecting that these four types 
of error should occur with equal probability. In other words, our expec
tations concerning the types of error we should observe depend on the 
assumptions we have made concerning the kind of information represented 
in the buffer. If the assumption is made that orthographic information in 
the buffer represents only an ordered set of graphemes, and if the deficit in 
this subject involves loss of information stored in the buffer, any grapheme 
may be substituted for any other grapheme-the four types of substitution 
errors described above should then occur with equal probability (at least, 
we have no grounds for assuming otherwise). This expectation was not 
confirmed in our analysis of the spelling performance of L.B. 

The substitution errors produced by L.B. were essentially all (640 of 
643,99.5%) vowels for vowels or consonants for consonants. So the simple 
claim that the only information at the level of the graphemic buffer consists 
of an ordered set of graphemes is not supported by our results. Instead, we 
must assume that the information contained at the orthographic level of 
representation includes a distinction between consonants and vowels
a much stronger assumption about the structure of orthographic repre
sentations than we had previously made. A crucial implication of this 
assumption is that we must distinguish between two types of information 
in orthographic representations: information specifying the ordered set 
of graphemes that comprise a lexical item and information about the 
consonant-vowel (C-V) status of individual graphemes. The proposed 
distinction may be captured through the assumption that graphemic and 
consonant-vowel information constitute separate but linked levels of repre
sentation (or "tiers," as they are called in the phonological theory that has 
inspired the proposed hypothesis). The assumption is that orthographic 
representations are multidimensional: One dimension specifies graphemic 
structure (graphemic level), and the other specifies C-V structure. (How
ever, as noted below, a two-dimensional structure is insufficient to capture 
the relevant information in orthographic representations.) Thus, for 
example, the orthographic representation for the word "tavolo" would be 
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[T] [A] [V] [0] [L] [0] 
I I I I I I 
c V c V c V 

Grapheme tier 
Association lines 
C-V tier (1) 

where the top tier consisting of the bracketed letters represents the gra
phemes (or abstract letter identities) that comprise the word, and the 
bottom tier represents the C-V structure associated with the word, through 
a one-to-one mapping of grapheme to C-V unit. 

This hypothesis about the structure of orthographic representations 
provides the basis for a motivated explanation of the observed pattern of 
substitution errors in L.B. If we assume that damage of the buffer results in 
the loss (or inefficient use) of orthographic information, when information 
about a specific grapheme is inadequate for further processing "there would 
be C-V information that could be used to determine whether a consonant 
or a vowel should be produced at that point in the word. An example of 
how this hypothesis would work is as follows. 

[T] [A] [-] [0] [L] [0] -7 TASOLO 
I I I I I I 
C V C V C V (2) 

If information about the grapheme [V] in the word tavolo is missing, C-V 
information indicating that a consonant should occupy the insufficiently 
specified grapheme would lead to the production of a consonant in its place 
(in our example, an [S], resulting in the incorrect response "tasolo"). 

The hypothesis about the structure of orthographic representations 
entertained here also allows us to provide a motivated explanation for 
another non obvious experimental result obtained with L.B. The experi
mental result in question concerns the contrast in L.B.'s spelling perform
ance for words with geminate (double) consonants, e.g., as in the word 
stella (star), versus nongeminate words, e.g., stanco (tired). His perform
ance was much better for geminate than for nongeminate words of equal 
length. Thus he correctly spelled 78% of the six-letter geminate words 
(e.g., stella) but only 57% of the six-letter non geminate words (e.g., 
stanco). L.B.'s spelling performance with six-letter geminate words was 
comparable to his performance with five-letter nongeminate words, e.g., 
stile (style)-78% versus 77% correct, respectively. This pattern of results 
does not find a principled explanation within a theory of spelling that 
assumes that orthographic representations specify only an ordered set of 
graphemes. By contrast, the hypothesis that C-V and grapheme informa
tion represent autonomous but associated levels of orthographic structure 
allows a motivated explanation of the reported results, provided we further 
assume that geminate consonants are represented only once at the graphe
mic level but are associated with two positions at the C-V level, as shown 
here. 
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[S] [T] [E] [L] [A] 
I I I /\ I 
C C V C C V (3) 

The spelling performance of L.B. was strongly affected by word length. His 
performance was worse for long than for short words, a result consistent 
with the hypothesis of selective damage to the graphemic buffer. However, 
depending on the assumptions we make about the nature of orthographic 
representations placed in the buffer, there are different expectations con
cerning spelling performance for words with geminate and nongeminate 
consonants. Specifically, on the assumption that spelling performance is a 
function of the number of grapheme units in the buffer, our expectations 
are that (1) if both consonants of a geminate cluster are represented at 
the grapheme level, spelling performance should be poorer for six-letter 
geminate (e.g., stella) and nongeminate (e.g., stanco) words than for five
letter nongeminate words (e.g., stile), whereas (2) if only one consonant 
of the geminate cluster is represented at the grapheme level spelling per
formance should be poorer for six-letter nongeminate words than for six
letter geminate and five-letter nongeminate words. At issue is whether 
six-letter words with double consonants are represented as strings of five 
or six graphemes. The expectations of the two hypotheses are summarized 
below. 

HI: Each letter is represented by a grapheme: 
STANCO = STELLA < STILE 

Hz: Double letters are represented by one grapheme: 
STANCO < STELLA = STILE 

As already noted, the experimental results strongly favor the view that 
L.B.'s performance for six-letter words with geminate consonants is com
parable to his performance with five- and not six-letter nongeminate words 
(Hz). The conclusion that geminate clusters are represented by a single 
consonant grapheme (Hz) leads us to assume that orthographic represen
tations contain other information that allows the single consonant grapheme 
to be spelled as two letters in output. Note, however, that this kind of 
information is not specified at the grapheme level. In fact, the hypothesis 
we have proposed for the structure of orthographic representations distin
guishes between levels at which grapheme and other relevant orthographic 
information is represented. In the case· of gemination, the hypothesis is 
that consonant doubling is indicated in the C-V tier where two consonant 
units (or slots) are associated with a single grapheme (see (3) above). 

The,results we have reported for words with geminate consonants, to
gether with the previously reported observation of consonant-for-consonant 
and vowel-for-vowel substitutions, argue strongly for the existence of 
separate C-V level and grapheme level representations. The assumption of 
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separate C-V level and graphemic level representations accounts for data 
on spelling performance far better than the assumption of a single level of 
representation, consisting of only a sequence of graphemes. However, 
even this richer assumption is not sufficient to account for various other 
aspects of L.B.'s spelling performance. These other observations require 
us to make still stronger assumptions about the structure of orthographic 
representations. 

In Italian, there are words with a "simple" C-V structure (i.e., words 
that contain n sequences of one consonant and one vowel, e.g., "tavolo") 
and words that have an "complex" C-V structure, i.e., words that contain 
vocalic or consonantal clusters, e.g., "fiasco" (flask), "tempio" (temple), 
"strano" (strange), "nostro" (our), "onesto" (honest), and "albero" (tree), 
in addition to words with geminate consonants. On the assumption that the 
representations used in spelling contain information only about grapheme 
units and C-V structure, the performance obtained with words containing 
the same number of letters (with the exception of words with geminate 
letters, see above) should be the same, independent of whether they have a 
simple or a complex C-V structure. This case is not what we found. L.B.'s 
performance with simple six-letter words was far superior to his perform
ance with complex six-letter words: Words such as "tavolo" were written 
correctly substantially more often than words such as "onesto" or "fiasco" 
[1300 of 1777 (73%) versus 579 of 1024 (57%) correct]. Once again, if 
we were to assume that orthographic representations consist only of an 
ordered set of graphemes, this result would not be expected, nor would 
it be expected even if, in addition, we were to assume a C-V level of 
representation. 

The analysis of the type of errors made by L.B. when spelling words with 
simple and complex C-V structure provides important clues to the organ
ization of orthographic representations. The distribution of error types 
differed markedly as a function of whether the to-be-spelled word had a 
simple or a complex C-V structure, as may readily be seen in Table 1.8. 

TABLE 1.8. Effect of orthographic structure on writing per
formance: incidence of various error types in incorrect re
sponses to CVCVCV and to non-CVCVCV stimuli. 

Performance 

Substitutions 
Insertions 
Deletions 
Exchanges (nonadjacent letters) 
Transpositions 
Total (No. of simple errors) 

Orthographic structure 

CVCVCV Non-CVCVCV 

386 (70.6)" 
4 (0.7) 
2 (0.4) 

155 (28.3) 
0(0.0) 

547 (100) 

122 (28.6) 
32 (7.5) 

141 (33.0) 
96 (22.5) 
36 (8.4) 

427 (100) 

a Numbers in parentheses are percentages. 
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L.B. did not produce letter deletion or insertion errors for simple C-V 
words, nor did he produce adjacent-letter exchange errors (e.g., errors 
such as tavolo ~ taovlo) for these words. However, he did produce inser
tion, deletion, and adjacent-letter exchange errors for complex C-V words. 
Thus essentially all of L.B.'s spelling errors for simple C-V structure words 
were either substitutions (e.g., tavolo ~ tapolo) or exchanges of nonad
jacent letters, e.g., sirena (siren) ~ sinera or sirane, but not sierna. Why 
should there be such a difference in the distribution of spelling errors for 
the two types of word? 

Let us consider first, briefly, the case of exchange errors. One reason for 
the absence of adjacent-letter exchange errors is that these errors do not 
occur because they would involve a consonant/vowel exchange. This 
reason cannot be the whole explanation, however, because when spelling 
words with complex C-V structure L.B. produced adjacent-letter errors 
that involved consonant-vowel exchanges, e.g" premio (prize) ~ permio. 
A more likely reason for the asymmetrical distribution of exchange errors 
appeals to the possibility of orthosyllabic structure constraints on the pro
duction of errors. That is, the reason for the absence of adjacent-letter 
exchange errors for simple C-V structure words is that such errors would 
result in the violation of the orthosyllabic structure of the target words. For 
example, the incorrect spelling of "sirena" as "sierna" not only involves 
the exchange of the positions of a consonant and a vowel (i.e., CVCVCV 
~ CVVCCV) but also a change in the orthosyllabic structure of the word 
sirena-a change from three (si-re-na) to two (sier-na) syllables. In other 
words, if lexical-orthographic representations specified not only grapheme 
and C-V information but also orthosyllabic structure, the latter informa
tion could serve to constrain the types of error produced by the subject 
when grapheme or C-V information is underspecified as a consequence of 
brain damage. This point may more readily be appreciated by considering 
the distribution of deletion errors. 

The deletion of a single consonant or vowel in words with simple C-V 
structure almost always results in a change in the orthosyllabic structure 
of the word (e.g., si-re-na ~ sir-na, sie-na). It need not be the case for 
words with complex C-V structure, e.g., destra (right) ~ detra, desra, 
desta; com pie (completes) ~ compi, compe. Consequently, if orthographic 
representations contain orthosyllabic structure, we would expect deletion 
errors only (or mostly) to occur for complex C-V words. In fact, among a 
body of several hundred errors, L.B. made only two omission errors on 
simple C-V words, both involving deletion of the entire first syllable, as in 
"cugino" (cousin) ~ "gino," but he made 141 single-letter deletion errors 
on complex C-V words. Most single-letter deletions (128/141, 90.8%) were 
consonant deletions in consonant clusters, as in "destra" (right) ~ "desta" 
(he awakes). These errors did not lead to a change in the orthosyllabic 
structure of the target response. Similarly, of the 13 single-letter deletions 
(9.2%) involving vowels, 12 (8.5% of the total number of deletions) con-
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sisted in the deletion of one of two vowels in vowel digraphs, as in 
"compie" ~ "compe." As in the case of the consonant deletion errors, 
these vowel deletion errors also respect the orthosyllabic structure of the 
target response. Of the 141 single deletion errors for complex C-V words, 
only one vowel deletion error resulted in a violation of syllabic structure 
(0.7% of the total number of deletions). These results provide strong 
evidence for the hypothesis that orthosyllabic structure constitutes an 
autonomous level of orthographic representation. 

The hypothesis we have formulated for the structure of orthographic 
representations provides a motivated account of the distribution of L.B.'s 
spelling errors. Consider, for example, the expected performance when 
spelling a word such as "stanco" (tired). Suppose that the only information 
available to the subject was that: (1) the word has two syllables (0'); (2) the 
first two graphemes in the response are consonants, and the last two 
graphemes are a consonant and a vowel, respectively; and (3) the first 
grapheme is [S] and the last grapheme is [0] (this information is repre
sented in [4], below). Information on C-V structure would force the pro
duction of consonants in the second and in the penultimate position, even 
though information about specific graphemes is unavailable. Information 
on syllabic structure would induce the production of a vowel between the 
initial CC cluster and the final CV sequence. (If there is a syllable, there 
has to be a vowel.) These constraints would lead to the production of a 
CCVCV sequence, resulting in a consonant deletion and substitutions 
(e.g., stanco ~ stoto). Alternatively, a -VC- or a -CV- sequence may be 
produced to fill the empty slots, resulting in more complex errors, which 
would, nonetheless, respect the orthosyllabic structure of the target re
sponse (e.g., stanco ~ stpodo, stopdo), in the sense that the sequence of 
Cs and Vs satisfy graphotactic constraints in terms of the number of such 
elements that can occur in sequence. The outcome of these "repairs" 
would be substitution errors or letter exchanges, with or without letter 
substitutions, that respect orthosyllabic structure. These error types are 

66 
C C C V 
I I I I 

[S] [-] H [-] H [0] 

s C V C 
s C C V C 
s C V C C 

o (deletion) 
o (exchange) 
o (exchange) (4) 
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precisely those that were observed in L.B.'s performance. In other words, 
if we assume a richly articulated orthographic representation that specifies 
information on orthosyllabic structure, C-V structure, and abstract letter 
identities, we are able to account for the vast majority of the letter sub
stitutions and deletions made by the subject. 

One last remark is in order. We have used terms and concepts that were 
developed in an area different from that which has been our concern here. 
Indeed, the concepts of orthosyllabic level, C-V level, and graphemic level 
were proposed by analogy to developments in phonological theory (van 
der Hulst and Smith, 1982). However, we must emphasize that the multi
dimensional structures proposed for orthographic representations are 
orthographic and not phonological in nature (see Cummings, 1988, for 
discussion; for experimental evidence on the structure of orthographic 
representations in reading, see Prinzmetal, Treiman, and Rho, 1986, and 
the references cited therein). What is exciting about our results is that 
similar general principles of lexical representation may be needed to 
account for phonological and orthographic processing. In other words, our 
results may be taken as evidence in favor of a general hypothesis about the 
form of lexical representations. 

Conclusions 

We have reviewed some results, mostly from our laboratory, that speak 
to the general issue of lexical processing. We have shown that there is 
compelling evidence for the hypothesis that lexical information is repre
sented in independent, modality-specific input and output lexicons. More 
importantly, however, we have gone on to show that it is possible to arti
culate more detailed hypotheses about the structure of the information 
represented in the proposed lexical components. Indeed, unless we arti
culate detailed claims about the structure of lexical mechanisms, as we 
have done herein, it is not possible to capture systematic regularities in 
the pattern of errors produced by brain-damaged subjects. The last point 
was amply demonstrated by our analysis of the spelling performance of 
a dysgraphic subject, which showed that we must make highly specific 
assumptions about orthographic representations in order to account for 
the observed patterns of spelling errors. To the extent to which specific 
hypotheses about the structure of lexical representations and about the 
organization of lexical components allow us to explicate the observed 
patterns of impaired performance, we may conclude that those hypotheses 
constitute valid aspects of a theory of lexical processing. In this context, we 
suggest that the research reviewed here provides strong support for the 
proposed hypotheses about the organization of the lexical system and the 
structure of lexical representations. 
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2 
Morphological Representations and 
Morphological Deficits in Aphasia 

GARyLIBBEN 

A major goal in the study of language disorders by linguists is to develop 
an understanding of the functional architecture of language competence. 
Specifically, it is hoped that the study of language breakdown in aphasia 
will shed light on certain questions: In what form is linguistic knowledge 
represented in the brain? What role do linguistic representations play in 
the process of language comprehension and production? 

A crucial assumption in this approach to linguistic aphasiology is that 
there is a significant relation between the units of linguistic theory and units 
appropriate to the functional characterization of language in the brain. In 
this chapter it is argued that it is profitable to characterize language com
petence in terms of theoretically motivated modules (i. e., phonology, 
morphology, syntax, semantics) and that theoretically motivated charac
terizations of language modules contribute significantly to the explanation 
of language disturbance in aphasia. However, it is also argued that this 
contribution requires neither the postulation of linguistic representations 
in the brain nor the postulation of a modular brain with respect to language. 

The position is presented in the context of the investigation of mor
phological competence and its breakdown in aphasia. The chapter presents 
a case study of a patient, J .Z., who exhibited an interestingly specific pro
duction deficit. It is argued that, although this deficit was, in terms of a 
linguistic characterization, specifically morphological, the deficit was not 
related to any representation of morphological competence in the brain 
but, rather, resulted from an interaction between the demands of English 
morphology and the essentially nonmodular computational resources of 
the patient. 

Morphological Competence 

In the generative morphology literature (Di Sciullo and Williams, 1987; 
Lieber, 1981; Selkirk, 1982; Williams, 1981a,b) it has been assumed that 
words have internal structure such as that displayed in Figure 2.1. In the 
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FIGURE 2.1. The representation of inflected and derived words in generative 
morphology. 

psycho linguistic literature the question has been asked: What is the rela
tion between these ( and similar) characterizations of word structure and 
the representation and processing of words in the brain? In other words, 
do these structures have psychological reality? 

It has been suggested by Murrel and Morton (1974), Taft and Forster 
(1975), and Taft (1979) that in the process of word recognition complex 
words are not accessed by their full forms but, rather, are decomposed 
and recognized in terms of their constituent morphemes. This position 
claims that the representations in Figure 2.1 are psychologically real to the 
extent that they have as their basic unit the morpheme and represent a 
word as an arrangement of morphemes. The findings of the above studies 
are to be contrasted, however, to findings which suggest that complex 
words are accessed and represented by their full forms in the mental 
lexicon. In a series of studies that investigated the recognition of pseudo
affixed and truly affixed words, Mandelis and Tharp (1977) and Hender
son, Wallis, and Knight (1984) found no evidence for a morphologically 
organized mental lexicon. 

A possible explanation for the lack of empirical consensus in this area 
might be that the early questions were too broad-that there is no state
ment possible about the psychological reality of morphological structure 
in general, and there are significant differences that correspond to the 
morphologically different types of structures in Figure 2.1. It can be seen 
that the word "watching" represents an example of inflection, the word 
"kindness" an example of derivation, and the word "wallpaper" an ex
ample of compounding. Finally the word "irregularity" represents a case 
of derivation in which affixation changes the phonological properties of 
the stem and the affix. Given these types of linguistic difference between 
complex words, a reasonable formulation of the question of psychological 
reality might be: Do the differences between types of morphological struc
tures correspond to differences in the representation and processing of 
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complex words in the brain.? In other words, are these distinctions psycho
logically real? There has been some experimental support for the claim 
that they are real. Bradley (1980), using a frequency mapping paradigm, 
found a processing difference between affixed words in which affixation 
does not affect the stem ("#" boundary affixes) and affixed words in which 
affixation does affect phonological properties of the stem ("+" boundary 
affixes). Stanners, Neiser, Hernon, and Hall (1979), using a priming para
digm, found a distinction between derived forms and inflected forms. They 
concluded that only the base forms of regularly inflected verbs are repre
sented in the mental lexicon. Inflectional suffixes are stripped from the 
stem in the process of word recognition. Derivational affixes, on the other 
hand, are not stripped from their stems because derived words are re
presented in the mental lexicon by their full forms. 

What is the status of such findings? Assuming, for example, that the 
above claims are correct, does it mean that derived forms are listed in the 
mental lexicon because they are derived forms? If Bradley's (1980) con
clusions are correct and there is a psychologically real distinction between 
"+" boundary and "#" boundary affixes, does it mean that boundary type 
is represented in the mind? 

In this chapter it is argued that the answer to both these questions is 
"no." With respect to the boundary distinction in particular, Bradley's 
findings indicated only that there is a correlation between the binary dis
tinction in linguistic theory and computational processes of the mind such 
that one form takes longer to compute than the other. Her findings did not 
provide evidence for a type reductionistic (Fodor, 1975) view that the 
boundary distinction itself is represented in the mind. 

These issues and arguments related to linguistic representations in the 
mind are also relevant to the interpretation of language loss in aphasia. 
Indeed the attention received by the putative syndrome of agrammatism 
in both the aphasiological and linguistic literature (Bradley, Garrett, and 
Zurif, 1980; Caplan, 1983; Caplan and Hildebrandt, 1988; Grodzinsky, 
1984; Kean, 1977) is attributable to the fact that the syndrome's existence 
points to a significant relation between the units of linguistic theory and 
units appropriate to the characterization of language in the brain. 

In the case study below, evidence is provided that supports a correlation 
between the units of linguistic theory and mental representations. The 
patient has exhibited a loss of morphological competence, but the data 
do not demonstrate that he has lost morphology (or that he was ever in 
possession of morphology). Rather, it appears that he has lost the ability 
to do morphology. 

Case Study (J.Z.) 

J.Z. is a left-handed college-educated man who in 1986 at the age of 48 
suffered a cerebrovascular accident due to an embolic infarction of the right 
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middle cerebral artery. He was initially diagnosed as a Broca patient who 
showed severe expressive difficulties characterized by agrammatic speech 
and anomia. He did show a less severe but nevertheless significant deficit 
in comprehension. His comprehension difficulties were sensitive to mes
sage length, syntactic complexity, and semantic anomaly. 

Now, 2 years after onset, J.Z. has recovered such that he is attending 
and passing undergraduate university courses. His speech is still slightly 
less fluent than before, and he reports difficulty attending to complex 
lecture material. In sum, he shows little language disability save for the 
communicatively irrelevant but linguistically significant one described 
below. 

Word Production 
J .Z. showed difficulty in the production of words that could be charac
terized as having a complex form in the mental lexicon. J.Z.'s difficulty 
manifested itself only in production, but it appeared to be central to the 
extent that the degree of impairment was invariant across all production 
modalities. The words he could not repeat he also could not write to 
dictation and could not correctly produce spontaneously. 

The complex word repetition impairment of J.Z. is outlined in Table 
2.1. It can be seen that he showed difficulty with derived forms in which 
affixation results in a phonological change in the stem or affix .. He pro
duced errors in the repetition (and writing) of "irregularity," "illegible," 
"irrefutable," and "illegality." In contrast, J .Z. showed no difficulty with 
equally long words in which affixation did not involve phonological adjust
ment. He produced error-free repetition of "unhappiness," "materialism," 
and "ungratefulness." 

The typical word repetition errors he made are provided in Table 2.1. 
An interesting characteristic of his errors is that he showed a tendency 
to produce the canonical (or linguistically underlying) forms of the con
stituent morphemes of a complex word. His repetition of "irregularity," 
for example, was often "inregularity." A theoretical characterization 
(Chomsky and Halle, 1968)1 of the word "irregularity" would claim that 
it is underlyingly the form lin + regular + ityl, and that in surface form 
the final phoneme /n/ of the prefix has completely assimilated to the first 
phoneme Irl of the root. This production of an underlying prefix form 
could also be seen in J.Z.'s repetition of "irreparable." Here, however, 
he also showed a tendency to produce the underlying form of the root. 
Specifically, his production maintained phonological stress on the syllable 
"pair," such as it would be in the unaffixed form "repair." He did not shift 
stress to the syllable "re" as a result of the affixation of "-able." 

I For discussion of alternative and more recent formulations of underlying forms 
see Caisse and Shaw (1985). 
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TABLE 2.l. J .Z.'s oral reEetition of words. 

Successful 
repetition rate 

Target No. % Typical errors 

Happy 10/10 100 N/Aa 

Happiness 10/10 100 N/A 
Unhappiness 10110 100 N/A 

Regular 10/10 100 N/A 
Reguhirity 8/10 80 Regularity 
Irregular 17/20 85 Inregular 
Irregularity 8/20 40 Inregularity 

Legal 9110 90 ILiyggrl 
Legality 16/20 80 Inlegal 
Illegal 11115 73 Inlegal 
Illegality 8115 53 Inlegality 

Legible 10/10 100 N/A 
Illegible 7/10 70 Unlegible 

Repair 10110 100 N/A 
Irreparable 3110 30 Irrepair; inrepairable 

a Not available. 

The word repetition performance of 1.Z. suggested that his produc
tion of complex words was affected by the underlying form of constituent 
morphemes. This finding may be taken as evidence for the correspondence 
between morphological theory and morphological representations in the 
mind. Can 1.Z.'s impairment, however, be characterized as the loss of 
linguistic knowledge? Could he, for example, have lost the knowledge 
that the prefix "in-" assimilates to the first phoneme of the root in words 
such as "irregular," "illegal," and "irrefutable"? 

It seems impossible that 1.Z.'s difficulty results from knowledge loss. 
An important characteristic of the pattern of errors presented in Table 
2.1 is that repetition difficulties seem to map onto discrete types of mor
phological representations, but the performance cost associated with these 
representations appears to be additive. As has been discussed above, 1.Z. 
showed difficulty with the attachment of "in-" and with stress shifting as 
a result of affixation. He also seemed to allow blocked affixation, produc
ing a form such as "unlegible" which would normally be disallowed in 
English because of the existence of the form "illegible." Note, however, 
that although 1 .Z. 's production was systematically related to these mor
phological types, it was highly variable. For some words 1.Z. produced the 
assimilated form of the prefix "in-" perfectly well, whereas for other words 
his ability to produce the correct form was greatly impaired. An examina
tion of this variability leads to the view that 1.Z.'s performance is 
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negatively correlated with the number of the above-mentioned morpho
logical processes in a particular word. Thus he could produce the word 
"regular" perfectly. He showed a success rate of 80% with the word 
"regularity," a success rate of 85% with the word "regular," but a success 
rate of only 40% with the word "irregularity." A similar pattern was seen 
with all other forms in Table 2.1 with the exception of the affixed forms of 
"happy," which do not involve assimilation or stress shift. 

This pattern of performance does not seem consistent with a charac
terization of the deficit as a loss of specific linguistic representations (i.e., 
a knowledge loss). A more adequate explanation of J.Z.'s behavior is that 
he has suffered a decrease in lexical processing resources such that he can 
no longer produce computationally complex words. Computational com
plexity of particular lexical items, in this case, is a measure of the computa
tions required in word production. 

Does this finding suggest that words such as "irregularity" are not re
presented in the mental lexicon and that J .Z. was actually composing them 
on-line in the process of word production? There has not been support for 
such a view in the psycho linguistic research on normal subjects. The 
possibility remains, however, that J .Z. 's performance did not reveal the 
functional architecture of the normal lexicon but that he developed a 
particular adaptive strategy to his language deficit, and that it is this adap
tive strategy that was revealed by his pattern of errors. This explanation 
too seems unlikely because the putative adaptive strategy would have to 
involve a development of fundamentally different representations in the 
mental lexicon and a fundamentally different mechanism of lexical access. 
It is expected that such global reorganization would produce widespread 
observable deviations from normal language functioning. J .Z. showed 
minimal language impairment save for the specific morphological struc
tures discussed above and the idiomatic phrases discussed below. 

Idiomatic Phrase Production 
The pattern of J .Z. 's idiomatic phrase repetition is presented in Table 2.2. 
He was completely unable to correctly repeat the phrase "no ifs, ands, or 
buts." He also showed difficulty with the other idiomatic expressions in 
Table 2.2. Note, however, that although J .Z. was not able to produce 
"no ifs, ands, or buts" correctly over 64 trials, he had complete compre
hension of the meaning. When asked to paraphrase the expression he 
responded: "it's like when a mother says to a child to do something and 
he has to do it-no discussion." 

J .Z. also showed difficulty with other idiomatic expressions but virtually 
no difficulty in the repetition of non-idiomatic phrases. By definition, idio
matic phrases are those phrases whose meaning cannot be determined by 
normal lexical and syntactic analysis but must be learned. If J .Z. 's inability 
to repeat "no ifs, ands, or buts" is related to his difficulty repeating "irre-
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TABLE 2.2. J.Z.'s oral repetition of phrases. 

Target 

No ifs, ands, or buts 
A horse of a different color 
No doubt about it 
He kicked the bucket 
The ins and outs of life 

Successful 
repetition 

rate 

No. % 

0/64 0 
7/10 70 
8/10 80 
13/15 85 
6/15 40 

Typical errors 

But no ifs. No ifs and no buts 
A different horse 
Not doubt it 
He kicked it 
In and out of life 

gularity," we may safely abandon the hypothesis that J.Z.'s errors are a 
result of his on-line composition of complex morphological forms. If he 
were composing "no ifs, ands, or buts" from its constituent morphemes, 
he would not show perfect comprehension of the noncompositional mean
ing of the phrase. 

The view that a single deficit accounts for J.Z.'s word and idiomatic 
phrase production is consistent with the view that the mental lexicon is the 
repository of all language units that must be learned and subsequently 
"listed" in memory. Under this view, "irregularity," "kick the bucket," 
and "no ifs, ands, or buts" are alllistemes. They have in common the fact 
that they are listed in memory-nothing more (Di Sciullo and Williams, 
1987). It remains for us to demonstrate, however, the computational re
latedness of the phrases and words with which J .Z. has particular difficulty. 

Morphological Representations and the Mental Lexicon 

It is argued here that J .Z. 's repetition difficulties are best understood in 
terms of the interaction between properties of English morphology and his 
diminished computational resources. It is also claimed that J.Z.'s impair
ment supports a particular view of the organization of the mental lexicon. 

This view considers the mental lexicon, at a level of abstraction appro
priate to the characterization of functional architecture, to be a store of 
entries. Entries can be either simple or complex. The simple entries are 
individual morphemes (roots and affixes). Each simple entry minimally 
contains the morpheme'S underlying phonological form, its lexical cate
gory, and the categories to which it can attach. We may represent this 
information in the following manner: In (1), below, the phonological form 
of the word "happy" is given in phonemic slashes. Its lexical category 
[Adj] is represented immediately to the right in square brackets. The 
representation of the entry "regular" in (2) is of the same format. Entry 
(3), which presents the suffix "-ness," however, is of a slightly different 
format. The suffix is also assumed to have a lexical category (in this case 
N), but it additionally contains a specification of the lexical categories to 
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which the suffix may attach (in this case Adj). The specification is repre
sented as the lexical category {Adj} in brace brackets on the appropriate 
side (in this case, left) of the representation. The entry for the suffix "-ity" 
in (4) is of an identical format. 

An example of the format of prefix entries is presented in (5). The dif
ference between this representation and the representation of a suffix is 
that the square bracket is empty because prefixes do Qot determine lexical 
category in English and that the specification of the category to which the 
prefix can attach is on the right. 

-/hrepiy/[Adj]-
-/regyul~r/[Adj]-
-{Adj}/n~s/[N]-
-{Adj}/Itiy/[N]-
-lAn/[ ] {Adj, 
V}-

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 

Complex entries in the mental lexicon are of the same general format as 
simple entries. It is assumed, however, that a complex entry is one that 
contains a set of pointers (or associations) to its constituent morpheme 
entries. Each constituent morpheme contributes the contents of its lexical 
entry to the representation of the complex word. A complex word is 
therefore compositional to the extent that its entry contains the unaltered 
sum of the information contained in the constituent morpheme entries. 
In the area of lexical semantics, for example, a complex entry is per
fectly semantically compositional if nothing but the understanding of the 
constituent forms is required to understand the complex word. In the 
area of phonological representation, which is the focus of this chapter, 
a complex word is perfectly compositional if the complex form contains all 
and only the phonological representations of the constituent forms. An 
example of this type of complex word is "unhappiness." Its representation 
is presented in (6). 

-/An/[ ] {Adj, V}--/hrepiy/[Adj]--{N}/n~s/[N]- (6) 

Recall that this word is precisely the type of complex word J.Z. showed no 
difficulty producing. The complex words that he did have difficulty pro
ducing are those whose phonological forms are not transparently related 
to the phonological forms of their constituent morphemes. An example of 
this type is the word "irregularity." The representation of this form is given 
in (8), below. Note that the underlying form of the word is provided by the 
constituents. Because we are assuming that a complex word such as "irre
gularity" has an individual entry in the mental lexicon and that it is under
standable as "the state of not being regular," we require that its lexical 
entry contain both the correct complex (surface) form and its relation to its 
constituents (underlying form). The underlying form of "irregularity" is 
given in (7). In (8) the difference between underlying phonological form 
and surface phonological form is represented in "adjustment brackets" 
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which have the general form: (X ~ Y). The form (X ~ 0) indicates 
deletion, an the form (0 ~ X) indicates insertion. 

-/ln/[ ] {Adj} --/n:gyulgr I[ Ad j]--{Ad j} Iltiy I[N]- (7) 
-II (n>~)/[ ] {Adj}--/rsgyul (g>re) r/[Adj]--{Adj}/ltiy/[N]- (8) 

The representation in (8) contains more information than the trans
parent phonological form in (7), which J .Z. produces as a repetition error. 
The form in (8) is thus computationally complex owing to the additional 
representations needed to fulfill the requirement stated above, i.e., that 
a complex entry specify the correct surface form and its relation to its 
constituent morphemes. Thus J.Z.'s repetition impairment may be ex
plained without reference to the loss of morphological knowledge. It is 
claimed here that J.Z. simply had difficulty producing lexical items that 
contain adjustment brackets. If so, we have provided a unitary explana
tion of his sensitivity to the otherwise dissimilar phonological processes 
of stress adjustment and assimilation. 

At the level of abstraction of this formalism, it remains unclear exactly 
how the adjustment brackets contribute to the computational complexity 
of a lexical entry or why their contribution is so great. For the present, 
however, it may suffice to state that they increase the information load in 
a representation. This first approximation seems to accord with J .Z. 's 
general sensitivity to unusually long lexical entries, i.e., the idiomatic 
phrases, and may also account for his difficulty with "no ifs, ands, or buts." 

As is claimed above, it is assumed that the mental lexicon is a store of 
listemes. Complex listemes are lexical chains. Most lexical chains are 
words, although some may be phrases or sentences. Under this view the 
idiomatic phrase "kick the bucket" would have the lexical representation 
in (9). 

-/klk/[V]--/og/[Det ]--/bAklt/[N]- (9) 

Now the phrase "no ifs, ands, or buts" appears to be a special case. The 
first thing we note is that it is long, containing eight morphemes. If we 
assume, as we have been, that the functional architecture of the mental 
lexicon is such that each constituent morpheme of the entry must con
tribute the information in its lexical entry to the entry of the complex 
form, a number of adjustment brackets are required. The entry for the 
suffix "-s" has as part of its entry the specification that it must attach to 
nouns. The lexical entries for "if," "and," and "but" do not provide the 
lexical category "N." The categories therefore have to be converted by 
adjustment brackets in the entry for the complex form. The lexical entry 
for the phrase is presented in (10). 

-/now/[Spec]--/If/[(Comp>N)]--{N}/s/[N]--/rend/[(Conj>N)]-
-{N} Is/[N]--/or I[ Conj]--/bAt/[ (Conj > N) ]--{N} Is/[N]- (10) 
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The representation in (10) is clearly complicated. The computation re
quired for its production appears to exceed J .Z.'s on-line computational 
resources. The fact that (10) is complicated and is therefore difficult, falls 
out from the general principles of the organization of the mental lexicon 
outlined above. If it is the correct lexical representation of "no ifs, and 
ands, or buts," we may take J.Z.'s performance as offering support for the 
psychological reality of lexical categories. The categories must be repre
sented tn the mind if it costs him computational resources to change them 
as we have shown in (10). 

Where is Morphology? 

The account presented here offers a single explanation for the pattern 
of J .Z.'s word repetition and idiomatic phrase repetition. It also offers 
an explanation of the apparent variability of his performance by opera
tionalizing the notion of additive processing cost. The account takes a 
paradoxical position, however, with respect to the role of theoretical 
linguistics in the characterization of language in the brain. On the one 
hand, we appear to have support for the mental representations of lexical 
categories; and on the other, we have claimed that a computational view 
of the mental lexicon is more appropriate than a morphological view. This 
paradox may be due to the fact that theoretical morphology and syntax are 
designed to capture the generative properties of language but by defini
tion, the mental lexicon contains those language structures that are not 
generated but, rather, are listed in memory. The complex words in the 
mental lexicon may be morphologically well formed, but morphology is not 
there. The listed phrases such as "a horse of a different color" may be 
syntactically well formed, but syntax is not represented in the mental 
lexicon. It may be that morphological knowledge can be lost in aphasia, 
but the patient who has lost this knowledge would be likely to present 
intact word comprehension and production. It would be expected that the 
knowledge deficit would manifest exclusively in the patient's ability to 
create and comprehend new (but morphologically legal) English words. 
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Summary 

The case of an aphasic patient who shows a morphological deficit in langu
age production is presented. Although the patient's morphological deficit 
was related to specific affix types, his performance depended on the overall 
complexity of the word formation process. He showed no general difficulty 
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producing multisyllabic words, and his sensitivity to morphological struc
ture was evident only in production. It is argued that the pattern of im
pairment in this patient is not due to damage to the representation of 
morphology in the brain but, rather, reflects the interaction between 
linguistic properties of English morphology and computational properties 
of the brain. 
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3 
Morphological Reading Errors in a 
German Case of Deep Dyslexia 

RIA DE BLESER AND JOSEF BAYER 

The case presented in this chapter is used to compare agrammatisms in 
speech and reading. The criteria for the diagnosis of deep dyslexia are 
also explored and the examination procedure for establishing the location 
of the functional disorder is described. The main interest of the case, how
ever, lies in the analysis of the morphological reading errors and in the 
determination of their linguistic and psycholinguistic status. These areas 
are covered in depth. 

Agrammatisms in Speech and Reading 

The patient, H.J., a seamstress from a small town around Aachen, had 
had a cesarean section at the birth of her son when she was 22 years old. 
During delivery she suffered from a lung and brain embolism, which led 
to a relatively large perisylvian left hemisphere lesion with right hemi
paresis and aphasia. In June 1978, which was 3 years after onset, she came 
to the RWTH hospital in Aachen for examination because of aphasia. The 
patient was diagnosed as a Broca's aphasic with agrammatic speech pro
duction, and she was subsequently given intensive speech therapy. During 
this 7-year therapy period the main improvement was in her spontaneous 
speech. At the time of the examination for dyslexia in 1985, agrammatic 
symptoms in her spontaneous speech were hardly noticeable. 

Agrammatism is traditionally characterized by the lack of function words 
and inflected forms in speech production. The patient H.J. occasionally fit 
this characterization, but she also produced incorrect inflected forms. Her 
spontaneous speech was characterized mainly by the rare presence of com
plex sentence structures, which, for example, led to the frequent use of 
direct speech where indirect speech would have been more appropriate. In 
addition, she had noticeable word-finding difficulties. The following is a 
typical example of the patient's spontaneous speech. 

Frage: Will Ihr Sohn abends nicht ins Bett? 
Reaktion: Nee, freiwillig, nee ich bin nicht mude, aber jetzt habe ich gesagt, du 

32 
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muBt im Bett, du muBt morgen Schule, Wochenende darf er dann 
Hinger aufbleiben, aber so, das geht ja nicht, die halbe Nacht. 

Question: Doesn't your son want to go to bed at night? 
Reaction: No, volontarily, no, I am not tired, but now I said, you have to go to bed 

[case error], you have to go school tomorrow, weekend he can stay up 
longer, but this way, it doesn't work, half the night. 

Frage: Wer kam auf die Idee, einen Hund zu kaufen? 
Reaktion: Also erst Tino [der Sohn]. Ich hab gesagt, hier vorm Herzen da hab ich 

gesagt, wenn alles vorbei ist, dann kaufen wir einen Hund, ja, und dann, 
Operation gut iiberstanden und da fing er, wann krieg ich ihn denn, ja 
und da konnt' ich auch nicht so, nee, sag ich, zuerst miisse wir warten, ja 
und dann, mein Mann sagte auch ich mochte gem nen Hund. 

Question: Whose idea was it to buy a dog? 
Reaction: Oh, first [the name of the son]. I said, here before my heart [means: 

heart attack], there I said, when everything is over, then we'll buy a 
dog, yes, and then, operation succeeded, then he started, when will I 
get it then, yes and there I couldn't very well either, no, I said, first we 
have to wait, yes and then, my husband also said, I would like to have 
a dog. 

The mildly agrammatic features of this conversation sample stand in 
strong contrast to the pronounced agrammatisms produced in reading. 

"Mir wird 
Me becomes 

schlecht": Mir ... schlecht 
bad Me ... bad (I'm getting ill) 

"Er schrie er sei blind": Er schreien er blind 
He shouted he were blind He shout he blind 

"Wir liebten diese Rose": Lieben .. Rose 
We loved this rose Love rose 

"Du muBt ihm den Stuhl verkaufen": Du .. Stuhl verkaufen 
You must him the chair sell You chair sell 

The reason for this discrepancy, as we will show, is the peculiar reading 
disorder of the patient. 

During H.J. 's aphasia therapy, semantic paralexias were occasionally 
noted, e.g., Kaiser (emperor) for Konig (king) or Vogel (bird) for Adler 
(eagle). This finding motivated a further examination for deep dyslexia. 

Assessment of Deep Dyslexia 

Apart from typical semantic paralexias, the following symptoms are also 
characteristic for deep dyslexia (Patterson, 1981). 

1. Deep dyslexics are unable to read nonwords. 
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2. "Semantic" features, such as degree of abstractness, play an important 
role when reading words; concrete nouns are read correctly more often 
than abstract ones. 

3. The word category of the stimuli influences the reading performance. 
Content words are generally read correctly more often than function 
words, and there is a severity hierarchy within the group of content 
words; nouns are read correctly more frequently than adjectives and 
adjectives more frequently than verbs. 

4. The frequency with which morphological errors occur depends on the 
structure of the stimulus word: Simple morphemes without inflectional 
or derivational affixes provoke relatively few morphological errors, 
whereas they may constitute up to 50% of the reactions for words with 
affixes (Patterson, 1980). 

For the assessment of deep dyslexia, the patient was requested to read 
80 nouns, e.g., Kunst (art), and 20 noun-like nonwords with German 
phonotactics, e.g., Funst (art). The nouns were subdivided into 40 con
crete nouns, e.g., Beil (axe), and 40 abstract words, e.g., Norm (norm). 
In addition, 60 minimal pairs of content words and function words were 
presented, e.g., Sieb (sieve) versus Sie (she). The percentage of correct 
responses is listed below: 

Words (n = 80) .635 
Concrete Nouns (n = 40) .875 
Content Words (n = 60) .87 

Nonwords (n = 20) 0 
Abstract Nouns (n = 40) .375 
Function Words! (n = 60) .47 

The percentage of semantic paralexias to the total amount of errors was 
remarkably high, even for deep dyslexics. 

Words (n = 80) .53 
Concrete Nouns (n = 40) 1.00 
Content Words (n = 60) .68 

Nonwords (n = 20) 0 
Abstract Nouns (n = 40) .44 
Function Words (n = 60) .47 

According to the cardinal symptoms given by Patterson (1981), this patient 
clearly suffered from deep dyslexia. 

We then examined the influence of word category, which is said to con
stitute a severity hierarchy in patients with deep dyslexia (nouns> adjec
tives > verbs> function words, wherein ">" is defined as "more correct 
responses than"). The patient was requested to read underived and un
inflected word forms. The percentage of correct reactions to the various 
word categories was as follows. 

1 The category "semantic paralexias to function words" includes substitutions 
of one function word by another, e.g., mir (me dative) for mein (mYposseSSive), du 
(YOUnominative) for dir (you dative)' 
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Nouns (n = 55) .74 
Adjectives (n = 72) .50 
Infinitive Verbs (n = 91) .47 
Function Words (n = SO) .36 

Prepositions (n = 2S) .57 
Conjunctions (n = 12) .33 
Pronouns (n = 24) .29 
Modal Verbs (n = 16) .13 

The proportion of semantic paralexias to the total incorrect responses 
was again high, but the percentage varied across the various types of 
content words. 

Nouns .79 
Adjectives .44 
Infinitive Verbs .33 

Following are some examples of semantic reactions. 

Stimulus 
Nouns 

Beil (axe) 
Grund (ground) 
Eisen (iron) 
Furst (sovereign) 
Menge (mass) 
Herd (stove) 
Dunst (vapor) 

Adjectives 
tapfer (courageous) 
duster (dark) 
trube (overcast) 
Ie dig (single) 
sanft (soft) 
gering (few) 

Verbs 
retten (save) 
kosten (cost) 
lauten (ring) 
rennen (race) 
saufen (drink a lot) 
stech en (stick) 

sinken (sink) 

Reaction 

Hammer (hammer) 
Boden (floor) 
Stahl (steel) 
Prinz (prince) 
Gruppe (group) 
Of en (oven) 
Qualm (smoke) 

mutig (courageous) 
dunkel (dark) 
das wetter, bewolkt (the weather, cloudy) 
nicht verheiratet (not married) 
zartlich (tender) 
wenige (few) 

helfen (help) 
zahlen (pay) 
klingeln (ring) 
laufen (run) 
trinken (drink) 
Messer irgendwas, schneiden (knife something, 

cut) 
kentern (sink) 

The word category effect was nevertheless not as pronounced as might 
have been expected according to the predictions in the English literature. 
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There was no big difference between adjectives and verbs, whereas there 
was a lot of variance within the category of function words. For example, 
prepositions were read better than the infinitive of verbs, and modal verbs 
were much more severely affected than main verbs. 

One factor that may help to explain these different results for function 
words could be referential content, which is much stronger in prepositions 
than, for instance, in conjunctions. The word category effect could thus be 
related to the concreteness effect. It is important to note that the disorder 
cannot be explained by a general impairment of phonological access, but 
that it is restricted to processing written material. H.l. could easily repeat 
every function word spoken to her. 

The results for verbs and adjectives may be related to the fact that in 
German few adjectives are underived. We therefore had to include low 
frequency words in our corpus of underived adjectives. It is well known 
that frequency plays a role in the reading of deep dyslexics. 

Strikingly, only a small portion of the responses to our word category 
corpus could be considered morphological errors (nouns: 1 % morpho
logical versus 18% semantic; adjectives: 3% morphological versus 22% 
semantic; verbs: 15% morphological versus 18% semantic). In this corpus, 
only un derived and uninflected word forms were presented. Therefore the 
relatively small number of morphological errors corresponds to the ob
servation made by Patterson (1980) that morphological errors are most 
frequent in morphologically complex words. The higher amount of mor
phological errors in the responses to infinitival verbs may be related to the 
fact that the infinitive is already a morphologically complex form itself. 
This subject is discussed in greater detail later in the chapter. 

Assessment of the Functional Locus of the Disorder 

First, a paradigm of lexical decision was used, whereby the patient is re
quested to decide if a written or spoken letter or sound chain is a word. 
The stimulus material consisted of chains of four syllables, constructed 
in the following manner. 

1. EK: existing compounds consisting of two content morphemes and a 
(variable) number of grammatical morphemes, e.g., Kugelschreiber 
(ballpoint), Schlagersanger (hit singer). 

2. P A: nonwords constructed by substituting the initial phonemes of the 
composite parts of the compound words, e.g., Wugelkreiber. 

3. PE: nonwords constructed by substituting the final phoneme of the 
composite parts of the compound words, e.g., Schlagessangel. 

4. SPK: nonexisting compounds in which the composite parts were pho
nemically correct and semantically meaningful, but the compounded 
product makes no sense, e.g., Kugelsanger. 
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5. NS: nonsense words constructed after a phonemically illegitimate 
CVCV pattern, e.g., Kupiiwagu. 

Each category contained 15 items and was offered twice. Altogether 
150 items were presented to the patient in randomized order, with the 
request to judge their correctness. The lexical decision task was performed 
in auditory and written presentation. 

In the auditory modality, H.J. 's results were entirely normal. When 
given PA, PE, and NS nonwords in written presentation, H.J. made no 
incorrect decisions either. For real compounds, she made 3 incorrect de
cisions of 30 by visual presentation. Interestingly, she rejected all semantic 
pseudocompounds (SPK) upon visual presentation. In some cases, she 
commented, "not those two together," or else she would try to construct 
some compositional 'semantics but she would finally reject the composition. 

Sammlerhochzeit (collector wedding): When many get married, maybe, 
but no. 

Geschenkskrumel (present crumb): Too few presents, but no. 
Nadelfeuer (needle fire): When there are too many, but no. 
Pflanzenwohnung (plants dwelling): Could exist, but never heard of it. 

These results indicate that H.J. could provide a rather specific semantic 
interpretation for an input chain upon auditory as well as graphemic pre
sentation. Therefore her deep dyslexia does not seem to arise on the input 
side, between the graphemic stimulus and the semantic system, or in the 
semantic system itself, as the patient could even make judgments of semantic 
anomaly for compounds. The disturbance is more likely situated between 
the semantic representation and the phonological word form because, 
like semantics, the phonological word form itself is also undisturbed, as 
shown by the fact that H.J. can repeat all of the SPK pseudowords without 
problems, although typical reading reactions were the following. 

Sammlerhochzeit (collector 
wedding) 

Kugelsanger (ball singer) 

Kleiderbesteck (clothes 
cutlery) 

Pflanzenwohnung (plants 
appartment) 

Bienentabak (bees tobacco) 

Sammeln-hochzeit (collect -wedding) 

Bleistift irgendwas, Sanger 
(pencil something, singer. (Note the 

semantic similarity between Kugel
Schreiber, or (ballpoint) and Bleistift, 
(pencil). 

Kleider-Porzellan (clothes-porcelain) 

Wohnung-Blumen nicht (appartment, 
flowers not) 

Bienen und Zigarren-innen (bees and cigars 
... in them) 

The patient was further tested for reading comprehension of the classes 
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of words she could hardly read aloud, i.e., modal verbs and pronouns. It 
was done using a sentence/picture matching paradigm. For the modal 
verbs, there was a choice of only two pictures. Modal verbs are difficult 
to depict; and if one were to include several distractors, there would be 
more than one plausible target candidate. Our set included items such as 
(1) a boy with his leg in a cast and hung in a traction sling (target: der 
Junge kann nicht laufen-the boy is unable to walk), and (2) a boy who has 
a sour face while being pushed to move by his father (target: Der Junge 
will nicht laufen-the boy is unwilling to walk). Even with this restricted 
set, the target picture can be chosen only by comparing the two pictures 
and picking the one that most plausibly fits the sentence. Among the 22 
sentences to be matched, the patient made five errors. 

The task for reading comprehension of pronouns was more easy to de
velop. A group of 22 simple semantically reversible SVO sentences were 
constructed with a pronoun as subject and another pronoun as object, 
e.g., Sie sucht ihn-she searches him. There were two distractor pictures, 
one with a distractor for the subject (Er sucht ihn-He searches him) and 
one with a distractor for the object (Sie sucht sie-She searches her). On 
this task, the patient made 4 errors among 22 which is significantly above 
chance. 

Thus the patient's poor performance regarding reading aloud modal 
verbs and pronouns does not stand in proportion to her rather mild dis
order in grasping their meaning from graphemic presentation. 

Additional data show that the route H.J. utilizes for reading proceeds 
as follows. 

1. Segmentation of the letter chain is performed with the help of the 
semantic-lexical system. 

2. The graphemic segments so identified are matched with an appropriate 
(concrete and referentially transparent) meaning. 

3. The semantic content so identified is matched with a corresponding 
entry in the phonological lexicon. 

H.J. did not segment graphemic chains by identifying the syllabic or 
morphemic structure as such, but only through interaction with the se
mantic lexical system. When reading neologisms, H.J. chose any part of 
the letter chain that could function as a word. For instance, when reading 
the stimuli of the lexical decision task described previously, she produced 
the following reactions. 

GasenHiher: Gas (gas) 
Sakelradel: Rad (bicycle) 
Hogelpafig: Gel (wet gel) 
Mutafazo: Mut (courage) 
Kauchirapo: Po-kau (the behind-chew) 
Rasiemwasset: Was (what) 
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Probleslosunt: Pro (pro) 
Binaifodii: Bin (am) 

The last three responses, where the patient picked up a function word, 
are comparatively rare. Usually these choices are ignored during segmen
tation. 

Real words are segmented by H.J. under semantic guidance. When 
morphologically ambiguous words are offered in which both a function 
word and a content word can be identified (e.g., Beil-Eid versus bei-Leid, 
axe-oath versus with-suffering = condolences), the composite semantics is 
decisive for segmentation. This situation is no different from what normal 
people do. "Gardenpath" words such as the following were used to examine 
this effect. 

Her-z-eigen 
her/herz, zeigen/eigen 
(to/heart, show/own) 

Bei-I-eid 
bei/beil, leid/eid 
(with/axe, suffering/oath) 

Herz . . zeigen, her. zeigen 
heart show to show = show up 

Mit/eid 
with suffering = pity 

Only in the case of low frequency words or abstract words could semantics 
not provide the necessary information for correct segmentation. 

Ab-t-rudeln 
ab/abt, trudeln/rudeln 
(off/abbot, move/packs) 

Zu-g-riff 
zu/zug, griff/riff 
(to/train, grip/reef) 

abt (as in church) .. ruder 
abbot oar 

Zug .. ~ 
train 

As the direct phonological-lexical route is missing, H.J. proceeded with 
the identified graphemic segments to the cognitive system and combined 
them with their referential semantics. It was then often linked to the wrong 
phonological form, resulting in semantic paralexias. Segments without 
clear referential semantics cannot be realized phonologically, which ex
plains the following. 

1. Differences between proper names and common nouns. H.J. could 
read only 6 of 70 proper nouns; the remaining 64 produced no response. 
When asked to identify the sex, she made only 8 errors. Twenty of the 
names had been chosen because they were exceptions to the German rule 
that names ending on consonants are masculine, and names ending on 
vowels are feminine. Examples of the irregular pairs are Otto (male ending 
on a vowel), Gertrud (female ending in a consonant). Another 20 names 
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showed no differences in form between male and female, e.g., Martin, 
Karin. The remaining 30 names were regular, e.g., Josef, Claudia. 

For the simple common nouns in this test material, 20% of the responses 
were semantic paralexias, which was about 50% of the total error rate, 
zero reactions included. Most reactions were related to the stimulus item 
by coordination/synonomy. The second most frequent type of semantic 
paralexia were paraphrases. 

2. Differences between derivational affixes. H.J. paraphrased the dim
inutive endings -chen and -lein with "klein" (small). Both endings were 
sometimes realized phonologically as -chen after such circumscription: in 8 
of 15 cases of the -chen diminutives and in 6 of 15 of the -lein diminutives. 

Briefchen (small letter) Brief. kleines . chen (letter small. diminutive 
affix) 

Mannlein (small men) kleiner Mann. Mannchen (small man. man + 
diminutive affix) 

TOrchen ( small door) TOr. kleine . TOrchen (door. small. door+ 
diminutive affix) 

The prefix un- was also paraphrased semantically with the free mor
pheme nicht (not). H.J. resorted to this strategy not only to describe the 
transparent derivations but often also in pseudoderivations. 

unmutig (displeased) nicht mutig (not couragous) 
unbillig (unfair) nicht billig (not cheap) 
unwegsam (impracticable) nicht Weg irgendwas (not way something) 

The phonological form un- was not produced once in 45 cases, nicht in 15 
of 30 derivations and in 7 of 15 pseudoderivations. 

The suffix -bar (-able) was treated differently again. Although it can 
be paraphrased semantically, it cannot be done so with a single word. 
A paraphrase occurred only once in 30 cases: kann man mischen (one 
can mix it) for mischbar (mixable). However, -bar was often realized 
phonologically (in 13 of 30 cases). Because -bar also has a homophonous 
noun, which H.J. could read (e.g., Buhnenbar was read as Theater . . bar), 
the interpretation of -bar as a suffix was unlikely at least in some of the 
reactions. 

machbar (doable) 
trinkbar (drinkable) 
ergreifbar (graspable) 

bar aber .. keine Ahnung (bar but .. no idea) 
trinken .. bar (drink .. bar) 
greifen .. wieder bar (grasp .. again bar) 

The suffixes ig, -isch, and -lich can hardly be paraphrased semantically. 
These suffixes have the syntactic category of adjective and are used to 
derive adjectives from nouns. They were rarely realized phonologically 
(of 30 items each, 4 for -ig, 0 for -isch, and 5 for -lich). Reactions were 
mainly restricted to the nominal root. 
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staubig (dusty) 
heimisch (homy) 
miindlich (orally) 

Staub (dust) 
Heim (home) 
Mund (mouth) 

So far, the differential treatment of the above suffixes seems to be com
patible with an alternative explanation to the "semantic content" hypothe
sis. The diminutive and negation affixes are category-preserving, whereas 
the adjectival suffixes -ig, -isch, and -lich have a syntactic function con
verting nouns into adjectives. The patient might have a particular inability 
to read syntactic affixes. To test this assumption, we presented words with 
other negation affixes, 10 with the adjectival -los (-less), and 10 with the 
verbal prefix ent- (de-), e.g., herz-los (heart-less), ent-gilt-en (de-poison: 
to take the poison out). 

The patient correctly read 3 of 10 -los items and 3 of 10 ent- items. The 
remaining reactions provoked semantic paraphrases, as in the case of the 
nonsyntactic un-: 

zahn-Ios (tooth-less) 
brot -los (bread-less) 

armel-los (sleeveless) 
herz-Ios (heart -less) 
ent-haupten (be-head) 
ent-fett-en (de-grease) 
ent -gift -en (de-poison) 

Zahn ... ohne Zahne (tooth .. without teeth) 
Brot ... frei. ohne Brot (Bread .. free. without 

bread) 
Arm .. frei (arm .. free) 
Herz .. arm (heart .. poor) 
.. Tod (gestures "Head off") (death) 
nicht fettig (not greasy) 
Gift .. nicht giftig jetzt, aber friiher war das giftig 

(poison .. not poisonous now, but before it 
was poisonous) 

These examples indicate that semantically paraphrasable affixes were 
processed by the patient irrespective of their syntactic status. 

Morphological Reading Errors 

The morphological structure of words is richer in German than in English. 
This fact motivated us to take a closer look at the interaction between the 
internal structure of the morphological lexicon and the direct, semantic
lexical route for reading. 

The starting point of our own examination and of the current debate in 
the literature was a descriptive study by Patterson (1980) on the "deri
vational" errors two English-speaking deep dyslexics had produced. The 
term "derivational error" used by the author included both inflectional 
and linguistically speaking derivational morphological relations between 
stimulus and response. In her study of the two patients with deep dyslexia, 
P.W. and D.E., who like our patient were also of the output kind, Patter
son concluded that the derivational paralexias collected from the reading 
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TABLE 3.1. Reading of affixed words-affix responses of two English deep 
dyslexics. 

Target -ing -er -Iy -y -ed -est -tion Other Delete Total 
No. 

Response 

-ing .58 .07 .02 .04 .02 .02 .25 53 

-er .13 .57 .10 .20 30 

-Iy .09 .05 .48 .38 21 

-y .07 .80 .13 15 

-ed .09 .05 .05 .09 .09 .64 22 

-est .45 .09 .45 11 

-tion .22 .56 .22 9 

Total 40 27 13 14 3 5 8 50 161 

© From Patterson (1980). With permission from Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd. 

data revealed a systematic pattern. Seven productive suffixes were avail
able for analysis, and all of them were frequently deleted. There were, 
however, differences in the correct production of the various suffixes; for 
example, the suffixes -ing, -er, -ly, and -y were often read correctly, where
as -ed and -st were never produced correctly. Also, the suffixes -ing and -er 
were frequently used as substitutes for other suffixes (Table 3.1). 

The author herself did not offer any theoretical explanation for the ob
servation of these patterns. An attempt at a theoretical explanation for the 
Patterson data was later made by Futter and Bub (1986). These authors 
used the framework of lexicalist morphology/phonology (Kiparsky, 1982). 
In the next section we will evaluate their proposal. 

Morphological Errors and Linquistic Models 
MORPHOLOGICAL ERRORS AND LEXICAL MORPHOLOGY 

Lexical morphology adopts three layers in the lexicon that have different 
functions in word building. 

Level 1 contains derivational and inflectional word formation with root
changing affixes (e.g., decide/decision). 

Level 2 contains phonologically neutral affixation processes for derivation 
and compounding (e.g., man/manly). 

Level 3 contains regular inflectional processes. 

On the basis of such a model, Futter and Bub (1986) assumed that 
morphological paralexias would reveal the following characteristics. 

I. Simplifications, i.e., suffix deletions, would occur most frequently, 
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whereby the suffixes of level 1 would be omitted more often than those 
of level 2, and the latter, again, more often than those of level 3. 

II. In cases of suffix substitution, affixes of levels 2 and 3 would be used 
for those of level 1 and not the reverse (e.g., decision ~ deciding). 

On the whole, there would exist a hierarchy of disturbance in which the 
n - 1 level would always be more prone to disturbance than level n, i.e., 
level 1 > level 2> level 3 (> = more disturbance prone). 

Both assumptions can be examined in German by means of inflected 
verbs, which may follow a regular or irregular paradigm. 

Condition Regular Irregular I Irregular II 
Infinitive spiilen bringen fabren 

(rinse) (bring) (drive) 
Present, 3rd person singular spiilt bringt fahrt 

(rinses) (brings) (drives) 
Past simple spiilte brachte fuhr 

(rinsed) (brought) (drove) 
Past participle gespiilt gebracht gefahren 

(rinsed) (brought) (driven) 
Imperative spiil bring fahr 

(rinse) (bring) (drive) 

According to I., the imperative form of the verb would be expected 
to be the most frequent default form, as it is the only existing form with 
possible homophony to the stem; e.g., gehen (to go)/geh (go). 

According to II., one would expect a difference between regular and 
irregular inflection forms. Futter and Bub did not assume a general lexical 
disturbance in cases of deep dyslexia, i.e., no regularizations of irregular 
forms should occur as, for example, lief~ *liiufte (ran ~ *runned). They, 
rather, assumed that when a patient reads a word all morphologically re
lated words are activated as well. Contrary to normal readers, however, 
the patient is unable to filter out the inadequate forms. When deciding 
which form to choose from the variety of candidates, he picks out the more 
regular form. Accordingly, quantitatively more errors would have to be 
expected when irregular forms are read, and irregular forms should occur 
less often as reactions as well. 

H.J. read a total of 316 verb forms (infinitive, present, imperfect, and 
perfect participle-79 of each). For the infinitive, there were 16% mor
phological errors and for the other forms, 49%, 43%, and 46% were 
morphologically incorrect, respectively. None of these morphological 
errors consisted in the production of an imperative or a verbal root. The 
responses were restricted exclusively to infinitives, present tenses, mor
phologically related nouns, participles, and the past tense form. The fre
quency of occurrence of these forms is given as a percentage in Table 3.2. 
The number of items includes correct and morphologically related re-
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TABLE 3.2. H.J.'s responses when reading 4 different verb 
forms. 

~sponse Inf. Pres. Imperf. Partic. 
Target 

Inf. (n = 50) I .74 .10 .00 .02 

Pres. (n =49) .59 .21 .00 .12 

Imperf. (n = 40) .50 .18 .15 .02 

Partic. (n = 49) .55 .12 .00 .25 I 

Noun 

.14 

.08 

.15 

.08 

(n = number of items which did not attract semantic or visual errors or 
zero-responses; correct responses are boxed.) 

actions to a specific verb form. Those errors showing semantic or visual 
similarity and zero reactions are not considered here. 

The system in H.J.'s reading is obvious. The patient reads approxi
mately 20% of the target forms correctly, whereas in over 50% of the 
reactions the infinitive is used as a default form. This explains why in the 
case of infinitive forms "apparently correct" responses are so frequent. 

The analysis of the patient's responses to regular and irregular imperfect 
tense forms provided the results shown in Table 3.3. None of the 30 re
gular imperfective forms was read correctly. In 11 of 30 cases the infinitive 
was substituted; in 2 of 30 cases a present tense was substituted; and in 5 
of 30 cases the substituted form was a morphologically related noun. The 
remaining reactions were either visually (n = 1) or semantically (n = 6) 
related words or zero reactions (n = 5). Of the 49 irregular imperfect 
forms, 6 were read correctly, 9 were realized as an infinitive, 5 as present 
tense, 1 as a participle, and 1 as a noun. Of the remaining responses, 10 
were visually related, 3 were semantically related, and there were 14 zero 
reactions. 

These results contrast sharply with the expectations set up by Futter and 
Bub. If an imperfective form was read at all, it was an irregular, phono
logically marked form, not a regular one. 

Additional evidence concerning a difference between reactions to in
flectional forms of levelland those of level 3 can be obtained by compar
ing the plural forms of nouns to the comparative and superlative forms of 
adjectives. 

TABLE 3.3. H.I.'s reading of regular and irregular imperfective forms. 

Response Imperf. Inf. Pres. Partic. Noun e Other 
Target 

Imperf. reg. (n = 30) [IJ .36 .07 .00 .17 .17 .23 

Imperf. irreg. (n = 49) DO .18 .10 .02 .02 .29 .27 
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With the exception of the -s plural, German plural forms are largely 
unpredictable and must thus be localized in level 1 of the lexicon.2 In 
contrast, the comparative and superlative form of adjectives may count as 
regular inflection and would thus be located in level 3 of the lexicon. 

The patient was offered 10 singular forms and 30 plural forms to read. 
The plural forms were composed as follows: :.~ (Stock/Stocke), :~ (Vater/ 
Vater), and :·~r (Glas/Glaser). Of the 10 singular forms, 9 were read cor
rectly; and in one case there was a semantic paralexia in the singular. In 
contrast, only 5 of the 30 plurals were read correctly (Zuge, Hute, Bucher, 
Hauser, Garten); and in four additional cases, the first reaction was a 
singular noun that was then changed to a plural, whereas in two cases a 
paraphrase with viele (many) intervened. In 20 of 30 cases, only the singu
lar form was provided; and in one case there was a zero reaction. 

This performance was restricted exclusively to phonological output 
by graphemic input, however. When the patient was requested to orally 
pluralize singular forms (the 30 stimuli were the same as those in the gra
phemic plural reading task), 27 of 30 correct plural forms were produced; 
in only 3 cases did a stimulus remain unchanged. The patient thus shows 
only minimal impairment in her ability to produce plural forms. Therefore 
the morphological errors produced during reading are not caused by dis
turbances of the morphophonological representation itself but by the 
ability to adequately process graphemic stimuli. Once more, it could be 
shown that this disorder must be on the output side of the semantic system 
by asking the patient to match word cards with a singular versus a plural 
noun (18 items each) to pictures with one or several objects. In this task, 
H.J. only made 1 of 36 possible errors, which means that she grasped well 
the plural versus the singular meaning of the graphemic input that she 
could not transform phonologically. 

Regular inflection (level 3) applies in the case of comparative and super
lative forms of adjectives. Patterson (1980) had reported that her two 
English patients almost never produced the superlative affix -est and that 
the comparative ending -er was far more likely to be produced. Our patient 
H.J. read 12 highly frequent monosyllabic adjectives correctly and with 
ease. The comparative and superlative forms of these adjectives, pre
sented in a different session, were never read as such. Eleven of the com-

2 This assumption is extensively discussed for the German language by De Bleser 
and Bayer (1986). Neurolinguistic data are also offered there on the lexical status 
of the productive s-plural: Patients practically lacking syntactic abilities were still 
capable of productively deriving this form with their isolated morpho-phonological 
lexicon. The attribution of German plural forms (with the exception of -s) to level 
1 of the lexicon is not contradicted by Kopcke's data (1987). Kopcke offered neo
logisms to native-speaking German controls to be pluralized, e.g., "das Hett." The 
variety of reactions to the monosyllabic neologisms was remarkable, and agree
ment on one specific plural form ranged at best between 40 and 66%. The three 
possible "umlaut" forms (:·0, :.;}, and :·;}r) were almost completely ignored. 
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paratives and eight of the superlatives were read in the positive equivalent. 
Never did a semantic paraphrase with mehr (more) or meist (most) occur. 
One comparative form (iilter: older) was changed to a noun (alter: age). 
In two cases where the target form was a superlative, the weak congru
ence form occurred (kleinstlkleine, blindestlblinde). In another two cases, 
there was incorrect segmentation so that the noun Test (test) (carrying 
stress unlike the suffix -est) occurred as a reaction (iiltest ~ Test; ernstest 
~ ernst . . Test). Twenty additional comparatives, all with the "umlaut" 
form, were mixed with 50 nouns ending on -er. The latter were monomor
phemic nouns such as Hocker (stool) and agentive nouns such as Drucker 
(printer). Even in this condition, no comparative form was read, and the 
positive form occurred as a reaction in 16 cases. There were three semantic 
paralexias and one zero reaction. 

A comparison of H.J. 's reactions to plural noun forms and graded ad
jectives shows that, as with the imperfective forms of the verbs, irregular 
inflections stand a slightly better chance of being read correctly than the 
regular forms. This finding may imply that Futter and Bub have psycho
linguistically misinterpreted the hierarchy of lexical morphology. Instead 
of being 1 > 2 > 3 (> expressing more prone to disorder), it is actually the 
opposite, 3 > 2 > 1. This order is also more in line with the "feeding re
lations" postulated in such layered models, according to which, level 1 can 
feed into level 2, but 3 cannot (lice-infested but not *rats-infested, in other 
words, irregular plurals precede compounding, but regulars must follow 
it). For pathology, one would expect it to mean that level 2 could still 
function well when level 3 is disturbed but not when level 1 is impaired. 

In general, however, H.J.'s correct reading of inflected forms is too rare 
to support or reject such assumptions. What the data clearly express is that 
H.J.'s morphological errors cannot simply be captured by "omission or 
substitution of suffixes," as is done frequently in the current literature. 
Nouns and adjectives are not simply stripped of their suffixes, but the 
citation form (singular noun, positive adjective) is used as a default form, 
even if it is based on a different stem (nonumlaut stem) than the inflected 
form. The substitution of one suffix for another did not occur at all in 
H.J.'s data for nouns and adjectives. 

For verbs, simple suffix deletions would often have been possible, re
sulting in an imperative. However, H.J. did not produce imperatives. 
Instead, in over 50% of the cases another form, i.e., the infinitive, was 
substituted for the inflected form. Other less frequent default forms were 
the third-person present tense (over 10% of the cases) or a morphologi
cally related noun. A simple subdivision of suffixes in regular and irregular 
ones is not sufficient for the interpretation of the data, as the regular suf
fixes are clearly not treated equally with respect to suffix substitution 
processes. Even if the present tense, the past tense, and the participle are 
part of a regular paradigm, the imperfective form is never used for sub
stitution and the participle only rarely so. H.J.'s data, rather, indicate 
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that there are lexical marking principles at work in regular paradigms and 
that the infinitive is the least marked and therefore frequently occurs as 
a default form. 

Some anecdotal data of H.J. may show the strength of this tendency 
toward the unmarked form. Not only did she read infinitives instead of 
imperatives (the "stem" forms), but she did so even at the expense of 
syntactic structure. In German verbs, the verbal particle precedes the 
infinitive, but it must, due to the verb-second rule, follow the imperative. 
In 4 of 10 cases, H.J. substituted the lexical citation form with particle
plus-infinitive for an imperative-plus-particle. 

Lies vor.( read Lesen ... vorlesen (to read ... to read aloud) 
aloud) 

Steig hinauf 
(go up) 

Spring hinunter 
(jump down) 

Such weiter 
(look further) 

Steigen ... hinuntersteigen (to go ... to go down) 

Springen ... hinunterspringen (to jump ... to jump 
down) 

Suchen ... weitersuchen (to look ... to look further) 

A similar pattern with transgression of syntactic structure occurred in 
another investigation dealing with compound words. Even for verb-noun 
compound words, in which the verb stem would be the target, the follow
ing reading responses were made. 
Ziehmutter (foster mother) Mutter ... ziehen (mother ... to pull) 
SchieBpulver (gun powder) schieBen .. pulver (to shoot .. powder) 
MeBbecher (measuring cup) messen . Glas (to measure . glass) 
Sprechangst (stage fright) Angst .. sprechen (fright .. to speak) 
Kehrbesen (broom) kehren Besen (to swipe broom) 
Klappbett (camp bed) Bett ... zusammenklappen (bed ... to fold 

together) 

These examples may serve to summarize that (1) affix deletion is not 
the rule and (2) affix substitution was not arbitrary in H.J. 's paralexias to 
morphologically complex graphemic stimuli. 

MORPHOLOGICAL ERRORS AND SPLIT MORPHOLOGY 

An alternative position concerning the lexical representation of morphol
ogy was taken up by Anderson (1982) in his split morphology model. 
According to this view, there is a basic difference between syntax-gen
erated inflectional processes and lexically constructed derivational forms. 
This position has been adopted in cognitive neuropsychology by Caramazza 
et al. (1988). 

A possible difference between inflection and derivation was investigated 
using the reading data of H.J. She was given 155 morphologically complex 
words to read that have a transparent derivation. Of these words, 100 were 
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derived from nouns (20 verbs, 80 adjectives) and 55 from verbs (40 nouns, 
15 adjectives). Construction characteristics were the following. 

Derivation of nouns (n = 100) 
V (n = 20): nouns ending on er + n, e.g., pfeffer-n (to pepper) 
A (n = 80): noun + ig (n = 35), e.g., witz-ig (funny) 

noun + lich (n = 30), e.g., angst-lich (nervous) 
noun + isch (n = 15), e.g., neid-isch (jealous) 

Derivations from verbs (n = 55) 
N (n = 40): verb stem + er, e.g., druck-er (printer) 
A (n = 15): verb stem + bar, e.g., trink-bar (drinkable) 

They were compared with 20 simple monomorphemic nouns ending 
with -er (e.g., keller: cellar) and 60 monomorphemic adjectives with the 
following characteristics. 

Highly frequent monosyllabic A (n = 15), e.g., schOn (pretty) 
Highly frequent bisyllabic A (n = 15), e.g., bequem (easy) 
Monomorphemic A ending with -er (n = 15), e.g., tapfer (courageous) 
Monomorphemic A ending with -ig (n = 15), e.g., ledig (single) 

For the underived words, no derivational errors were made. Along with 
correct reactions (46%), mainly semantic paralexias (29%) and zero re
actions (18%) were produced. In contrast, 55% of the stimuli derived 
from nouns were read with derivational errors, 73% of which consisted of 
only the noun stem, i.e., the singular noun form, 24% of the plural noun 
form. The reactions to stimuli derived from verbs contained 38% deri
vational errors, 57% of which were infinitival verbs and 38% the third 
person singular present tense. 

The pattern of the responses to derived forms is qualitatively not dif
ferent from those to inflected forms. As responses to forms with a noun 
stem, a singular noun form is primarily produced. Here too it makes no 
difference whether the noun stem in the derived form is the same one as 
that in the underived one. Stimuli such as g6ttlich (divine) are read as Gott 
(god) as frequently as stimuli such as weiblich (female) are read as Weib 
(wife). The plural forms occurred mainly as reactions to derivations on 
-lich without umlaut stem (in 6 of 15 cases, e.g., kindlich ~ Kinder). We 
have as yet no systematic explanation for this finding. In the derived forms 
with the verb stem, the substituting form was primarily the infinitive, the 
second most frequent one a present tense form. 

A direct comparison of derived agentive nouns on -er and inflected 
comparative adjectives on -er shows some quantitative difference in the 
patient's ability to produce a correct response (Table 3.4). This overall 
better performance for agentive nouns, however, may well be due to the 
different grammatical category of the complex target, nouns leading in 
general to correct reactions more frequent than adjectives. 

In conclusion, it seems that none of the linguistic models of the lexicon is 
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TABLE 3.4. Comparison of derived agentive nouns and inflected 
comparative adjectives on -er. 

-er 

Words Correct 9 Semantic Visual Morphological 

Comparative (n = 32) 1 3 1 27 
Agentive (n = 30) 8 6 2 3 11 

substantially supported by H.J. 's data-neither the lexical morphology 
model nor the model of split morphology. For the lexical morphology 
model, the difference between the processing of regular and irregular 
forms was not sufficiently outspoken; and with respect to the model of 
split morphology, no essential difference could be shown to exist between 
derivation and inflection. In addition, neither of these models is capable of 
offering an explanation for the systematic patterns evident in the reading 
errors of H.J. 

If one keeps in mind, however, that the patient's lexical abilities are 
well preserved in other modalities, the psycholinguistic irrelevance of 
the internal structure of linguistic models comes as less of a surprise. 

It need not necessarily be expected that the disturbances in processing 
graphemic stimuli would follow specific structural aspects of the internal 
lexicon, given that it is functioning well in other modalities. This case is 
more likely explained in terms of processing impairments that are specific 
to graphemic stimuli, whereby markedness hierarchies of the intact lexi
con dictate specific compensatory strategies for this impairment. 

Morphological Errors and Information-Processing 
Models of Reading 
We now trace the specific contribution this case may provide to the cur
rently existing psychologically oriented literature regarding the source 
of morphological errors in information-processing models. As Badecker 
and Caramazza (1986) have shown, there exist as yet no conclusive argu
ments that prove that errors considered "morphological" from an oper
ational point of view show a functional difference compared to other 
errors, either semantic or visual. In other words, there is no conclusive 
evidence for an independent morphological error source, in contrast to 
semantic and visual errors, which are clearly differentiated from each 
other. For example, the English word thread has visual similarity but no 
semantic similarity to threat, and strong has only semantic but no visual 
relation to harder. In contrast, many so-called morphological errors have 
morphological as well as semantic and visual affinities to the target word 
(e. g., connection/disconnected). 

In the following sections we will discuss some assumptions regarding 
the source of the morphological error that have appeared in the literature. 
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MORPHOLOGICAL ERRORS TO AFFIXED WORDS, REFLECTING A DEFICIT OF 

GPC 

Patterson (1982) proposed as a possible source of morphological errors 
that the lexical routes would process only stems, whereas affixes (and func
tion words) would be much more dependent on mechanisms of grapheme
phoneme correspondence (GPC). A disturbance of the GPC route, which 
the standard theory assumes for deep and phonological dyslexia, would 
therefore lead to morphological errors as well. This assumption has be
come problematic since Caramazza et al. (1985) reported a patient who 
was incapable of reading nonwords (i.e., indicating that the GPC was 
disturbed) yet who did not produce morphological errors. 

MORPHOLOGICAL ERRORS TO AFFIXED WORDS, REFLECTING A DISORDER OF 

THE PRESEMANTIC MORPHOLOGICAL PARSER 

Job and Sartori (1984) argued that the morphological errors performed by 
their patient Leonardo were caused by a defect of a pres em antic morpho
logical parser. In their model of visual word processing, morphologically 
complex visual words are first parsed into their component morphemes, 
which then access the orthographic input lexicon in which root morphemes 
and affixes are distinguished. If there were a deficit in this presemantic 
parser, it would be predicted that when reading (1) only regularly inflected 
words should be affected, as irregular words do not undergo morpho
logical parsing; and (2) morphological errors should occur only for truly 
prefixed words (e.g., ripreso in Italian, repayment in English) but not 
for pseudoprefix_ed words (e.g., ritardo in Italian, religion in English). 
Both predictions were met by the patient Leonardo. He read irregularly 
inflected words better than regular ones (15 of 33 correct versus 6 of 33), 
and he made only one morphological error among 15 pseudoprefixed 
words in contrast to 6 of 15 truly prefixed words. 

Badecker and Caramazza (1987) offered an alternative solution for this 
dissociation that is not based on a functional-morphological disturbance. 
According to these authors, Job and Sartori's data are just as compatible 
if a visual source of disturbance is assumed as with the adopted morpho
logical source of disorder. Badecker and Caramazza argued as follows: 
Pseudo-prefixed words such as religion have a cohort of visually similar 
items (e.g., legion, lion), which, however, are unrelated to each other in 
the lexical-semantic system. Words with real prefixes such as repayment 
usually have visual cohorts as well, e.g., payment, repay, pay, repaying, 
and paying, but these words also have a semantic relation to the target. 
As a consequence, it is much more likely that morphologically related 
forms are produced for words with real affixes (having visual-semantic 
cohorts) than for pseudo affixed words (with only visual cohorts) even if the 
source of the disorder is of a visual nature. This effect is called "interface 
influence." Errors caused by the disturbance of a certain single component, 
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such as the visual input system, may nonetheless reflect organizational 
traits of another component (such as the semantic component) which is 
closely connected to the first in a kind of interface relation. 

The idea that the source of morphological errors may not be function
ally morphological was further elaborated and given empirical support by 
Funnell (1987). 

MORPHOLOGICAL ERRORS TO AFFIXED WORDS, REFLECTING THE SAME DEFICIT 

PRINCIPLES THAT UNDERLIE VISUAL-SEMANTIC ERRORS IN NONAFFIXED 

WORDS 

Funnell (1987) took tissue with Job and Sartori's conclusions about the 
relation between morphological errors and a deficient presemantic parser. 
These conclusions rested crucially on the differential processing of affixed 
and pseudoaffixed words. However, as Funnell criticized, the item groups 
had not been matched for frequency or imageability of either the targets or 
the "stems" they contained. Frequency is known to playa role for visual 
recognition, image ability for semantic processing. Therefore if these vari
ables are not controlled in affixed versus pseudoaffixed words, differences 
in performance may arise that are not related to the affix status, i.e., to 
morphology. Instead, they might reflect the same visual or semantic con
straints that condition the reading of simple monomorphemic words and 
morphologically complex words alike. 

Funnell investigated two patients with material controlled for mor
phological complexity, frequency, and imageability. One patient, C.J., 
was a phonological dyslexic and is not discussed here. The other patient, 
J.G., was a deep dyslexic patient, i.e., he could not read nonwords and 
made semantic, visual, and morphological paralexias when reading words. 
Moreover, Funnell demonstrated that his reading of words was strongly 
influenced by imageability. Highly imageable words were read well, where
as high frequency words with low image ability were rarely read correctly. 

Patient J. G. was asked to read 32 pairs of suffixed and pseudosuffixed 
words matched for mean frequency and imageability. They were pre
sented twice, so that each category contained 64 items, office-rlcorn-er; 
hungr-ylbell-y. The patient made stem errors for words of both categories. 
Stem errors were defined as (1) reading of the stem/pseudostem only, e.g., 
mastery: master; irony: iron; (2) substituting another ending on the stem, 
e.g., speaker: speaking; irony: ironing. 

Although the ratio of stem errors to pseudosuffixed words (13 of 64: 
actually 7 of 32 words) was only half of the ratio of stem errors to suffixed 
words (30 of 64: actually 19 of 32 words), the results seemed to be clear 
counter-evidence to a morphological parsing explanation, which would 
predict no stem errors for pseudosuffixed words as opposed to suffixed 
ones. 

A posthoc analysis seemed to indicate the effect of the relative image-
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ability of the target and stem for the occurrence of stem errors. This point 
was tested more stringently in another experiment in which 85 items re
presented three types of words: pseudosuffixed words (e.g., arm+y), 
embedded words (e.g., grave+l), and truly affixed words (e.g., sand+y). 
Imageability was varied as follows: highly imageable target and stem 
(army, gravel, sandy); target with low and stem with high imageability 
(mouser, wicker, cowl); target and stem with low imageability (nicety, 
tenure, realm). 

The author's predictions were as follows: Words with high imageability 
on all counts should basically be read correctly, those with low target but 
high stem image ability should give rise to stem errors, and words low on 
all counts should lead to visual errors and omissions. These predictions 
were all borne out for J. G.; in other words, image ability was found to be 
the determining factor for successful reading of affixed words as well as 
stems (or pseudoaffixed and embedded words). Therefore morphological 
errors should be seen only as "apparently morphological" but not func
tionally so. They do not, Funnell concluded, reflect damage to a presem
antic morphological parser; in fact, J.G. did not provide any evidence for 
existence of such a morphological parser. 

To arrive at this conclusion, however, the author used a trick in her data 
analysis. Remember that the first experiment had shown that J.G. made 
(at least) double the amount of stem errors on suffixed words as he did 
on pseudosuffixed ones. Moreover, when the author did a post hoc analy
sis of the target-versus-stem image ability effect, she found that, in contrast 
to pseudosuffixed words, the patient made few correct responses to suf
fixed words with a highly imageable target but a low imageable stem (ac
tually 4 of 7 items times two presentations), and quite a few stem errors 
occurred in these cases (in fact, 3 of 7 items). Funnell argued that they 
were not morphological errors but semantic errors; "Since J.G. makes a 
considerable number of semantic errors when reading unaffixed words, 
he is likely to make semantic errors when reading affixed words. If such 
errors share a common root morpheme with the target word, these errors 
will be indistinguishable from morphological (or stem) errors" (Funnell, 
1987, p. 516). 

The author used the results of another experiment to decide that those 
stem errors are in fact semantic. When asked to point to the name of 
the person when given two morphologically related word cards such as 
"typist," "typing," J.G. performed at chance. "J.G.'s problem in com
prehending suffixed words could be explained as a partial failure to access 
the meanings of affixes. Since affixes are relatively low in image ability , 
this failure fits with J.G.'s failure to access the meanings of other word 
types of low imageability" (Funnell, 1987). Consequently, Funnell gave 
those suffixed words with a high image ability rating for both stem and 
target a different treatment in the second reading experiment, which was 
controlled for image ability . She analyzed them together with the non-
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TABLE 3.5. Experiment 2: number of response types (correct, stem errors, visual 
errors, and omissions) produced by J. G. to 85 words grouped according to 
predictions based on imageability levels of the target word and stem. 

Target/stem Word Response 
imageability set predicted 

High/high" C Correct 
Low/highb D Stem errors 
Low/low E Visual errors 

and omissions 

" With the exception of suffixed words. 
b Including high/high suffixed words. 

No. of 
words 

24 
34c 

27d 

c One unclassified error not included in the analysis. 
d Two unclassified errors not included in the analysis. 

Reading response 

Stem Visual errors 
Correct errors and omissions 

19 (+ 1) 2 2 
6(+2) 17 (+ 1) 7 
0(+2) 4 19 

Note: Semantic errors, counted as correct responses or stem errors, are given separately in 
parentheses. 
© From Funnell (1987). With permission from Lawrence Erlbaum Assoc. Ltd. 

suffixed items which have a low imageable target and a highly image able 
stem! The results for J.G. analyzed in this (rather unorthodox) way are 
shown in Table 3.5. The predicted responses and responses obtained 
overall were significantly related, X2 = 50.21, df = 4, P < .001. 

However, the prediction that image ability , not morphology, is the 
principal variable is borne out only if one accepts, with the author, the 
theoretical bias that morphologically complex words of high imageability 
are actually low-imageable for the patient, i.e., if one assumes that the 
cause of the stem errors to suffixed words is semantic rather than morpho
logical-but this point is exactly what the author wanted to prove. She 
stated: "With one small exception, predicted patterns of performance 
in this experiment were not based upon distinctions between suffixed, 
pseudo-suffixed, and embedded words. . .. The single exception to this 
recognized the fact that J.G. is likely to make stem errors to suffixed words 
even when the target word is higher in image ability than the stem" (Fun
nell, 1987, p. 521). If one reanalyzes the data withoutthis strong assumption 
in a theory-neutral way, the results no longer speak as convincingly against 
a morphological parser account and in favor of a unified image ability 
account. 

We took the suffixed words with a highly imageable target and stem 
out of the category with low imageable targets/high imageable stems (set 
D) and put them back in set C, so far containing pseudosuffixed and 
embedded words with overall high imageability. Set E contained words 
with overall low imageability. The results for J. G. were then as shown in 
Table 3.6. 

The prediction that Hihi would be read correctly was no longer fulfilled. 
The maximum probability criterion was now .82 (for Pc = .90/.95, at least 
30 of 38 or 33 of 38 items should have been read correctly). Furthermore, 
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TABLE 3.6. Reanalysis of experiment 2 of Funnell (1987). 
Reading responses 

Target/stem Funnell's Stem Visual errors/ 
imageabilitya predicted response No. of words Correct errors omissions 

Hihi Correct 38 23(+3) 10 2 
Lihi Stem errors 20 2 (+1) 10 (+ 1) 6 
Lili Visual errors 27 -(+2) 5 20 

+ omissions 

a Hihi = high imageability of target and stem. Lihi = low imageability of target, high image
ability of stem. Lili = low imageability of target and stem. 

using Fischer's exact 2 x 2 table test (PC computer p~ogram StatXact 
1989), there was no longer any significant difference between the occur
rence of stem errors to Hihi and to Lihi items (p = .1943, one-sided, n.s.). 
The number of stem errors in the Hihi category was indeed largely due to 
the reinclusion of truly affixed words. Again using Fischer's 2 x 2 exact 
table test, affixed words triggered significantly more (p = .0019, one-sided) 
stem errors (8 of 14) than did nonaffixed words (2 of 24). Although it was 
no longer the case for the Lihi category, it must be remarked that there 
were only five truly affixed words (probably with one misclassification: 
purser/purse) of which four triggered a stem error, in contrast to 15 non
or pseudoaffixed words (with the likely misclassification of "signify") 
with six stem errors. The category Lili was a mixed one, including many 
function words in both stem and target groups (12 of 27), which are known 
to provoke zero reactions in deep dyslexic patients. 

To test Funnell's prediction with our own patient, H.J., we used the 
more stringent condition of her test; i.e., the target was of low image
ability and the stem of high imageability in pseudo affixed or embedded 
words. Funnell here predicted the occurrence of "stem errors." By way 
of comparison, we gave our patient 40 "stems" to read in isolation, and 
12 of them were used in pseudosuffixed words, 28 in embedded words. 
Examples are shown in Table 3.7. The low-imageable items were given 
together in a first presentation so as to not bias "stem reading"; the high 
imageable "stems" were presented later in the same session. 

Of the low-imageable items, 15 of 40 were read correctly. In only 2 of 40 
cases did the "stem" occur as the only response. In another six cases, the 

TABLE 3.7. Stem errors. 
High-imageable 
stem (n = 40) 

Beton (concrete) 
Fass (barrel) 
Ei (egg) 
Klo (toilet) 

Low-imageable pseudosuffix 
(n = 12) 

Betonung (emphasis) 
Fassung (mounting, composure) 

Low-imageable 
embedded (n = 28) 

Eile (haste) 
Klobig (clumsy) 
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highly image able stem or a semantic paraphase thereof was part of the 
naming reaction, but additional responses or comments showed that H.J. 
did not consider this reading response to be adequate. 

auto-mat (car/automat) Auto ... maschine irgendwas (car. .. 
machine something) 

strauch-eln (bush/stumble) Strauch ... laufen irgendwas (bush ... run 
something) 

ehe-r (marriage/sooner) Ehe .. hat nichts mit Ehe zu tun (marriage .. 
has nothing to do with marriage) 

The remaining reactions were as follows. 

1. Semantic paralexia to the whole item (n = 7), e.g., Komma-ndo 
(comma/command, detachment): Soldaten irgendwas, Befehl (soldiers 
something, command) 

2. Morphological paralexia to the whole item (n = 5), e.g., hand-el (hand/ 
trade): handeln (to trade) 

3. Zero-reaction (n = 4) 
4. Non-classifiable (n = 1) 

Of the 40 high-image able "stems" presented in isolation, 36 were spon
taneously read correctly; there was one zero reaction, one paraphrase, 
and one semantic paralexia; and in one case the "complex" item was 
remembered and transferred onto the single one. 

This task shows that H.J., like J . G., had a clear imageary effect in read
ing, but this fact does not override morphological parsing. Words that 
are pseudo complex rarely lead to "pseudomorphological errors," which 
strongly indicates that the morphological errors H.J. made when reading 
morphologically complex words should not be interpreted as simple sem
antic errors. The exact nature of the morphological error in H.J., as in 
J.G., still needs to be explained. 

The Nature of the Morphological Error in H.l. 
To appreciate the nature of H.J.'s morphological errors, we compared her 
performance to the different proposals in the literature. 

H.J. 's MORPHOLOGICAL ERRORS: DO NOT REFLECT THE GPC DEFICIT 

The fact that H.J. processed at least some affixes semantically testifies to 
their lexical status (see above for a report on the diminutives -chen and 
olein and the negative un-). Moreover, an analysis of the semantic para
lexias to derived adjectives (n = 58) demonstrates that syntactic aspects 
of suffixation were computed by H.J. Leaving aside the multiword para
phrases (21 %),60% of the semantic paralexias to derived adjectives were 
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also adjectives, indicating that the syntactic category of the suffix had been 
recognized by the cognitive system. Examples are the following. 

herrlich (delicious) froh (happy) 
niedrig (low) klein (small) 
morgig (of tomorrow) fruh (early) 
herrisch (domineering) stark (strong) 

These data defeat a purely prelexical account of affixation. 

H.J. 's MORPHOLOGICAL ERRORS: DO NOT REFLECT A PARSING PROBLEM 

A disorder in the presemantic morphological parser would predict that 
only regular, not irregular, affixation would be impaired. We showed 
earlier in the chapter that there was no significant different between these 
parameters in H.J.'s data. Moreover, the data against GPC also speak 
against an affix-stripping assumption, as (some) affixes obviously do con
tact the cognitive system. 

H.J. 's MORPHOLOGICAL ERRORS REFLECT A SEMANTIC VARIABLE THAT 

AFFECTS BOTH AFFIXED AND NONAFFIXED WORDS 

We disagree with Funnell's conclusion that cases such as ours do not pro
vide evidence for morphological parsing in reading. Not only can one see 
the patient tracing the morphology with her finger, but morphologically 
complex and pseudo-complex words are treated differently. In the former 
case, they generally trigger a morphological default system of verbal in
finitives, singular nouns, and positive forms of the adjective. The default 
system even works if the derivation or inflection uses a different stem than 
the citation form (e.g., gottlich (divine), response: Gott (god), kurzer 
(shorter), response: kurz (short); tuckisch (whimsical), response: Tucke 
(whim). Reducing morphological errors to the presence of visual-semantic 
cohorts would ignore this obvious system. 

However, we do agree with Funnell that these morphological errors do 
not result from damage to the morphological parser but, rather, from 
variables affecting the reading of affixed and nonaffixed words alike, i.e., 
semantic factors. 

If we adopt such a unitary explanation in terms of referential semantics, 
the following observations can be covered. 

1. A strong effect of image ability could be seen for reading morphologi
cally simple words in the partial replication of Funnell reported above. 

2. Proper names cannot be read by H.J., as they do not have enough 
intensional structure (descriptive force) to invoke the semantic system, 
which is required for phonological realization. 

3. Those morphologically complex forms that contain an affix with hardly 
any referential semantics can be realized only phonologically be
cause the linguistic system offers morphologically unmarked forms 
as substitutes. 
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Conclusion 

Marshall and Newcombe (1973) introduced three tasks for future re
search: (1) formalization of a word recognition and word retrieval model; 
(2) extension of the interpretive value of such models by considering 
languages with other writing systems, e.g., syllabic and ideographic ones; 
and (3) investigation of the relation between dyslexias and dysgraphias. 
Fifteen years of research on disorders of written language within this 
paradigm have led to favorable results. In no other area of neuropsychol
ogy has the interaction between theory and pathology been so intensive. 
For each point of the above program, several books have meanwhile been 
published. 

The models available to date have the disadvantage that the internal 
architecture of the single components have remained largely undeter
mined. With the elaboration of such models for specific languages, some 
questions therefore have remained in principle unanswerable. One 
example is the representation and processing of morphologically complex 
forms and function words. 

With respect to the morphological errors H.J. made in her reading per
formance, we could show that they were not caused by either semantic or 
morpho lexical defects. The error pattern that emerged was interpreted as 
a lexical compensation process that made use of markedness principles. 
We purposely prefer to remain somewhat vague as to exactly what is ac
tually compensated because our knowledge about the internal structure 
of the orthographic input lexicon is still too unspecific. The existing pro
posals on these structures clearly cannot explain our data. On the one 
hand, there is the "addressed morphology model," in which the process
ing of morphologically complex lexemes involves activation of the word 
as a single, whole unit from the orthographic lexicon. On the other hand, 
a "morphological parsing model" has been proposed that assumes a com
plex word is first decomposed into roots and affixes and that processing 
then proceeds only according to roots (see Butterworth, 1983, for a com
parison of these two views). 

Within the context of the first model, it would be difficult to explain 
H.J. 's reactions-in particular, why there is such a stable pattern of mor
phological paralexias: One would expect variability in the responses. Ac
cording to the second, parsing model, the semantic paralexias the patient 
makes would have to belong to the syntactic category of the word's root 
only and not to the syntactic category of the entire lexeme. H.J. processes 
at least the syntactic information of the affix, and wherever possible its 
semantic contribution as well. 

We can hardly claim to have found a general solution for the problems 
of deep dyslexia or, more specifically, for morphological errors. However, 
we do believe that we can plausibly infer the symptoms of H.J. 's reading 
from the assumed disorders. In particular, we have demonstrated in this 
case study how morphological errors may arise by graphemic presentation 
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without any defect of the visual input system, with a well functioning mor
phological parser, and with retained morphology in the internal lexicon 
and the output lexicon. Morphological errors can arise at the interface 
between the graphemic input lexicon and the semantic system. 

The unitary explanation we propose is that referential semantic contents 
determine what can be read, for content words, function words, and af
fixes. Our data are irreconcilable with theories starting from a general 
problem with "little words," as H.J. does not simply ignore function words 
and even bound morphemes. Our results are consistent, however, with the 
general observation that deep dyslexics can identify concrete words more 
easily than abstract ones, and that a word class effect can be recognized 
when reading. 

Summary 

The nature of the morphological error in word reading based on an analy
sis of the responses of a German patient with "deep dyslexia" has been 
discussed. The case provides compelling evidence for morphological de
composition in visual word recognition. At the same time, it shows that 
the occurrence of morphological paralexias does not necessarily pre
suppose an impairment of the process involved in morphological decom
position during lexical access. The source of such errors may lie in par
ticular properties of the reading system that affect affixed and unaffixed 
words alike, i.e., low referential semantic content. The pattern of the 
morphological errors in this case and their dissociation from nongraphemic 
morphological processing does not reflect a morphological deficit but, 
rather, the properties of spared morphological representations that pro
vide markedness features used for coping with the deficit of processing 
morphologically complex graphemic stimuli. 
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4 
Semic Extraction Behavior in Deep 
Dyslexia: Morphological Errors 

ANDRE ROCH LECOURS, SONIA LUPIEN, and DANIEL BUB 

As pointed out by Marshall and Newcombe (1980) in their historical per
spective on the conceptual status of deep dyslexia and by Coltheart (1980), 
clinicians have long been aware that brain-damaged subjects with this par
ticular type of reading disorder can often retrieve semantic information 
about written open-class words that they cannot read! (Benson & Gesch
wind, 1969; Beringer & Stein, 1930; Faust, 1955; Luria, 1970). The status 
of closed-class items is much less known in this respect, in particular that of 
bound morphemes (such as -ion, -ing, -ed in English). A basic feature of 
the syndrome is that all deep dyslexic patients delete, add, and substitute 
bound morphemes (e.g., reading "beautiful" as "beauty" or "beautify"). 
The level to which the target affix is categorized has not been well docu
mented, however. Theories of affix stripping (see Henderson, 1985, for 
review) would presumably not consider that morphological paralexias can 
entail adequate understanding of closed-class bound morphemes, as such 
units are considered to be removed from the stem prior to lexical ac
cess. There might be other mechanisms behind the production of morpho
logical errors in dyslexic patients, however, including the failure to recover 
the correct pho;:}oiogy after their grammatical sense has been extracted. 

In the present chapter, which one might consider as a complement to 
the preceding one, we demonstrate that-provided he or she has, to some 
extent, acquired explicit metalinguistic knowledge-a deep dyslexic can 
indeed extract at least part and sometimes all of the meaning of the c1osed
class bound morphemes in words that nevertheless yield morphological 
paralexias. Evidence in this respect is sought within a corpus of more than 
2000 reading responses produced by a patient observed by one us (ARL) at 
la Salpetriere in 1966. A number of these responses were accompanied by 
or restricted to comments of the patient as to the meaning of the stimuli 

1 Just as one form of word-finding difficulty has long been known in which, when 
asked to name objects or images of objects, the aphasic (or sometimes the normal 
speaker) is capable of providing pertinent circumlocutory information without 
being able to retrieve the target word itself. 

60 
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he was requested to read aloud, a phenomenon to which we refer as "semic 
extraction behavior." 

Doctor Adelbert, a right-handed francophone obstetrician, was born in 1919. Until 
the age of 47, he enjoyed good health and devoted a fair part of his time to reading. 
At the end of June 1966 he consulted for persistent headaches and was diagnosed 
to have a Foster-Kennedy syndrome. Surgery permitted removal of an apricot-size 
meningioma from the patient's left olfactory groove but left him with right hemi
plegia and speech suppression. 

In November of the same year, the patient was transfered to the speech-therapy 
center of la SaIpetriere. Neurological examination then revealed that severe brachi
ofacial hemiplegia was still present. Somesthesia was normal or nearly so. There 
existed no auditory deficit, and visual fields were full. Except for mild buccofacial 
apraxia, there existed no apraxia or agnosia of any type. 

Although the patient indeed remained "talkative" and was an excellent com
municator, one who often resorted to prosody, mimicry, and gesture when lexicon 
failed him, his spontaneous speech production was reduced, with severe word
finding difficulties and mild phonetic disintegration. Prototypical agrammatic be
havior was present. The patient's residual language abilities were systematically 
assessed using the Ducarne Aphasia Battery (1964). Although they were much 
less obvious than in spontaneous speech, word-finding difficulties were observed 
in oral naming tasks. Not taking into account the mild arthric disorder, repetition 
of syllables and isolated words was normal; phonemic paraphasias and verbal 
deviations, typically closed-class word deletions, were observed in sentence re
petition. Written production was entirely dependent on the patient's left hand. 
Spontaneous writing was reduced to the patient's signature. Single word copy was 
normal for familiar concrete items (other word types were not tested). Writing 
to dictation was severely impaired: "II fait beau" (The weather is nice) was, for 
instance transcoded as "Ie bo" (the "bo"). Oral comprehension was considered 
to be normal; that is, the Ducarne word-picture and sentence-picture matching 
tasks were executed flawlessly, and Pierre-Marie's test was completed rapidly, 
without hesitation or error. Written comprehension was normal for word-picture 
matching, and only a few errors occurred when matching series of written sentences 
to the drawings of comic-strip-like stimuli. 

Reading aloud was strikingly impaired, and prototypical of the behavior 
then labeled in Paris as alexie aphasique and now known everywhere as 
deep dyslexia (a much better characterized reading disorder since the 
seminal publication of Marshall and Newcombe in 1966). Isolated letters 
were frequently misread; nonwords were never read correctly. On the 
whole, the patient's attempts at reading aloud were limited to single words 
or locutions. He spontaneously insisted that he could no longer read by 
decoding letters and syllables, and that written function words had become 
a mystery to him. Verbal paralexic errors occurred 50% of the time, and a 
fair proportion of them were of the semantic type. 

Further testing of the patient's reading abilities was pursued during the last 2 
months of 1966, as Dr. Adelbert was undertaking an intensive program of speech 
therapy. He was then administered a reading test comprising 1400 stimuli, more 
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than 90% of which were single words. Each stimulus was typed in black at the 
center of a white index card (15 x 10 cm). The order of the cards was randomized, 
the they were presented successively, in free vision and without temporal 
constraints. The patient's repsonses were tape recorded and transcribed, eventual 
comments included. Because the record of the last 94 stimuli was lost, data 
presented in this chapter bear on the first 1306 items. The list included 1129 French 
words, 50 nonwords (isolated letters excluded), and 127 other written entities of 
various types. Word stimuli comprised 904 open-class words (not including 40 
interjections): 114 nouns, 240 adjectives, 20 adverbs with a H+ment" (+ly) suffix, 
250 verbs (50 infinitives, 100 participles, 100 conjugated verbs), and 166 "others." 
Closed-class items were 50 pronouns, 25 prepositions, 30 conjunctions, 10 
determinatives (articles, possessives, demonstratives, and so forth), 40 adverbs 
without a "+ment" suffix, and 10 "others." 

Of the 1306 stimuli 43% yielded the expected responses only, 46% yielded one 
or several inadequate responses, and 11 % led to the production of at least one 
paralexic response and the expected one as well. A total of 2088 behaviors were 
noted, 1062 (51 %) of which corresponded to expected responses and 988 (45%) to 
paralexic responses; absence of response occurred in 38 cases only (3%). 

All of the global linguistic characteristics now considered to be associated with 
deep dyslexia (Marshall and Newcombe, 1973) were documented to exist in Dr. 
Adelbert's "aphasic alexia": (1) with the exception of two to four letters words, an 
increase in number of errors was observed with an increase in number of letters in 
stimuli-length effect; (2) independently of word length, an increase in number of 
errors occurred from nouns (32%) to adjectives (48%), to function word)) (57%), 
to infinitives (62%), to participles and conjugated verbs (74%)-the category ef
fect: (3) as assessed on a subset of 650 nouns, adjectives, and infinitives of compar
able length, error production was greater for "infrequent" than for "frequent" 
words2 (28% versu 59% )-the frequency effect; and (4) as observed on a subset of 
120 nouns of comparable length and frequency, error production was greater for 
"abstract" than for "concrete" words (23% versus 43% )-the picturability effect. 

From the descriptive point of view, a large proportion of verbal para
lexias fell into one of the three categories commonly recognized to occur 
in deep dyslexia. Whatever the type of error, inventory transgression 
within a same class of words (open-class or closed-class) was not unusual, 
but class transgression was most exceptional. There existed, in certain 
cases, immediately obvious format3 but no obvious semantic kinship be
tween target and response ("visual errors," "formal paralexias"). It could 
occur both when the stimulus was an open-class word [see (1) below] and 
when it was a closed-class word [see (2)]: 

(la) arome (aroma) 
(lb) aminci (thinned) 

~ aumone (charity) 
~ arnical (friendly) 

2 Stimuli with an entry in Gougenheim's (1958) dictionary of fundamental French 
were considered to be "frequent," the others to be "infrequent." 
3 At least 50% of letters shared by stimulus and response. 
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(2a) moins (less) 
(2b) quand (when) 

~ moi (me) 
~ dans (in) 

There existed, in other cases, immediately obvious semantic but no ob
vious formal kinship between target and response (semantic errors, seman
tic paralexias). It could also occur when the stimulus was an open-class 
word [see (3)] and when it was a closed-class word [see (4)]. 

(3a) chaise (chair) ~ table (table) 
(3b) verrat (boar) ~ porc (pig) 
(4a) la4 (the) ~ unc (a) 
(4b) car (because) ~ donc (therefore) 

Moreover, in a large proportion of cases [43.6% of all verbal paralexias 
(447 instances)5], there existed both semantic identity and formal identity 
or near-identity between the lexical components of the target and re
sponse, the error then being restricted to one or several closed-class bound 
morphemes. Although such paralexias are currently labeled "derivational 
errors," we avoid this term and, rather, use "morphological error" or 
"morphological paralexia," the reason for this choice being that, depend
ing on stimuli and responses, such errors can be described by reference to 
either derivational morphology or inflectional morphology. Most of Dr. 
Adelbert's paralexias thus bore on polymorphemic words and qualified as 
morphological paralexias in which the error could involve prefixes or suf
fixes [see prefixes and/or suffixes in (5a), (5b), (6), (8), (9a), and (9b), and 
prefixes in (5d), (7), and (9d)-derivational paralexias] as well as mor
phological endings [see morphological endings in (5c), (5d), (9c), and 
(9d)-inftectional paralexias]. Moreover, such errors could take the form 
of affix of morphological ending deletion ["stripping": See (5) and (6)], 
addition ["filling": see (6) to (8)], or substitution ["swapping": see (8) 
and (9)]. 

(5a) ad-verbe (ad-verb) 
(5b) jardin-ier (garden-er) 
(5c) mange-ant (eat-ing) 
(5d) en-gourd-i (be-numb-ed) 
(6) utile-ment (use-ful-Iy) 
(7) chant-ant (ehant-ing) 
(8a) eroy-anee (belief) 
(8b) en-semble (en-semble) 
(9a) eon-jone-tion (eon-june-tion) 
(9b) eert-ainement (eert-ainly) 

~ verbe (verb) 
~ jardin (garden) 
~ mange (eat) 
~ gourd (numb) 
~ in-utile (use-less) 
~ en-chant-ant (en-chant-in g) 
~ in-eroy-able (un-believ-able) 
~ as-sembl-ee (as-sembl-y) 
~ in-jone-tion (in-june-tion) 
~ eert-itude (certitude) 

4 Target and response and marked for feminine gender. 
5 Phenomenologically, therefore, the production of morphological paralexias can 
be a bona fide semiological feature of deep dyslexia (and, as in the present case, it 
can even dominate the clinical picture). 
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(9c) ecriv-ant (writ-ing) 
(9d) de-riv-ant (de-riv-ing) 

---;> ecriv-ain' (writ-er) 
---;> ar-riv-er (to ar-rive) 

It seems that the proportion of morphological deviations [such as (5) to 
(9)] within the Adelbert corpus is strongly suggestive that, in line with a 
number of theories of the mental lexicon (see Henderson, 1985, for a 
review), polymorphemics with productive affixes, morphological endings, 
or both-although presented as "single-word" stimuli-can give rise to 
morpheme-by-morpheme access. One might consider, as an observation 
further enhancing this suggestion, the fact that on a number of occasions 
our patient first directly went for the root of such stimuli, and sometimes 
could not overtly proceed further. Examples cited in (5), above, are 
potentially illustrative of this point, and examples cited in (10), below, are 
still more so. 

(lOa) de-riv-ant (drift-ing) 
(lOb) de-test-able6 (de-test-able) 
(lOc) en-cercl-er (to en-circle) 
(lOd) en-nobl-i (en-nobl-ed) 
(lOe) em-bell-issant (em-bell-ishing) 

---;> rive (shore) 
---;> tete (head) 
---;> cercle (circle) 
---;> noble (noble) 
---;> belle7 (beautiful) 

It is true that, considering stimuli and corresponding responses as wholes, 
one has to agree that formal and semantic kinship are both inherent to 
morphological paralexias (see above). Given what we have just said, 
however, it might be more appropriate to consider that with such devia
tions formal and semantic kinships are eventually to be sought by com
parison of the replaced to the replacing closed-class bound morpheme. 
Doing it with the Adelbert corpus led us to observe bound-Morpheme 
substitutions in which formal but no semantic kinship was apparent [see 
(11)], cases in which semantic but no formal kinship was apparent [see 
(12)], and cases in which both semantic and formal kinships were apparent 
[see (9c) and (13)]. One has to reckon, however, than in most cases the 
only kinship between replaced and replacing closed-class bound mor
phemes was, within the Adelbert corpus, their common derivational or 
flexional potential with regard to the spared lexical root [see (9a), (9b) and 
(9d)]. 

(11) ignor-ait (ignor-ed) 
(12) recev-ant (receiv-ing) 
(13) merc-ier (haberdash-er) 

---;> ignor-ant (ignor-ant) 
---;> recev-eur (receiv-er) 
---;> merc-erie (haberdash-ery) 

Our purpose having so far been to illustrate the typology of reading 
errors within the Adelbert corpus, we have restricted the examples that 
we have cited to presentation of "stimuli" and "responses." It should be 

6 Literally "de-head-able.' 
7 Marked for feminine gender. 
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noted, however, that "semic extraction behavior" (SEB) often accom
panied responses, whatever the error type (see above). For instance, in 
(lOc) and (lOe) our unexpurged notations were the following. 

(lOc) encerler (to encircle) ~ Dr. A: (Makes a circling gesture 
with his left hand.) 
"cercle" 
"No." 
" encercler" 

(lOe) embellissant (embellishing) ~ Dr. A: "belle" (beautiful) 
"Beautiful, yes, but 
better." 
"Ah! yes:" 
"embellissement" 
(embellishment) 

As of this point, one should remember and keep in mind that Dr. 
Adelbert had received university-level education and was to a large extent 
explicitly aware of morphogrammatical rules, that he was a passionate 
reader, that he was being reeducated by Blanche Ducarne8 when tested 
for his reading abilities, and, above all, that he was then encouraged, as 
testing went on, to respond even when he felt uncertain and to provide 
information about his uncertainties, which he did without reluctance in 
view of the familiar relationship he and the examiner had developed. It 
was also understood that the latter could challenge his responses whether 
they were faulty or correct. Had the patient been instructed otherwise or 
had the testing situation been more constrained, behaviors to be reported 
below-and maybe interpretations to be proposed as well-might have 
been appreciably different. 

As in (14), below, there were instances when, as observed by pioneers 
(see above), Dr. Adelbert's behavior in front of a given stimulus was 
limited to SEB. 

(14a) quasi (almost) ~ Dr. A.: "I can a little, then no." 
ARL: "Read the word." 

Dr. A.: "Don't know." 
(14b) cracher (to spit) ~ Dr. A: "In the handkerchief: to soil." 

"No. Don't know." 
(14) Simeon (Simeon) ~ Dr. A.: "A name." 

"The Apostle." 
"The Bibles." 
"Rats! Don't know." 
"Andre" (Andrew) 
"No." 

8 That is, reeducated by reference to his specific semiology and taking his cultural 
background into account. 
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"Jean" (John) 
"No." 
"Pierre" (Peter) 
"Peter? No." 
"Don't know." 

There were also instances when SEB would be followed by the production 
of a full-fledged open-class semantic paralexia as in (3) [see (15a) and 
(15b)] or-most interestingly, is it not?-would turn out to have been 
targeted on a word formally similar to the target and be followed by the 
production of an open-class formal paralexia as in (1) [see (15c) and (15d)]. 

(15a) tante ~ Dr. A.: "A man: the woman, no, the man 
(aunt; homosexual) everything." 

(15b) perdu (lost) 

(15c) decalerons [(we) 
will unkey] 

(15d) "rendrez" [(you) 
will give back] 

"homosexual" 
"That's it!" 

~ Dr. A.: "There. To look around 
everywhere. " 
"egare" (lost) 

~ Dr. A.: (Hides the morphological ending 
"ons" with his left index.) 
"There: infinitive." 
"On the wall, then ... " 
"arracher" (to tear out) 
"No." 
"enlever" (to remove) 
"No. Neither." 
"decoller" (to unglue) 
"That's it." 

~ Dr. A.: " ... la porte,,9 
"No." 
"prendre" (to take) 
" ... renseignement" 10 

"Neither. " 
"Don't know." 

As in (16), probing from the examiner could also yield information as to 
the extent of Dr. Adelbert's SEB abilities. 

(16a) tolerance (tolerance) ~ Dr. A: "liberal" (liberal) 
ARL: "Look at the word. Do you 

really read 'liberal'?" 
Dr. A.: "Yes but don't know. To read, 

no Tac-tac!" 

9 Prendre la porte: to take a leap. 
10 Prendre un renseignement: to ask for an ~nformation. 
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(16b) perroquet (parrot) 

(16c) Gn~ce (Greece) 

(16d) jars (gander) 

"'Liberal' yes?" 
"Ab, no!" 
"liberalite" (liberality) 
"Not ... " 
"libre" (free) 
"Come on! 'Liberal': yes." 

~ Dr. A.: "There now! On the branch. 
Croak. To speak." (With his left 
index, the patient draws on the 
table the profile of a bird with a 
big hooked bill. He insists on the 
bird's posture.) 
"Beautiful! " 

ARL: "Toucan?" 
Dr. A.: "No." 

ARL: "Eagle?" 
Dr. A.: "No." 

ARL: "Peacock?" 
Dr. A.: "No. In Africa. At home, warm 

apartment. " 
"Perroquet!" 

~ Dr. A.: "Grcce" 
ARL: "Lipid?" 

Dr. A.: "No. Antique." 
~ Dr. A.: "gander" 

ARL: "What is it?" 
Dr. A.: "Bird." 

ARL: "What is the name of the 
female?" 

Dr. A.: "Goose." 

It is also of interest that, as in (17), Dr. Adelbert could and not infre
quently did express his capacity for autopriming through nonlinguistic 
SEB. 

(17 a) taureau (bull) ~ Dr. A.: (Produces a powerful bellowing 
onomatopoeia. ) 
"Like tiger, the same thing: strength." 
"taureau" 
"Not calf." 

(17b) chant (song) ~ Dr. A.: (Hums.) 
"chant" 

(17c) bouc(he-goat) ~ Dr. A.: (Pinches his nose.) 
"bouc" 

Now, getting to the goal of this chapter, one of the most spectacular 
behaviors of our patient was his capacity to access in part [see (lSa) and 
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(18b)] or in totality [see (18c) and (18d)], the content features of closed
class bound morphemes that he nevertheless remained unable to read 
aloud. 

(18a) indirectement 
(indirectly) 

(18b) tyrannisaient 
(they tyrannized) 

(18c) agriculteur' 
(agriculturist) 

(18d) grandirez 
[(you) will grow tall] 

~ Dr. A.: "direction" (direction) 
"Direction? No. Ah!" 
"nondirection" (nondirection) 

ARL: "'Nondirection'? Is this what is 
written on the card?" 

Dr. A.: "Nondirection'. Yes. No? Why?" 
~ Dr. A.: "tyranniser" (to tyrannize) 

"No. Yes, but plural. Third 
person. Present." 

~ Dr. A.: "agricole" (agricultural) 
"No. " 
"agriculture" (agriculture) 
"No. " 
"The gentleman makes 
agricultural. " 
"Rats! Too bad!" 

~ Dr. A: "grande"ll (tall) 
" 'Grande' but ... " 
"Yes. Again ... " 
"grand,,12 (tall) 
"No. " 
"Tall, but third person?" 
"Future. Second person. Plural." 

The Adelbert corpus comprised 127 transparent semantic paralexias, 
which represents 11 % of the patient's total paralexic production. This 
figure regroups three main SUbtypes: (1) open-class whole-word substitu
tions [such as (3)], which constitute the prototype; (2) closed-class whole
word substitutions [such as (4)]; and (3) substitutions limited to the lexemic 
root of polymorphemic word-stimuli [such as (19)]. 

(19a) bleu-atre (blu-ish) ~ verd-atre (green-ish) 
(19b) six-ierne (six-th) ~ cinq-uieme (fif-th) 

However, one might suggest that the typology of the semantically based 
behaviors of deep dyslexics could be extended to other entities observed 
within the Adelbert corpus, including, for instance, those illustrated in 
(12), (14), (15c), and (15d), as well as those-of particular interest given 
the topic of this volume-we have described as representing SEB targeted 
at closed-class bound morphemes [see (18)]. 

11 Marked for feminine gender. 
12 Unmarked (masculine). 
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In addition to 876 clear-cut paralexias (276 formal, 127 semantic, 26 
formal-and-semantic, and 447 morphological), 154 instances of SEB were 
noted within the Adelbert corpus,13 bearing 99 times on open-class [see 
(15)] and 55 times on closed-class items [once a word (14a) and 54 times a 
bound morpheme (18)]. Sixty-seven of those bearing on an open-class item 
were associated with the production of an adequate response [see (16b)]; 
in this respect, nonverbal priming [see (lOc), second quotation, and (17)] 
appeared to be particularly efficient (it failed only twice among 18). In 
striking contrast, verbal SEB bearing on a closed-class bound morpheme 
succeeded only once; as a matter of fact, it failed even in the 12 cases, e.g., 
(18c) and (18d), when content extraction was apparently exhaustive. 

Another attractive property of SEB, one which we are now studying 
most attentively, is that it can be associated with all three main error types 
that have been recognized-given current parsing ways and their asso
ciated theoretical foundations and resulting terminology-to belong with 
deep dyslexia. Thus in the Adelbert corpus and given our list, SEB, was 
spontaneously associated eight times with the production of a prototypical 
"visual error" [as in (15c) and (15d)], 12 times with that of a prototypical 
"semantic error" [as in (15a) and (15b)], and 51 times with that of a pro
totypical morphological paralexia [as in (18a) to (18e)]. 

Conclusions 

The behavior of Dr. Adelbert, when he was requested to read aloud iso
lately presented words, was such (1) that it was often strongly suggestive of 
morpheme-by-morpheme decoding of polymorphemic single-word stimuli, 
then usually aiming first at the lexical stem whatever its position from left 
to right [see (5) and (10); (2) that it was also strongly suggestive that the 
patient's explicit metalinguistic knowledge, including his knowledge of 
morphology, permitted him to access at least part of the semic content not 
only of open-class words or morphemes [see (3), (14) to (17)] but also of 
closed-class words and bound morphemes [see (11) and (18)]; and (3) that, 
in the particular case of closed-class bound morphemes, the latter capacity 
was not sufficient to subserve adequate access to the form of corresponding 
targets [even when SEB was exhaustive as in (18c) and (18d)]. With regard 
to the last point (and it seems to us that no statistical analyses are needed 
in the present context given the above raw data), it might well be that the 
patient's production of morphological paralexias was, in view of the failure 
of his attempts at content probing, governed by rules such as those pro
posed by the authors of Chapter 3. If so, it might indicate that even in a 
highly educated listener, speaker, writer, and reader of a more or less 

13 Not including 14 instances where the patient recognized the possibility of SEB 
but did not go further. 
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highly inflected language such as French, overt decoding of written closed
class bound morphemes is naturally done through graphophonemic trans
coding rather than through trans lexical processing. Be this as it may, it 
seems to us that the reading behavior of Dr. Adelbert was compatible 
with a conception postulating that deep dyslexia is the result of an iso
lation of trans lexical semantic reading (Marshall & Newcombe, 1966; 
Lecours, Lupien, and Belleville, in press). One might insist that the clinical 
expression of such a disorder supposes that translexical semantic reading 
was possible prior to brain damage, which obviously is, in turn, to be 
linked to the subject's cultural background (schooling level, reading habits, 
type of written code mastered). In other words, one might suggest that 
deep dyslexia is the result of an interaction between a morbid biological 
parameter (usually a left sylvian lesion) and a premorbid sociocultural 
parameter (the mastering of and continued exposure to a given written 
code). With comparable lesions, a given individual might thus present 
global alexia, whereas another individual might present spectacular deep 
dyslexia. (In our experience, which is by and large limited to readers of the 
French language, the former is far more frequent than the latter.) 

One might finally mention that the clinical expression of deep dyslexia 
might in part be determined not only by factors such as the language of 
testing (it is apparently easier to obtain a sizeable corpus of morphological 
paralexias with a patient whose language is French, Italian, or German 
than with a unilingual native speaker of English), but also by factors such 
as the nature of the items in the testing lists (had we not included so many 
participles and conjugated verbs in the Adelbert test, the proportion of 
morphological errors in the corpus would no doubt have been appreciably 
lower) and, of course, the tester's hypotheses and preconceptions, as well 
as his or her experimental gadgetry and the constraints it imposes on 
testing. 
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5 
Free Use of Derivational Morphology 
in an Italian largonaphasic 
MARTA PANZERI, CARLO SEMENZA, TIZIANA FERRERI, and BRIAN 
BUTTERWORTH 

One of the ways in which new words are coined to augment the vocabulary 
of a language is through processes that permit the construction of words 
from other words, e.g., adjectives from nouns, verbs from adjectives, 
adverbs from adjectives, and so on. These transformations are performed 
according to rules, studied under the heading of derivational morphology, 
that are used for combining bases with one or more of a small number of 
affixes. Such a set of processes was found to be used creatively by a deeply 
anomic, neologizing, aphasic patient, R.B., whose case is reported here. 

Neologisms uttered by aphasics are known to obey particular rules. For 
example, they are explicable as legal concatenations of phonemes (Buck
ingham and Kertesz, 1976), and it has been frequently noted that they are 
typically correctly inflected (Buckingham and Kertesz, 1976; Butterworth, 
1979). Such nuance occurrences are thus particularly interesting because 
they allow us to study in isolation the operations of rules that are concealed 
in normal flawless performance. However, neologistic constructions in
volving the rules of derivational morphology seem to have passed un
noticed in aphasiology. Thus Caplan, Kellar, and Locke's (1972) patient 
produced the utterance "things that * devorodation have had." The neo
logism is composed of a neologistic base "vorod" plus the derivational 
perfix "de" and the derivational suffix "ation." The authors remarked only 
that pluralization is absent. How commonly aphasics construct such neo
logisms is difficult to say. However, R.B. spontaneously produced a fair 
amount of derivationally compound neolgoisms occurring in a linguistic 
context that were explicit enough to allow a through analysis of the deriva
tional processes that apply. 

Case report 

R.B. was a 66-year-old right-handed Italian businessman with high school 
education. He spoke Florentine Italian (considered standard Italian). 

72 
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In June 1986 he suffered an infarction of the left middle cerebral artery. 
A computed tomography scan revealed a large hypodense temporoparietal 
area. After a month in a peripheral hospital he was transferred to the 
Neurology Department of Padova Polyclinic where he came to our atten
tion. At that time he showed a profound linguistic deficit affecting both the 
receptive and the productive sides of his speech. Apart from linguistic 
damage, neurological examination showed a right-sided hemianopsia. He 
was partially anosognosic, and most of the time he displayed an excited 
mood. He was an uncooperative patient, and formal testing with him was 
difficult enterprise. On the other hand, he was keen to offer examiners 
long pieces of uninterrupted jargonaphasic speech. Despite perfect audi
tory intelligibility, R.B.'s speech was totally incomprehensible owing to 
the improper use of real words and to the intrusion of neologisms. Several 
attempts to formal linguistic testing via an Italian version of BDAE and 
the Token Test failed: His zero scores (word repetition seemed the only 
partially spared function, scoring 6 of 12, along with word discrimination, 
20 of 72) in most cases were probably determined by his poor and in
constant co-operation. However, when testing was rendered less formal 
and occasional short trials were given, he clearly showed the depth of his 
anomic defect, although sentence comprehension appeared to be partly 
sensitive to the context. 

His writing, although mechanically correct, was jargonaphasic. He 
never wanted to write on dictation. His reading was partially preserved 
when he read a newspaper, whereas on formal testing for reading simple 
words his score was 1 of 30. "Errors" were confabulations or refusal and 
could not be classified. 

That both emotional behavior and real impairment contributed to his 
linguistic performance is probably shown by the fact that it was possible 
to give him nonlinguistic tests, e.g., RAVEN Matrices (the 1947 version, 
on which he scored 18 of 36 at the time of the our first recording of his 
speech and 29 of 36 a month later) and Corsi's test, which he performed 
normally. 

Methods of Data Collection 
Conversations between R.B. and various examiners were recorded at 2,3, 
5, and 9 months after onset. A broad phonemic transcription was made 
with the aid of four independent judges. However, virtually no problems 
of agreement arose, as the patient's output was clear, and only two or three 
"words," overlapped by noise, had to be dropped from the analysis. Also, 
because of the clarity of R.B.'s speech to disagreement was present for 
segmentation into word-like units even in the few cases in which two or 
more nonwords occurred in a sequence. 
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Analyses 
Appendix 1 provides some information about the characteristics of deriva
tional morphology in Italian. 

WORDS VERSUS NONWORDS 

Words and nonwords were counted in each sample. Nonwords were divid
ed into phonemic paraphasias (errors involving one or two phonemes) and 
neologisms. The data are given in Table 5.1. 

DISTRIBUTION OF REAL WORDS INTO GRAMMATICAL CLASSES AND 

TYPE/TOKEN RATIO 

Real words were divided according to grammatical class. Among verbs, 
adverbs, and adjectives a distinction has been made between open and 
closed class items. Among verbs, auxiliaries and copulas were considered 
closed class. Closed-class adjectives encompassed all adjectives but de
scriptive ones. Lexically derived adverbs were counted as open class. 
Percentages over the total are given for each sample in Table 5.2 together 
with the available normative data for Italian (Semenza, 1986). It can be 
seen that R.B.'s speech was essentially normal so far as distribution into 
grammatical classes is concerned. Because the addition of neologisms 
would alter proportions only negligibly (they were in a small percentage 
with respect to the overall number of word-like segments and almost al
ways easily classifiable in the open class on the basis of endings and con
texts; see below), it was considered legitimate to drop them 'from this 
comparison. This first count was performed by token. Unfortunately, at 
present normative data in Italian by type are not available, although in 
preparation (Semenza, Panzeri and Pe, in prep.). A count for type was, 
however, performed with R.B. (Table 5.3), who seemed to master a 
normally wide vocabulary. Three control subjects matched for age and 
culture on whose speech a similar count has been made (samples being of 
the same size as that of R.B.) showed comparable figures. 

TYPES OF NEOLOGISMS 

Neologisms were classified according to their morphological composition. 
They appeared to have been constructed in three ways. First, as in other 
neologistic jargonaphasics, concatenations of phonemes were used to form 
bases, which were then inflected correctly in most cases. 

Example 

(1) Misecca italiana-Italian, feminine singular (f.s.) adjective): +a in 
misecca is the ending marking an f.s. noun. 
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All neologisms built up with at least one derivational affix (henceforth 
called derivational neologisms) were further divided according to base type 
("base" is meant in the natural morphology acception) (Dressler, 1985). 
A second type of neologism was therefore considered that was composed 
by a real base with real suffixes, prefixes, or both. 

Examples 

(2) Fratellismo is a compound of the real base fratell(o) (brother) and the 
real suffix +ismo. 

(3) Affuocato: the real basefuoc(o) (fire) has both a real suffix +ato and a 
real prefix a+. The last is especially interesting, as it respects the rule 
of doubling the first consonant of the base aff+, which is perceivable 
by Italian speakers. 

(4) Quel nuovo (that new) ... macchinarico: the real base macchiari(o) 
(machinery) and the real suffix +ico agree with both the preceding 
adjectives. 

The base was taken as "real where there was at least one real word in 
the Italian dictionary built up with such a base. This method was necessary 
because in Italian there is rarely such a clear-cut physical separation be
tween stem and inflexion: Derivations are made in most cases through 
substitution and not simply through addition, as in English. 

Finally, a third type was composed in a neologistic base plus a real 
derivational suffix, prefix, or both. 

Examples 

(5) Tutto il (all the) temessico che mi aspetta (that waits for me): 
temess(o) is a neologistic base that, coupled with the real suffix +ico, 
perfectly fits in the sentence. 

(6) Siamo come ragazzi (we are like boys) forfitenti uno dell'altro (one of 
the other): forfit( ere) is a neologistic base, whereas +enti is a real 
plural participal suffix. 

A distinction had to be made also in terms of how unambiguously 
derivational the affix could be. In fact, part of the affixes can be either 
derivational or inflexional. 

(7) Di quelle (of those) modemate in Toscana (in Toscana): +ate is both a 
derivational suffix that turns a noun, an adjective, or a verb into a 
noun, and an inflexional suffix, marking the second plural person of 
the present indicative and imperative, and the feminine plural past 
participle of verbs of the first conjugation. 

The context could point to the fact that in most cases the affixes were truly 
derivational, a small proportion being left ambiguous. Table 5.4 reports 
the number and percentages of the latter types of neologism. It is safe to 
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TABLE 5.4. Distribution of Derivational Neolog!sms over time. 
Months Neologisms Real Base neologistic 
After Onset typea N 'Yo" Base 'Yo" Total 'Yo * 

2 Type 1 23 .73 28 .89 51 1.62 
Type 2 2 .06 3 .10 5 .16 
Type 3 3 .10 8 .25 11 .35 
Total 28 .89 39 1.24 67 2.13 

3 Type 1 0 .00 3 .12 3 .12 
Type 2 0 .00 1 .05 1 .05 
Type 3 0 .00 3 .12 3 .12 
Total 0 .00 7 .29 7 .29 

5 Type 1 1 .04 5 .21 6 .25 
Type 2 0 .00 1 .04 1 .04 
Type 3 1 .04 1 .04 2 .08 
Total 2 .08 7 .29 9 .37 

9 Type 1 1 .03 2 .06 3 .09 
Type 2 1 .03 1 .03 2 .06 
Type 3 ,0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 
Total 2 .06 3 .09 5 .15 

a Type 1 Neologisms are unambiguously derivational, while Type 2 and Type 3 have an affix 
that can be either derivational or inflectional. In Type 2 the context points to the fact that the 
affix is truly derivational, while Type 3 are left ambiguous. 
b As a percent of all word-like segments. 

say that R.B. produced a substantial number of what have been termed 
derivational neologisms whether compounded with a real or a neologistic 
base. 

TYPES OF DERIVATIONAL PROCESSES 

The corpus of derivational neologisms thus collected was further analyzed, 
investigating the type of derivational processes involved in the composi
tion. The complete list of these neologisms, classified according to all 
possible transformations carried out by affixes, is reported in Appendix 2. 
The same classification was applied to all derived words from the real 
words corpus, and all the types of transformation are reported in Appendix 
3. The following transformations, including suffixes and prefixes, were 
identified, which either (I)·change the grammatical class ofthe base or (2) 
do not change the grammatical class of the base: noun to noun, adjective to 
noun, verb to noun, noun to adjective, verb to adjective, noun to verb, 
adjective to adverb, verb to verb, and adjective to adjective. Furthermore, 
some neologisms consisted of the composition of two bases. Table 5.5 
shows the comparison between transformations in real words and in neo
logisms expressed as a percent of all word-like segments. These data 
clearly show that R.B. used a vast range oftypes oftransformation in both 
real words and derivational neologisms. 
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TABLE 5.5. Types of derivational affixes used by R.B. in real words and 
in neologisms. 

Real Words Neologisms 

Derivational processes Types Tokens Types Tokens 

and examples N % N % N % N % 

Suffixation 
Noun-+Noun 23 .20 98 .86 11 .10 34 .30 
Ex. [operaio = oper(a)+aio] [macchinismo macchin(a)+ismo] 
[worker = work+er] [ = machine+ism] 
Adj.-+Noun 13 .11 63 .55 2 .02 3 .03 
[libertli = Iiber( 0 ) +tli] [solitismo = solit(o)+ismo] 
[freedom = free+dom] [ = usual +ism] 
Verb-+ Noun 19 .18 109 .96 6 .05 12 .10 
[informazione = inform(are)+zione] [assaggiamento = assaggi(are)+mento] 
[information = to inform + ation] [ = taste+ment] 
Adj.-+Adj. 4 .03 26 .23 0 .00 0 .00 
[piccolino = piccol(o)+ion] 
[a little short] 
Noun-+Adj. 14 .13 77 .67 5 .04 5 .04 
[italiano = Itali(a)+ano] [macchinarico = macchinar(io)+ico] 
[Italian = Italy+an] [ = machinery+ic/like] 
Verb-+Adj. 6 .05 50 .44 1 .01 3 .03 
[resistente = resist(ere)+ente] [pissante = neo.+ante] 
[resistent = to resisHent] [ = neo.+ant] 
Noun-+ Verb 4 .03 190 1.67 7 .06 16 .14 
[Iavorare = lavor(o)+are] [sogillare = neo.+are] 
[to work = work+infinitive] [ = neo.+infinitive] 
Adj. > Adv. 4 .03 104 .81 1 .01 1 .01 
[personalmente = personal(e)+mente] [atamente = neo.+mente] 
[personally = personal+ly] [ = neo.+ly] 

Prefixation 
Noun-+Noun .01 .01 2 .02 2 .02 
[disordine = dis+ordine] [concloco = con+neo.] 
[disorder = dis+order] [ = con+neo.] 
Adj.-+Adj. 4 .03 18 .16 2 .02 2 .02 
[incapace = in+capace] [derudato = de+neo.] 
[unable = un+able] [ = de+neo.] 
Verb> Verb 10 .09 56 .49 4 .03 6 .05 
[reagire = re+agire] [srende = s+rende] 
[to react = re+to act] [ = s+to render] 

Parasynthetic Processes 
Noun-+ Verb 5 .04 36 .31 2 .02 2 .02 
[accoppiare = a+coppi(a)+are] [affuocato = a+neo.+ato] 
[to couple = couple+infinitive] [ = a+fire+ed] 

Composition 
Base + Base 32 .28 2 .02 
Total 107 .93 860 7.54 43 .38 88 .78 
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DERIVATIONS IN GRAMMATICAL CONTEXT 

The appropriateness of the derivational affixes of the neologisms to the 
grammatical context was then checked. Table 5.6 shows how most deriva
tional neologisms agreed with the grammatical context. Only a small 
number of them did not agree, clearly matching paragrammatic errors 
found also elsewhere in R.B. 's speech [see Butterworth, Lauren, Semenza, 
and Ferreri, 1990) for the paragrammatic aspects of this case]. For example: 

(8) Se questo e un (if this is an) atamente (adverb) del personale (of the 
staff): +mente is the suffix that turns an adjective into an adverb, 
whereas here the neologism is clearly in a masculine singular (m.sg.) 
noun position. 

PRODUCTIVITY 

Affixes in both derivational neologisms and derived words were compared 
in terms of productivity. Because of the lack of a precise list of productivity 
values from the literature, the incidence of a few affixes generally accepted 
as highly productive in Italian (Caramazza and Burani, 1987; Dardano, 
1978) was checked in these two categories: the group +ismo, +ista, 
+istico; +ico; +mento; +zione; s+; in+; inter+; con+; a+; de+. The 
data clearly showed a higher proportion of the more productive affixes in 
neologisms (Table 5.7). 

TABLE 5.6. The distribution of derivational neologisms according to the 
appropriateness to the syntactic context. This grammatical category of the 
neologism is determined by its affix. 

According to the context 

Months 
after onset 

According to Information 
the affix Noun Adj Verb Adverb not sufficient 

2 Noun 37 1 7 
Adjectives 5 2 
Verb 12 2 
Adverb 1 

3 Noun 2 
Adjectives 
Verb 2 
Adverb 

5 Noun 3 
Adjectives 
Verb 5 
Adverb 

9 Noun 3 
Adjectives 
Verb 
Adverb 
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TABLE 5.7. Proportions of productive 
affixes in derived neologisms and derived 
real words. 

In derived In derived 
neologisms real words 

Affix No. 0/0 a No. 'Ya b 

+ico 6 6.82 9 1.08 
+ismo 16 18.18 1 .12 
+ista 1 1.14 1 .12 
+istico 2 2.27 0 0 
+mento 5 5.68 9 1.08 
+zione 2 2.27 13 1.57 
a+ 2 2.27 2 .24 
con+ 1 1.14 3 .36 
de+ 1 1.14 7 .84 
in+ 2 2.27 7 .84 
inter+ 1.14 6 .72 
s+ 1.14 7 .84 

a As a percent of all derived neologisms (com
pounded excluded). 
b As a percent of all derived real words (com
pounded excluded). 
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This case appears to be important because it may test major current hypo
theses on the retrieval of words including derivational compounds. Three 
models have been offered so far. According to the first model, words 
including derivational compounds are retrieved as a whole from the store 
of words the speaker already knows (Oldfield, 1966). Impairment to such 
a system would lead to the inaccessibility of word forms. This problem 
may affect some types of word more than others: perhaps the less fre
quently used words (Newcombe, Oldfield, and Wingfield, 1965), some 
specific semantic category (Hart, Berndt, and Caramazza, 1985; Warring
ton and Shallice, 1984), or perhaps the category of complex derivational 
words. This situation is not the case with our patient: He showed no loss 
of particular categories of words and produced novel word-like construc
tions, which would be unpredicted by this model. 

According to the second model, all words that can be analyzed in more 
than one morpheme are put together at the point of production. The 
general difficulty with this model is that it fails to discriminate compounds 
that result in real words, e.g., "fratellanza," from compounds that, 
although potentially legal, do not, e.g., "fratellismo" (Butterworth, 1983). 
In normals it appears necessary to postulate a checking mechanism respon
sible for such discrimination, probably by mapping the constructed word 
into a lexical store. This process could be disturbed in R.B. 
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The third possibility is a combination of the two models, such that the 
second compositional procedure is used just in case the target word is 
inaccessible. If a patient indeed has an impairment in word retrieval, he 
or she activates the compositional procedure more often than a normal 
speaker. This action would lead to a rise in the incidence of both real word 
and nonword compounds. The activation of the compositional procedure 
would also probably predict the increment shown by R.B. in the use of 
more productive affixes. Indeed Aronoff (1976) stated that the most pro
ductive classes never have to be listed in the lexicon (Zimmer, 1964) on 
the assumption that only words that are arbitrary in some way (i.e., phono
logically, lexically, or semantically) must be entered in the lexicon. As 
Sternberger (1985) pointed out, syntax appears to have direct input to 
productive affixes, which are not prone to loss or incorrect access. 
However, many if not all aphasics have a word retrieval problem (Good
glass and Geschwind, 1976; Newcombe et aI., 1965), so derivational com
pounds should be a common symptom, yet they have not been previously 
noted. This lack does not seem to be artifactual, as analysis of published 
transcripts of such patients, including Italian patients (Panzeri, Semenza, 
and Butterworth, 1987), shows that these compounds are unremarked in 
part because they are rare. Why this situation should be is at present 
unknown. 

Summary 

This chapter describes a jargonaphasic whose speech contained neologisms 
that are legal combinations of meaningful parts of real words and combina
tions of meaningless (the base) and meaningful (the affix) parts. On the 
assumption that brain-damaged patients use residual rather than novel 
abilities, these forms indicate that speakers have a procedure for com
posing polymorphemic words on-line, but it is employed only when their 
attempt to find a whole words fails. Such procedure appears to be in
fluenced by the productivity of the endings. 
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Appendix I: Some Notes on Derivational Morphology 
in Italian 

Some of the peculiarities of Italian derivational morphology are sum
marized here to help the non-Italian-speaking reader to follow more easily 
the description of the data. 

Morphological Processes 
Word formation is divided into two smaller subfields, of which one is con
cerned with processes of derivation, (e.g., the derivation of "generazione" 
(generation) from "generare" (generate), and the other with processes of 
composition, e. g., "aereoporto" (airport). 

The grounds for dividing composition from derivation are sufficiently 
clear: In the case of aereoporto (airport) both aereo and porto (air and 
port) can represent words in their own right, whereas with generazione 
(generation) the +zione (+ation) is a purely formative element (a "bound 
morpheme") that has no status as a "word" on its own (Matthews, 1974). 

Affixation 
In Italian, derivation is performed most typically through affixation, 
whereas no such processes as reduplication, stress change, and tonal 
modification are found. Vowel modification and subtraction are limited 
to a few examples, mainly of latinate origin (Scalise, 1984). 

Processes of affixation may be divided into prefixation or suffixation, 
depending on whether the affix is added before the operand or after it. By 
the same token, the affix itself may be a prefix or a suffix. Infixation is no 
longer productive and is limited to a few verbal examples of latinate origin. 

In Italian there is rarely a clear-cut physical separation between stem 
and inflection: Derivations are made in most cases through substitution 
and not simply through addition, as in English. This "rule" is almost 
always true for suffixation; the processes order is thus: "root + deriva
tional suffix + inflection" (from a formal point of view in Italian every 
open class root-but foreign loan words-do have an inflectional ending). 
There are a few exceptions, e.g., the adverbial suffix +mente, which at
taches itself to the feminine form of the adjective (Scalise, 1984). 

In Italian, as in English, the most common processes are those of suffixa
tion: They are involved in most lexical formations [generare ~ generare+ 
zione = generazione (generate ~ generate+sion = generation); felice ~ 
felice+ita = felicita (happy~ happy+ness = happiness); and so on] and in 
all inflectional formation [amo ~ ama (I love ~ he/she/it loves); casa ~ 
case (house ~ house+s), etc.] 

The main aspect of suffixation processes is transcategorization. Thus a 
verb can produces a noun (Iavorare ~ lavorazione) or an adjective (lavo-
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rare - lavorabile); a noun can produced a verb (scandalo _ scandaliz
zare) or an adjective (scandalo _ scandaloso); an adjective can produce a 
noun (veloce - velocita), a verb (veloce - velocizzare), or an adverb 
(veloce - velocementa). However, in Italian the result of suffixation can 
be a word of the same category of the base: A noun originates a noun 
(benzina - benzinaio), an adjective originates an adjective (bianco _ 
biancastro), and a verb originates a verb (lavorare _ lavoricchiare). The 
latter two cases, Adj. - Adj. and Verb - Verb, belong to the peculiar 
field of alteration, i.e., a derivational process that implies a semantic 
modification and not a syntactic one, whereas the transformation Noun _ 
Noun is a sort of link between alteration and transcategorization. [For a 
discussion on the syntactic value of this transformation, see Scalise (1984).] 

Although suffixation is the most common process involved in word 
derivation, examples of prefixation are found in the formation of many 
derived forms. Usually these kinds of transformation do not imply trans
categorization: Noun- Noun: ordine_ dis+ordine (order_ dis+order); 
Adj. _ Adj.: felice _ in+felice (happy _ un+happy); Verb _ Verb: 
costruire - ri+costruire (built _ re+build). 

In Italian a further phenomenon is present, i.e., parasynthetic deriva
tion. It consists in the simultaneous application of prefixation and suffixa
tion, as with the Noun _ Verb, Adj. _ Verb transformations +are and 
+ire: caffeina - de+caffeina+are = decaffeinare; baracca - s+baracca 
+are = sbaraccare; borghese _ in+borghese+ire = imborghesire; biz
zarro _ s+bizzarro+ire = sbizzarrire. 

Productivity 
Productivity is one of the central mysteries of derivational morphology. 
The term productivity is widely used, but most of the discussion on it is 
rather vague (Aronoff, 1976). 

We list here only some of the most characteristic properties, which seem 
best to distinguish productivity from nonproductivity. 

1. In Italian, as in English, the more a rule is semantically coherent, the 
more it is productive. A rule is semantically coherent when it adheres 
closely to the meaning assigned to it by the semantic function of the rule, 
so that one can predict the meaning of any word formed by that rule. 

2. The less an affix has morphological restrictions on the class of basis to 
which it attaches, the more it is productive. So +ismo in Italian is highly 
productive, being fairly free morphologically (it can attach even to ad
verbs: pressapoco - pressapochismo). 

3. The more a rule is phonologically transparent, the more it is pro
ductive; for example, in Italian, in the transformation Verb _ Noun, 
+sione (less productive than +zione) applies to verbs of the second and 
third conjugations modifying the base, e.g., discutere _ discussione (dis-
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cuss ~ discussion), whereas +zione rarely modifies the base to which 
it attaches. 

4. The more a rule is used in the formation of neologisms (i.e., new 
words of the language), the more it is productive; for example, in Italian 
the transformation Noun ~ Verb +are is highly productive (see below). 

5. Productivity cannot be equivalent merely to frequency, so one cannot 
say that productivity is identified with sheer number (Aronoff, 1976). The 
possibility of creating neologisms with an affix is far more critical for defin
ing its productivity than the frequency of that affix in the language, which 
may be due to diachronic borrowings from other languages. Thus +mento, 
although still productive, is nowadays becoming less productive, for ex
ample, with respect to +zione, the latter being used in the formation of 
modern words such as ispirazione (inspiration, which substitutes for ispira
mento) and procreazione (procreation, which substitutes for procreamento) , 
even though 1800 Noun +mento and 1300 Noun +zione are listed in the 
Reverse Index of Italian (Alinei, 1962). 

Transformation Noun ~ Verb with the Suffixes +are 
and +ire 
One highly productive transformation in Italian is Noun ~ Verb originat
ing through the suffixes +are and +ire (Dardano, 1978), which have both 
an inflexional and a derivational function. The suffix +ere, on the other 
hand, belonging to the second conjugation, has only an inflexional func
tion. One proof in favor of the true derivational value of these suffixes is 
their use in the formation of neologisms from nouns introduced from other 
languages, e.g., stoppare, bluffare, and dribblare, and in new formations 
such as spintone ~ spintonare and pupazzetto ~ pupazzettare. Of course 
there are many ambiguous cases, e.g, lavoro ~ lavorare and lavorare ~ 
lavoro, in which it is difficult to say which of the two transformations ap
plies. For simplicity's sake (and statistical reasons), in the present work we 
decided to consider all the ambiguous cases as falling into the first type of 
transformation: Noun ~ Verb. This decision was made because it is more 
iconic to add a new meaning by adding an affix than by subtracting it (as 
in the transformation lavorare ~ lavoro) and because of the high produc
tivity of +are and +ire in Italian. 
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Appendix 3: Affixes of Derived Real Words Produced by 
R.B. 

Occurrence by time after onset 

Morphological 2 Months 3 Months 5 Months 9 Months 
transformations Affix Noo % Noo % Noo % Noo % 

Suffixation 

Noun-+Noun +accio 2 006 0 0 0 0 0 0 
+aggio 1 003 3 012 2 008 4 011 
+aia 2 006 0 0 0 0 0 0 
+aio 1 003 2 008 1 004 1 003 
+ ate 0 0 4 017 1 004 4 011 
+ame 1 003 0 0 0 0 0 0 
+ano 5 016 0 0 1 004 4 011 
+ario 2 006 0 0 0 0 0 0 
+ata 1 003 3 012 1 004 0 0 
+ente 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 003 
+eo 1 003 0 0 0 0 0 0 
+eria 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 006 
+ero 0 0 004 0 0 0 0 
+ese 0 0 004 0 0 3 009 
+etto 1 003 1 004 3 013 2 006 
+iere 4 013 7 029 0 0 2 006 
+ina 0 0 2 008 1 004 1 003 
+ino 1 003 1 004 5 021 6 017 
+010 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 006 
+one 1 003 0 0 0 0 0 0 
+oso 0 0 0 0 1 004 0 0 
+ otto 1 003 0 0 0 0 0 0 
+uncolo 0 0 0 0 1 004 0 0 

Adjective -+ Noun +enza 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 .03 
+eria 0 0 0 0 1 .04 0 0 
+eria 0 0 0 0 1 .04 0 0 
+eta 3 010 1 004 1 .04 1 003 
+ezza 1 003 1 004 3 013 2 006 
+ia 0 0 0 0 1 .04 0 0 
+ismo 1 003 0 0 0 0 0 0 
+ita 3 010 8 .33 3 013 7 .20 
+izia 0 0 0 0 2 008 0 0 
+sione 0 0 1 .04 7 .29 2 .06 
+ta 4 .13 2 .08 4 .17 1 003 
+ura 0 0 0 0 1 004 0 0 
+zione 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Verb-+Noun + ante 0 0 1 004 0 0 5 .14 
+anza 0 0 1 004 0 0 1 .03 
+ata 0 0 0 0 1 .04 0 0 
+ato 0 0 1 .04 3 .13 7 020 
+ente .03 1 .04 0 0 0 0 
+enza .03 0 0 11 .46 0 0 
+essa 1 .03 .04 0 0 0 0 
+iero 0 0 .04 1 .04 0 0 
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Occurrence b~ time after onset 

Morphological 2 Months 3 Months 5 Months 9 Months 

transformations Affix No. % No. % No. % No. % 

Suffixation 

+.:..io 0 0 1 .04 0 0 0 0 
+.:..ita 0 0 1 .04 1 .04 0 0 
+ito 0 0 0 0 6 .25 0 0 
+mento 2 .06 1 .04 3 .13 3 .09 
+sione 0 0 1 .04 0 0 0 0 
+ sore 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 .20 
+tore 3 .10 6 .25 1 .04 4 .11 
+ilra 0 0 1 .04 0 0 0 0 
+uta 0 0 1 .04 1 .04 1 .03 
+zione 2 .06 3 .12 3 .13 5 .14 
¢ 2 .06 1 .04 9 .38 2 .06 

Adjective ..... Adjective +ario 1 .03 0 0 0 0 0 0 
+ino 5 .16 2 .08 1 .04 3 .09 
+issimo 2 .06 0 0 4 .17 7 .20 
+ otto 1 .03 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Noun ..... Adjective +ale 25 .80 7 .29 1 .04 3 .09 
+ano 5 .16 1 .04 0 0 4 .12 
+ are 0 0 0 0 1 .04 0 0 
+ario 1 .03 0 0 0 0 0 0 
+ato 1 .03 0 0 0 0 3 .09 
+eo 2 .06 1 .04 0 0 0 0 
+ese 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 .06 
+.:..ico 4 .13 0 0 0 0 5 .14 
+iero 0 0 0 0 1 .04 0 0 
+io 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 .03 
+ista 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 .03 
+one 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 .03 
+oso 3 .10 0 0 1 .04 0 0 
¢ 1 .03 0 0 0 0 2 .06 

Verb ..... Adjective + ante 0 0 1 .04 0 0 6 .17 
+ato 6 .19 1 .04 11 .46 6 .17 
+':bile 2 .06 1 .04 1 .04 0 0 
+ente 3 .10 2 .08 0 0 3 .09 
+ito 3 .10 1 .04 0 0 2 .06 
¢ 0 0 0 0 1 .04 0 0 

Noun ..... Verb +are 19 .60 36 1.50 43 1.80 84 2.41 
+ire 3 .10 1 .04 0 0 1 .03 
+izzare 0 0 2 .08 0 0 0 0 

Adjective ..... Verb +are 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 .03 
Noun ..... Adverb ¢ 7 .22 4 .17 4 .17 4 .11 
Adjective ..... Adverb +ieri .03 2 .08 0 0 4 .11 

+mente 11 .35 10 .42 27 1.13 16 .46 
¢ 4 .13 2 .08 4 .17 4 .11 

Prefixation 

Noun ..... Noun ri+ 1 .03 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Adjective ..... Adjective di+ 6 .19 .04 0 0 0 0 

in+ 1 .03 .04 0 0 2 .06 
inter+ 0 0 6 .25 0 0 0 0 
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Occurrence by time after onset 

Morphological 2 Months 3 Months 5 Months 9 Months 

transformations Affix No. % No. % No. % No. % 

Prefixation 

per+ 0 0 1 .04 0 0 0 0 
Verb-> Verb con+ 0 0 1 .04 2 .08 0 0 

de+ 0 0 0 0 1 .04 6 .17 
di+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 .06 
dis+ 0 0 0 0 1 .04 0 0 
in+ 0 0 0 0 1 .04 1 .03 
per+ 1 .03 0 0 2 .08 0 0 
pro+ 0 0 1 .04 0 0 0 0 
re+ 0 0 1 .04 1 .04 0 0 
ri+ 12 .38 3 .12 6 .25 7 .20 
s+ 4 .13 2 .08 .04 0 0 

Parasyntethic Processes 

Noun-> Verb a+ __ +are 2 .06 6 .25 13 .54 11 .32 
a+ __ +ire 0 0 1 .04 0 0 0 0 
in+ __ +ire 0 0 0 0 .04 0 0 
pro+ __ +are 0 0 0 0 1 .04 0 0 
ri+ __ +ato .03 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Composition 

--+-- 2 .06 6 .25 13 .54 11 .32 



6 
A Fluent Morphological Agrammatic 
in an Inflectional Language? 
JUSSI NIEMI, MATH LAINE, and PAIVI KOIVUSELKA-SALLINEN 

A patient is presented who exhibited an unusual morphological disorder in 
spontaneous speech and writing. Being initially almost completely speech
less she started to exhibit fluent speech coupled with a loss of bound 
grammatical morphemes in a richly inflected language, viz., in Finnish. 
Her "agrammatism" was anomalous in two respects. First, she was a fluent 
speaker, yet she frequently omitted inflectional affixes (cf., however, 
case 2 of Miceli, Mazzucchi, Menn, and Goodglass, 1983). Second, these 
omissions took place in a language with rich inflectional (suffixal) mor
phology, and it has been shown that aphasics in these type of languages 
typically do not omit but substitute affixes to the degree found in the 
speech of the present aphasic (Bates and Wulfeck, 1989; for Hebrew: 
Grodzinsky, 1984; Niemi, Laine, Hanninen, and Koivuselka-Sallinen, in 
press; Talay and Slobin, personal communication in Bates, Friederici, and 
Wulfeck 1987; for Czech: Leheckova, 1988). However, Bhatnagar and 
Whitaker (1984) have reported a dysfluent Hindi agrammatic who often 
omitted verb suffixes, producing only the root or the infinitive form of the 
verb. 

It is also noteworthy that our patient did not omit (or substitute) bound 
morphemes in either repetition or sentence completion tasks. She was thus 
able to process affixes in contexts and modalities other than spontaneous 
speech and writing (cf. case 2 of Miceli et aI., 1983). Moreover, her syn
tactic comprehension appeared to be intact. Theoretically, she exhibited 
an anomaly in terms of the predominant views of agrammatism and of 
aphasia in general. To sum up, the present aphasic should not have omitted 
bound grammatical markers to the degree that she did. These omissions 
(or traditional markers of "agrammatism") are not typically associated 
with fluent speech output. Moreover, during a 2-week follow-up period 
she showed relatively fast recovery from the "agrammatic" stage toward 
language output that resembled a normal speaker's language production. 
During these weeks her recovery of language output was most notably 
manifest in inflectional morphology and syntax. 

In the following sections we first discuss some general aspects of the 
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present speaker's language output, including complexity of noun phrases 
as well as word order, word class, and case-marker distribution. After 
these observations we discuss at length the omissions of inflectional suffixes 
in her speech, as they are not predictable in Finnish language deficits. 

Procedures 

The language of the patient (O.R.) was analyzed on the basis of six audio
taped conversational sessions within a 2-week span in early 1987. The sizes 
of the corpora are as follows: session 1 (Feb. 3), 3155 words; session 2 
(Feb. 4), 746 words; session 3 (Feb. to), 868 words; session 4 (Feb. 12), 
1330 words; session 5 (Feb. 13),418 words; session 6 (Feb. 16),573 words 
(the total numbers of words may differ from these figures in some analyses 
because some analyses represent sampled data). We compared her lan
guage with the two normal Finnish speakers used as controls in the Cross 
Language Aphasia Study as well as the two Broca agrammatics of the same 
study (Niemi et aI., in press). We will also refer to two Finnish Wernicke 
speakers (Niemi, Koivuselka-Sallinen, and Hanninen, 1986; Niemi, 
Koivuselka-Sallinen and Laine, in preparation). 

History 

O.R. was admitted to hospital because of right peripheral facial paresis, 
right hemiparesis, and aphasia. Despite extensive neurological examina
tions, the etiology of her illness remained open. Inconsistencies in sym
ptomatology led later to the conclusion that psychogenic factors (con
version hysteria) were playing a significant role in her prolonged illness. 
There was some indication, however, of an observable change in brain 
function. Single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) by HM
PAO revealed two areas of diminished brain perfusion in the left frontal 
lobe, although these changes were milder at a follow-up examination. 

General Aspects of O. R. 's Language 

Fluency and Phrase Length 
The fluency of the patient was analyzed during the six sessions using the 
traditional word per minute (wpm) count. O.R.'s overall speech rate was 
88 wpm, vacillating between 73 and to4 wpm per session with no clear 
recovery trend. This figure probably lies within the limits of the speech rate 
of the controls (97 wpm). The overall rate of O.R., however, clearly 
exceeded the values obtained from the two Broca agrammatics (61 and 
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FIGURE 6.1. Average phrase lengths (in words) for O.R., two Broca agrammatics, 
two Wernicke speakers, and two controls. 

55 wpm). We have previously analyzed the words per minute value for 
Wernicke 1, who had the rate of 110 wpm, which is most probably at the 
higher end of the normal range (Niemi et ai., 1986). 

Phrase is here defined as a sequence that is signaled either by sentential 
cues (e.g., structural and intonational) or by such "performance failures" 
as a long pause or aborted sentence structures. The number of words O.R. 
produced during a phrase (x = 5.2) is well within the normal range and 
well above the values obtained from the narratives of Finnish Broca 
aphasics analyzed for the Cross Language Aphasia Study (Fig. 6.1). There 
is some indication of a trend toward an increasing phrase length with time. 

Referring to the two quantitative indices and to our impression of her 
speech output in general, O.R. 's "phonetic" fluency and her sentential and 
textual fluency are well within normal limits. 

Nominal Phrases 
Because Broca agrammatics exhibit a low number of nominal phrases 
(NPs) with premodifiers as well as genitival NPs (Menn and Obler, in 
press), we analyzed the frequency of nominal phrases of O.R. carrying a 
preposed modifier (either an adjective or a noun/pronoun in the genitive). 
The analysis is based on two sessions that produced the most data (in terms 
of running words), i.e., sessions 1 and 4. We used the total number of 
nouns as a point of reference. The results showed that O.R. produced 
more of these two-member, complex NP phrases during the latter session 
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TABLE 6.1. Phrase structure complexity in the speech of O.R., Broca agrammatics, 
Wernicke 2aragrammatics, and normal controls. 

% complex 
NPs out of 

Subject Adj+noun Gen+noun Total No. all nouns all nouns 

O.R., session 1 30 17 47 317 14.8 
O.R.,session4 32 17 49 192 25.5 

Broca 1 5 0 5 105 4.8 
Broca 2 2 0 2 91 2.2 

Wernicke 1 7 10 17 102 16.7 
Wernicke 2 9 0 9 116 7.8 

Control 1 22 7 29 164 17.7 
Control 2 13 10 23 189 12.2 

(Table 6.1). Note, however, that both of these values are close to the 
control values. The Broca agrammatics had almost floor values, and they 
also failed to produce any genitival NP constructions of the type here 
analyzed. In this respect at least, O.R. is unlike a Broca agrammatic. 
Rather, the frequency of her complex NPs here analyzed is well within the 
normal range. 

Word Order 
The analysis of surface word order was carried out using the minimal three 
categories that have been frequently used, e.g., in typological studies of 
word-order change as well as in aphasiology (for aphasia, see Bates, Frie
derici, Wulfeck; and Juarez, 1988). These three categories are subject (S), 
verb (V), and any other obligatory NP constituent (X = object, adverbial, 
or predicative. [See Hakulinen, Karlsson, and Vilkuna (1980), who applied 
the same categories in a computer analysis of word-order in normal 
Finnish.] 

OVERALL CONfiGURATION 

About half of the clauses O.R. produced during session 1 carried the 
canonical Finnish SVX surface order (52 %). This value clearly exceeds the 
respective percentages of the Finnish Broca (40%) and Wernicke (38%) 
speakers as well as those obtained from the controls (41%). At session 4, 
O.R.'s SVX rate is more normal (42%). 

Position of Subject 

The change over time in O.R. 's production of syntax becomes more mani
fest when the position of the subject is analyzed separately for sessions 1 
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TABLE 6.2. Position of subject. 
% Distribution 

Subject O.R.,1 O.R.,4 Bl B2 WI W2 Cl C2 

Sinitial 91.5 75.6 77.6 89.3 73.1 67.8 67.4 75.0 
Smedial 5.4 11.2 14.1 10.7 18.5 18.1 16.8 12.5 
Sfinal 3.1 13.2 8.2 0.0 8.4 14.1 15.8 12.5 

TABLE 6.3. Word class distribution. 
Distribution (%) 

Word class O.R.,l O.R.,4 B1 B2 WI W2 C1 C2 

Adjectives 3.7 5.8 2.4 0.8 2.3 2.8 5.5 3.4 
Nouns 16.3 14.5 22.4 13.8 8.1 14.0 21.1 18.9 
Pronouns 23.2 20.9 3.2 15.7 24.1 23.8 13.2 14.9 
Numerals 2.0 0.4 3.0 1.8 1.4 0.9 1.0 0.7 
Verbs 28.5 24.9 21.6 25.1 29.1 24.2 23.7 22.6 
Conjunctions 11.2 15.7 24.8 17.5 10.3 10.7 14.4 14.4 
P-positions 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.8 0.7 0.9 1.0 1.3 
Adverbs 12.7 14.1 16.2 12.6 22.0 18.9 18.0 19.7 
Miscellaneous 1.7 3.2 6.2 12.0 2.1 3.8 2.1 4.0 
Total 1955 1324 468 661 6140 13457 778 999 

and 4 (Table 6.2). During session 1 about 90% of her clauses were subject
initial, whereas in session 4 she exhibited about 76% of subject-initial 
clauses. This change was a drastic one toward the normal distribution of 
subject placement among the SVX constituents. 

Word Class Distribution 
During both sessions 1 and 4, O.R. used a relatively large number of pro
nouns (Table 6.3). Interestingly enough, this usage was comparable to the 
frequency of use of pronouns by Finnish Wernicke aphasics. Both O.R. 
and the Wernicke speakers had a pronoun rate that is about 10 percentage 
points higher than that of the normal controls. Moreover, as in Wernicke 
speech, the overuse of pronouns was compensated for by an underuse of 
nouns. However, the latter observation was not as conspicuous and unam
biguous as the overuse of pronouns in O.R.'s speech. 

Case Distribution 
To give a brief sketch of Finnish inflection, the most frequent cases of a 
nominal paradigm are given as an example. In this case the paradigm is 
simple in that it carries no stem-internal morphophonological alteration, 
which is rather rare in Finnish. The paradigm is for the tala (house) type 
of words. 
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Approximate 
English equivalent 

Case Singular Plural of case marker 
Nominative talo talo+t (uninflected stem) 
Partitive talo+a talo+j+a (uninflected stem) 
Genitive talo+n talo+j+en of 
Translative talo+ksi talo+i+ksi (change) into 
Essive talo+na talo+i+na as 
Inessive talo+ssa talo+i+ssa in 
Elative talo+sta talo+i+sta from within 
Illative talo+on talo+i+hin into (place) 
Adessive talo+lla talo+i+lla at, possession 
Ablative talo+lta talo+i+lta from vicinity of 
Allative talo+lle talo+i+lle to vicinity of 

Session 1 of O.R. carried an exceptionally high percentage of nomina
tive forms (Table 6.4). Nine days later the relative frequency of her no
minatives was closer to the normal values. The change in the other crucial 
category, the genitive, ran also from a highly abnormal to normal or near
normal when we shifted from session 1 to session 4. The paucity of the 
other cases than the nominative and the genitive during session 1 resembled 
the output characteristics of the Broca agrammatics. In fact, O.R.'s output 
even exceeded the abnormality of the Broca speakers. However, during 
session 4 she closely resembled the normals so far as the relative use of 
the various cases was concerned. Hence using the present linguistic char
acteristic, she changed from the abnormal (Broca-like) end of the spectrum 
toward the normal end within the 9-day period that separated sessions 1 
and 4. 

TABLE 6.4. Distribution of surface cases in nouns and adjectives. 
Distribution (%) 

Case O.R.o 1 O.R.,4 B1 B2 W2 C1 C2 

Nominative 79.3 50.0 50.0 46.2 54.2 44.4 45.7 
Partitive 12.0 18.6 16.7 24.2 14.4 15.0 13.6 
Genitive 3.0 10.9 4.4 8.8 7.2 14.0 13.1 
Translative 0.5 0 0 0 0.2 0.5 1.4 
Essive 0.3 0.8 2.6 0 4.1 0.5 2.7 
Inessive 2.4 7.0 13.2 8.8 7.0 5.3 6.3 
Elative 0.3 5.4 0 1.1 3.7 2.4 1.8 
Illative 1.4 2.7 3.5 4.4 2.1 3.4 4.1 
Adessive 0.8 3.9 9.6 3.3 4.4 4.8 6.3 
Ablative 0 0.4 0 1.1 0.7 0.5 1.4 
Allative 0 0.4 0 2.2 1.7 9.2 3.6 
Other 0 0 0 0 0.3 0 0 
Total 368 258 114 91 2102 207 221 
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Formal Properties of Inflected Words 

The interviews with O.R. yielded the auditory impression that, although 
being fluent, she often omitted inflectional endings and especially case 
markers. The analysis of the case marker omissions dealt with nouns, 
adjectives, pronouns, and numerals. Furthermore, because case markers 
are copied from the noun head by the adjectival pre modifiers in nearly 
all instances in Finnish, we analyzed the two-member NPs separately. 
This decision was made a posteriori because we wanted to test the end
clipping hypothesis as a major explanation of the omissions that tapped 
endings in nouns. The omissions in simple NPs are discussed first through 
observations pooled over the six sessions, after which a brief discussion 
follows on the time course of these marking errors from sessions 1 through 
6. The single-word NPs are dealt with first, followed by the complex (two
member) NPs. 

SimpleNPs 
The 51 case marker errors in the simple NPs produced by O.R. were 
divided into the following groups: (1) case marker substitutions; (2) case 
marker omissions with an inflectional stem as the sole marker of case 
relations; (3) words that carry separate inflectional stems in their para
digms but that occur in the present errors in their base forms; and (4) 
words with no morpho phonological alteration (i.e., words with one stem) 
in their inflectional paradigms (see the examples below). 

SUBSTITUTIONS 

The relative infrequency of case marker substitutions (n = 3) in compari
son to the omissions is atypical of Finnish Broca agrammatism, where 
omissions of bound grammatical morphemes are practically nonexistent 
(Kukkonen, 1983; Niemi et aI., in press). Moreover, both fluent and 
nonfluent speakers would be expected to show substitutions of these 
morphemes. 

As is the case with most substitutions in fluent aphasia, the three 
instances of substitution in O.R.'s speech could equally well be understood 
as sentence blends, where two or more structures are incorrectly 
amalgamated into one [see Butterworth (1985) for use of sentence blends 
in Wernicke's syntax]. 

(1) he ottivat si+tii tode+ksi (pro se+n) 
they took iH PARTITIVE true+ TRANSLATIVE iH ACCUSA

TIVE/GEN. 
they took it for granted 
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In (1) the incorrect sitii (it) could be the object of ottaa (take) but not in 
this idiomatic construction, and todeksi (as true) is incorrect too. The 
correct expression with ottaa would be ottaa sen todesta. The sentence 
blend hypothesis becomes more plausible when we note that a common 
expression for "think as true" in Finnish would require the translative in 
"true" (viz., luulla todeksi, where also sitii could occur, i.e., luulla sitii 
todeksi). 

OMISSIONS 

The 15 instances where the word was incorrectly represented by its inflec
tional stem without the case marker that triggers the choice between the 
stems (or the morphophonological alteration within the stem) indicated 
that affixes can be omitted or deleted in the actual speech processes. 
Somewhat modifying the terminology of Garrett (1980), these instances 
are referred to as stranded inflectional stems. The relatively frequent use of 
the stranded inflectional stems suggests that the full listing hypothesis 
(Butterworth, 1983) of lexical representation of words is not the most 
parsimonious one in this case, as it would be difficult to see why and how 
the fully inflected forms would lose their syntactic markers. The full listing 
hypothesis becomes less explanatory still when we note the priority of 
inflectional markers in that speech errors of normals usually retain the 
affixes when the stems are misplaced and that the neologistic forms of 
jargon aphasics usually have blurred stems but have the affixes unaffected 
[for normal slips, see Garrett (1980); for criticism, see Sternberger (1985); 
for Wernicke language output, see Butterworth (1985]. In sentence (2) the 
form tyto+i+lle (of tytto-note the degemination triggered by affixation) 
is produced as tyto, an inflectional stem that does not appear as an inde
pendent word in Finnish. 

(2) rna jutteli tyto (for tyto+i +Ue) 
I talked girl girl+ PL+ ALLATIVE 
I talked to the girls 
(The context disambiguates the choice between the singular and plural 
of "girL") 

BASE FORMS FOR INFLECTIONAL STEMS 

The nine errors that produce base word forms and that have no required 
morphophonological changes in the stem are here interpreted as substitu
tions of the base form for the inflectional stem rather than instances of 
omissions. 

(3) ja sit ei toise ymmarra se 
and then not others understand it 
and then the others won't understand it 

(for si+tii) 
it + PARTITIVE 
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BASE FORMS FOR INVARIANT PARADIGMS 

O.R. produced 24 inflectional errors that dealt with paradigms with no 
stem-internal morpho phonological alteration between the form produced 
and the (presumed) target form [see sentence (4)]. As an alternative to 
treating these cases as instances of bound morpheme omissions, these 
errors could also be explained as arising from lexical look-up, if we first 
assume that inflected forms are represented as separate items in the mental 
lexicon. 

(4) mut jos sa olet Espanja ja kysy missaa on+ko 
but if you are Spain and ask where is+QUESTION 
but if you are in Spain and ask where 

se talo tai osote .. . 
that house or address .. . 

(for Espanja+ssa) 
Spain + INESSIVE 

that house or address is ... 

TIME COURSE OF INFLECTIONAL ERRORS IN SIMPLE NPs 

The change in the inflectional marker errors of O.R. during the 2-week 
period was clearly toward more normal language (Table 6.5). When the 
number of case marker errors was calculated relative to the total number 
of words produced by O.R. during each session, a distinct decrease of the 
error rate (in percent) was observed. The error rates session by session, 
ranging from session 1 to session 6, were 1.1, 0.8, 0.9, 0.1, 0.2, and O. 
Although the number of instances is too low to allow for anything but 
tentative conclusions on the relative persistence of error types, the figures 
in Table 6.5 suggest that the stranded inflectional stems were dropped out 
of use earlier than the errors that produced actual Finnish word forms 
(however incorrect they may be in their present contexts). These obser
vations thus corroborated the view that the nominative is the psycholo-

TABLE 6.5. Case marker errors in single NPs (nouns, adjectives, pronouns, 
numerals) for each session. 

Errors, by session 

Errors 2 3 4 5 6 Total 

Substitutions (e.g., silo for sen) 2 3 
Stranded inflectional stems (e.g., tyto for 

tytoille) 13 15 
Base forms for inflectional stems (e.g., se for 

SilO) 4 4 9 
Base forms for invariant paradigms (e.g., 

Espanja for Espanjassa) 19 2 24 
Total 36 5 8 1 1 51 
Error percentage (per no. of words) 1.1 0.8 0.9 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.7 
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gically real (or more real) form in the Finnish inflectional paradigms of 
nouns and related word classes (the so-called nominals) (Karlsson, 1982). 

ComplexNPs 
The 38 case marker errors in the two-member NPs were analyzed in the 
same four error categories as the simple NPs above. However, because 
both the preposed modifier and the head noun may carry inflectional 
errors, the modifier was used as the classifier. Therefore there has to be a 
fifth category in use, one with a correct modifier but with a head noun that 
is incorrectly inflected. The five error categories are given in tabular form 
only, as the basic rationale of the classification was explained in connection 
with the simple NPs above (Table 6.6). Examples for each category are the 
following. 

Substitution in modifier (n = 2). 

(5) maa pese tuka vasemm+in kiide (for vasemma+lla kade+lla) 
I wash hair left +with hand left+ADESSIVE hand+ 

ADDESSIVE 
I wash my hair with my left hand 

Stranded inflectional stem in modifier (n = 1). 

(6) mu+lon ollu semmos kuumejuttu+i (for semmos+i +a) 
I +at has been that-kind fever spell +s kind + PL+ 

PARTITIVE 
I have had kind of fever spells 

Base form instead of an inflectional stem in modifier (n = 21). 

TABLE 6.6. Case marker errors in complex NPs (nouns, adjectives, pronouns, 
numerals) for each session. 

Errors, by session 

Errors 2 3 4 5 6 Total 

Substitutions (e.g., vasemmin kiide for 
vasemmalla kiidella) 

Stranded inflectional stems (e.g., semmos 
kuumejuttui for semmo(i)sia kuumejuttui) 

Base forms for inflectional stems (e.g., yks 
lenkin for yhden lenkin) 

Base forms of invariant paradigms (e.g., hullu 
suomalaisjuoppojen for hullujen 
suoma/aisjuoppojen) 

Modifier correct, head incorrect (e.g., vuotavi 
maha for vuotavi(a) mahoja) 

Total 

2 

15 3 3 21 

4 4 

5 3 10 

26 4 7 38 

The genitival modifiers (which do not copy the case ofthe heads) are excluded. The errors are 
classified in reference to the modifiers. 
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(7) tee+n nyt yks lenki+n (for yhde+n) 
do +1 nowone run +ACCUSATIVE/GENITIVE one +ACC'/ 

GEN. 
I will now jog one round 

Invariant inflectional stem in modifier (n = 4). 

(8) hullus suomalaisjuoppo+j +en kans (for hullu+j +en) 
crazy Finnish-drunk +PL+GEN. with crazy+PL+GEN. 
with crazy Finnish drunks 

Modifier correct, head noun incorrect (n = 10). 

(9) rna olen vuotavi maha loytany (for maho+j +a) 
I have bleeding belly found belly +PL+ PARTITIVE 
I have found bleeding bellies 

Of these types, band d (e.g., semmos and hullu) suggest that the omissions 
of case markers and other suffixes are not always due to peripheral or 
phonetic clipping of the final morpheme in the prosodic phrase, as these 
omissions also take place inside the fluent NP. 

Conclusion 

We have summarized our major points in tabular form (Table 6.7) and 
have contrasted O.R. with two Finnish Broca and two Wernicke aphasics 
analyzed by us. It appears that O.R. was ambivalent in regard to the three
way classification (Broca-Wernicke-control). In terms of fluency, phrase 
length, and the use of NP modifiers (NP complexity), she was similar to 
the controls during sessions 1 and 4. However, her word order developed 

TABLE 6.7. Summary of O. R. 's speech production and 
language characteristics during sessions 1 and 4 compared to 
Finnish Broca and Wernicke sEeakers and controls. 

Session 1 Session 4 

Characteristic B W C B W C 

Fluency + + 
Phrase length + + 
NP modifiers + + 
Word order + ? ? ? 
Word class distribution + + 
Case marker distribution + + 
Inflectional omissions Atypical of all Atypical of all 

Finnish aphasics Finnish aphasics 

B = Broca; W = Wernicke; C = controls. 
The pluses indicate the closest impressionistic matches, the question 
marks the undecided ones between groups. 
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from a state resembling Broca agrammatism toward more normal, whereas 
her word class distribution was like that of Wernicke narratives during 
both sessions. The case marker distribution showed a drastic change from 
a Broca-like pattern to a normal pattern. The most striking observation 
was, of course, the numerous omissions of bound grammatical morphemes, 
a feature rarely seen in a richly inflected language. The cases most closely 
resembling O.R. in this respect are the Italian case 2 of Miceli et al. (1983) 
and the Hindi agrammatic of Bhatnagar and Whitaker (1984). The Hindi 
speaker was somewhat dysfluent, whereas the Italian patient of Miceli 
et al. was fluent. 

It must be emphasized that O.R. was certainly not a conclusive case 
because of her obscure medical background. In any case, her omissions of 
the bound grammatical morphemes that violated the structure of Finnish 
language, which led her to come up with illegal word forms, arouse some 
serious and fundamental problems. Did O.R. exhibit a morphological 
deficit of organic origin or a hysterical language disorder? It has been 
observed that morphophonologically marked stranded word stems are rare 
in aphasic speech (Menn and Obler, in press). Leaving these questions 
unanswered, future cross-linguistic aphasia studies will hopefully give us a 
better picture of the spectrum of morphosyntactic deviations in aphasia 
and related disorders. 
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University of Joensuu for their financial support to the Aphasia Research 
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7 
Grammatical Gender in Aphasia 
HUBERT GUYARD, ATTIE DUVAL-GOMBERT, and 
MARIE-CLAUDE LE BOT 

The goal of this chapter is to explain data resulting from linguistic tasks 
proposed to seven agrammatic and seven paragrammatic patients concern
ing the masculine and feminine gender in French. Given that the tests we 
used focus on the specific grammatical domain of gender, two important, 
and somehow related, notions in studying aphasia from a linguistic point 
of view have to be addressed: i.e., grammatical analysis and morphology. 

Grammatical Analysis 

Many linguistic theories are based on grammatical analysis, even though 
the true nature of the facts to be considered remains controversial. At the 
risk of simplifying, we can nevertheless distinguish a linguistic approach 
based on statistical characteristics (experimental linguistics) from one 
based on formal characteristics (structural linguistics). Most studies deal
ing with clinical facts of aphasia are statistical. Patients' performances 
are quantified, behavioral patterns are defined through more or less signi
ficant percentages, and clinical symptoms correspond to exact linguistic 
"frontiers" that separate acceptable items from unacceptable ones. 

For instance, one of our agrammatic patients gave 87% correct answers 
(from a total of 120) when he had to determine the gender of "simple" 
words like "timbre" (stamp), but he gave only 64% correct answers when 
he had to determine the gender of "polymorphemic" words, i.e., words 
formed by a stem and at least one affix, "timbrage" (stamping), for exam
ple, is formed by the radical "timbr" and the suffix "age". However, even 
when these data point to significant differences, they do not provide in
formation about the nature of the logical defect underlying the patients' 
impairment. Rather, they tend to show that if we rely on such evidence 
derivational words do not belong to the same registers as the so-called 
simple words, and they appear to be more precarious than the latter. 

These results are inconclusive because they merely reflect the more or 
less common use of these words, rather than the pathological formal-

108 
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ization that underlies the patients' performances. Chances are that the 
relative regularity of practices may be taken for the grammatical formal
ization itself to the point of confusing the normal speaker's categories, 
which are fixed by usage, and the logical procedure of categorization. 

This approach supposes that the normal speaker's categories are the 
same as those of the patients' as the analysis of correct or wrong answers 
directly depends on whatever set of categories is determined beforehand. 
One may consider the traditional categories (nouns, verbs, adjectives, 
articles, pronouns, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions) and establish a 
scoreboard that shows that a particular category is relatively preserved in 
comparison to any others. The analysis reveals differential percentages of 
successful or unsuccessful uses regarding each predefined category. With 
this approach the patient is considered to be a normal speaker who is 
making mistakes. There is no "reorganization" of the grammar in the 
context of aphasia, and symptoms are viewed as failures. 

There are only a few studies that pay particular attention to the formal 
characteristics of the items, specifying other linguistic "frontiers" that 
separate items that can be systematized from those that cannot. When 
formal characteristics are preferred, it is necessary to determine every 
linguistic category based on formal criteria. A theoretical consideration is 
inevitable. Let us, for instance, consider an article in French. What is it? 
Is it an entire word? What is its relation to the noun? Is there a formal link 
between article and grammatical gender? Let us consider an adjective: Is 
it morphologically different from the noun category? Nothing indicates 
this difference, as adjectives can be nominalized (e.g., un "bavard"), and 
nouns can be adjectivized (un papa gateau). The point is to consider not 
socially acceptable utterances, but, rather, logically deductive utterances. 
This structural approach of aphasic performances is not concerned with 
each linguistic item per se but emphasizes instead the relations between 
them. We do not need to know whether an aphasic omits or substitutes 
articles, for example; but we do need to define as exactly as possible what 
is an article formally, in comparison with the specific formalization pro
cedure of the patient. Instead of considering one-to-one correspondences 
between each aphasic answer and the answer normally expected, we take 
the patient's answers together, as a whole, and we study the internal re
lation of these answers. There are no longer correct or wrong answers 
but only answers produced by an underlying abstract system and a patho
logical system determined on the one hand by a partial adherence to the 
items proposed at the beginning of the exercise and on the other by an 
exaggerated generalization on the remaining logical procedures of de
duction. The adherence and exaggeration in question thus constitute the 
patholinguistic conditions of the system. 

Our research adopts the latter approach. Therefore no statistical data 
are to be found hereunder! This choice, however, does not mean that we 
are satisfied by pinpoint, nearly casual, observations. On the contrary, 
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we try to determine a strictly qualitative approach of aphasic perform
ances and to identify both the distinctive answerstrategies of the aphasic 
patients and the testing situation that makes possible the instigation of 
those strategies. In our study, there is no lack of quantitative control of 
the results, but it is shifted. We try to go from one stage of observation 
where errors are simply noted down to another where errors are system
atically induced. These errors may be induced because the test meets the 
two patholinguistic conditions mentioned above. The patient's perform
ances depend not only on a lack of abstraction but also on an "excess" of 
"grammaticality" (Gagnepain, 1982). The aphasic symptoms thus result 
from both a reduction and an excess of grammatical procedures. 

The data examined below are drawn from a much larger set of obser
vations. In fact, we have selected among this collection what appeared 
to be a significant and appropriate sample with the idea of shedding light 
on some underlying linguistic aspects of so-called agrammatism and para
grammatism, as they necessarily also give indications on the functioning 
of nonpathological systems (CARAMAZZA, 1986a,b). Once again, but 
in other terms, the prototypical nature of the answers is in the present 
study to take place of the only seemingly unveiling properties of precise 
statistics. 

Morphology 

Traditionally, morphology studies word forms. This definition is difficult 
to control because it raises the problem of the "word." What is a word? 
Is it a sequence of letters between two blanks? Is it a "minimal differen
tial element," or a "moneme" in the terminology of Martinet (1957)? 
Alternatively, could this notion of "word" refer to a strictly quantitative 
segmental element, thus uneasily identifiable with a combination of dif
ferential values but more appropriately warrantable by some criterion of 
cohesion? We assume here that such a principle is indeed necessary and 
that it stipulates that a set of interdependent fragmentary values is as
signed to every word as a formal unit (Gagnepain, 1982). This assumption 
straightforwardly implies considering articles, prepositions, and pronouns 
not as words but as fragments of words. As these fragments relate to noun 
or verb sets in obvious way, a similar assertion can be made about gram
matical gender, at least with regard to languages such as French. As a 
corollary to the above stipulation, we believe, for instance, that similar 
relations of formal cohesion hold between a nounset and each of its frag
ments, whether any considered fragment of a nounset is the formalization 
of values alluded to the article, the preposition, or the grammatical gender. 
Thus the "noun set," the "verb set," and the adverb constitute three 
matrices within which an effect of formal cohesion must be proved as a 
relation of segmental order (Urien, 1987; Pergnier, 1986). Our first hy
pothesis is that agrammatic patients lose this formal cohesion but keep 
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the differential capacity that allows them to discriminate minimal oppo
siting values. We believe that morphology disappears in the case of agram
matism because it cannot rely on the quantitative invariability of a closed 
network of interrelated items, wich, however, are not differential para
digms. Agrammatic patients cannot produce but differences; and every 
value classification is possible (Guyard, 1987), as the sets determined in 
a pin-point way can be opposed one to each other. The differentiation 
logic is largely generalized, and paradigms are formed in an uncontrolled 
fashion. 

The theoretical assumption that morphology ensures formal cohesion by 
constraining a network of partial variation does not mean that it can be 
reduced to this principle or to the mere existence of quantitative limits. 
Morphology must also be appreciated from a qualitative point of view, as 
it is also a matter of flexion and derivation. Morphology indeed opposes 
mutually exclusive sets, as the whole nominal paradigm is opposed to the 
whole verbal paradigm, even though the set of flexional values determines 
at the same time, and qualitatively, the set of derivational values. Our 
second hypothesis is that paragrammatic patients lose control over these 
qualitative aspects of flexion and derivation. Any obvious partial identity 
may become a sort of absolute constant on the basis of which the para
grammatic makes various uncontrolled formalizations. 

We thus claim that morphology disappears in the case of paragram
matism because it cannot rely on the differential invariability between a 
noun paradigm and some variation of paradigm. There are no genuine 
paradigms any more: Nouns may become verbs and verbs nouns. There is, 
however, a partial variation mechanism that overgeneralizes and may 
produce any variation. The segmental logic is exceedingly generalized, 
and qualitatively uncontrolled values are liable to become interdependent. 

Dissociation Between Two Modes of Systematizing 
Performances 
We distinguish a pathological systematization from an abstract or ana
lytical systematization. The first emerges from the immediate data of the 
test. In contrast, the other systematization supposes that each obvious item 
of the test is underlain by an abstract value (Saussure, 1915), or by a set of 
abstract values (Gagnepain, 1982). The loss of this analytical abstraction 
is proved by "trap tests" based on homophony, allomorphism, amalgam, 
discontinuous marking, ordering and significant absence (Urien, 1982, 
1987). 

Paragrammatism-traps 
Paragrammatic patients have lost the differential dimension of grammatical 
analysis (Fig. 7.1) because they can be influenced by tests based on homo
phony and allomorphism. 
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f 
semes, 

Analysis, in its differential dimension, discriminates what is 
"semiologically" identical but phonologically different (allo
morphes) and what is semiologically different but phonologically 
identical (homophones). Two opposing values which cannot be 
confused are two "semes" (Gagnepain, 1982). 

FIGURE 7.1. Differential dimension of grammatical analysis. 

Homophony Trap 
We provide three spectacular examples of the homophony trap. They 
represent the typical answers given by paragrammatic patients. 

Example 1: The test consists of a series of dictations (Dubois, 1965). We 
proposed to the patients a trap based on the homophony between "Ia" 
as an article, and "I'a" as the first syllable of certain words ("I'aplomb"). 
Confronted with "Ie," these last sequences were interpreted by para
grammatic patients as a combination of the article "Ia" and the noun. We 
observed a great number of errors. 

I'aplomb/le plomb = la plont* lie plont* 
I'assautlle seau = la seau* /Ie seau 
I'affront/le front = la front* lie front 
I'appointlle point = la point* /Ie point 
I'aplomb/le plomb = la plon* lie plon* 
l'accroc/le croc = la craut* lie craut* 
l'appuis/le puit = la puis* lie puis* 
l'adieu/le Dieu = la Dieu * lie Dieu 
I'accroc/le croc = la crot* /Ie crot* 
I'accord/le corps = la cort* lie cort* 
The symbol (*) = wrong answer. 

This test based on the homophony of "Ia" and "la," allows us to observe 
false homographies as well as false allographies. 

I'affront/le front = la frond* /Ie front 
I'affaire/le fer = la faire* lie fer 
l'attraitlle trait = I'attre* lie tres* 
I'allee/le lait = la lee* lie lait 
I'accord/le corps = la core* lie cort* 
I'appointlle point = la point* lie poing 
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Paragrammatic patients cannot deduce from their grammatical proce
dure the difference between "l'appuis" and "la puis*." They do not under
stand the trap. They simply wonder why we present them with identical 
items. The same protocol also elicits aphasic answers that demonstrate 
no control of homophony and a blind search for spelling possibilities. 
The aphasics have systematically made errors because they relied solely 
on their overgeneralizing segmental logic and neglected the differential 
values that normally oppose the different spellings to each other. The 
spelling used by the patients seems to remain within a certain degree of 
acceptability, though, because the spelling of "frond * ," for instance, 
recalls that of "blond," while "La Iee*" that of "la fee." The allography 
of the homophones is no longer underlaid by lexical differentiation, and 
the patients answer at random. However, the allography is not totally wild 
insofar as canonical spelling has been respected to a certain extent. 

Example 2: Homophony of the end words "eur" (voleur/lourdeur) and 
"euse" (voleuselhonteuse) was tested (Mok, 1968). Not all variations were 
allowed. Flexional sets differed from one another. They couldnot be con
fused. Thus one can deduce "voleuse" from "voleur" but not "lourdeuse*" 
from "lourdeur," "voleur" from "voleuse" but not "honteur*" from 
"honteuse." Therefore we suggest that paragrammatic patients are trap
ped by these exercises and make erroneous deductions by confusing items 
that are not different. 

We observed exaggerated deductions induced by false conjectures. 
Patients explored all the possibilities of a partial variations, without limit
ing its functioning and without distinguishing mutually exclusive deri
vations. The pattern "visiteuse/visiteur" induced such pathological answers 
as "honteuselhonteur*." The pattern "patineur/patineuse" induced the 
pathological answers "fadeur/fadeuse*,'; "lourdeurllourdeuse*." The pat
tern "frileuse/frileux" induced the pathological answers "chomeusel 
chomeux* ," "patineuse/patineux*," "donneuse/donneux*." 

Frileuselfrileux Visiteuselvisiteur Patineurlpatineuse 
Honteuselhonteur* Perceur Iperceuse Fabuleuse/fabuleux 
Chercheuse/chercheur Fadeur/fadeuse* Bricoleuselbricoleux* 
Rotisseuse/rotisseur Pecheur Ipecheuse Fumeuse/fumeux 
Paresseuse/paresseur* Lourdeur Ilourdeuse * ChOmeuse/chOmeux 
I>anseuse/danseur Grandeur/grandeuse* Patineuse/patineux* 
I>elicieuse/delicieur* Lutteur Ilutteuse I>onneuse/donneux* 
Semeuse/semeur Verdeur Iverdeuse* Meticuleuse/meticuleux 

Allomorphism Trap 
Example 1. Paragrammatic patients cannot control the allomorphism of 
suffixes. In masculine forms the nominal suffix "eur" relates to "eure," 
"euse" or "(a)trice" in the feminine. Thus the marking of the feminine 
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on this type on noun is done by adding to the stem one of three possible 
suffixal allomorphs. Paragrammatic patients likely consider every possi
bility, without being able to select one. 

1st Time The same patient.: 2nd Time The same pat.: 3rd Time 
Un educateurl Un educateurl Un educateurl 

une educatrice une educateuse* une educatrice 
Un createurl Un createur/une createuse* Un createurl 

une creatrice une createuse* 
Un aviateurl Un aviateur/une aviateuse* Un aviateurl 

une aviatrice une aviatrice 
Un ftatteurl Un ftatteur/une ftatteuse Un ftatteurl? 

une ftateresse* (unreadable) 
Un animateurl Un animateurl Un animateurl? 

une animatrice une animatrice (unreadable) 
Un planteurl Un planteur/une plantrice* Un planteurl? 

une plantatrice* (unreadable) 
Un acteur/une actrice Un acteur/une acteure* Un acteur/une acteure* 
Un guetteurl Un guetteur/une guetteuse Un guetteurl 

une guetteuse une guetteuse 
Un profiteurl Un profiteurl Un profiteurl 

une profiteuse une profiteure* une profiteuse 
Un preteurl Un preteur/une preteuse Un preteurl 

une prete use une prete use 
Un serviteurl Un serviteur/une serviteuse Un serviteurl 

une serviteuse une serviteuse 
Unporteurl Un porteur/une porteuse Unporteurl 

une porteuse une porte use 
Un acheteurl Un acheteur/une acheteuse Un acheteurl 

une acheteuse une achatrice* 

These patients showed an inability to exclude any number of possible 
allomorphs in order to single out the appropriate one. They accepted 
any solution. (This attitude is different from that of the agrammatics'. 
Agrammatic patients, even when they produced pinpoint identical errors 
of use, knew that one had to choose one allomorph form and exclude the 
others). Paragrammatic patients, in contrast, accepted as the feminine 
form of "educateur ," both "educateuse*" and "educatrice*." "Acteur" 
became "acteure* ," "acteuse* ," "actrice," and the patients do not find 
it necessary to exclude one of the allomorphs to select only one. At the 
same way "profiteur" became "profiteuse" and "profiteure* ," even some
times "profitrice*" and other neologisms. All the solutions coexisted and 
were considered equivalent, some of them being perhaps more familiar 
than others. 

Example 2: Allomorphism is also important in the feminine form of adjec
tives, insofar as allomorphs ("t, z, ch, k, s, j, d") are opposed to a signi
ficant absence ("0"): (petit Ie = o/+t, gris/e = ol+z, blanc/che = ol+ch 
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franc/que = ol+k, gras/se = o/+s, gentil/le = o/+j; grand/e = o/+d). 
Two word series were elaborated based on two constraints: (1) a stage 
where the feminine form of the word can be deduced directly from the 
spelling of the masculine form (l°Stage: petit!?, grand!?, blanc!?, gris!?, 
gras!?, lent!?, sourd!?, gentil!?); and (2) a stage that is not directly mor
phological and where the spelling of the masculine form does not indicate 
the feminine form (2°Stage: peti.lpeti.e, gran./gran.e, blan.lblan.e, gri'/ 
gri.e, gra./gra.e, len./len.e, sour./sour.e, genti.lgenti.e) (Mok, 1968). 

We obtained correct answers when using the first stage whereas the 
second stage showed the confusions of the paragrammatic patients, i.e., 
Ie blan./la ban.e became Ie bland*/la blande*; Ie gra'/la gra.e became Ie 
grat*/la gratte*; Ie sour./la sour.e became Ie sourt*/la sourte*; and finally, 
Ie genti./la genti.e became Ie gentit* /la gentite*. 

LEBLONDILA LEBLOND/ LEBLON.lLA LEBLONd/ 
LA blonde LA blonde 

LEBLANCILA LEBLANC/ LEBLAN.lLA LEBLANd*/ 
LA blanche LA blande* 

LEGRISILA LEGRIS/ LEGRI.ILA LEGRIs/ 
LA grise LA grise 

LEGRASILA LEGRAS/ LEGRA.lLA LEGRAt* + 
LAgrasse LAgratte* 

LELENTILA LELENT/ LELEN.ILA LELENt/LAlente 
LAlente 

LESOURDILA LESOURD/ LESOUR.ILA LESOURt*/ 
LAsourde LAsourtte* 

LE GENTILILA LEGENTILI LE GENTI.ILA LEGENTIt*/ 
LAgentilie LAgentite* 

Patient's remarks: "La gratte* Elle a trop mange! (The fat one .. . She ate too 
much!) 

In short, paragrammatic patients, for lack of differentiation between 
mutually opposing values, no longer could control the limits of homo
phony and allomorphism. Gagnepain (1982) called the value produced 
by this differentiation procedure "seme." The variation of sonorous se
quences were contingent, so patients did not control what phonologically 
had been well identified but what semiologically was still to be differen
tiated (the homophones); and what phonologically had been well differ
entiated semiologically still had to be identified (allomorphisms). 

Agrammatism Traps 
We considered the segmental dimension, where analysis marks bound
aries, by searching for a minimal cohesion between elements: how far an 
element is "one" and how a possible autonomy allowed us to count it 
formally as "two" (Fig. 7.2). 
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Analysis, in its segmental dimension, delimits what is semiologi
cally plurial but phonologically single (amalgam) and what is 
semiologically single but phonologically plurial (discontinuous 
marking). A "minimal" set of interdependent values is a "word" 
(Gagnepain, 1982). 

- - - - - ... - - - - -
FIGURE 7.2. Segmental dimension of analysis. 

Amalgam Trap 

.. 

The same sonorous (or spelled) sequence may contain two grammatical 
values that are necessarily combined. For instance, one cannot choose 
"chapeau", or "tete" without selecting its gender. By choosing "Ie," for 
example, one selects simultaneously the value definite, as opposed to in
definite ("un"), the value singular, as opposed to plural ("les"), and the 
value masculine, as opposed to feminine ("la"). This time it is not a matter 
of logical procedures of exclusion "one without the others", but that of 
cohesion "not the one without the others." We claim that agrammatic 
aphasics, although they have lost the ability to segment their utterances 
into formal units, cannot register several grammatically combined and 
interdependent values, within a single phonological sequence. 

Example 1: We asked severely agrammatic patients to give the appropri
ate articles for a series of simple words: chapeau," "casquette," "beret," 
"foulard," "casque," "coiffure," "toque," "bonnet," "kepi." The patients 
were perplexed and gave random answers. 

The same items "foulard", "casque", "toque" and "bonnet" were 
marked (Urien, 1984) by the patients as masculine or feminine, but at a 
different time during the interview. The random answers showed the 
patients' lack of confidence. However-and this point is important-when 
we gave the patients all their own answers together, they were able to 
indicate the mutual contradictory answers. They did not know if it was "Ie 
foulard" or "la foulard," but they were sure that it had to be one or the 
other. They did not know if "casque" went with "Ie" or "la," but they 
knew that one answer excluded the other. Masculine and feminine are 
always exclusive of each other, even when the formal interdependence 
between the gender and the stem of the word has been lost. 



Exercise: 
CHAPEAU 
CASQUETTE 
BERET 
FOULARD 
CASQUE 
COIFFURE 
TOQUE 
BONNET 
KEPI 
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First time: 
Ie CHAPEAU 
Ie CASQUETTE* 
laBERET* 
laFOULARD* 
Ie CASQUE 
laCOIFFURE 
laTOQUE 
laBONNET* 
Ie KEPI 

Second time: 
Ie CHAPEAU 
Ie CASQUETTE* 
laBERET* 
Ie FOULARD 
laCASQUE* 
laCOIFFURE 
Ie TOQUE* 
Ie BONNE 
Ie KEPI 

We proposed his own answers to the patient. He indicated the mutual 
exclusion answers on his own. He did not know if "foulard" went with 
"Ie" or with "Ia," but he was quite sure that if it was the first answer it 
couldnot be the other. 

Ie CHAPEAU 
Ie CASQUETTE* 
laBERET* 
laFOULARD* 
Ie CASQUE 
laCOIFFURE 
laTOQUE 
laBONNET* 
Ie KEPI 

Ie CHAPEAU 
Ie CASQUETTE* 
laBERET* 

o Ie FOULARD 
o laCASQUE* 

laCOIFFURE 
o laTOQUE* 
o Ie BONNET 

Ie KEPI 
With the symbol 0 the patient represents incompatible answers. 

Some answers even showed that patients juxtaposed two differential 
sets that had no relation. Each one had become pathologically indepen
dent. We proposed a series of items, and patients selected a masculine 
("Ie") or a feminine ("Ia") form. 

Exercise: "Ie" or "Ia"? 
CHEVRE 
POIVRE 
SABRE 
ZEBRE 
TIMBRE 
SACRE 
SUCRE 
CADRE 
CENDRE 
ClORE 
POUDRE 
CHIFFRE 
VITRE 
MONTRE 
LUSTRE 

Written answers: 
leCHEVRE 
laPOIVRE* 
Ie SABRE 
laZEBRE* 
Ie TIMBRE 
laSACRE* 
Ie SUCRE 
laCADRE* 
leCENDRE 
la CIORE* 
lePOUDRE* 
laCHIFFRE* 
Ie VITRE* 
laMONTRE 
Ie LUSTRE 

Agrammatic patients were trapped by the amalgam procedure 
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Patients, systematically, used "Ie" and "la" alternatively without con
sidering the existent relations between gender and noun. "Leila" consti
tutes a lexical (= differential) opposition that has been treated separately 
by the patient, aside from the radical oppositions. Patients have two jux
taposed "thoughts" when grammar normally assigns just one. There is 
no longer and cohesion between the fragments of the noun pattern. The 
grammatical gender is processed on its own, beyond the other relations 
of internal solidarity it used to have. 

Example 2: The amalgam procedures (Pergnier, 1986) within the same 
pathological sequence of a determinant value (definite, indefinite, posses
sive, demonstrative), a number value (singular, plural) and a gender value 
(masculine, feminine) were tested. Thus when going from "un" to "une" 
there is only one gender difference, but going from "un" to "cette" we 
must consider not only the gender opposition but also the difference be
tween an indefinite and a demonstrative determinant. Agrammatic patients 
cannot face numerous differences simultaneously; they tend to control 
these differences one by one and to neglect the others. The repeating 
exercise is as follows. 

Repeating exercise 0= Observer M = Patient 
o = SA MAISON/CE GARAGE 
0= CE CHATEAUILA VOITURE 

0= LE FROMAGE/CETTE CREME 

0= LA CLEF/CE BOUTON 

0= LA CLEF/CE BOUTON 

0= LEJUPON/SA VESTE 

0= Encore! 
o = CETTE SOIREE/SON LIVRE 
o = CETTE SOIREE/SON LIVRE 

o = SON SACILA MONTRE 

M = sa maison/son garage 
M = ce chateau/et la .. ? C'est "la", 

mais apres? 
M = ce fromage/cette creme, mais 

c'est pas I,;a! 
M = la cleflce ... ensemble, je peux 

pas! 
M = la clef/Ie bouton ... avant, c'est 

pasl,;a! 
M = Ie jupon/sa ... Attends! Je 

sais!. .. Veste! 
M = Ie jupon/la veste 
M = son livre/sa quoi? Je sais plus! 
M = soiree .. et avant? .. cette soiree/ 

ce livre 
M = son sac/sa montre .... Pas 

encorel,;a! 
o = SA GOMMEILE CRAYON M = sa gomme/son crayon ... pas 

"son"! Je sais plus! 
o = CETTE BAGUEILE BIJOU M = cette ... baguelbijou ... Ie 

bijou? 
The determinants are differentiated two by two, the differentiation based only on 
the masculine feminine opposition. 

salce becomes sa/son 
salle sa/son 
la!ce la/ce (but the patient loses the base) 
la!ce la/Ie 
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ce/la ce/la (but the patient loses the base) 
le/cette ce/cette 
Ie/sa Ie/sa (but the patient loses the base) 
Ie/sa le/la 
cette/son son/sa 
cette/son cette/ce 
son/la son/sa 

The test is a repetition exercise. Patients are asked to repeat several 
sequences. Agrammatic patients give two kinds of answer. Either they 
cancel the whole set of relations implied by the use of a particular deter
minant and give just one relation or they treat all these relation values 
at the same time but "have forgotten" the nominal nucleus after the deter
minant. They may say "ce chateau/et la ... c'est 'la' mais apres? ... (I know 
it is 'la' but what then?)-la cleflce .. ? Ensemble je peux pas." Patients show 
their inability to repeat simultaneously the whole set of formal relations 
that are required to carry out the test. 

Discontinuous Marking Trap Test 
We usually find the gender by using the article ("leila") or the nominal 
nucleus ("chapeau bas/tete basse") and even sometimes by using suffixes 
("eur/euse"). However, should we count the gender principle three times? 
Or should we count it formally just once, by stretching it out on three 
fragments of the nominal pattern? 

Agrammatic patients count the gender three times, which is an in
dication of their pathology because normally the gender is counted just 
once. Normally we cannot utter the determinant's gender without choosing 
at the same time the stem gender and the suffix-gender. A normal speaker 
detects the whole set of gender determinants at once. Agrammatic patients 
no longer have this ability as the following facts show. 

The next exercise is a determination exercise. During the first stage we 
gave the patients a list of nouns without articles. Patients had to choose 
between the articles "Ie" or "la," usually preceding these nouns. 
Agrammatic patients gave random answers. We then, during the second 
stage, proposed a second list, which contained the suffixes: "eur/euse." 
This time patients were sure of their answers. They made no mistakes at 
all. During a third stage, we proposed the first list of nouns again. This 
time, patients were able to determine perfectly all the items because they 
were now aware of the importance of the end-word "euse". 

Observer: stage 1 Observer: stage 2 Observer: stage 3 
vendeuse vendeur vendeuse 
contr61euse vendeuse contr61euse 
voleuse contr61eur voleuse 
perceuse contr61euse perceuse 
menteuse menteur menteuse 
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Observer: stage 1 
laveuse 
serveuse 
sauveuse 
demenageuse 

Observer: stage 2 Observer: stage 3 
menteuse laveuse 

serveuse 
sauve use 
demenageuse 

meneuse meneuse 
Answers of the agrammatic patient: 

la vendeuse Ie vendeur la vendeuse 
Ie controleuse* la vendeuse la controleuse 
Ie voleuse* Ie controleur la vole use 
Ie perceuse* la controleuse la perceuse 
lamenteuse Ie menteur la menteuse 
la laveuse lamenteuse la laveuse 
la serveuse la serveuse 
Ie sauveuse* la sauveuse 
Ie demenageuse* la demenageuse 
lameneuse lameneuse 

The three stages of this test were carried out during the same session. 
We noted that the patients systematized the "le/la" opposition as soon as 
they found the same lexical (or differential) opposition in another place of 
the sequence ("eur/euse"). 

That observation proves that Broca aphasics notice only the masculine/ 
feminine opposition, not how many times this opposition is to be marked. 
The gender distribution is no longer bounded by grammar insofar as there 
is no more simultaneousness between a set of identical compulsions. The 
fact that patients have to systematize in a pinpoint manner the "le/la" 
relation on one hand and the "eur/euse" relation on the other shows that 
their grammar cannot "grasp" the common necessity of these relations, 
i.e., their mutual dependence. Patients make an explicit clustering, step 
by step. The segmental analysis, indicating the interdependence of the 
internal relations of the network, no longer exists; therefore it cannot 
indicate the distribution of a unique segmental value of the gender (and 
not its differential or lexical value). In other words, agrammatism suggests 
the following, nearly scandalous fact: One segmental gender value may 
contain at the same time three opportunities for differentiating the mas
culine from the feminine. In normal speech, segmental and differential 
values do not coincide. On the contrary, in agrammatic speech, there 
are as many pathological units as there are opportunities to differentiate. 

In the first stage the given sequence "voleuse" does not refer to several 
imbricated values [( vol/eur - vol/euse) = (stem + suffixes + gender)]. It 
is here that we test the lack of segmental unit analysis, i.e., the lack of 
a formal network that makes it possible to count semiologically as one 
element what would be normally distributed between several phonological 
sequences. 

Conversely, patients may split up this given sequence as soon as they are 
able to rely on the only grammatical dimension that is still underlying their 
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performances: the differentiation analysis. Thus they are able to add up 
explicitly the opposing elements: leila + vendeuse/controleuse/voleuse 
+ eur/euse. Not only may they add up the number of opposing elements, 
but they may establish a correspondence between the masculine value in 
"Ie" and the same value in "eur," as well as between the feminine value 
in "la" and the "euse" suffix. 

Agrammatic patients produce an assemblage of isolated differential 
values. This assemblage is not produced beforehand but depends on the 
test compulsions. This fact proves that the semiological unit cannot be 
defined as an assemblage of differential values (Jakobson, 1963) but as a 
special, formal, strictly segmental network founding the mutual depend
ence between values (Gagnepain, 1982). In normal speech, the gram
matical gender cannot be distributed on the article (le/la) without being 
distributed at the same time on the nominal nucleus (chapeau/tete) and on 
the suffix ("eur/euse"), which is not the case with agrammatic speech. 
Disturbance of this formal interdependence compels agrammatic patients 
to say one "thing" after another. We understand that this disturbance is 
characterized by a high level of poor performances. 

Conversely, paragrammatic patients are not sure about the exclusion 
they are supposed to make, as they no longer have differential frontiers. 
This disturbance is characterized by incoherence. 

The Distinction Between Two Morphological Structures 
We distinguish a loss of morphology assignable to the disappearance of a 
unit of internal variations (this unit establishes a cohesion between several 
morphological classes) and a loss of morphology assignable to the dis
appearance of an opposition between the noun and the verb paradigms 
and between the masculine and feminine paradigms. Lack of cohesion on 
the one hand and confusion on the other become the real symptoms of the 
loss of morphology. Therefore morphology supposes the crossing of two 
logical procedures that may be selectively destroyed in aphasia. 

In French, there are two main paradigmatic patterns, the nominal and 
the verbal; however, the morphemes of the nominal pattern cannot be 
confused with those of the verbal pattern. They are two patterns that ex
clude each other qualitatively. In other words, the nominal flexion is not 
the same as the verbal flexion and vice versa. It seems, however, that 
agrammatics as well as paragrammatics do not respect the partition be
tween these two kinds of flexion. Agrammatics make the same type of 
mistake, but for different reasons. 

Two subparadigms have to be differentiated within the nominal para
digm of French: the masculine and the feminine. The grammatical gender 
differentiates two mutually exclusive flexional sets. In other words, a noun 
necessarily has to be masculine or feminine. Any confusion between the 
masculine noun set and the feminine noun set is forbidden because of the 
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underlying grammatical analysis, even when the nominal stem seems to 
be the same ("Ie voile/la voile"). Both agrammatical and paragrammatics 
seem to make mistakes when using this grammatical sector. We suggest 
that agrammatics and paragrammatics do have not the same difficulties. 

Agrammatic Patients and Loss of "Segmental Constancy" 
Within a Network of Differential Variations 
Agrammatic patients master only the differential dimension of analysis. 
They tend to process only one value at a time. In order to oppose a nom
inal and a verbal pattern we need to take into account a number of dif
ferential values. We suggest that the relation between the noun and the 
verb worsens because of agrammatic patients' inability to consider all the 
nominal values together in order to oppose them to all the verbal values. 

The cohesion of nominal categories and verbal categories actually dis
appears. Thus we may say that agrammatic patients have no nouns and no 
verbs, only isolated differential values. 

The first example concerns assessment of noun flexion and verb flexion 
from a given stem. The stem "bricole" may be included in the noun para
digm ("des bricoles") as well as in the verbal paradigm ("il bricole"). We 
suggest that agrammatic patients reduce each paradigmatic set to its stem; 
and if the test artificially isolates the differential value between "ii/un" and 
"elle/une," dthey notice it and treat this value on its own without having it 
agree with the other noun and verb patterns. The second example contains 
several stages, and of course we have to consider the succession of these 
stages. In the first stage the patient was asked to complete an exercise 
by corresponding a feminine to a masculine form: la pecheresse/le?-la 
tigresse/le? The results showed that agrammatic patients used the ma
terial given in the title of the question. They used the simple form of the 
items; la pecheresse/le pecheur, la chanteuse/Ie chante*. This first stage 
showed three pinpoint errors, which suggested that agrammatic patients 
cannot master the relation between nouns and verbs ("Ie chante," "Ie 
bricole," "Ie surveille"). 

Observer 
LA PECHERESSEILE 
LA TIGRESSEILE 
LA NEGRESSEILE 
LA CHANTEUSEILE 
LA BRICOLEUSEILE 
LA MAITRESSEILE 
LA TRA V AILLEUSEILE 
LA JOURNALIEREILE 
LA JARDINIEREILE 
LA LAITIEREILE 
LA DROITIEREILE 

Patient 
LA PECHERESSEILE pecheur 
LA TIGRESSEILE tigre 
LA NEGRESSEILE negre 
LA CHANTEUSEILE chante* 0 verb? 
LA BRICOLEUSEILE bricole* 0 verb? 
LA MAITRESSE/LE maitre 
LA TRA VAILLEUSEILE travaiI* 
LA JOURNALIEREILE joumaI* 
LA JARDINIERE/LE jardin* 
LA LAITIEREILE Iait* 
LA DROITIEREILE droit* 
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LA PRISONNIEREILE 
LA SURVEILLANTEILE 

LA PRISONNIEREILE prison* 
LA SURVEILLANTE/LE surviIIe* 0 verb? 

A second stage is now possible. From these answers the examiner made 
a list of items ending with "e"; some of these items accepted the nominal 
pattern as well as the verbal pattern ("il depense/une depense") whereas 
others accepted only the verbal pattern ("il chavire, il compare"). We 
asked the following question: "Ie" or "la"? During this stage, agrammatic 
patients noticed only the given opposition, i.e., the "le/la" opposition and 
not the "le/il"-"la/elle" opposition. The third stage asked for special 
attention by the patients concerning these oppositions: "iI, Ie, elle or la"? 
Agrammatic patients could then to process what they had forgot ten dur
ing stage 2. In other words, the noun/verb opposition was reduced here 
until a morpheme opposition between "le/il" and "la/elle" was possible. 
However, we are not certain that patients still have an complete noun 
paradigm that could be opposed to an complete verb paradigm. If they 
did so so, the patients would have refused the question we asked them 
in the second stage. 

Stage 3 (if" ou "Ze", 
Stage 2 (Ie" or "Ia"?) Patient "elle" or "Ia"?) 

MACHINE laMACHINE laMACHINE 
MELANGE laMELANGE* laMELANGE* 
CONTROLE leCONTROLE il-eIIe CONTROLE 
BRICOLE leBRICOLE* ilBRICOLE 
DISCUTE laDISCUTE* eIIe DISCUTE 
RECLAME laRECLAME ilRECLAME 
COMMENCE Ie COMMENCE* ilCOMMENCE 
RENCONTRE Ie RENCONTRE* il RENCONTRE 
CHAVIRE leCHAVIRE* ilCHAVIRE 
DEPENSE leDEPENSE* leDEPENSE* 
REMPLACE Ie REMPLACE* ilREMPLACE 
COMMANDE laCOMMANDE ilCOMMANDE 
SURVEILLE Ie SURVEILLE* il SURVEILLE 
BATAILLE laBATAILLE laBATAILLE 
COMPARE Ie COMPARE * il-elIe COMPARE 

Any opposition was possible-the "leila" opposition, the "le/il" op
position, and even the "il/elle" opposition-but they were processed by 
the patients because they take into account the "title" of the exercise and 
the question of the examiner-not because of an underlying formalization 
that implicity governs their utterances. Patients processed these oppo
sitions as a whole just because the title of the exercise told them explicitly 
what to do and not because of an underlying formalization. For agram
matic patients the "leila" opposition could no longer be related to the 
whole nominal opposition set, and the "il/elle" opposition could not be 
related to the whole verbal opposition set. 
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In a second example the exercise contained two stages. In the first stage; 
from a given pair of sentences ("un homme qui arbitre est un arbitre/une 
femme qui arbitre est une arbitre") patients were asked to complete pairs 
of sentences. The stage focused the patients' attention on only one oppo
sition, the "un/une" opposition; wich is why patients respected it. 

Un homme qui arbitre est un arbitre 
Une femme qui arbitre est une arbitre 
Un homme qui bricole est 
Une femme qui bricole est 

Un homme qui guide est 
Une femme qui guide est 
Un homme qui explore est 

Une femme qui explore est 

Un homme qui enseigne est 

Une femme qui enseigne est 

Un homme qui arbitre est un arbitre 
Une femme qui arbitre est une arbitre 
Un homme qui bricole est "un bricole*" 
Une femme qui bricole est "une 

bricole*" 
Un homme qui guide est "un guide" 
Une femme qui guide est "une guide" 
Un homme qui explore est "un 

explore*" 
Une femme qui explore est "une 

explore*" 
Un homme qui enseigne est "un 

enseigne*" 
Une femme qui enseigne est "une 

explore*" 
The agrammatic patient examined one of his answers: "un explore*. " He tried to 
tell us that people say "un explore" for man as well as for woman. 

The patients no longer had at their disposal the grammatical formal
ization that is needed to reckon all the differential values, which, when 
taken together, allow us to oppose the noun pattern to the verb pattern. 
In other words agrammatic patients tend to use the flexional relations 
given by the examiner because they cannot question them by a real mor
phological formalization. The following stage of the exercise showed their 
interpretation. In the second stage, from the given pattern ("un homme 
qui chante est un chanteur/une femme qui chante est une chanteuse") 
patients gave the following sentences. 

Un homme qui chante est un chanteur 
Une femme qui chante est une 

chanteuse 
Un homme qui bricole est 

Un femme qui bricole est 

Un homme qui guide est 
Un femme qui guide est 

Un homme qui explore est 

Une femme qui explore est 

Un homme qui chante est un chanteur 
Une femme qui chante est une chanteuse 

Un homme qui bricole est "un 
bricoleur" 

Une femme qui bricole est "une 
bricoleuse" 

Un homme qui guide est un "guideur*" 
Une femme qui guide est "une 

guideuse*" 
Un homme qui explore est "un 

exploreur*" 
Une femme qui explore est "une 

explore use *" 
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Un homme qui surveille est Un homme qui surveille est "un 
surveilleur* " 

Une femme qui surveille est Une femme qui surveille est "une 
surveilleuse*" 

Agrammatic patients see their morphological system reduced to its base. It agrees 
with the model given by the examinor. 

The agrammatic patients blindly followed the model. They respected a 
differential relation which seemed to be enough for them. 

Only the differentiation seemed to provide agrammatic patients the 
possibility of making significant deductions. The differential dimension 
or the grammatical analysis had hypertrophied. Therefore agrammatic 
patients accept any value set that can be differentiated from an other value 
set. An infinity of artificial "paradigms" are possible only because they are 
not controlled by the "measurement degree" of a segmental unit. The 
following example is an illustration of this problem. The exercise contains 
five stages. The example is somewhat long but we believe it is indicative of 
the agrammatic patients' logical functioning. 

During the first stage patients have to choose between several nominal 
and verbal morphemes (je, moi, iI, lui, elle, Ie, la, son, sa, ce, tu, toi, 
te, cette, un, une, and the morpheme "zero" has been noted by the sym
bol <). The list of items to be determined is as follows: poivre, sabre, 
chambre, and so on. 

As a model of possible answers we gave to the patients one complete 
answer and three partial answers ["il Ie lui montre, je ~ poivre, elle ~ 
chambre]. The selected items admit a nominal pattern ("la montre") as 
well as a verbal pattern ("il montre"). Patients then, had to choose a large 
number of values. Actually, they were dealing with only one value-in 
this case the value that admits the deduction of a determinant from the 
nucleus ("timbre"-"son timbre"). They are neglecting all the other 
values and stop the holes suggested by the layout of the exercise, without 
giving a real meaning to the items they are writing down. Their answers, 
e.g., "elle Ie son sabre*-il la sa chambre*-ille son zebre*-ille son 
timbre*" are as follows. 

Question: je, me, moi, ii, lui, elle, Ie, la, son, sa, ce, tu, toi, te, cette, un, une, < 
IL LE LUI MONTRE IL LE LUI MONTRE 
JE POIVRE JE Ie lui POIVRE 
ELLE SABRE ELLE Ie son SABRE 
IL CHAMBRE IL la sa CHAMBRE* 

ZEBRE 
TIMBRE 
SACRE 
SUCRE 
CADRE 
CENDRE 
CIDRE 

ille son ZEBRE* 
ille son TIMBRE* 
je Ie lui SACRE 
je Ie son SUCRE* 
je Ie lui CADRE 
ilIa sa CEND RE * 
ille son CID RE * 
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POUDRE 
CHIFFRE 
VITRE 

ilIa sa POUDRE* 
ilIa sa CHIFFRE * 
ilIa sa VITRE * 

In the second stage, the number of determinants was changed (ii, Ie, 
la, sa, cette, un, son, ce, une, <); at the same time the model inducing 
the exercise was simplified. This simplification may be enough to allow 
patients to systematize their answers. This time they are "teaching" us 
more than in the first stage because they try to systematize the absence 
or the presence of the pronoun "elle." As a matter of fact, they tended 
to oppose "son sucre" versus "elle son sucre * ." One particular patient 
made this opposition, arguing that the first utterance meant "the pieces of 
sugar we put in a sugarbox," and the other "the action of giving sugar, to a 
dog for instance." In other words, a set of values without any formal co
hesion ("elle son sucre*') may have artificially entired this relation if only 
this set can be opposed to another. The patient's answers are as follows: 
"elle Ie montre, elle son poivre, son poivre, son sabre, elle sa chambre, 
sa chambre, un zebre, son timbre, elle son sacre, un sucre, sa cadre, sa 
cendre, son cidre, sa poudre, son chiffre, sa vitre, elle sa montre, son 
lustre. " 

Question: ii, Ie, la, sa, cette, un, son, ce, une, <,? 
ELLE LE LUI MONTRE ELLE LE LUI MONTRE 

POIVRE elle son POIVRE 
SABRE son SABRE 
CHAMBRE elle sa CHAMBRE 
ZEBRE unZEBRE 
TIMBRE son TIMBRE 
SACRE elle son SACRE 
SUCRE un SUCRE 
CADRE sa CADRE 
CENDRE saCENDRE 
ClORE son ClORE 
POUDRE saPOUDRE 
CHIFFRE son CHIFFRE 
VITRE sa VITRE 

The patient noted: "elle son sucre = chienne" and "son sucre = borte" ("she her 
sugar = female dog" and "his sugar = box"). He explained that there were two 
answers for "sucre" ("sugar"). The first one say that one gives a piece of sugar to 
the dog, and the second one indicated the piece of sugar one put in the sugar box. 

The third stage showed that agrammatic patients accept all kinds of 
value bundles, if only these bundles respect the masculine-feminine differ
ence. We asked patients to decide whether some utterances were correct. 
If they were correct, patients were to write "yes" that is, or, if not, "no." 
Thus when talking about "poivre," one particular patient mentioned ac
cepts any masculine bundle ("Ie son poivre*") and refuses all feminine 
bundles ("la sa poivre* ," "elle la poivre"). We are facing here an exag-
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gerated systematicity that is common to all the examples of this third 
exercise. The patient considered only the determinant that is close to the 
"nucleus." The patient's answers were as follows. 

LE SON POIVRE* = oui 
LE SA POIVRE* = non 
ELLE LE POIVRE = oui 
ELLE LA POIVRE = non 

SA CHAMBRE = oui 
UNE SA CHAMBRE* = oui 
LA SA CHAMBRE* = oui 
ELLE LA CHAMBRE = oui 
ELLE LE CHAMBRE = non 

LECIDRE = oui 
LE SON CIDRE* = oui 
LE SA CIDRE* = non 
CETTE CIDRE* = non 
LE CE CIDRE* = oui 

LESONPOIVRE* = oui 
LE SA POIVRE* = non 
IL LE POIVRE = oui 
IL LA POIVRE = non 

The morphological system of agrammatic patients may be reduced to the mas
culine/feminine opposition. The patient can constitute artificial paradigmatic sets, 
only if they are mutually opposing sets. The agrammatic patient still opposes 
items, but everything has become pathologically opposing. 

Thus the patient carries out "pathological sets" based only on their 
mutual opposition, which is shown in the fourth stage. We can mislead the 
patient to such a degree that he accepts the most incongruous sets, if only 
they can be opposed to each other. For example, note what happens to 
the following pairs of items: 1 elle la lui montre = oui/elle lui la montre = 
non; 2 elle sa lui montre = oui/elle lui sa montre = non. This patient has 
opposed each pair of items by pointing out only the difference between 
the position of the fragments "la/lui" or "sa/lui." 

ELLE LA LUI MONTRE: oui 
ELLE LUI LA MONTRE: non 
ELLE SA LUI MONTRE: oui 
ELLE LUI SA MONTRE: non 

A fifth stage shows a conflict between the strategy worked out in the 
third stage (the account of the grammatical gender of the fragment pre
ceding the nucleus) and the strategy used in the fourth stage (the oppo
sition of two utterances). This time the model is much more complicated, 
as the patient must correlate the gender opposition, the opposition be
tween the presence or absence of a second determinant, the opposition 
between an indefinite or a demonstrative determinant, and especially 
the opposition between the two positions of determinant within the ut
terance (ce chambre* = non/un chambre* = non/une chambre = oui/cette 
chambre = oui/une cette chambre* = non/cette une chambre* = oui/un ce 
chambre* = non/ce un chambre* = oui puis non) The patient does not 
know to account for all the differential relations suggested by this inducing 
set, which is why he is separating them into two "subsets." Our patient 
began to process the first four answers. Then he considered the two fol
lowing ones ("une cette chambre*" /"cette une chambre*"), and finally he 
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studied the rest. When he had processed all the answers, he was able to 
compare them and to suppose some incompatibility. That is why he re
turned to the first strategy, correcting himself and refusing a masculine 
determinant inappropriate to "chambre"-hence is the reason for the 
self-correction- of "ce un chambre" = yes 1st. = no 2nd. 

CE CHAMBRE*: non 
UN CHAMBRE*: non 
UNE CHAMBRE: oui 
CETIE CHAMBRE: oui 
UNE CETIE CHAMBRE*: non 
CETIE UNE CHAMBRE*: oui 
UN CE CHAMBRE*: non 
CE UN CHAMBRE*: oui (1) and no (2) 

Agrammatic patients use their differential reasoning within the artificial 
morphological framework offered by the examiner. Patients deduce their 
answers from this differential dimension, and any given set may be exag
geratedly opposed to another. Agrammatic patients seem to have lost the 
segmental network authorizing the restriction of the variety of mutually 
opposing sets. 

The hypertrophy of these differential relations is to be found within our 
noun model between the masculine noun set and the feminine noun set. 
Agrammatic patients exaggeratedly generalize this way of opposing sets 
by taking into account the only gender opposition. In other words, the 
relations between "Ie voile/la voile"-"un arbitre/une arbitre" have been 
generalized pathologically to those items that normally have to be realized 
by considering more differential values together. 

In another trap test, patients were asked to cross out the utterances that 
appeared incorrect or did not occur in usual speech. They had to decide 
between the following pairs of words. 

Exercise: Agrammatic patients were told to cross out the wrong utterances and 
then to give the meaning of their answers. 
LE GUIDE LA GUIDE LE GUIDE 
LE CREPE LA CREPE LE SABLE 
LE VOILE LA VOILE LE CRABE 
LE BOlTE LA BOlTE LE NUQUE 
LE SOURCE LA SOURCE LE MERLE 
LETOUR LATOUR LESURVEILLE 
LE CLASSE LA CLASSE LE SEMOULE 
LE SIECLE LA SIECLE LE TEMPLE 
LE MOULE LA MOULE LE REMPLACE 
LE VASE LA VASE LE DESASTRE 

LEGUIDE 
LECARTABLE 
LEFUME 

LA GUIDE 
LACARTABLE 
LA FUME 

LA GUIDE 
LA SABLE 
LA CRABE 
LA NUQUE 
LA MERLE 
LA SURVEILLE 
LASEMOULE 
LA TEMPLE 
LAREMPLACE 
LADESASTRE 
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LELEGUME 
LECERCLE 
LEDIRIGE 
LEGOLFE 
LESOUPE 
LESAUVE 
LEPERLE 

LA LEGUME 
LACERCLE 
LADIRIGE 
LA GOLFE 
LASOUPE 
LA SAUVE 
LAPERLE 

One agrammatic patient extended the gender opposition to all pairs of 
words based on some analogy with the given model ("Ie guioe/la guide"). 
The patient accepted "pseudonouns" based upon verbs but indicated a 
possible meaning "man/woman." 

Exercise; Agrammatic patients were told to cross out the wrong words and then to 
give the meaning of the correct words. 
LE GUIDE LA GUIDE LE GUIDE 
LE CREPE LA CREPE LE SABLE 
LE VOILE LA VOILE LE CRABE 
xxxxxxx LA BOlTE xxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxx LA SOURCE LE MERLE 
LE TOUR LA TOUR LE SURVEILLE 
xxxxxxx LA CLASSE xxxxxxxxxx 
LE SIECLE xxxxxxxxx LE TEMPLE 
LEMOULE LAMOULE LEREMPLACE 
LE VASE LA VASE xxxxxxxxxxx 

LEGUIDE 
LECARTABLE 
LEFUME 
LELEGUME 
LECERCLE 
LEDIRIGE 
LEGOLFE 
LESOUPE 
LESAUVE 
LEPERLE 

LA GUIDE 
xxxxxxxxxxx 
LA FUME 
xxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxx 
LADIRIGE 
xxxxxxxx 
LASOUPE 
LA SAUVE 
LAPERLE 

LA GUIDE 
xxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxx 
LA NUQUE 
xxxxxxxx 
LA SURVEILLE 
LASEMOULE 
xxxxxxxxx 
LAREMPLACE 
LADESASTRE 

The meanings of "correct" words are those we werer waiting for. The items "Ie 
guide," "Ie surveille*," "Ie remplace*, " "Ie fume*, " "Ie dirige*," "Ie sauve*" re
fer to men and the items "Ia guide," "Ia surveille*," "Ia remplace*," "Ia dirige*" 
and "Ia sauve*" refer to women. The differential model "Ie guide/la guide" was 
wrongly generalized by this agrammatic patient. 

Another patient extended this gender opposition not only to nouns 
meaning men or women but also to nouns indicating semantic aspects ("Ie 
moule/la moule"). This patient accepted the following pairs of words: 
Le cercle/la cercle, un timbre/une timbre, un grille/une grille, un trMe/ 
une trefie. The patient justified his choices: "Le cercle" meant a geometric 
figure, whereas "Ia cercle*" meant a group of persons. "Un timbre" meant 
"a signature stamp" whereas "une timbre*" meant a postage stamp. "Un 
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grille*" meant "a gril" whereas "une grille" meant something that can be 
opened or locked. "Le trefie meant a color of playing cards, whereas "la 
trefie*" meant a little plant: Normally these two meanings are represented 
by the same differential value ("Ie trefie"). This agrammatic patient thus 
made a differential analysis between two mutually opposing values. 

Exercise: Agrammatic patients were told to cross out the wrong words and then to 
give the meaning of the correct words. 

LE GUIDE LA GUIDE 
LECARTABLE xxxxxxxxxx 
LESTADE xxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxx LA FUME* 
LELEGUME LA LEGUME 
LE CERCLE LA CERCLE* 
LE DIRIGE LA DIRIGE 
LE GOLFE xxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxx LA SOUPE 
xxxxxxxxx LA SAUVE 
xxxxxxxxx LA PERLE 
UN TREFLE UNE TREFLE 

LE CERCLE = une figure geometrique 
LA CERCLE = les gens ... ensemble! 
LE DIRIGE = lui 
LA DIRIGE = elle 
UN TREFLE = les cartes 
UN TREFLE = les vaches ... Ie pre! 

UN MOUSSE 
UN TIMBRE 
xxxxxxx 
UNPOELE 
UN TOUR 
UNFLEUVE 
UNMANCHE 
UN GRILLE 
UNVERRE 
UN VOILE 
UN MOULE 

UNEMOUSSE 
UNETIMBRE 
UNESCIE 
UNEPOELE 
UNETOUR 
xxxxxxxxxx 
UNEMANCHE 
UNEGRILLE 
xxxxxxxx 
UNEVOILE 
UNEMOULE 

UN TIMBRE = la griffe (tampon?) 
UNE TIMBRE = sur la lettre! 
UN GRILLE = un steack 
UNE GRILLE = ferme ... ouvert 

The hypertrophy between masculine and feminine gender is illustrated. 

Because the exercise required the patients' attention only for the gender 
opposition and because patients were unable to restrict their deductions 
by taking into account all morphological relations, they extended their 
perfect logical reasoning infinitely. During the same test these oppositions 
were constantly identical. Patients repeated the differences they made at 
the beginning and did not confuse them. This situation is not the case for 
paragrammatic patients. 

Agrammatic patients have no "semiological unit" able to bundle mu
tually dependent values. This solidarity normally indicates a segmental 
dimension that does not take into consideration the differential values 
simultaneously. Thus, as noted by Gagnepain (1982), by projecting one 
axis on the other and by crossing the segmental dimension, we observe 
that a partial variation e.g., ("la voile/sur la voile/sur la voilure/le voil
age") may be worked out without multiplying the number of segmental 
units. 

On the contrary, when this simultaneousness disappears, everything can 
be differentiated (or "opposed"), including artificial sets proposed by 
"trap tests." Differential logic produces deductions; and pathological 
reasoning is generalized beyond the patients' control. 
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Paragrammatic Patients and Loss of Differentiation 
Between Mutually Opposing Patterns ("Paradigms") 
Paragrammatic patients retain only the segmental dimension of analysis. 
Thus they are able to make partial variations because they have the formal 
unit that gives them the network within which the variation can be pro
duced. They are not longer able to differentiate what can still vary. In 
other words, anything may become a partial variation-but an exagger
ated, unlimited variation. The trap tests have only to give to paragram
matic patients a framework of partial variation, and the patients manage 
and produce every neologism the trap infers, without refusing any of them. 

Paragrammatic patients lose the opposition between the noun pattern 
and the verb pattern. These two flexion sets normally are opposed to each 
other. Paragrammatic patients tend to confuse them, a point now to be 
illustrated. 

The following exercise shows that, under certain circumstances, para
grammatic patients may "feminize" verbal forms. In the following "trap 
tests" we asked patients to stop the "gaps". The items are as follows: il 
vient/elle <, il part/elle < and so on. All our patients have been inferred 
by the usual specific noun derivation. Some of their answers are "il vientl 
elle vienne*, il part/elle parte * ," and so on. Under other circumstances 
they also "masculinized" those verb forms. This time the sense of the 
induction went from "elle" to "il": "elIe soupire/il soupire, elIe couvre/il 
couvre, elle saute/il saute, elIe eclate/il eclat*, elle reglemente/il regle
ment*, elIe chante/il chant*, elle pretelil pret*, elle rejete/il rejete, elle 
abrite/il abrite, elle recite/il recite, elIe monte/il monte, elIe coute/il cout*, 
elIe faute/il faut*." Patients' answers showed this fluctuation between the 
noun and verb patterns. Moreover, the more they made partial variations, 
the more they developed confusions. 

IL VIENT/ELLE vienne* 
IL PART IELLE parte * 
IL TIENT/ELLE tienne* 
IL MENT/ELLE mente* 
IL SORT/ELLE sorte* 
IL CUlT IELLE cuite * 
IL SEDUIT/ELLE seduite* 
ELLE REGLEMENTE/IL reglement* 
ELLE CHANTE/IL chant* 
IL PLAIT/ELLE plaite* 
IL DORT/ELLE dorte* 

IL ECRIT/ELLE ecrite* 
IL BONDIT/ELLE bondite* 
IL RAMOLLIT/ELLE ramollite* 
IL VOMITIELLE vomite* 
IL INTERDIT/ELLE interdite* 
IL TRAHIT/ELLE trahite* 

ELLE SOUPlRE/lL soupire 
ELLE COUVRE/IL couvre 
ELLE P ARLE/IL parle 
ELLE FORCE/IL force 
ELLE SA UTE/IL saute 
ELLE ECLA TEIIL eclat* 
IL FREMIT/ELLE fremite* 
IL SERTIELLE serte* 

ELLE PRETE/IL pret* 
ELLE REJETE/IL rejet* 
ELLE ABRITE/IL abrit* 
ELLE RECITE IlL recite 
ELLE MONTEIIL monte 
ELLE COUTE/IL cofrt* 
ELLE FAUTE/IL faute 

Paragrammatic patients do not respect the differences between nouns and verbs. 
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The following shows the reasoning of a paragrammatic patient about 
three items recite, chante and force: "elle recite? il recite? il recite? ... il 
recit* ou elle recite? II recite aussi! C'est un recit! Ou une recite*?-elle 
chante, il chant*, il chante ... ou il chant*? On dit un chant! C'est il chant*! 
(People say "un chant", so .. it must be "il chant*"!)-elle force, il force ... 
elle forte * , il fort*? Je ne pense pas! (I do not think so!) Elle force, il force 
aussi! II est fort." We may say paragrammatic patients are subjected to 
any chance of morphological variation, and nothing (except the dominat
ing common use of speech) stops the use of these variations. "II recite" or 
"il recit*" are equivalent, as "une recite* or "un recit." From this point of 
view there are no more paradigmatic frontiers of the noun and the verb. 
That is why we obtain the following answers, where the variation of the 
past participle is unlimited, agreeing with the auxiliary etre or avoir: "il a 
seduit/elle a seduite* & il est seduit/elle est seduite, il a interdit/elle a 
interdite* & il est interdit/elle est interdite, il a cuit/elle a cuite* & il est 
cuit/elle est cuite." And also "il a cuit un oeuf/elle a cuite*un oeuf, il a 
conduit une voiture/elle a conduite* une voiture, il a construit une maison/ 
elle a construite*une maison." 

Patients may also exaggeratedly verbalize nominal forms, so we pro
posed the next trap test to our patients. They were asked to complete the 
following couples of words. One of our patients' answers are as follows .... 

Observer, Stg.l 
ILSECHE 
<SECHAGE 
ELLE TRICOTE 
< TRICOTIAGE 
ILPLANTE 
<PLANTAGE 
ELLENATIE 
<NATIAGE 
IL VISSE 
< VIS SAGE 

Observer, stage 2 
IL SECHEIELLE SECHAIT 
ILSECHAGE*I 
ELLE TRICOTEI 
ELLE TRICOTAGE*I 
ILPLANTEI 
ILPLANTAGE*I 

Observer, Stg. 3 
ELLESECHE 
<SECHAGE 
ILTRICOTE 
<TRICOTAGE 
ELLEPLANTE 
<PLANTAGE 

Patient 
ILSECHE 
il sechage* 
ELLE TRICOTE 
elle tricottage* 
ILPLANTE 
il plantage* 
ELLENATIE 
elle nattage* 
IL VISSE 
il vissage* 

Patient 
IL SECHEIELLE SECHAIT 
IL SECHAGE * Iii sechait 
ELLE TRICOTE/elle tricottait 
ELLE TRICOT AGE/elle tricottait 
IL PLANTEIIL plantait 
IL PLANT AGE * Iii plantait 

Patient: 
ELLESECHE 
elle sechage* 
ILTRICOTE 
il tricotage * 
ELLEPLANTE 
elle plantage* 
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Observer, Stg. 4 Patient: 
IL SECHE/IL SECHERA IL SECHE/IL SECHERA 
IL SECHAGE*/ IL SECHAGE*/il sechera 
ELLE TRICOTE/ ELLE TRICOTE/elle tricottera 
ELLE TRICOTAGE*/ ELLE TRICOTAGE/elle tricottera 
IL PLANTE/ IL PLANTE/il plantera 
IL PLANTAGE*/ IL PLANTAGE*/il plantera 
Paragrammatic patients change inflexional forms into derivational ones. 

In these trap tests patients use the determinants as if they were suffixes, 
which confirms our interpretation of the disorder. Nominal flexion does 
not exist because it is no longer opposed to the verbal flexion. Everything 
becomes mutually "derivable" because there are no more differential 
frontiers between the nominal and the verbal patterns. This kind of patient 
is victim of the "quatrieme proportionnelle." In other words, paragram
matic patients are drawing on their remaining logical ability, i.e., the net
work of internal variations. This network is functioning like a whirlwind, 
sweeping away everything it meets; and because the internal variation 
system is working and expanding without any restriction, it finally may 
include everything, no matter what it is. 

We afso observed that paragrammatic patients do not oppose the mas
culine noun paradigm to the feminine noun paradigm. Everything is poss
ible, no matter which stem may admit the determinant "Ie" or "Ia." These 
determinants are interchangeable, as their substitution is no longer a signi
ficant limit. There are numerous confusions and nothing is stable. 

The most important example of the disappearance of this differential 
paradigm frontier is the next one. It contains several stages. In the first 
stage: we asked paradigmatic patients to place "un" or "une" before a 
series of items. The list consisted of coiffeur, coiffeure*, coiffe, coiffure, 
coiffeuse, coiffeutrice*, coiffette*. One patient choses "un" for all the 
items of this list. 

Stage 1: "un/une"? Stage 2: "yes/no" oui/non Stage 3: "yes/no" 
COIFFEUR = un UN COIFFEUR = oui UN COIFFEUR = oui 

coiffeur UNE COIFFEURE = oui UNE COIFFEUR 
COIFFEURE* = un UNE COIFFE = oui = oui 

coiffeure* UNE COIFFURE = oui UN COIFFEURE 
CO IFFE = un coiffe * UNE COIFFEUSE = oui = oui 
COIFFURE = un UNE COIFFEUTRICE* UNE COIFFEURE 

coiffure * = oui = oui 
COIFFEUSE = un UNE COIFFETTE* = oui UN COIFFEUSE 

coiffeuse* UNE COIFFEUR * = oui = oui 
COIFFEUTRICE* UN COIFFEUSE* = oui UNE COIFFEUSE 

= un coiffeutrice* UN COIFFEUTRICE* = oui 
COIFFETTE* = un = oui UN COIFFE = oui 

coiffette* UN COIFFETTE* = oui UNE COIFFE = oui 

For the second and third stages, we asked patients to make a "lexical 
decision", they have to answer "yes" if the item is correct, "no" if not. 
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Here are some of their answers1: un coifeur* = oui; une coiffeure* = oui; 
une coiffe = oui; une coiffure = oui; une coiffeuse = oui; une coiffeutrice* 
= oui; une coiffette* = oui; une coiffeur* = oui; un coiffe* = oui; un 
coiffure* = oui; un coiffeuse* = oui; un coiffeutrice* = oui; un coiffette* 
= oui. Patients accepted any proposition; they excluded nothing. 
For the fourth stage, we asked patients to specify the meaning of their 
answers. The same patient responded as follows. 

UNE COIFFEUR * = "C'est celui qui fait les cheveux" ("the one who cut hair") 
UNE COIFFEURE* = "C'est travailler pour les femmes" ("the one who works 

for women") 
UNE COIFFE = "C'est une taille bien faite, bien droite" ("a good hair style, 

cut straightly") 
UNE COIFFURE = "C'est un degagement, comme il faut!" ("to cut one's hair 

short, very neatly") 
UNE COIFFEUSE = "C'est faire une "platte"* (?), une "flatte"* (?) ... 
UNE COIFFEUTRICE* = "c'est mettre sous Ie casque!" ("That is to put 

somebody under the hair dryer") 
UNE COIFFETTE* = "C'est placer les bigoudis!" ("It is a curling set"). 
Paragrammatic patients confuse masculine nouns with feminine items. 

The patient who gave these answers never seemed to have "meaning 
trouble", and the meaning was elaborated immediately without any sys
tem. The only system he had is the one elaborated by the questions of the 
examiner during the trap test. 

Patients may "synonymize" any pair of items or make them heterony
mous. When we asked the same questions again, patients sometimes gave 
other definitions at random, Thus gender had no flexional value; it con
stituted one more derived form, allowing partial variation "ad infinitum," 
and these variations were all equivalent! 

One point must be noted. When we asked these patients to choose 
between "Ie" or "la," their choices were usually the normal, expected 
answers. Thus one patient said "la montre, Ie poivre, Ie sabre, la chambre, 
Ie zebre, Ie timbre, Ie sacre, Ie sucre, la cadre*, la cendre, Ie cidre, la 
poudre, Ie chiffre, Ie vitre* , la montre, Ie lustre." However, with the model 
"Ie moule/la moule, Ie voilella voile," the same patient as mentioned 
before accepts the next answers "Ie montre* et la montre, Ie chevre et la 
chevre, Ie poivre et la poivre*, Ie sabre et la sabre * , Ie chambre* et la 
chambre, Ie timbre et la timbre*" and so on. 

Stage 1: "leila" 
Observer 
MONTRE 
POIVRE 
SABRE 

Patient 
lamontre 
Ie poivre 
Ie sabre 

Stage 2: "oui/non" 
Observer: Patient 

LE MONTRE: oui 
LA MONTRE: non 
LE CHEVRE: oui 

1 Of course it is the same patient as mentioned before. 

Stage 3: "oui/non" 
Observer: Patient 

LE MONTRE: oui 
LA MONTRE: oui 
LE CHEVRE: oui 
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Stage 1: "leila" Stage 2: "ouilnon" Stage 3: "ouilnon" 
Observer Patient Observer: Patient Observer: Patient 
CHAMBRE la chambre LA CHEVRE: non LA CHEVRE: oui 
ZEBRE Ie zebre LE POIVRE: oui LE POIVRE: oui 
TIMBRE Ie timbre LA POIVRE: oui LA POIVRE: oui 
SACRE Ie sacre LE SABRE: oui LE SABRE: oui 
SUCRE Ie sucre LA SABRE: oui LA SABRE: non 
CADRE la cadre LE CHAMBRE: oui LE CHAMBRE: oui 
CENDRE la cendre LA CHAMBRE: oui LA CHAMBRE: non 
CIDRE Ie cidre LE TIMBRE: oui LE TIMBRE: oui 
POUDRE la poudre LA TIMBRE: oui LA TIMBRE: non 
CHIFFRE Ie chiffre LE CIDRE: oui LE CIDRE: oui 
VITRE Ie vitre LA CIDRE: oui LA CID RE: oui 
MONTRE la montre LE SUCRE: oui LE SUCRE: oui 
LUSTRE Ie lustre LA SUCRE: oui LA SUCRE: oui 

Each element of these pseudopairs may mean different things as well 
as the same extra linguistic "reality": Ie montre = "C'est une piece de 
pistolet" ("It is a piece of a pistol"), la montre = "pour lire l'heure" ("to 
know what time it is"); Ie chevre = "Le chevre, c'est un animal" ("that is 
an animal"), la chevre = "C'est un animal, la chevre!" ("that is an animal, 
too!"); Ie poivre = "C'est du poivre en grain!" ("that is pepper") et la 
poivre = "C'est mettre du poivre dans une cuisiniere, quoi!" ("that is 
putting pepper into a meal"); Ie chambre = "C'est..? Ca peut etre un 
chambre dans une maison!" ("It is perhaps a room in a house"), une 
chambre = "Et la chambre? Je croyais que c'est faire la chambre!" ("I 
thought it was to clean the room"); Ie cidre = "C'est Ie cidre en bouteille" 
("It is cider in a bottle"), la cidre = "C'est ce qu'on boit!" ("It is the cider 
we are drinking"); Ie sucre = "C'est pour sucrer!" ("It is to sweeten"), la 
sucre = "C'est Ie pot ou on met Ie sucre!" ("It is the box where we put the 
sugar in")]. Here, too, synonymy and heteronymy extend themselves 
without any real control regarding the pinpoint passing of the same trap 
test. 

Stage 4 
LE MONTRE = "C'est une piece de pistolet" ("It is a piece of a pistol") 
LA MONTRE = "Pour lire I'heure" ("to know what time it is") 
LE CHEVRE = "Le chevre, c'est un animal!" ("that is an animal!") 
LA CHEVRE = "C'est un animal, la chevre!" ("that is an animal, too!") 
LE POIVRE = "C'est du poivre en grain!" ("that is pepper!") 
LA POIVRE = "C'est mettre du poivre dans une cuisiniere, quoi!" ("that is 

putting pepper into a meal!") 
LE CHAMBRE = "C'est? .. Ca peut etre une chambre dans une maison!" 
LA CHAMBRE = "Je croyais que c'est faire la chambre!" 
LE CIDRE = "C'est Ie cidre en bouteiIIe" 
LA CIDRE = "C'est ce qu'on boit!" 
LE SUCRE = "C'est pour sucrer!" 
LA SUCRE = "C'est Ie pot ou on met Ie sucre!" 
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StageS 
IL LE MONTRE = oui = "11 met sa pendule!" 
IL LA MONTRE = oui = " ... et il est a l'heure!" 
IL LE POIVRE = oui = "il fait quelque chose!" 
IL LA PO IVRE = oui = " ... et il met du poivre, donc j e mets les deux!" 
IL LE CIDRE = oui = Hille cidre; ille met en bouteille!" 
IL LA CIDRE = oui = "ilIa cidre; il peut la boire! On met les deux!" 

Paragrammatic patients do not control the opposition between masculine items and 
feminine items. 

In other words, so long as the exercise does not include too many partial 
variations, patients use the "common practice of speech" and answer 
without noticeable mistakes. Conversely, when the exercise requires 
management of the trend of partial variations, patients follow these trends 
and cannot resist. 

Thus, agrammatic patients still may oppose morphological sets (Guyard, 
1987) but do not control the limits of these sets, by lack of segmental 
analysis, elaborating the "formal permanence" of an internal variation 
network. 

On the contrary, paragrammatic patients have this internal variation 
network, but they are its victims: Everything may vary, without limite. 
The opposition between mutually exclusive paradigms has disappeared, 
and all items are subjected to a teratological derivation, including those 
elements that normally have a ftexional status. 

Theoretically, we cannot add another analysis to the lexical and textual 
analysis; the morphological analysis. Morphology has no proper existence. 
It normally results from the intersection of two dimensions of analysis, the 
differential and segmental dimensions (Fig. 7.3). 

One "word" may re
group a variety of 
sames. ---+:§ 

~D 

T 

But differential analyses allows 
a confrontation of mutually op
posable "sets": the noun-flexion 
to the verb-flexion. 

FIGURE 7.3. Morphology supposes a formal setting of internal variation but at the 
time a differentiation between mutually opposing paradigms. 
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Conclusion 

The clinical data elaborated here allow us to produce a theory of mor
phology (Gagnepain, 1982) based on a model that considers the clinical 
differentiation between agrammatism and paragrammatism. A "normal" 
analysis produces "abstract reasoning," which can be represented by two 
"axes": a differentiation axis and a segmentation axis. These two axes 
are not arranged in a hierarchical order (Jakobson, 1963), one grouping 
together what the other previously had differentiated. These two axes 
simply represent the "noncoincidence" (Gagnepain, 1982) of the opposing 
"element" (= seme) and the segmental "element" (= word). Morphology 
supposes an abstract relation of each paradigmatic set to its elements, but 
this relation has proved to be double; there is a qualitative relation and 
a quantitative relation. 

Aphasic patients have only one reasoning dimension and produce ex
aggerated relations. Trap tests, different for each kind of patient, demon
strate the lost "abstracting capacity." Partial identity traps the two types 
of patient but in a different way. 

Para grammatic patients retain a segmental network that allows partial 
variation, but this network can put together any possible value. As a 
matter of fact, para grammatic patients cannot maintain the identity of 
a paradigm; everything may vary with everything. Confusions are numer
ous. The inductions toward neologisms can easily be systematized. 

Agrammatic patients lose this segmental network: They lose the possi
bility of elaborating a "confined" network of partial variation. This net
work loses its limits by lack or by excess. When there is a lack, agrammatic 
patients do not correlate any differential value. These values are con
sidered on their own, without any relation to the others, and so they are 
juxtaposed. By excess, agrammatic patients will pathologically be inferred 
by any couple of sets, when a partial opposition allows to differentiate 
them from one another. 

Summary 

Grammatical gender relates to several syntactic and morphological aspects 
(Champagnol, 1982, 1984, 1987; Desrochers, 1986). Because both Broca's 
and Wernicke's aphasics make mistakes in the use of grammatical gender, 
it is possible that we can learn from their aphasia about the nature of 
grammatical gender. 

Paraphasic errors can be approached from two viewpoints. The first 
takes into account the differences petween paraphasic and normal pro
ductions and does so for each grammatical class defined beforehand. The 
results can be recorded as percentages of correct and wrong answers. 
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The second viewpoint takes into account the aphasic answers according 
to the specific nature of the proposed linguistic task. The answers can be 
interpreted within morphological or syntactic "minisystems" included 
in the tests. In the latter case, the results appeared not to split between 
correct and wrong answers but between systematic and random answers. 
We basically adopted the last viewpoint and have presented clinical evid
ence showing the necessity of dividing this splitting into two phases: (1)
the dissociation between two modes of systematizing performances; and 
(2)-the dissociation between two modes of controlling morphological 
structure. 
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8 
Cross-Linguistic Study of 
Morphological Errors in Aphasia: 
Evidence from English, Greek, 
and Polish 

EVA KEHAYIA, GONIA JAREMA, and DANUTA K~DZIELAWA 

The investigation of errors related to the presence or absence of mor
phemes found in the speech of aphasics has been the target of research 
ever since aphasia was described in linguistic terms. The investigations 
initially examined the occurrence or nonoccurrence of morphological er
rors alone or in combination with syntactical errors. The performance 
of patients was mainly characterized by the omission of function words, 
grammatical inflections and derivations, or both. Studies of morphological 
errors found in aphasic speech have focused primarily on investigating the 
origin of these errors, as well as the information they provide about the 
organization of grammar in the brain. 

Badecker and Caramazza (1986) examined whether morphological er
rors result from a morphological processing deficit or reflect a breakdown 
of morphological principles in the lexicon. Kehayia, Caplan and Piggott 
(1984) examined whether morphological errors, found in the speech of 
agrammatic aphasic patients, reflect a difference between accessing the 
lexicon or accessing the productive component of morphology where rules 
apply productively forming the words of the language. They found a clear 
difference in performance between complex words considered to be listed 
in the lexicon and those produced by the productive component of mor
phology. The data also reflected variation in performance on productively 
produced complex words, thus suggesting a level-ordered representation 
of the productive component of morphology. Along the same lines, Futter 
and Bub (1986) reported on data from dyslexic patients that revealed 
the existence of a level-ordered productive component of morphology. 
Finally, other studies examined whether morphological errors may be 
considered as special cases of problems of lexical access either within a 
single unified lexicon that combines open and closed class items, bound 

* This chapter is an expanded version of material presented at the Third Inter
national Morphology Meeting, Krems, July 1988. 

140 
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and inflected forms (Bates, Friederici, and Wulfeck, 1987; Sternberger, 
1984), or within a "special" grammatical lexicon that has many though 
perhaps not all of the properties of lexical processing in general (Friederici, 
1985; Lapointe, 1985). Regardless of the theoretical or neurolinguistic 
framework within which each of the above studies is conducted, their 
major conclusion is that "morphology," i.e., principles of well-formedness 
of lexical items and rules of word formation, are not lost in aphasia. 
Rather, brain damage seems to affect the patients' ability to process 
morphologically complex words and to access the morphemes from the 
lexicon. 

The present study examines, cross-linguistically, the performance of 
Polish-, Greek-, and English-speaking aphasic patients on repetition, com
prehension, and production tasks that require attention to morphological 
markers such as plural, gender, and case. Our investigation is conducted 
within the general framework of generative morphology; in this frame
work, two approaches are current: (1) the Strong Lexicalist Hypothesis 
assumed by lackendoff (1975), Lapointe (1985), Lieber (1980), Williams 
(1981), Selkirk (1982), Walsh (1986), and Di Sciullio and Williams (1987), 
which requires all morphological relations, both derivational and inflec
tional, to be expressed in a morphlogical component (Fig. 8.1); and (2) the 
approach to morphology according to which all words, whether derived 
presyntactically or built up by the operation of syntax, have a representa
tion at the level of syntax. Within the latter framework, Baker (1985) pro
posed the existence of a "morphology theory" parallel to other subtheories 
of the government-binding theory, e.g., the case theory or the government 
theory. The morphology theory includes principles that determine level 
ordering effects, principles of strict cyclicity, principles of morphological 

MORPHOLOGICAL COMPONENT 

LISTED ITEMS PRINCIPLE/RULES 
OF WORD STRUCTURE 

SYNTACTIC COMPONENT 

POSTLEXICAL PHONOLOGICAL RULES 

FIGURE 8.1. Strong Lexicalist Model of Grammar (Walsh, 1986). 
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subcategorization, and feature percolation. Finally, the morphology theory 
has access to a simple list of forms so it can deal with phonological excep
tions and suppletions of various kinds. 

Whether one assumes a "lexicalist" or a "nonlexicalist" framework, one 
finds that they both presume (1) the existence of word structure-be it 
expressed in the morphological component or through the principles of 
a morphology theory operating in the syntactic component-and (2) the 
existence of a lexicon and a set of principles, specific to the theory of 
morphology, which determine the well-formedness of complex lexical 
items. 

Presuming the general theoretical framework outlined above, the fol
lowing issues are of interest in the study of the language systems of Polish, 
Greek, and English. 

1. The three languages differ significantly in the organization and im
portance of their inflectional systems, Greek and Polish being richly in
flected languages and English having a poor inflectional system. Thu~ in 
Greek and Polish, nouns and adjectives are always marked for gender, 
number, and case; and verbs are always marked for voice, tense, person, 
and number, as well as aspect in Polish. In English, however, nouns and 
adjectives are marked only for number, whereas verbs are marked for 
tense and person (in third person singular only). 

2. The way lexical items are listed in the lexicon, in the three languages, 
is also different. More specifically, the English lexicon comprises a set of 
listed words and affixes that may undergo morpholexical insertion and 
thus produce the possible words of the language, as proposed by Walsh 
(1986). The Greek lexicon is presumed to comprise two sets of words: (1) 
class I, always consisting of a root and an inflectional affix and having the 
subcategorization requirement (x) root (+ ····Af); and (2) class II, always 
occurring as monomorphemic words. For a class I root to occur as a word 
of the language, it must always be suffixed with an inflectional affix. Class 
II listings, however, are words that may appear as such in the language. 
Finally in Polish, the lexicon includes three sets of words: (1) class I, 
consisting of a set of listed words and affixes, as the one described above 
for English; (2) class II, consisting of a root and an inflectional affix and 
having the subcategorization requirement of Greek roots, as shown above; 
and (3) class III, comprising a set of monomorphemic words. It must be 
noted that when roots of class II are affixed with a ~ inflectional affix, 
which may well happen, an epenthesis of a glide and a vowel occurs to 
preserve the required phonological structure and stress pattern of words in 
Polish. For example, the root sportowc-, when in nominative, receives a 
~ inflectional affix. However, for the root to surface to the level of the 
word, the epenthetic -ie- is inserted: sportowiec. The stress is thus pre
served in penultimate position. 

3. As a result of the above described organization of the lexicon in the 
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three languages, the well-formedness of lexical items is governed by dis
tinct principles specific to each language. Thus inflectional affixes have a 
different role and importance in a highly inflected language such as Greek 
because, as was mentioned above, only inflectional affixes allow roots to 
surface to the level of the word and to be used as words of the language. 
In Polish, however, even though inflections are important (the language 
being highly inflected), they are crucial to the surfacing of the root to the 
level of the word only when class II listed items are considered. Otherwise, 
inflections have a role similar to that in English. 

The present investigation focuses on the following issues. 
1. How are the morphological markers of plural, gender, and case affected 

in aphasic speech in the three languages examined? 
2. How are language-specific properties (e.g., form of listed items and 

subcategorization frames) reflected in morphological errors in aphasia? 
3. How do the findings bear on the issues of lexical access and mor

phological processing discussed in the literature? 
4. What are the theoretical implications of our findings, specifically in 

relation to lexicalist and nonlexicalist approaches to morphology? 

Subjects 

The subjects for this study were two Polish-speaking (male, 28 and 34 years 
old), two Greek-speaking (male, 50 and 55 years old), and two English
speaking (one male 60 years old and one female 78 years old), right
handed, nonfluent aphasics who had suffered a cerebrovascular accident of 
hemorrhagic origin causing left-hemisphere damage. Their level of educa
tion varried from 6 to 12 years. Post onset, except for one Greek-speaking 
subject, these subjects had undergone speech therapy and were classified 
as nonfluent Broca's aphasics with agrammatism. At the time of testing, 
their repetition ability was intact, and their comprehension was good at 
the simple sentence level. They were all capable of producing simple sen
tences ofthe subject-verb (S-V) and subject-verb-object (S-V-O) type. All 
subjects were matched with controls of the same sex, age, and educational 
background in each language. 

Methodology 

A repetition, a comprehension, and two production tasks requiring atten
tion to the morphological markers of number, case, and gender were used. 
More specifically, the distinction singular/plural was tested on articles + 
nouns in subject and object positions, on copulas (Cop) and verbs, and 
on adjectives. The distinction masculine/feminine/neuter, in Greek, was 
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TABLE 8.1. Morphological distinctions and types 
of sentences tested in English. 
S-V [-z] The dog is sleeping. 

The dogs are sleeping. 
S-V-O The mother feeds the dog. 

The mother feeds the dogs. 
S-Cop-A [-iz] The peach is small. 

The peaches are small. 
S-V -0 The boy is holding the peach. 

The boy is holding the peaches. 
S-V [-s] The cat is sleeping. 

The cats are sleeping. 
S-V-O The motherfeeds the cat. 

The mother feeds the cats. 

tested on articles + nouns and on adjectives (A). The distinction between 
+/- animate in the masculine, in Polish, was tested on nouns and adjec
tives. Finally, the distinction between the nominative and accusative cases 
was examined. Lexical items were matched for frequency and were tested 
in equal numbers in sentences of the S-V, S-Cop-A, and S-V-O types. 
Although performance on tasks relevant to the above-mentioned features 
was examined in all three languages, the choice of stimuli reflects the dif
ference in the manifestation of the morphological markers in each langu
age. For example, in English, the distinction singular/plur41 was examined 
in nouns that require the [-s] (cat-cats), [-z] (dog-dogs), and [-iz] (peach
peaches) plural allomorphs. Nouns were placed in subject and object 
position in equal numbers (12 of each: six of the S-V or S-Cop-A type and 
six of the S-V-O type) (Table 8.1). 

In Greek, the distinction singular/plural was tested in articles + nouns 
of masculine, feminine, and neuter gender in the nominative and accusa
tive case. The most representative declensions in terms of frequency were 
chosen for each gender (see Appendix 1). 

In Polish, the distinction singular/plural was tested in class I and class II 
nouns of masculine (+/- animate), feminine, and neuter gender in the 
nominative and accusative case (see declensions in Appendix 2). The tasks 
used were the following. 

Repetition Task 
A total of 154 sentences for Greek and English, and 192 sentences for 
Polish, were tested. The Polish data were increased by 48 sentences (12 in 
the singular nominative, 12 in the plural nominative, 12 in the singular ac
cusative, and 12 in the plural accusative) to account for the masculine + /
animate distinction. Each sentence included one of the complex lexical 
items under investigation. Sentences for each language were randomly 
ordered. 
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Comprehension Task 
A sentence-picture matching task comprising the same set of stimuli as 
the ones used in the repetition task was administered. Each stimulus 
included two line drawings, presented vertically, depicting the singular / 
plural contrast in the various conditions under investigation. 

Production Task 1 
The same set of pictures used for the comprehension task was presented to 
the subjects in an adaptation of the WUG test. The examiner primed the 
production of the target sentence (e.g., "the girls are playing") by pointing 
to the picture corresponding to the sentence "the girl is playing", saying it 
aloud and then eliciting the production of the target sentence by saying, 
"and here .... " The subject was thus provided with all the necessary 
lexical items in an attempt to diminish the possibility of word-finding dif
ficulties but had to produce the proper morphological markers in accord
ance with the picture presented to him. 

Production Task 2 
The subjects were told to describe 77 single pictures selected from the 
stimuli used for the comprehension task and production task 1. The mor
phological distinctions investigated were tested in equal numbers. 

The repetition task was used as a screening measure, whereas the pro
duction tasks, which followed the comprehension task, were administered 
in the fol).owing order: production task 2, production task 1. 

Results 

Repetition 
A difference in the error pattern of the repetition task was found between 
Polish and Greek on the one hand and English on the other when nouns 
had to be inflected for plural. More specifically, although the error rate for 
Polish and Greek was rather low (9.3% and 15.2%, respectively), it rose 
in English (37%). These results may reflect the varying importance of the 
inflectional system between richly inflected (Polish and Greek) and poorly 
inflected (English) languages. Such a claim may not be unfounded if one 
considers that in richly inflected languages subjects tend to cling to inflec
tions that play an important role in the interpretation of words and sen
tences. Bearing on the importance of inflections in Greek, it was noted 
that in this language errors consisted only of substitutions of one affix 
for another, whereas the errors found in English consisted only of omis
sions of affixes. In Polish, where both class I and class II items were tested, 
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both substitutions and omissions were found depending on the class mem
bership of the tested item. For example, if the word belonged to class I, 
which allows for roots to surface to the level of the word without an added 
affix, omissions as well as substitutions were found. However, if a word 
belonged to class II, only substitutions were found. It is interesting to 
note that the ~ inflectional affixed root, which includes the epenthetic 
vowel, was not produced as a substituting form. A common feature in all 
three languages is that subjects produced more errors in plural nouns 
found in the object position than those in the subject position; errors found 
in the object position rated 77% for Polish, 63.6% for Greek, and 66.7% 
for English (see Table 8.2 for a detailed outline of the percentage of 
errors in repetition). 

Comprehension 
In the comprehension task, on the distinction of singular/plural in nouns, 
a dissociation similar to that found in repetition was observed. As can be 
seen in Table 8.3, the error rate, which is low for both Polish and Greek, 
rises substantially for the English-speaking subjects. 

Production 

In the production task, apart from switches from plural to singular and 
from plural accusative to singular accusative or nominative, the overall 

TABLE 8.2. Repetition task: 
percentage of errors in the singular/ 
plural distinction on nouns. 
PI 8.33% P2 10.4% 
77% of the above errors in object position 

Gl 13.8% G2 16.6% 
63.6% of the above errors in object position 

El 41.6% E2 30.7% 
66.7% of the above errors in object position 

P = Polish subjects; G = Greek subjects; 
E = English subjects. 

TABLE 8.3. Comprehension task: 
percentage of errors in the 
singular/plural distinction. 
PI 4.1% P2 5.2% 
Gl 11.1% G2 9.7% 
El 48.6% E2 34.7% 

P = Polish subjects; G = Greek subjects; 
E = English subjects. 
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TABLE 8.4. Introduction of numerals in subject and object position in the 
singular and plural in Polish, Greek, and English. 

Position 

Subject 
Object 

Singular Plural 
Polish 

47 
28 

Greek 

7 
9 

English 

24 
o 

Polish 

41 
31 

Greek 

25 
20 

TABLE 8.5. Production task 1 (percentage of errors, 
cumulative results). 

Errors (%) 

Task Polish Greek 

Nouns, plural-i> singular 10 40.2 
Verbs, plural-i> singular 8 37.5 
Omissions, nouns in the plural 8 15.2 
Omissions, verbs in the plural 68 50.7 
Verb-noun agreement 11 34.7 
Adjective-noun agreement 0 19.7 
Numeral-noun agreement 16 0 

TABLE 8.6. Production task 2 (percentage of errors, 
cumulative results). 

Task 

Nouns, plural-> singular 
Verbs, plural-> singular 

Polish 

20 
o 

Errors (%) 

Greek 

34.7 
45.0 

English 

44.4 
30.5 

0 
35.0 
27.7 

0 

English 

44.4 
30.5 

English 

27 
o 

strategy in all three languages and in both tasks was to add numerals in 
the singular as well as in the plural (Table 8.4). As shown, numerals were 
produced in both singular and plural, with a higher occurrence when the 
target structure demanded was in the plural. In Greek, all the numerals 
produced were properly inflected for number, gender, and case, similarly 
in Polish most of the numerals (84%) were also properly inflected. It is 
interesting to note that, in Polish, there were also cases where the subjects 
produced only the numeral and omitted the noun when the construction 
elicited was in the plural. This phenomenon was particular to Polish, as in 
Greek or English there were no cases where the noun following the nu
meral was dropped. Furthermore, Greek and English had a lower number 
of occurrences of numerals than Polish. This difference in performance 
may reflect a language-specific property of Polish (a language that has no 
articles) or a specific strategy used by the subjects to either gain time or 
facilitate processing. Whether one or the other explanation is pursued, 
one must consider the high occurrence of numerals in Polish in relation 
to the low error rate in nouns inflected for plural, which can be seen in 
Tables 8.5 and 8.6. 
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Discussion 

With respect to the distinction singular/plural, in Polish, Greek, and Eng
lish, the subjects showed a tendency to switch from plural to singular in 
nouns, articles + nouns, copulas, and verbs in the tasks used. Although no 
omissions of articles were found in Greek, except when they accompanied 
a missing noun, there were omissions of verbs and copulas, as well as a 
small percentage of omissions of nouns in the plural. In English, both 
subjects tended to omit the inflectional plural marker on nouns with a 
preference in their omissions for the nonsyllabic [-s] and [-z] plural al
lomorphs. The syllabic plural allomorph [-iz] was largely retained. This 
finding coincides with that of Goodglass, Gleason, Bernholz, and Hyde 
(1972), who attributed the phenomenon to the salience of the syllable. 
Although we acknowledge the importance of salience in the retention of 
morphological markers in aphasia, a deeper theoretical explanation is 
sought here. 

According to the lexicalist theoretical framework, the morphological 
component of grammar consists of a lexicon, which includes all idiosyncra
tic lexical items in form or meaning, all derivationally or inflectionally 
formed complex words, and a set of rules and principles that determine the 
well-formedness of complex lexical items. The output of the morphological 
component is inserted into the syntactic structures provided by the syntac
tic component. Finally, the rules of postlexical phonology apply. 

Returning to the relative retention of the syllabic plural allomorph, if all 
+plural nouns are listed in the lexicon, all should be equally accessible or 
inaccessible, unless there is some feature that differentiates the various 
allomorphs. Let us hypothesize that the two phonological rules accom
panying the affixation of the nonsyllabic plural allomorph on the one hand 
and of the syllabic plural allomorph on the other occur at two levels. We 
propose that the rule of epenthesis creating the syllabic allomorph [-iz] 
takes place lexically, whereas the rule of voicing s ~ z or devoicing z ~ s 
takes place postlexically. Thus in the production of a word such as "buses" 
the affixation of the plural allomorph and the application of the appro
priate phonological rule take place in the morphological component. On 
the other hand, in the production of a word such as "cats" or "dogs" after 
accessing such a word from the morphological component, one would have 
to stop at the postlexical phonology level where rules such as "voicing" 
or "devoicing" occur, as in the case of the voicing or devoicing of the 
contracted copula: Contrast "the cat's sleeping" and "the dog's sleeping" 
where voicing or devoicing of's occurs depending on the preceding con
sonant. The consequence of such a proposal is that, in the processing of 
complex words, although such words can be successfully accessed from the 
morphological component, a breakdown may occur at the postlexical 
phonology level, thus creating the differing results on the plural allo
morphs found in our data of the English-speaking subjects. 
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Data from morphological errors produced by French-speaking agram
matic aphasics strongly suggest that breakdown may indeed occur at the 
surface postlexical phonology level (Jarema and Kehayia, 1988). For ex
ample, in cases where "liaison" is required between the article and the 
noun, as in "Ies elephants," although the subjects initially produced the 
article in the plural, which indicates that they were indeed accessing 
the plural construction. Breakdown occurred when "liaison" has to apply. 
Thus they resorted to either an avoidance strategy, which led to the sup
pression of liaison at all costs and resulted in a switch in gender or number 
as manifested in what appears as a misselection of the article (Ie elephant/ 
Ire elefii/instead of les elephants /IEzelefii/) or phonological restructuring or 
phonological distortion of words in cases where substitutions or misselec
tions do not take place (les /'elephant/IE lelefii/, Ie zelephants/lre zelefii/, 
les . .. z ... elephants/IE z elefii/). We therefore, conclude that, all other 
things being stable, breakdown may occur at the postlexical phonology 
level. That is although the subject is accessing the plural morphology from 
the morphological component, correct production is inhibited at the post
lexical phonology level where rules such as the "liaison" apply. This as
sumption, of course, does not preclude the possibility of an actual deficit in 
accessing the word with its plural marker as such from the lexicon. 
Whether the problem lies in accessing the morphological component or in 
the failure of application of the postlexical phonology rules, in most cases 
the subjects indicated their awareness of the error or the missing item, 
which suggests that "morphology" is not lost and that at least basic syn
tactical structures are available. However, a gap in processing has 
occurred. 

Another interesting feature to be considered is that most of the errors 
occurred in the plural nouns found in object position. We attribute this 
phenomenon to a processing deficit for the following reason. In a sentence 
such as "the woman feeds the goats," the first noun phrase (NP) as well 
as the verb are in the singular. If we presume a left-to-right nature of the 
parser as proposed in Cutler (1983) and Segui and Zubizaretta (1985), the 
processor starts interpreting the sentence marked +singular until it reaches 
the second NP. At that point, the processor has to assign the thematic role 
Theme to the second NP as well as take into consideration that this NP is 
marked -singular or +plural. It is possible, therefore, that at this stage a 
breakdown in processing occurs and that the feature +singular may be 
extended and cover the whole sentence. Note that the subjects had no 
difficulty interpreting S-V -0 sentences where both NPs are in the singular. 
A smaller number of errors were found in sentences where the plural noun 
occurred in subject position. In such cases, processing starts with the inter
pretation of an NP marked +plural and is reinforced by the verb, which is 
also marked +plural. Although some switches of both verbs and nouns 
into singular were found, these incidents concern only a few errors. 

An added factor to be considered here was that of case marking. AI-
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though case marking does not appear to be a hindering factor in sentences 
marked +singular or even in plural nouns in subject position, it certainly 
adds to the grammatical processing load in sentences where the plural 
occurs in object position and must therefore be inflected for accusative 
case. An increased number of errors were found in such sentences. In 
Greek, in particular, difficulties arose with masculine nouns in -os when 
plural accusative was asked for. Such cases were especially problematic not 
only because of the object position of the noun in the plural but also be
cause of a stress change specific to this class of nouns according to which 
stress changes from the antipenultimate position in the nominative to the 
penultimate position in the accusative. Since this stress change is hypo
thesized to apply postlexically and, as mentioned above, rules applying at 
the postlexical phonology level have already been found to be problematic, 
it is not surprising that the Greek subjects experienced marked difficulty 
with the production of the plural accusative of masculine nouns in -os. 
Thus switches from accusative plural to nominative plural and from accusa
tive plural to accusative or nominative singular were observed in 70% of 
the cases. Similar to Greek, in Polish switches from accusative plural to 
accusative or nominative singular were found. 

Finally, the Greek and Polish subjects' performance on gender was not 
overly problematic. Some errors were found in switches of gender mainly 
from masculine and feminine to neuter when the noun concerned was in 
the plural and, furthermore, occcurred in object position. In Polish, in 
particular, gender switches in numerals, mainly manifested in a move 
toward the correct uninflected count form, were also observed. 

A feature finally to be discussed is that of the types of error found in 
the three languages, as these errors reflect specific features of the langu
age systems described earlier in the chapter. More specifically, in Greek 
substitutions rather than omissions of the inflectional affix marking the 
plural with the one marking the singular were found. Such an observation 
(see also Grodzinsky, 1982) can be easily explained if one considers the sub
categorization frames of words in the lexicon of the languages under in
vestigation. As mentioned earlier, in a language such as Greek, in order 
for a root to surface at the level of the word it must be affixed with an 
inflectional affix. 

N- 1 

gat
+N 
-V 

gates (cats) 
+N 
-v 
+ plural 
feminine 
nominative 

Tree structure 1 

Af 
-es 
feminine 
nominative 
+plural 
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Only after the affixation of the inflectional suffix can the root be realized 
as a word of the language. Thus the production of a bear root would violate 
the sub categorization requirement of roots in the lexicon. 

Unlike Greek, in English a root may surface to the level of the word 
regardless of the presence or absence of an inflectional affix. 

cats 
+N 
-v 
+ plural 

N Af 
cat -s 
+N + plural 
-v 

Tree structure 2 

Taking the above into consideration, it is possible to explain why in Eng
lish subjects tend to omit affixes, whereas in Greek they tend to substitute 
one affix for another. Furthermore, what is most interesting is that the 
subjects do not violate the subcategorization features and principles of 
well-formedness of words in either language. Similarly, in Polish the sub
jects were equally sensitive to the sub categorization requirements of the 
lexical items tested. Thus when a class I item was tested, errors reflected 
either substitutions or omissions due to the subcategorization require
ments of the root shown here: 

rolnika (farmer) 
+N 
-V 
-plural 
accusative 

rolnik 
+N 
-V 
-plural 
nominative/accusative ------- ----------N Aff. N Aff 

rolnik 
+N 
-V 

Tree structure 3 

-a 
-plural 
accusative 

rolnik 0 
+N -plural 
- V nominative/accusative 

Tree structure 4 

When class II items were tested for, errors consisted only of substitutions 
because, as in Greek, roots may not surface to the level of the word with
out the affixation of an affix: 

N-l 
sportowc
+N 
-V 

sportowcy (athletes) 
+N 
-V 
+ plural 
+nom. 
+masc. 

Tree structure 5 

Aff. 
-y 
+plural 
+nom. 
+masc. 
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Similar to Greek, the Polish subjects did not violate the principles of well
formedness of the language by producing bear roots such as sportowc- of 
the class II category. 

Conclusions 

The results of this cross-linguistic study investigating the performance of 
agrammatic aphasic subjects on tasks requiring attention to morphological 
markers indicate that accessing inflected lexical items can prove to be 
difficult for aphasic subjects at different levels. Subjects may either have a 
problem accessing the complex lexical item from the lexicon or encounter 
difficulties with the application of phonological rules at the surface level 
of postlexical phonology. 

An effect of the role of inflection in the language (rich/poor inflectional 
systems) was found at least for the repetition and comprehension tasks. 
Along the same lines, the typology of languages was also found responsible 
for the type of errors-substitutions versus omissions-found throughout 
the tasks examined in all three languages. In an attempt to investigate 
the implications of the data for the two theoretical frameworks outlined 
earlier, we found that, taking into account the information available up 
to now, it is difficult to favor an interpretation through one framework 
over another. Although the data seem to be better explained within the 
lexicalist framework adopted in this chapter, further testing of the issue 
is necessary. 

Our study, along with the studies mentioned earlier, points toward the 
generally proposed hypothesis that principles and rules of morphology 
are not lost in aphasia, as none of the subjects tested produced any such 
violations; rather, accesss to lexical items is inhibited to varying extents 
depending on the internal structure of these items, the requirement of the 
application of postlexical phonological rules, and the effect of the pro
cessing load. 
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Appendix 1: Representative Declensions: Greek 

Nominative 
Singular 

Plural 

MASCULINE -os 

o pilotos 
The pilot 
Oi pilotoi 
The pilots 

milai 
speaks 
miloun 
speak 
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MASCULINE -os 

Accusative 
Singular To paidhi hereta ton piloto 

The boy greets the pilot 
Plural To paidhi hereta tous pilotous 

The boy greets the pilots 
FEMININE -a 

Nominative 
Singular I mathitria dhiavazei to mathima 

The student is reading the lesson 
Plural Oi mathitries dhiavazoun to mathima 

The students are reading the lesson 
Accusative 

Singular I dhaskala vlepei tin mathitria 
The teacher looks at the student 

Plural I dhaskala vlepei tis mathitries 
The teacher looks at the students 

NEUTER -0 

Nominative 
Singular To dhendro einai psilo 

The tree is tall 
Plural Ta dhendra einai psila 

The trees are tall 
Accusative 

Singular o andras kovei to dhendro 
The man is cutting the tree 

Plural o andras kovei ta dhendra 
The man is cutting the trees 

Appendix 2: Representative Declensions: Polish 

MASCULINE, + ANIMATE , +HUMAN 

Nominative 
Singular Rolnik orze 

The farmer is ploughing 
Plural Rolnicy orz~ 

The farmer are ploughing 
Accusative 

Singular WoI"am rolnika 
I am calling the farmer 

Plural Wohtm rolnik6w 
I am calling the farmer 
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MASCULINE, -ANIMATE 

Nominative 
Singular Stot jest okr~gIy 

The table is round 
Plural Stoty s~ okr~gre 

The tables are round 
Accusative 

Singular Kupujl( stot 
I am buying the table 

Plural Kupujl( stoly 
I am buying the tables 

FEMININE 

Nominative 
Singular Krowa daje mleko 

The cow is giving milk 
Plural Krowy daj~ mleko 

The cows are giving milk 
Accusative 

Singular Chtop doi krow~ 
The farmer is milking the cow 

Plural Chlnp doi krowy 
The farmer is milking the cows 

NEUTER 

Nominative 
Singular Okno jest otwarte 

The window is open 
Plural Okna s~ otwarte 

The windows are open 
Accusative 

Singular Pani otwiera okno 
The woman is opening the window 

Plural Pani otwiera okna 
The woman is opening the windows 
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Cross-Linguistic Study of the 
Agrammatic Impairment in Verb 
Inflection: Icelandic, Hindi, and 
Finnish Cases 
MARJORIE PERLMAN LORCH 

Aspects of verb production in the spontaneous narrative speech of agram
matic aphasics in Icelandic, Hindi, and Finnish are examined in this chapter. 
Analysis of the pattern of results is framed in linguistic terms capturing 
morphosyntactic distinctions. The goal of this cross-language analysis is 
to detail how a deficit in the production of the grammatical morphemes of 
verb phrases, which has been described as one of the primary features 
of agrammatism in English, reflects aspects of the Language System. 

By comparing the patterns of language breakdown in aphasic produc
tion in these three distinct languages, the possible influence of language
specific factors on the Grammar and the Lexicon may be illuminated. 
Concurrently, these data can contribute to an understanding of the univer
sal aspects of language processing, as reflected in the similarity of aphasic 
deficits found cross-linguistically. 

It must be acknowledged at the outset that this effort cannot be im
mediately successful given certain inescapable limitations. It seems clear 
that various other psychological and cognitive factors may also contribute 
to some of the agrammatics' difficulties in speech production. In order to 
define the contribution of these factors to the behavior observed initially 
requires the determination of how these factors interact with the linguistic 
domain. The lack of detailed models of universal grammar and cognitive 
processing cause basic limitations in theoretical interpretation. These 
considerations suggest that the fundamental characterization of agram
matism should begin with a descriptive linguistic approach cast in terms 
that capture language universal distinctions. In this circumstance, I adopted 
the stance taken by Jakobson (1971): "I followed Hughlings Jackson's 
warning against any mixture of different levels in the investigation of 
aphasia and outlined my typology of aphasic impairments on a strictly 
linguistic basis." 

156 
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Previous Research in Agrammatism 

Interest in agrammatism dates from the earliest work in the aphasias. The 
first description of agrammatism is attributed to Deleuze (1819), in which 
he noted that "The patient in question used exclusively the infinitive of 
verbs and never used any pronoun" (Goodglass and Menn, 1985). It is 
significant that there were numerous early reports of agrammatic aphasia 
in German-speaking patients. Indeed, Low (1931) pointed out the signi
ficant lack of descriptions of agrammatism in English. The fact that both 
German and French are highly inflected languages may explain why there 
were a large number of cases documented in these languages and, until 
recently, few in English. The symptom(s) of agrammatism, as a disorder 
affecting bound grammatical inflections, would be particularly striking in 
such languages. Alajouanine (1968) noted that "the richer a language is 
in distinctions of these types [of grammatical differentiation in inflection], 
the more glaring agrammatism will appear" (Goodglass and Menn, 1985). 
The early case studies of agrammatism in German- and French-speaking 
patients are similar in that the loss of inflections marking person, number, 
and gender agreement and the predominance of the infinitive form of 
verbs are evident. 

Initial scientific reports in English described agrammatics as having 
shortened phrase length (Goodglass, Quadfasel, and Timberlake, 1964), a 
limited word inventory (Goodglass and Hyde, 1969; Jones and Wepman, 
1965), and a reduced speaking rate (Howes, 1967; Howes and Geschwind, 
1962). Clinically, the term has been used to refer to a simplification of 
sentence form with an overreliance on content words (Geschwind 1970; 
Goodglass and Kaplan, 1972). 

Although clinical and experimental evidence in English indicates that 
agrammatic aphasics have difficulty producing bound and free gramma
tical morphemes, not all grammatical formatives appear to be equally 
affected. There seems to be some pattern to the spared and impaired in
flectional morphology in the spontaneous speech of agrammatics, e.g., 
the overly frequent use of the verb with the "-ing" inflection in English
speaking agrammatics (Goodglass, 1968). 

A number of studies have examined the order of difficulty that agram
matics have in producing noun and verb inflections. Jakobson (1956) 
characterized the agrammatics' behavior as being due to a dissolution of 
grammatical rules resulting in the loss of government and concord. The 
notion of "contiguity" is used to explain the higher degree of difficulty 
with verb inflections in comparison to noun inflections. It also successfully 
captures the frequency of occurrence of certain grammatical morphemes 
(plural "s" is more frequent than possessive "s," which is more frequent 
than third singular present tense "s") based on the size of the constituent 
structures over which the government reaches (Jakobson, 1964). How
ever, Jakobson's model cannot be extended to account for the varying 
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degrees of susceptibility in other grammatical forms. Moreover, it would 
in fact erroneously predict equal vulnerability of all verb inflections, as 
they all mark government in the clause (de Villiers, 1974). 

The choice of verbs, as the focus of a study of agrammatism, may seem 
less than obvious. Traditionally, agrammatics have been considered to 
have an impairment affecting closed class items, and it has been generally 
assumed that open class lexical items were not a problem (Kolk, 1978). 
There have been a number of new arguments for closer scrutiny of both 
lexical and inflectional issues with respect to main verbs in agrammatism 
(Grodzinsky, 1984; Kohn, Lorch, and Pearson, 1989; Kohn, Perlman, and 
Goodglass, 1984; Marin, Saffran, and Schwartz, 1976; Miceli, Silveri, 
Villa, and Caramazza, 1984; Saffron, Schwartz, and Marin, 1980a; Wales 
and Kinsella, 1981). 

English Agrammatic Verb Forms 

In clinical descriptions of English-speaking agrammatics, it has been noted 
that main verbs (V) are typically produced either in the uninflected form 
(e.g., "walk"), or the V + ing form (e.g., "walking") (Goodglass, 1968; 
Goodglass & Geschwind, 1976; Jackobson, 1964; Luria, 1970; Myerson 
and Goodglass, 1972). De Villiers (1974) reported that in her group study 
the "-ing" form was used twice as often as any other verb form. 

These uninflected forms might be described as infinitives, bare stems, 
or :'zero-morph default forms," whereas the -ing form might be considered 
to be participles (adjectival) or gerundive (nominalized) forms. The dif
ficulty with the syntactic representation of forms such as V + ing and V 
+ 0 (Object) is due to the existence of numerous homonymous forms 
in English. Whereas in normal speech they are generally employed in 
distinct verbal structures, in agrammatic speech the surface structure 
ambiguities of the reduced sentence constructions produced by English
speaking agrammatics causes confusion as to how these forms should be 
characterized (Myerson and Goodglass, 1972). 

Goodglass and Geschwind (1976) suggested that the agrammatics' 'pro
duction of V + ing forms represented gerundive nominalizations, not 
present participles or progressives. Saffran, Schwartz, and Marin (1980b) 
suggested that these ing forms are being used "to name" the action 
that would normally be expressed as a predicate. The implication is that 
agrammatics have a deficit in predication (cf. Luria, 1970). That is, when 
using the -ing form as a nominal, agrammatics are referring to the action 
without expressing the grammatical relations between sentence constitu
ents. However, Lapointe (1985) argued that gerunds express functional 
relations that are exactly the same as the relations expressed in sentences 
containing the corresponding verb form. Thus according to Lapointe, the 
use of -ing forms as nominals does not imply a deficit in predication. 
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The English verb system is typified by little use of bound inflection. 
Instead, there is a general reliance on the use of word order and auxiliary 
verbs to signal syntactic distinctions. It follows, then, that the questions 
raised by the difficulties agrammatics have with bound morphemes in verb 
phrases cannot be easily answered by examining cases in English. The 
limitations of research into this issue are due to the large number of 
uninflected forms and the opacity of its underdetermined inflected forms. 

One response to this state of affairs has been to turn to a cross-linguistic 
approach. Most current theorists have expressed the need to consider 
cross-linguistic data to formulate a more coherent account of agramma
tism (Bates, Friederici, and Wulfeck, 1987; Blumstein, 1982; Caplan, 
1983; Goodglass and Geschwind, 1976; Lapointe, 1985; Menn, Obler, and 
Goodglass, 1983). 

It is evident that agrammatism is manifest in all languages in the world 
in which aphasia has been studied. Obviously, these cases of agrammatism 
vary in certain aspects owing to language-specific distinctions. With regard 
to bound inflectional morphemes and the potential for impairment in 
agrammatism, various possibilities exist due to their different phonological, 
syntactic, and semantic status. 

Form and Function of Predicates 

Predicates may be characterized along both formal and functional dimen
sions. The formal dimension of the degree of "finiteness" involves the 
number of specified grammatical predicate markings, whereby finite in
flection contains more grammatical categories than nonfinite inflection. 
Nonfinite forms (infinitives and participles) are those that are not marked 
for tense, whereas finite forms are fully marked. 

An alternative formulation, the dimension of degree of "nominal
ization," pertains to more lexical and semantic aspects of verbs. In the 
account put forth by Hopper and Thompson (1984), the (universal) pro
totypical noun is described as referential and static, and the prototypical 
verb is described as relational and active. The major grammatical classes 
of Noun and Verb are seen as defining two extremes of the lexical con
tinuum. Many intermediate forms contain relatively more or less of these 
features. These intermediate forms include the copula, participles, and 
gerunds, among others. The transitive verb is taken as having the most 
verb-like qualities, as it expresses relational aspects of activity involving 
subjects and objects. The copula and participle have more noun-like 
qualities, expressing more static or referential aspects of the predicate. 

Either of these two formulations may be used to interpret the typical 
pattern of verb phrases found in agrammatism in English, i.e., the use of 
the uninflected or V + ing form of lexical verbs, and omission of the 
copula and auxiliary. The uninflected forms have been interpreted as in-
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finitives, or forms lacking grammatical marking. The V + ing form can 
be taken for the progressive participle, gerund, or inflected default form. 
The pattern of production in English does not clearly support the inter
pretation of the operative role of either finiteness or nominalization. Two 
possible interpretations remain: (1) There is a deficit in predication and a 
tendency toward nominalization. (2) There is omission of bound and free 
grammatical morphemes that mark tense and agreement and a tendency 
toward the use of nonfinite forms. 

The intent of this study is to contribute to the resolution of this ambiguity. 
The nature of this morphosyntactic deficit may be clarified by examining 
the patterns exhibited by agrammatics who are speakers of highly inflected 
languages. In the languages under investigation, the formal and functional 
status of verb inflection is less opaque. Each of the three languages under 
investigation affords opportunities to test these interpretations by provid
ing distinct morphological forms marking the various grammatical func
tions. Details of the inflectional systems of Icelandic, Hindi, and Finnish 
are given below. The specific distinctions that could provide evidence in 
support of a particular interpretation are identified for each language. (See 
Lorch, 1986, for more detailed grammatical descriptions.) 

Some Grammatical Details of Icelandic, Hindi, and 
Finnish 

Icelandic Language 
Icelandic is a germanic language that has conserved hundreds of irregular 
(strong) classes of verbs. Icelandic requires the use of an inflectionally 
distinct subjunctive mood in a large number of syntactically conditioned 
contexts. Several of the strong and one of the weak conjugational para
digms have (a zero-morph) form for the first and third singular present 
tense. The infinitive is an inflected form and requires the use of a free 
morpheme similar to the English "to." Simple verb forms are generally 
used for the present and past tense indicative and subjunctive. The com
pound auxiliary + main verb construction is required for the passive. The 
present participle is an infrequent form. The progressive is conveyed by 
using a specific vector verb construction: the auxiliary + past participle 
form of "go" + the infinitive form of the main verb. The frequently used 
past participle is inflected for number, gender, and case agreement. How
ever, when used in conjunction with certain auxiliary verbs, the past par
ticiple is found in a default form-the singular neuter nominative form. 

Hindi Language 
In Hindi, there are elaborate rules determining subject agreement; verbs 
are marked for gender as well as number. Verb phrases, which are sen-
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tence final, typically contain one or two auxiliaries and a main verb. These 
compound and complex constructions reflect subtle shades of verb mean
ing that are syntactically conditioned. The Hindi verb stem is an instance 
of an uninflected, zero-morph form. It frequently functions as the main verb 
in compound verb phrases. In contrast, the infrequently used infinitive is 
an inflected form that is used in complex embedded clause constructions. 
The present tense is a compound construction consisting of the imperfect 
participle + auxiliary; there is no simple form of this tense. The past tense 
is a simple verb form; it does not require the use of the auxiliary. The pro
gressive construction employs the uninflected stem form of the main verb 
with an additional free grammatical morpheme (vector verb) in conjunc
tion with the inflected form of auxiliary. This vector verb is also marked 
for agreement. There is a default form of agreement inflection in Hindi. 
The masculine singular is used as the default form for the participle, and 
the third singular form is used for the auxiliary "to be." This default form 
is frequently required when the marking of agreement with either the 
subject or the object nouns is blocked by syntactic conditions. 

Finnish Language 
Finnish is an agglutinative language. Individual tense, mood, voice, and 
number/person morphemes are attached to the verb stem. Morphophono
logical rules apply to the whole word producing sound changes in both the 
stem and inflection, forming a synthetic unit. The uninflected verb stem 
is not a morphologically permissible word form. There are a number of 
morphological inflections that can attach to the infinitive. The form of 
the third singular present tense form is similar to the first infinitive, as 
there is a zero-morph for this number/person category (although morpho
phonological distinctions occur in many of the conjugational form classes). 
The weak grade of the infinitive is used in negative constructions with a 
negative auxiliary. This form carries no agreement inflection. There is also 
an impersonal passive form of the verb, which is inflected for voice but 
not for person/number agreement. The simple verb phrase is the most 
frequently used construction, but compound constructions are required 
for negation. 

Analysis 

The study of agrammatic impairments in verb phrase form and function 
was carried out on five of the cases and their matched controls included 
in the Cross-Language Aphasia Study (Menn and Obler, in press), com
prising two Icelandic cases (Magnusd6ttir and Thniinsson, in press), one 
Hindi case (Bhatnagar, in press), and two Finnish cases (Niemi, Laine, 
Hannannin and Koiruselka-Sallinen, in press). Texts of several hundred 
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words consisting of four spontaneous narrative speech samples were obtained 
using identical elicitation materials. Each sample was transcribed by a 
neurolinguist who was a native speaker of the language in question. Full 
interlinear morphemic English translations were made of each narrative 
sample (see Menn and Obler, in press, where complete transcripts can be 
found). Each patient's language performance was treated as a single case 
study, and conservative limits were imposed on the use of intersubject 
comparisons. To identify fine-grained aspects of performance, each indi
vidual was examined seperately. 

The goal of the data analysis was to construct a profile of quantitative 
and qualitative performance for each patient compared to the matched 
normal control in order to determine if verb inflections are differentially 
affected within each patient and within each language. The examination of 
the pattern of errors focused on lexical omission, inflectional omission, 
inflectional substitution, and lexical substitution. Preserved areas of per
formance were also examined, and the pattern of use of verb forms and 
verb phrase construction types was described. 

The results described the general constitution of the corpus, detailing 
the number of sentences with obligatory verb phrase slots and the dis
tribution and frequency of correct forms, omitted forms, and errors of the 
verb phrase constructions. The distribution of verb phrase constructions 
used by the patients and the controls were compared. For each patient 
and control, ratios of the distribution of lexical items (nouns and verbs) 
are reported. 

The same general procedure was used to analyze the corpus for each 
case as follows: (1) the verb phrases were identified within each sentence 
structure; (2) each verb phrase was categorized according to its structural 
type; (3) the form of each component verb was identified as either correct 
or in error; (4) the errors were categorized into one of eight error types; 
and (5) the produced forms or omissions and the targets for production 
were coded as to their grammatical form and function. 

The coding categories used in each of these steps are detailed for each 
language: (1) number; (2) person; (3) tense; (4) voice; (5) mood; (6) verb 
phrase component; (7) negation; (8) gender; (9) case; (10) clitizization; 
and (11) conjugational form class. A checklist of the grammatical coding 
categories present in each language is detailed in Appendix 1. 

Each verb form in the verb phrase was coded as correct or as an error. 
The following eight categories were used to differentiate error types: 
omission, broken off stem form, substitution, lexical selection error, lexi
cal and inflectional selection error, conjugational form class error, deri
vational form error, and phonological paraphasia. (See Appendix 2 for a 
detailed description of the error types used in the analysis.) Erroneous 
productions that resulted in another inflectional form were analyzed as 
being morphologically based, regardless of whether they were plausible 
phonological errors, for reasons of consistency. Phonologically based 
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errors were deemed less likely, as the patients included in the study were 
judged to be relatively free of dysarthria. 

Errors were classified using conservative criteria. Both the discourse 
context and syntactic requirements for grammaticality were used to de
termine obligatory conditions. Certain anomalous forms occurred that 
could not be categorized unequivocally as syntactically conditioned errors. 
These instances are not included in the initial set of analyses as errors but 
are included in the discussion of the results. 

The constituent structure of the verb phrase was also analyzed. Each 
verb phrase was categorized according to type: simple verb phrase (cop
ula or simple lexical verb) or compound verb phrase (auxiliary verbs and 
participles, vectors, and main verbs). 

For each patient and control, noun/verb ratios are reported. These 
ratios were based on the number of lexical nouns and verbs occurring in 
the corpus (pronouns, auxiliary verbs, and copulas were not included). 
The frequency distribution of nouns and verbs were reported as percent
ages of the total corpus of the narrative sample for each patient. Token/ 
type ratios were calculated from the number of base forms represented 
in the inflected forms. Comparisons between the proportions and ratios 
within and between the patient and control were made by inspection. 

Results 

Case 1, Icelandic: Kiddi 

There were 239 verb phrases produced in narrative discourse, with a total 
of 310 obligatory verb contexts. There were only 8 omissions (2.6%). Of 
the verbs produced, 291 were correct, and 11 were in error (4%). 

DESCRIPTION OF ERRORS 

There were a total of 19 errors: 8 omissions, 3 stems produced without 
inflections, 6 substitutions, and 2 lexical selection errors. The distribution 
of error types for each verb category is displayed in Table 9.1. 

TABLE 9.1. Performance by verb type: Kiddi. 
Correct Lexical Inflection Inflection 

Verb form production omission substitute omission other 

Auxiliary/copula 79 5 3 
Modal 14 
Simple finite 113 1 3 3 
Main verb of compo 85 2 1 
Total 291 8 6 3 2 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE VERB PHRASE STRUCTURES 

As the number of (produced) errors was low, the patient appeared to 
have only a mild deficit. However, inspection of the pattern of the verb 
forms and verb phrase structures revealed some notable characteristics. 
Table 9.2 displays the distribution of verb phrase types for the patient 
and control. 

Among the 239 verb phrases produced, 175 were simple verb phrases 
(73%): 54 copula and 121 simple main verbs. The patient used simple 
lexical verb phrases significantly less frequently (51%) than the control 
(61%) (chi-squre 4.00, p < .05). These simple lexical verb constructions 
require morphological inflections that follow complicated form class para
digms. The patient used the copula construction slightly more often (23%) 
than the control (18%). 

The patient produced 64 compound verb phrases (27% of the total verb 
phrases). Of these compound structures, 32 were auxiliary + infinitive 
constructions, and 32 were auxiliary + participle constructions. Past par
ticiple constructions are relatively more complex in their inflectional mor
phology when used in conjunction with the auxiliary verb "vera" (to be) 
than with other auxiliaries. In the constructions with "vera" the past par
ticiple must show case, number, and gender agreement with the subject. 
The patient tended not to produce this type. In the preferred past parti
ciple constructions used by the patient, the auxiliary verbs condition the 
use of a default form-the nominative singular neuter. Of the 32 participle 
constructions produced, only 10 required the actual marking of agreement 
of the main verb. The inflections marking the infinitive and the present 
participle are invariant. Thus in most of the compound verb phrases pro
duced by the patient, the grammatical marking of agreement for number 
and person is carried solely by the auxiliary; the main verbs require an 
invariant inflection. The use of these copula and compound verb con
structions without main verb agreement represent 45% of all verb phrases 
produced, which is significantly more than the 31 % produced by the con
trol (chi-square 7.83, p < .01). 

This analysis of the verb phrase types reveals an overreliance on con
structions in which number and person, and to a large extent tense, are 

TABLE 9.2. Distribution of verb phrases: Kiddi. 
Patient Control 

Type of verb phrase No. % No. % 

Copula 54 23 29 18 
Auxiliary + infinitive 32 14 12 7 
Auxiliary + participle (-agreement) 22 9 10 6 
Auxiliary + participle (+agreement) 10 4 13 8 
Simple main verb 121 51 99 61 
Total 239 163 
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represented by the use of free grammatical morphemes rather than bound 
ones. The limited use of simple lexical verbs also suggests the avoidance of 
structures that require the production of lexical forms with bound gram
matical inflections, which have a great deal of variety and irregularity in 
Icelandic. 

LEXICAL ISSUES 

The noun/verb ratio for this patient was 0.48, in contrast to a ratio of 1.23 
for the control. This proportion is not due to an excess of verbs. Verbs 
comprise 18% of the patient's corpus compared with 16.5% of the control 
corpus. In contrast, it is evident that there is a paucity of nouns in the 
patient's productions. Lexical nouns comprised only 9% of the patient's 
corpus compared to 20% of the control corpus. See Table 9.3 for a com
parison of the noun/verb ratio and token/type ratios for the major lexical 
categories represented in the patient and control corpora. 

Consideration of the token/type ratios for the nouns and verbs reveals 
another matter. Whereas the patient used a relatively greater number of 
verbs in his speech, there was little variety in the verbs used. Of the 242 
lexical verbs produced in the patient corpus, only 77 different verbs were 
represented. The verb token/type ratio of 3.14 is contrasted with the noun 
token/type ratio of 1.4. The normal control had token/type ratios that 
indicated variety in both lexical categories: the noun ratio was 1.8 and the 
verb ratio 1.5. 

These results indicate that the patient was able to produce a large num
ber of verb forms correctly. Instances of errors of omission typically oc
curred in contexts where the subject requiring agreement has also been 
omitted. 

In sum, the verb phrases most frequently produced by this patient tended 
to be those that marked tense and agreement with auxiliaries rather than 
inflections on lexical verbs. There was less frequent use of simple lexical 
verbs or participle forms that required the marking of agreement with 
bound grammatical inflections. The predominant employment of the cop
ula and compound verb phrases with invariant inflections obviates the 

TABLE 9.3. Distributionofmajor 
lexical categories: Kiddi. 
Category Patient Control 

Noun/verb ratio 0.48 1.23 
Percent of corpus 

Nouns 9 20 
Verbs 18 16 
Others 73 64 

Token/type ratio 
Nouns 1.4 1.8 
Verbs 3.1 1.5 
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necessity of producing inflected forms, which depend on complex and 
irregular conjugational paradigms in Icelandic. There was also a lack of 
variety in the actual lexical verbs (base types) being used. 

Case 2, Icelandic: Togga 

There were 223 obligatory verb contexts among the 73 verb phrases pro
duced. Of them, 26 (12%) verbs were omitted and 197 (88%) were pro
duced; 145 were produced correctly, and 52 were produced with errors. 
The total number of errors was 78: 26 omissions and 52 incorrect produc
tions. See Table 9.4 for the distribution of correct, omitted, and incorrect 
productions by type of verb. 

The distribution of correct forms and errors (omissions and erroneous 
productions) found in this patient's corpus is not evenly distributed among 
the different types of verbs. There are few errors for modals and vectors. 
The proportion of correct forms to errors was approximately 2: 1 for the 
auxiliary, copula, and main verb of a compound. For the simple verbs, an 
error or correct form occurred equally frequently. The distribution of 
correct forms and errors for simple verbs compared to the other three 
types was significantly different (chi-square 6.78, p < .01). Among the 
auxiliary, copula, and main verb types, incorrect productions and omis
sions were equally likely errors. Among the simple verbs, there were three 
times as many incorrect productions as omissions. The distribution of in
correct productions and omissions for simple lexical verbs was significantly 
different from the other three types (chi-square 4.84, p < .05). 

DESCRIPTION OF ERRORS 

The 78 incorrect instances were distributed among the different error 
types as follows: 26 omissions, 8 broken-off stems without inflections, 
29 substitutions, 7 lexical selection errors, 4 lexical and inflectional errors, 
3 form class errors, and 1 paraphasia. The distribution of error types for 
each verb category is displayed in Table 9.5. 

TABLE 9.4. Performance by verb type: Togga. 

Correct Lexical Inflection Inflection 
Verb form production omission substitute omission Other 

Auxiliary/copula 59 10 11 
Modal 4 
Vector 7 
Simple finite main 48 11 18 6 7 
Main of compound 27 5 2 2 3 
Total 145 26 32 9 11 
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TABLE 9.6. Distribution of verb phrase types: 
Togga. 

Patient Control 

Type of verb phrase No. % No. % 

Copula 50 28 36 16 
Simple lexical 91 50 152 66 
Compound 40 22 41 18 
Total 181 229 

CHARACTERISTICS OF VERB PHRASE CONSTRUCTIONS 

Among the 181 verb phrases produced by the patient, there were 141 
simple main verbs. The copula comprised 28% of the total number of verb 
phrase constructions in the patient corpus. This proportion is significantly 
higher than that of the normal control, who used the copula only 16% of 
the time (chi-square 8.64, p < .01) (Table 9.6). 

The patient produced simple lexical verb phrases in only 50% of all verb 
phrases, whereas the control produced simple lexical verbs in 66% of all 
verb phrases. The use of simple lexical verb phrases in the patient corpus 
is significantly less frequent than in the control corpus (chi-square 10.85, 
p < .01). 

Among the compound constructions, there were only two instances that 
required agreement of both the lexical verb and the copula. In contrast, 
there were nine compound constructions in the control corpus that re
quired agreement marking of the lexical verb (see case 1 for further dis
cussion). The number of copula and compound constructions without 
lexical verb agreement comprised 49% of all verb phrases used by the 
patient, in contrast to the 30% used by the control. As in the first Icelandic 
patient, the number of verb phrases that did not require agreement mark
ing of lexical verbs is significantly greater than those used by the control 
(chi-square 15.36, p < .001). . 

These findings suggest a reliance on structures with a more stative form 
of predicate (copulas and nonfinite constructions) in which the morpho
syntactic representation of agreement is contained in the free gramma
tical morpheme (the copula or auxiliary verb) in contrast to the bound 
inflection of a lexical (active, simple, finite) verb. 

LEXICAL ISSUES 

The noun/verb ratio for this patient was 0.8, compared to a ratio of 1.0 for 
the control. In examining the frequency of nouns and verbs in the corpora 
of the patient and control, it is evident that the patient produced fewer 
lexical verbs but a similar proportion of nouns. This smaller proportion of 
lexical verbs in the patient corpus is balanced by the greater use of the 
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TABLE 9.7. Distribution of major 
lexical categories: Togga. 
Category Patient Control 

Noun/verb ratio 0.8 1.0 
Percent of corpus 

Nouns 15 16 
Lexical verbs 15 18 
Nonlexical verbs 5 2 
Other words 65 64 

Token/type ratio 
Nouns 1.6 2.2 
Verbs 1.8 1.9 

copula and auxiliary verbs. The proportions of total verbs (20%) for the 
two corpora are equivalent (Table 9.7). 

The token/type ratio for verbs was 1.8 for the patient and 1.9 for the 
control, which suggests that the patient did have a fairly large inventory of 
verbs. In contrast, the noun token/type of 1.6 was relatively low for the 
patient. (The control corpus showed little variety in noun choice, with a 
token/type ratio of 2.2.) 

In sum, both the omissions and substitution errors involved finite forms 
predominantly. A high percentage of substitutions involved either a non
finite form being produced instead of a finite form or one inflected finite 
form being substituted for another inflected finite form. Although the 
copula and auxiliary presented some difficulty (fairly equally), most errors 
involved the bound inflections of lexical verbs. 

Case 3, Hindi: Ram 
There were 75 obligatory verb phrase contexts in the narrative discourse 
produced by the patient Ram. Of them, only 60 verbs were actually pro
duced, and 15 were omitted; 45 were produced correctly and 15 with 
errors. The total number of errors is 30: 15 omissions and 15 incorrect 
productions. See Table 9.8 for the distribution of correct, omitted, and 
erroneously produced verbs. 

TABLE 9.S. Performance by verb type: Ram. 
Correct Lexical Inflection Inflection 

Verb form production omission substitute OII]ission Other 

Auxiliary/copula 22 11 
Vector 3 4 3 2 
Simple main 3 1 
Main of compound 17 7 
Total 45 15 10 3 2 
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DESCRIPTION OF ERRORS 

There were a total of 30 errors, half of which were omissions and the other 
half production errors. Six of the eight error types are present. The distri
bution of error types is as follows: 15 omissions, 3 stems produced without 
inflections, 9 substitutions, 1 lexical selection error, 1 lexical and inflection 
error, and 1 conjugational form class error. The distribution of error types 
for each verb structure category is given in Table 9.9. 

All of the 15 verb omissions occurred in copula, auxiliaries, or vectors. 
None of the omissions occurred in lexical main verbs. The copula was 
omitted in 40% of all obligatory contexts. In compound constructions, the 
auxiliary was omitted in 29% of obligatory contexts, and vector verbs were 
omitted in 40% of obligatory contexts. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF VERB PHRASE CONSTRUCTION 

The frequency of various types of verb construction contexts produced by 
the patients was compared with those used by the control. There were nine 
obligatory contexts for the copula in the patient corpus, which represents 
23% of the total verb corpus-similar to the 21 % of the verbs used by the 
control. Only 10% of all the patient's verb phrase constructions consisted 
of simple verbs. This figure is in contrast to 22% of simple verbs in the 
control corpus. (Because of the small magnitude of the numbers being 
compared, chi-square did not reach significance: chi-square 2.45, p = .12) 
(Table 9.10). 

Although the patient had difficulty producing the verb "hona" (to be), 
he frequently (85%) chose verb phrase constructions that required the use 
of this verb. In contrast, the copula and compound constructions with 
"hona" comprised only 65% of those produced by the control. The pa
tient used these verb phrase constructions significantly more than the 
control (chi-square 4.70, P < .05). 

In Bindi, the expression of tense is reflected in the choice of verb phrase 
construction type. The present tense is expressed by the imperfect par
ticiple + auxiliary construction. There is no simple present tense form. 
Although the patient chose to use the present tense often, the auxiliary 

TABLE 9.10. Distribution of types of verb phrase 
contexts: Ram. 

Patient Control 

Type No. % No. % 

Copula 9 23 15 21 
Simple lexical 4 10 16 22 
2-Verb compound 19 49 24 33 
3-Verb compound 7 18 13 18 
4-Verb compound 0 4 6 
Total 39 72 
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tended to be omitted in these instances. The copular construction was also 
chosen frequently, but the copula was omitted witha almost equal fre
quency. The past tense has a simple verb construction in Hindi. The sim
ple past is typically used with verbs of motion, whereas the compound 
construction-perfect participle + auxiliary-is used to express the habit
ual past or the past state. The patient rarely used the simple past for 
expressing the past tense. The present perfect form was often used instead. 
The use of this tense with verbs of motion gives the verb a somewhat 
semantically anomalous stative reading. 

LEXICAL ISSUES 

The noun/verb ratio for this patient was 1.6, compared to a ratio of 1.25 
for the control. Inspection of the frequency distribution of grammatical 
categories of the patient and control corpora reveals a greater proportion 
of nouns in the patient's discourse compared to that of the control but a 
relatively equal proportion of verbs. Verbs comprised 13% of the patient 
corpus and 16% of the control corpus. In contrast, nouns comprised 30% 
of the patient corpus and 19% of the control corpus (Table 9.11). 

The patient and control differed little in their token/type ratios for verbs 
(patient 2.1, control 2.7) and for nouns (patient 1.3, control 1.2), in both 
instances the token/type ratio was higher for the verbs. 

To summarize the findings of this corporal analysis, the lexical main verb 
was never omitted, but many substitutions occurred. The copula was fre
quently omitted, as was the auxiliary. Vector verbs were involved in most 
of the errors. There were few errors committed in number and gender 
agreement. However, the singular masculine inflection, which predomi
nated in the subjects of the narratives, is also a (syntactically conditioned) 
default form. The compound present perfect construction was used in
stead of the simple past and was substituted for the imperfect participle in 
present tense constructions. This use represents a tendency toward a more 
stative form. The verb stem, which bears no inflection, and the infinitive, 
which does bear an inflection, appeared in equally few substitution errors. 

TABLE 9.11. Distribution of major 
lexical categories: Ram. 
Category Patient Control 

Noun/verb ratio 1.6 1.25 
Percent of corpus 

Nouns 30 19 
Verbs 13 16 
Other 57 65 

Token/type ratio 
Nouns 1.3 1.2 
Verbs 2.1 2.7 
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Case 4, Finnish: Peltonen 
For case 4, there were a total of 132 obligatory verb contexts. Of them, 102 
verbs were produced, 30 were omitted. Of the 102 verbs were produced, 97 
were correct, and only 5 verbs were incorrectly produced. Table 9.12 dis
plays the distribution of correct, omitted, and incorrectly produced verbs 
by category for the patient Peltonen. 

DESCRIPTION OF ERRORS 

Most (30 of 35) errors were omissions. They were distributed among the 
verb types as follows: auxiliaries 45%, simple verbs 21 %, main verb of 
a compound 5%. Omission occurred for the verb "olla" (to be) as a cop
ula and as an auxiliary with almost equal frequency', but there were no 
omissions of either negative auxiliary. Lexical verbs were omitted less 
frequently (17%). 

The single inflection substitution, which involved an error in person 
agreement, occurred in a clause with an omitted subject. Additionally, 
there were two derivational errors and two phonological paraphasias. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF VERB PHRASE CONSTRUCTION 

There were 82 simple verb phrase slots and 20 compound verb phrases in 
the corpus. There were 55 simple lexical verbs, 25 copulas, and 19 auxili
ary + main verb constructions produced. See Table 9.13 for a comparison 
of the distribution of verb phrase types in the patient and control corpora. 

TABLE 9.12. Performance by verb type: Peltonen. 
Correct Lexical Inflection 

Verb form production omission substitute Other 

Auxiliary 6 5 
Negative auxiliary 10 
Modal 1 
Copula 16 11 
Simple main 45 13 4 
Main of compound 19 1 
Total 97 30 4 

TABLE 9.13. Distribution of verb phrase types: Peltonen. 
Patient Control 

Type of verb phrase No. % No. % 

Copula 27 26 23 17 
Simple lexical 55 54 92 65 
Auxiliary + main verb 19 19 20 14 
Auxiliary + auxiliary + main verb 1 6 4 
Total 102 141 
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Twenty-seven of the simple verb phrases consisted of copulas, which 
represents 26% of all verb phrases. The reliance on the copular construc
tion was significantly less evident (17%) in the control corpus (chi-square 
3.74, p = .05). There was also relative reduction in the frequency of the 
use of simple lexical forms by the patient (54%) compared to the control 
(65%) (chi-square 3.18, p = .07). 

LEXICAL ISSUES 

The noun/verb ratio for this patient was 1.6 compared to 1.4 for the con
trol, which suggests that there was a paucity of verbs relative to nouns. 
Coincidentally, there was a high degree of verb omission (39%). Nouns 
were also affected by omission to a lesser degree (20%). 

The token/type ratios for nouns and verbs were the same (1.4) in the 
patient corpus. These ratios are slightly lower than the ratios found in 
the control corpus (nouns 1.6, verbs 1.7). Thus this patient seemed to 
have relatively more difficulty producing verbs than nouns, but there was 
equal variety in lexical choice for the two categories. 

In sum, the overwhelming majority of errors were of omission. Omis
sion of copula and auxiliary verbs occurred with equal frequency. Despite 
this fact, these forms were both omitted more often than were simple lexi
cal verbs. The copular verb phrase constructions were used with greater 
frequency by the patient than the control. 

Case 5, Finnish: Aaltonen 
In patient Aaltonen's narrative discourse, there were 135 obligatory verb 
contexts, with 129 verbs produced and 6 omitted. Of the verbs produced, 
116 were correct and 12 were incorrect forms. Table 9.14 displays the dis
tribution of correct, omitted, and erroneous verbs by category. 

DESCRIPTION OF ERRORS 

There were a total of 18 errors in the corpus. Omission represented 33% 
of all errors. No errors of either omission or substitution were found for 

TABLE 9.14. Performance b~ verb t~Ee: Altonen. 
Correct Lexical Inflection Inflection 

Verb form production omission substitute omission Other 

Auxiliary 1 
Negative auxiliary 10 
Modal 9 
Copula 23 1 
Simple main 58 3 7 
1st Compound 11 2 1 
2nd Compound 4 1 
Total 116 6 8 1 3 
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TABLE 9.15. Distribution of error types: Altonen. 
Inflection 

Type of verb Omission Broken stem substitution 

Copula 
Simple lexical 
1st Main verb of compound 
2nd Main verb of compound 

1 
3 
2 

TABLE 9.16. Distribution of verb phrase 
constructions: Altonen. 

Patient 

Type No. % 

Copula 23 21 
Simple lexical 70 64 
2-Verb compound 10 9 
3-Verb compound 7 6 
Total 110 

7 
1 

Control 

No. 

28 
73 
17 
0 

118· 

% 

24 
62 
14 

Lexical 
selection 

the auxiliary, negative auxiliary, or modal verbs. The distribution of error 
types is shown in Table 9.15. There were eight substitution errors, all of 
which involved inflections of finite forms. Six of them involved the sub
stitution of plural forms for singular forms within a sequence of six con
secutive sentences, and several attempts at self-correction occurred. 

VERB PHRASE CONSTRUCTIONS 

The distribution of various types of verb construction produced by the 
patient and the control is presented in Table 9.16. The patient and control 
showed a similar pattern of verb phrase use. The copula was used in 21 % 
of the verb phrases by the patient and in 24% by the control. 

LEXICAL ISSUES 

The noun/verb ratio was 0.8 for both patient and control. The patient 
showed great limitation in the variety of verbs produced. The token/type 
ratio was 2.5 compared to a verb ratio of 1.5 for the control. These findings 
suggest that, although the patient produced nouns and verbs in a pro
portion similar to that of the normal control, there was a reduction in 
the variety of verbs used. The patient's limited word choice was found to 
be specific to verbs. The variety of nouns was equivalent to that of the 
control. 

In summary, the verb "olla" (to be) was used correctly as copula, auxili
ary, and negative auxiliary in all but one instance. Although there were 
few errors in verb production overall, the token/type ratio indicates a 
specific reduction in the number of different verbs available to the patient. 
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Three of the errors occurred in a formulaic phrase. Several other verb 
omissions occurred. Most of the errors produced involved the confusion 
of opposing pairs of inflectional and lexical forms: singular and plural 
inflections, present and past tense inflections, and the direction of verbs 
of motion. 

Discussion 

Verb phrases and the requisite grammatical formatives appear to be highly 
susceptible to impairment in the speech production of agrammatic aphasics. 
The pattern of agrammatic production includes the overreliance on verb 
forms that have been characterized alternatively as nonfinite default forms 
or nominalizations. This clinical finding reflects one of the linguistic as
pects of the disorder that has broad theoretical implications. The issue 
currently under investigation is whether the agrammatic deficit pertains 
to predicate form or function. Specifically, are these verb forms deficient 
in the number of grammatial categories marked? Or, instead, do they 
represent less relational and more static, referential predicates? 

Research efforts to clarify the problem in English have been equivocal. 
This investigation has examined the pattern of agrammatic speech in 
patients speaking languages in which the grammatical morphology bears 
distinctive and overt structural marking. It was hoped that this study might 
lead to a determination of the properties of the bound inflections that are 
subject to the deficit. 

This discussion first focuses on the findings of impairments in bound 
morphology with respect to the notions of degree of finiteness and nom
inalization. Differences in the overall pattern of impairment in the five 
case studies are attributed to language-specific distinctions. Second, the 
impairment of vector verbs is considered in the light of these language
specific distinctions. This grammatical category is shown to contrast with 
the third set of findings regarding the auxiliary and copula, which seem to 
exhibit a similar pattern in all of the cases and languages. 

Impairments of Bound Grammatical Morphemes 
IcELANDIC LANGUAGE 

In Icelandic, the impaired verbs produced by the agrammatics Kiddi (case 
1) and Togga (case 2) clearly involved difficulty in marking grammatical 
categories in finite forms. Kiddi rarely made errors involving the substi
tution of inflection but produced discourse composed predominantly of 
forms that require few inflectional category markings. He produced few 
simple lexical finite verbs and tended instead to produce copular or com
pound verb phrase constructions that do not require agreement marking 
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on the lexical main verb. Although Togga did not avoid these finite forms, 
she committed many errors of inflection when producing them. Substitu
tions of inflections involved employment of either a nonfinite form when 
a finite form was required or a finite form that was marked incorrectly for 
grammatical category. There were very few exceptional instances where 
Togga produced a finite form when a nonfinite form was required. 

In Icelandic, it appears that the complex inflectional requirements of 
grammatical marking of number, person and gender agreement. tense, 
voice, and mood, in combination with the difficult conjugational para
digms, describe difficulties with verb forms found in these two agram
matics. The finding that nonfinite forms were significantly more frequent 
in the corpora of the Icelandic agrammatics than the normal controls sup
ports the interpretation that the deficit in verb production is a result of the 
inflectional form requirements of this language. 

HINDI LANGUAGE 

In Hindi, the only two forms that could be considered truly nonfinite are 
the verb stem and the infinitive. The Hindi verb stem (a zero-morph form) 
and the infinitive (an inflected form) are equally bare of grammatical 
marking of tense and agreement, but they occur in different syntactic 
environments. The verb stem occurs as the main verb in common com
pound verb phrase constructions, whereas the infinitive is an infrequent 
form that functions as a gerund. Surprisingly, each of these forms occurred 
only twice as substitutions for participles in Ram's corpus (case 3). The 
fact that neither the verb stem nor the infinitive was more often found as 
a substitution is problematic when trying to determine whether the impair
ment in Hindi agrammatism can be characterized by notions of finiteness 
or nominalization. 

Unfortunately, the data from the only other published Hindi-speaking 
agrammatic case study (Bhatnagar and Whitaker, 1984) does not clarify 
this issue. Their report stated that the patient's errors included "occa
sional" instances of infinitive or verb stem substitutions, but more specific 
detail about the relative frequency of the two forms was not provided. No 
examples of sentences with this type of substitution were cited. Moreover, 
a category for substitutions that could represent either or both of these 
forms was not included in their data analysis. 

The defective predicates found in Ram's corpus often contained sub
stitutions of the perfective participle for the present tense imperfective 
participle. This finding cannot be interpreted as a choice of a nonfinitive 
form for a finite form because the participle in Hindi is marked for tense/ 
aspect as well as gender and number. Both the present tense imperfect 
participle and the perfect participle are marked for the same number of 
grammatical categories. Therefore the formal dimension of finiteness 
cannot be used to draw a distinction between these two forms. 
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The degree of nominalization appears to capture an important distinc
tion between these two participle forms. The perfective form has a more 
stative reading when used with action verbs. In this respect, the perfec
tive form can be considered a less active relational predicate than the 
imperfective in the relation it expresses. 

The significance of the notion of nominalization, as it applies to the 
impairment found in the Hindi-speaking agrammatic, is strengthened 
by the finding of few errors in agreement marking. However, it must be 
pointed out that because of the nature of the narratives elicited the singular 
masculine form was required in most instances. The form is a syntactic de
fault form that is employed frequently. This evidence of intact agreement 
marking must therefore be taken as tentative. Thus the notion of degree of 
nominalization rather than finiteness may be more adequate in describing 
the distinction between predicate types found in Hindi agrammatism. 

FINNISH LANGUAGE 

In Finnish, the deficit in the expression of predication seems to be of a 
different nature entirely. The errors found in Peltonen's corpus (case 4) 
were almost all those of lexical omission rather than morphologically er
roneous productions. Aaltonen's corpus (case 5) showed little if any im
pairment with respect to verb phrase form. The fact that there were no 
substitutions of nonfinite for finite forms or incorrect finite forms produced 
by the Finnish-speaking agrammatics (exceptions are noted) suggests that 
the realization of a fully inflected word form is produced in a manner that 
is significantly different than in other languages that have been examined 
with respect to agrammatism. Indeed, Niemi et al. (in press) stated that 
none of the 15 Finnish agrammatic cases they had examined produced any 
morphological errors. As in the present case, the agrammatic deficit in 
verb phrase production involved errors of omission exclusively. 

The explanation for the finding of lexical verb omission in Peltonen's 
speech may lie in the unusual morphophonemic properties of the lan
guage. It appears that the synthetic unit of stem + inflections is a tightly 
bound phonological form. The representation of the base stem and in
flectional forms must be quite abstract phonologically, as there are com
plex morphophonological patterns that distinguish related conjugational 
forms. In Finnish, all of the morphemes, both lexical and inflectional, 
must be selected prior to the possibility of any phonological realization. 
Therefore a representation that is incompletely inflected cannot be ut
tered. This may account for the verb omission in Peltonen's speech. 

The Finnish infixes for tense and mood appear to be somewhat more 
phonologically independent. They are unaffected by the complex mor
phophonemic changes that apply to the stem and the inflections for voice 
and number/person. In both Finnish-speaking agrammatics some in
stances of tense anomaly (substitution) were evident, but the substitution 
of other inflections was rare. 
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Impairment of Free Grammatical Morphemes 
VECTOR VERBS 

In Icelandic and Hindi, there is a class of structurally similar non-main 
verbs that contain both lexical and grammatical features. The function of 
these vector verbs is different in the two languages, however. In Icelandic 
the function of this small group of vector verbs seems to be primarily that 
of semimodels that are used in conjunction with nonfinite predicates. 
These forms are similar to the English forms such as "used to X" and 
"going to X." The Icelandic vector verbs are typically used with the in
finitive form of the main verb to express aspectual meanings. These con
structions have fewer grammatical morpheme marking requirements. As 
a result, little impairment was found in the use of these vector verbs in 
either Icelandic agrammatic case. These vector verbs seemed to be a pre
ferred form of default in the case of Kiddi (case 1), being significantly 
overrepresented in that corpus compared to the control. 

In contrast, Hindi contains a large number of vector verbs, which are 
(syntactically) required in many verb phrase constructions. These Hindi 
vector verbs have little semantic content. They playa syntactic role that is 
similar to that of an auxiliary. These Hindi vectors exhibited the greatest 
disruption of all the verb phrase components in Ram's speech (case 3). 
Thus there seems to be little comparability between the pattern of agram
matic impairment found in Icelandic and Hindi with regard to the class of 
vector verbs, apparently owing to the differences in their syntactic roles. 

Note that for both of these languages (and perhaps Finnish as well), 
modals, which can be considered to carry a fair degree of semantic in
formation, did not attract errors in any of the agrammatic patients. How
ever, it is remarkable that modals were extremely infrequent in all of the 
patients' corpora. This finding bears further investigation. 

The pattern of impairment in the most semantically empty, free gram
matical morphemes was similar across cases and languages. The Icelandic, 
Hindi, and Finnish agrammatics all had relative difficulty with the pro
duction of the copula and auxiliary verbs. They seemed to be equally 
affected in all cases (c.f. Miceli, Mazzuchi, Menn, and Goodglass, 1983). 
Despite this difficulty, verb phrase constructions requiring these elements 
were overrepresented in the patients' speech. Stative copulas and non
finitive compound constructions were used more frequently by the patients 
than the controls, who used more simple active finite lexical verb phrase 
forms. 

Conclusions 

The findings reported here suggest that the impairment of verb forms 
found in agrammatism is manifest in a distinctly different manner owing 
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to language-specific factors. The status of the grammatical markings of 
inflections in these languages reflect different semantic, syntactic, and 
phonological form and functions. These factors determine the manner in 
which a deficit in predication is manifested. The three languages investi
gated here contain elaborate systems of grammatical inflection. However, 
these languages differ as to the formal and functional characteristics in the 
way in which grammatical distinctions are expressed. Icelandic contains 
great morphological complexity with fairly limited syntactic variability. 
Hindi, in contrast, has limited morphological variability but a large com
ponent of syntactic complexity. Finnish is distinctive in its morphophono
logical complexity and textual variety. 

Although' both the factors of nonfiniteness and nominalization have 
been implicated in the verb impairment found in English agrammatism, 
it has been argued that these factors vary in prominence in Hindi com
pared to Icelandic. Whereas the pattern of performance in Icelandic is 
best described as tending towards use of nonfinite forms and difficulty in 
finite inflections, the pattern in Hindi seems to reflect a tendency toward 
more stative and less active relational predicates. The omission of verbs 
in Finnish could be inferred to be the result of difficulty with selection 
of inflections (and/or stems), but a more specific characterization does 
not seem to be obtainable. It appears that all morphemes must be avail
able for the morphophonemic realization of an articulatable Finnis form. 

Although language-specific factors distinguished the expression of the 
agrammatic impairment in bound grammatical morphology, "semantically 
empty" free grammatical morphomes were affected similarly in all three 
languages. 

This study described the patterns of agrammatic impairment in inflec
tional morphology found in aphasic speakers of three highly inflected 
languages with distinct formal and functional properties. The quality of 
the agrammatic production of bound grammatical morphemes was found 
to reflect language-specific differences. The major language-specific fac
tors contributing to the pattern of findings seemed to be the morphological 
aspects the conservative conjugational paradigms in Icelandic, the syn
tactic and lexical complexity of the sentence-final verb phrases of Hindi, 
and the morphophonemic aspects of the agglutinating process of Finnish. 

It must be stressed that these conclusions are drawn on the basis of 
only five case studies. The contribution of the range of individual vari
ation, from premorbid and clinical factors, to the patterns of language 
deficit is yet to be determined. Distinctions between this intersubject 
variation and cross-language differences depend on the collection and 
analysis of additional case studies. 

Nevertheless, the interpretation of the present findings may be used as 
a set of predictions that can inform the investigation of other languages 
that have similar properties. The goal is to develop a typology that cap
tures the pattern of agrammatic speech disturbance cross-linguistically. 
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This typology can serve as a model of normal language production framed 
in terms of language-specific processing requirements. At the same time, 
the question of what universal factor(s) underlies agrammatism may be 
addressed. 
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Appendix 1: Language-Specific Grammatical 
Inflectional Categories Evident in the Verb Phrase 
Corpora 
x = present 
-= absent 

Category Icelandic Hindi Finnish 

Number 
Singular x x x 
Plural x x x 

Person 
First x x x 
Second x x x 
Third x x x 

Tense 
Present x x x 
Past x x x 
Future x 

Voice 
Active x x x 
Passive x 
Middle x 

Mood 
Indicative x x x 
Subjunctive x 
Imperative x x 
Conditional x 

Verb phrase component 
Infinitive x x x 
Verb stem x 
Participle x x x 
Finite x x x 

Negation x 
Gender 

Masculine x x 
Neuter x 
Feminine x x 

Case 
Nominative x x 
Inessive x 
Illative x 
Partitive x 
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Category Icelandic Hindi Finnish 

Participle number 
Singular x x 
Plural x x 

Clitics x x x 

Conjugational form class x x 

Appendix 2: Error Categories 

1. Omission. Used for absent verbs that were considered to be obli
gatory in the linguistic context of the utterance. 

2. Broken-off stem form. The initial morpheme(s) of a verb produced in 
an incomplete broken-off form without the required bound inflection(s). 
For example, in the production "rah-" for the target "raha" the inflection 
for tense, number, and gender is left off (Hindi). 

3. Substitution. A verb form was produced, but the morphological 
inflection was grammatically incorrect. For example, the infinitive form 
"sona" was produced instead of the masculine singular present participle 
form "sota" (Hindi). 

4. Lexical selection error. A semantically incorrect verb form was pro
duced with the correct morphological inflection. This category included 
both phonologically and semantically based substitutions. For example, 
the verb "tuli," meaning "came," was used in a context requiring the verb 
"lahti," meaning "went." The grammatical inflection is correct (Finnish). 

5. Lexical and inflectional error. There is a semantically incorrect in
flectional substitution. For example, the auxiliary verb "var" (was) was 
produced in the past indicative when "geti"-the present subjunctive of 
the modal verb "can"-was required (Icelandic). 

6. Conjugational form class error. A verb was produced in an inflected 
form that did not correspond to the appropriate conjugational pattern. For 
example, the strong verb "lata" (to put) was conjugated according to the 
weak paradigm to produce "latti" but marking the correct grammatical 
categories. The target was "let" (Finnish). The form produced is roughly 
equivalent to "put-ed" in English. 

7. Derivational form error. A verb form was produced with a morpho
logically incorrect stem but correct grammatical inflection. For example, 
the verb "liikutin" meaning "to move" was produced with the causative 
stem form rather than the required intransitive stem "liikun." Note that 
the bound grammatical inflection is correct (Finnish). 

8. Phonological paraphasia. A nonexistent form is produced that con
sists of a phonological dist~)ftion of a real word. For example, the produc
tion "gau" was a phonological distortion of the verb "ga" (check); it is 
not interpretable as an error of verb morphology (Icelandic). 



10 
Agrammatism: Evidence for a 
Unified Theory of Word, Phrase, and 
Sentence Formation Processes* 

PIERRE VILLIARD 

Psycholinguistic theory and grammatical theory, though related in more 
or less obvious ways, remain different logical constructs for a number of 
reasons. As summarily indicated below, it may be noted, for instance, that 
contemporary grammatical theory is elaborated on a closed system of rules 
that apply in structurally defined contexts, and that this system is largely 
built on intuitional grounds, i.e., on grammaticality judgments that pre
sumably mirror some steady-state linguistic knowledge. 

Grammatical theory 
Closed system 
Intuitional grounds 
Static knowledge 

Psycho linguistic theory, on the other hand, is based on empirical facts, 
i.e., on observed behaviors, necessarily brought about through some open 
system of strategies or processes that dynamically make use of grammar, 
among other things. Perhaps the components of the latter system should 
be thought of as intrinsically adaptive, as linguistic behavior is determined 
not only by grammatical knowledge but also by general nonlinguistic 
knowledge. Moreover, it is conditioned by such factors as memory limita
tions and attentional capacity or availability. 

Psycholinguistic theory 
Open system 
Empirical facts 
Dynamic use 

Agrammatic behavior, as one of the empirical facts that a psycholinguis
tic theory should account for, is discussed here mainly in relation to the 
externalization of hypothetical linguistic deficits. Our suggestion is that 

* This chapter is a modified version of a communication given in July 1988 at the 
International Symposium on Phonology. Morphology, and Aphasia held in Krems, 
Austria. 
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agrammatism may be conceived as the surface reflection of something 
other than a linguistic impairment. 

Background 

As is well known, the important developments of grammatical theory since 
the 1960s have given great impetus to an almost simultaneous burst of 
research on agrammatic behavior. Several redefinitions and reinterpreta
tions have been proposed, but it must be noted that some of this literature 
has merely updated old questions and controversies raised around the turn 
of the century by shrewd pioneering aphasiologists. Nevertheless, the 
fast-changing tool of grammatical theory has contributed significantly to 
the creation of fine-grained tests and has consequently led to the gathering 
of much novel experimental data. Moreover, such theory has also guided 
principled examination of spontaneous agrammatic discourse, as reported, 
for example, by Menn, Obler, and Goodglass (in press), who examined 
pathology data derived from 14 languages. One more point must be made 
before we discuss the core problems. Strictly experimental materials are 
left aside in most of what follows because they necessarily tap metacogni
tion, whereas in the present Chapter we wish to focus on natural, spon
taneous discursive behavior. Thus "natural psycholinguistics" is the 
general theoretical framework at issue here. (Experimental psycholinguis
tics involves elicited responses, whereas natural psycho linguistics explores 
spontaneous behaviors.) 

Definitions 

Because there is no consensus on exactly what agrammatism is in any 
investigation of the true psychological nature of the underlying disturbance 
that gives rise to agrammatic discourse, a number of preliminary assump
tions are required. First, let us accept the impressionistic clinical labeling 
of discursive behavior as "agrammatic" when, on the surface, closed
class items do not seem to be used as often and as well as expected. We 
consider that this simplistic assertion is general enough and sufficiently 
all-embracing to avoid controversy at the outset. The possible inappro
priateness of the label "agrammatic" as a clinical (sub )category need not 
concern us at this point, for all we seek at this juncture is some workable 
terminology for this avenue of investigation to be fruitful. One could have 
similar reservations with respect to the label "closed class" as a linguistic 
(sub )category, although nothing has yet been said here about the ins and 
outs of the involvement of closed-class items. 

In our view, at least one more assumption has to be made with regard 
to the universality of the agrammatic phenomenon, notwithstanding that 
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the determination of an adequate level of analysis for its theoretical ap
prehension may call for a great amount of further research. Following the 
first assumption, if indeed agrammatic behavior always does imply impro
per use of closed-class items, it should somehow refer to a universal entity. 
The reason is straightforward: In accordance with what is actually known 
about the natural languages of the world, and however great any structur
ally defined distance between particular grammars may be, no one has 
ever encountered a language that is devoid of closed-class items. Therefore 
until the eventual-and improbable-finding of a natural language that 
contains no closed-class vocabulary, agrammatism must be considered a 
universal phenomenon. 

We trust that, to this point, the frame seems sound or at least viable, 
although it is certainly limited to purely observational considerations on 
what emerges at the surface. Because as soon as the "how" and "why" 
questions are asked, profound disagreements emerge, and the proffered 
tentative explanations diverge rather dramatically. The list below is meant 
to illustrate this situation quickly by indicating major proposals for the 
apprehension of agrammatism and by pointing out some of their repre
sentative proponents. 

1. Perspective 
a. Positive: Kolk (in press) 
b. Negative: most American authors 

2. Problem 
a. Secondary: Goodglass (1976) 
b. Primary: Berndt and Caramazza (1980) 

3. Deficit 
a. Lexical: Bradley, Garrett and Zurif (1980) 
b. Phonological: Kean (1979) 
c. Morphological: Lapointe (1983) 
d. Syntactic: Grodzinsky (1984) 

Discussion 

Some authors consider agrammatism the positive result of a recourse to an 
adaptive communication strategy, whereas others define it negatively as a 
patholinguistic residual that manifests after improvement in the clinical 
context of Broca's aphasia (see Perspective, item 1, above). When a nega
tive point of view is adopted, as one finds in most American literature on 
the subject, agrammatism generally corresponds to one typical symptom 
of Broca's aphasia. This concept implies that the agrammatic deficit is 
present from the onset of the disease, at least in a latent state, and that 
its overt semiology is simply conditioned by a sufficient evolution of the 
syndrome, thereby allowing some discursive speech. From a positive point 
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of view, on the other hand, the surfacing of agrammatism stems from an 
unimpaired psychological capacity of adaptation in a propitious context, 
notwithstanding that a patient's awareness of his/her patholinguistic prob
lem may, in a sense, constitute the initial motivation for using an elliptical 
language strategy. 

According to some studies, agrammatism is just an epiphenomenon of 
the motor deficit that generally accompanies Broca's aphasia, whereas 
others hold that it is a primary linguistic deficit (see Problem, item 2, 
above). Finally, several linguistic descriptions of agrammatism have been 
proposed where different claims are put forth. As noted above, the agram
matic deficit is described variously in lexical, phonological, morphological, 
or syntactic terms. 

In fact, however, this remarkably confusing state of affairs should sur
prise no one. On the one hand, we must take into account the fast-changing 
character of grammatical theory; and on the other hand, we must reckon 
with omnipresence of variability in aphasia. In this study, we concentrate 
on a specific type of variability that has to do with observed differences in 
agrammatic discourse across languages. It must be mentioned immediately 
that our tentative suggestion in this regard does not claim to provide a 
general solution for all variabilities or even approach it (Nespoulous, 1987; 
Miceli, this volume, Chapter 1, 1-19). Much more limited in scope, our 
proposal seeks only a better understanding of cross-linguistic variability 
within agrammatic behavior. In our view, this single issue is of great im
portance because, as was previously stated, agrammatism must refer to 
some universal entity. 

One of the main difficulties when trying to conceive of such a universal 
entity is that the manifest linguistic symptomatology of agrammatism seems 
neither unitary nor truly homogeneous across languages. In effect, some 
symptoms apparently differ so much from one language to another that 
we have not yet obtained a consensus on the kind of inferred grammatical 
impairment these somewhat heterogeneous signs hypothetically reflect. 
The global agrammatic symptoms noted below, as a broad observational 
basis of empirical facts, satisfies our present purpose, which is to discuss 
the possibility of viewing this semiological set as the reflection of a linguis
tic or grammatical disturbance per se. 

1. Use of simplified sentence-level units 
2. Omissions and/or substitution errors in the use of the free grammatical 

morphemes 
3. Omissions and/or substitution errors in the use of bound grammatical 

morphemes 

First, it has long been recognized that the semiology of agrammatism 
reveals difficulties of a greater or lesser importance in combining sentential 
elements. Even most simple Noun + Verb sequences are reported by many 
authors to be difficult to produce in severely affected patients. In mild to 
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moderate cases, some true sentence-level units are indeed displayed, al
though rarely otherwise than as syntactically independent single-clause 
sequences in either isolated or coordinated juxtaposition. The scarceness 
of clause-level embedded constructions has always been noted in agram
matism and is evidenced across languages. 

Second, agrammatic discourse exhibits smaller phrase-level disturb
ances, which is also an amply documented phenomenon across languages. 
Expected -free morphemes such as determinants, auxiliaries, and preposi
tions are frequently lacking. Moreover, substitutions are well and widely 
attested to: They are present not only in experimentally constrained con
texts, where they often make up the sole grammatical error type to be 
found, but also in unconstrained spontaneous discourse. Substitution er
rors are important to keep in mind, notably because they challenge the 
syntactic deficit hypothesis of agrammatism, at least insofar as they testify 
to the preservation of syntactic structure, as these errors are within
category substitutions. 

Finally, word-level units are also affected because, on the surface, words 
frequently either appear stripped of expected bound morphemes or, alter
natively, are interspersed with improper ones. This situation, once again, 
is seen across languages. Note that this word-level problem has been dis
cussed mainly with respect to inflecting morphology, but similar word-level 
disturbances are also reported for compounding morphology in languages 
that have no inflectional systems whatsoever. (See Packard's chapter on 
Chinese agrammatism in Menn et al., in press.) 

In fact, what is difficult to capture across languages is the precise nature 
of the alleged grammatical trouble. In essence, this trouble seems some
times more related to syntax and at other times more related to mor
phology. In order to understand agrammatism as a universal entity, we 
suggest that the needed logical construct must include general principles 
through which the overall potential for agrammatic deviance is predeter
mined. In other words, one ought to seek theoretical notions that would 
range over both morphological and syntactic functions. Things being the 
way they are, it appears that current formal conceptions of grammatical 
theory cannot serve this purpose, and it remains true even though the 
specific properties of given particular grammars obviously constrain, and 
thus partially define, the agrammatic deviance potential for the pertaining 
languages. In our view, the major point is that actual theories of grammar, 
independent of their specific orientations toward phonology, morphology, 
or syntax, are meant to shed light on linguistic knowledge itself but not 
on why and how this knowledge is put to use in behavior. 

Because agrammatism is a deviant or a special performance pattern 
rather than a type of knowledge, and because phonological, morpho
logical, or syntacttic behaviors in themselves do not make much sense, one 
might then see all tentative descriptions and explanations of agrammatism, 
when presented in purely theoretical grammatical terms, as doomed to 
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failure on strict logical grounds. Moreover, at least two sorts of evidence 
argue strongly in favor of this assertion: (1) the accurateness of gram
maticality judgments elicited from so-called agrammatic subjects, as docu
mented by Linebarger et al. (1983); and (2) the fact that agrammatic 
symptoms show up with considerable unpredictability, i.e., always inter
mittently. The rationale is as follows: Given that the closed system of rules 
that largely constitute current linguistic theory permits only all-or-nothing 
hypotheses with respect to knowledge of grammar, i.e., with respect to 
competence, and given that the speech production of so-called agrammatic 
subjects involves typical problems with grammatical elements, logically 
the only inferrable linguistic explanations are hypotheses of competence 
loss(es) (Zurif and Caramazza, 1976). Thus, there is an obvious double 
paradox in postulating some loss of grammatical competence that, on the 
one hand, does not significantly reduce capacities for grammaticality judg
ments and, on the other hand, is concomitant with intermittently agram
matic performance. In this sense, grammatical theory, as it stands, does 
not seem to be an appropriate logical construct either to explain or to 
describe agrammatism, as it would not even meet the requireme'nts of 
observational adequacy. 

However, we believe that a way out of this uncomfortable situation can 
be found within a psycholinguistic theory that would contain and define 
a common denominator of grammars whose specified methods of combin
ing morphemes vary, although we agree that grammatical theory should 
continue to state that morpheme combination pertains to morphology for 
word-level representation and to syntax for phrase-level representation. 
Common conceptions of morphology and syntax, as separate structural 
components, may well be perfectly suitable for linguistic theory in itself, 
and issues of grammatical modularity are not called into question in this 
discussion. Nonetheless, the case could-and maybe should-be differ
ent with respect to psycholinguistic theory. Incidentally, we conceive of 
agrammatic discourse as an indication of the necessity for psycholinguistic 
theory to represent general formation processes in a unified fashion rather 
than through distinct types of morphological and syntactic rules. 

Almost from the time linguistics came into existence, authors have 
noted, on the one hand, that open-class morphemes convey referential 
meaning, whereas closed-class morphemes, whether bound or free, ex
press relational meaning. On the other hand, they have also noted that the 
way to express relational meaning varies within and across languages. For 
example, the bearing of the indirect object function by common noun 
phrases is indicated in English either by a syntactic preposition or by a 
particular word ordering, whereas it can be indicated only by such a pre
position in French or by a similar postposed particle in Japanese. In Polish, 
moreover, it is marked by case inflection on the noun as well as on the 
adjective, if there is one; conversely, in German it is signaled altogether by 
the lexical form of the determinant, if there is one, by case inflection on 
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the adjective, if there is one, and by suffixing -n to the noun, if it is plural. 
Looking back at the list of agrammatic symptoms, it appears that any dis
cursive sequence, characterized by the semantic merging of at least one 
referential meaning with at least one relational meaning, is likely to be 
deviant in agrammatism. Of course, we in no way wish to argue that agram
matism results from a semantic knowledge deficit because, as pointed out 
above, we think it has to do only with the dynamic use of knowledge. 

What we do suggest, however, is that the functioning of the processes 
responsible for the formation of such semantically complex surface units 
may occasionally be altered in aphasia, and that agrammatic behavior is 
due to these alterations. We suggest further that such alterations fall within 
the domain of short-term memory and attention. Moreover, the general 
formation processes in question would have to constitute a unified class at 
some level in psycho linguistic theory-if we want this theory to help in the 
understanding of agrammatic behavior, e.g. as a universal phenomenon. As 
for the description of what is going on in agrammatism, we trust that such 
a psycho linguistic framework can provide more appropriate notional tools 
to deal with cross-language variability, even if, obviously, much of it re
mains sketchy. 

Inasmuch as explanatory matters can be addressed here at all, it is clear 
that the theoretical position adopted in the foregoing implies that agram
matic behavior would not unveil a causative linguistic deficit per se but 
would, rather, result from special uses of grammatical knowledge in the 
psychological context of episodically limited short-term memory and atten
tional availability. The essential idea therefore is simply that agrammatism 
calls for a psycho linguistic model in which there would be at some point a 
single level for the processing of both word and phrase information, i.e., 
for the unified processing of what belongs to the distinct representational 
levels of morphology and syntax in grammatical theory. 

Acknowledgments. Special thanks to A. Caramazza and J. Bayer for com
ments on critical points of the original presentation and to R. Whalen for 
help with the written form. 
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11 
Principle of Sonority, Doublet 
Creation, and the Checkoff Monitor 

HUGH w. BUCKINGHAM JR. 

Syllable markedness as a means to characterize patterns observed in the 
production of phonological errors in aphasia is considered in this chapter. 
Specifically, the markedness theory incorporated here is the well known 
principle of sonority, and the error type in question is the often-observed 
"doublet creation." Consonantal doublet creation, where an exact replica 
of some target-word consonant is duplicated and is either added to the 
string (in the sense of epenthesis) or substitutes from some other already 
existing consonant in the target word, is discussed. A basic assumption 
here is that syllable markedness can form a knowledge base for language 
production mechanisms; or, put slightly differently, productive mechan
isms derived from psycho linguistic model construction should embody 
principles arrived at through linguistic inquiry. It is a sine qua non that 
linguistic theory must have an impact on the psychological constructs 
derived from performance domains. 

The productive mechanism at issue in this chapter is the "checkoff 
monitor," whose responsibility it is to mark as used (or delete-thus check 
off) phonological segments that have been taken from a short-term buffer 
and copied onto their respective productive syllable positions. As with 
many productive mechanisms for language, the checkoff monitor was pro
posed to account for certain types of slips-of-the-tongue observed in the 
misfiring of normal speakers. In typical fashion, the mechanism is subse
quently considered as part of the computational machinery for normal 
language production and accordingly may be considered as a component 
that mayor may not be disrupted as a consequence of brain damage. What 
is claimed in this chapter is that the checkoff monitor can be said to "know" 
or "be sensitive to" (pick your intentional predicate) the principles that 
deal with sonority and that the mechanism's operations are conditioned 
accordingly. 

The line of reasoning is as follows. Doublet creating errors arise through 
serial ordering derailments, where a segment is misordered and appears 
either earlier or again later in productive order. For there to be a doublet, 
the moved segment must also remain in its originating slot, or at least it 
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must not be checked off after being misordered. The next point is that not 
all serial ordering errors involve doublet creation, which is to say that often 
a moved segment is checked off from its site of origin. The question then 
becomes that of determining when we get doublets and when we do not. It 
is proposed here that the checkoff monitor is sensitive enough to sonority 
constraints to ensure that its operations fall in line accordingly, so that, if 
by checking off a moved segment a more marked sequence of segments 
would result, it refrains from its normal operation. It that case, the doublet 
has been created; in the other cases, there is no doublet. 

Sonority Principle (Hierarchy) of Syllable Structure 

There are several sources, or levels, at which one may look for linguistic 
justification for the principle of sonority. Clements (1988) demonstrated 
that this principle can be characterized at a deep phonological level, but at 
the same time its properties and characteristics are reflected in one way or 
another at surface phonetic levels as well as at the acoustic/perceptual 
level. At an underlying/abstract level, syllable structure is characterized 
from the left periphery to the vowel segment in terms of an increase in 
syllabicity, which has an articulatory counterpart in terms of vocal tract 
openness and an acoustic counterpart in terms of perceptual salience. 
Underlyingly, the sonority hierarchy is ordered from least to most sonorant 
in the following fashion: O(bstruent)-N(asal)-L(iquid)-G(1ide)
V(owel). The hierarchy is reversed from the vowel to the right periphery of 
the syllable. The unmarked syllable abides by this ordering. 

Clements (1988) demonstrated how certain phonological processes may 
give rise to more marked syllable types or sequences that contradict son
ority, but his claim was that in most cases the surface phonetic counter
examples reflect morphological or phonological processes rather than any 
necessary inconsistence in sonority in general, especially as characterized 
at the underlying level. Extrasyllabicity, late morphological affixation, 
glide formation, unitary treatment of geminates, and the like most often 
account for surface forms that might appear to contradict sonority. 

A major portion of sonority theory deals with the scalar relations among 
the segments. Most phoneticians and phonologists have characterized 
syllables in terms of increases in sonority from the left periphery to the 
vowel and from there a decrease in sonority up to the right periphery of the 
syllable. The first point to note is that there does not appear to be any 
interaction between the nature of the sonority increase from C to V and 
that from V to C. That is, we must separately consider sonority slopes in 
the first part of the syllable (C ... V) and in the second part of the syllable 
(V ... C). In Clements' (1988) view, these two units are referred to as 
"demisyllables," a term he credited to previous phoneticians. "Preferred" 
slopes of sonority variation are different for the initial and final demisyl-
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lables. The unmarked slope of initial demisyllables is steep, which is to say 
that the maximally preferred initial CV is obstruent -vowel. The unmarked 
slope of the final demisyllable is more gradual, the final consonant being 
more sonorous than the leftmost consonant of the initial demisyllable. In 
general, it can be said that the preference of human languages for discon
tinuity between vowels and consonants arises from demands of sonority, as 
fluctuation in sonority among segments enhances perceptual processing. 
The same may be said for adjacent consonants. Preferred sequences con
sist of two consonants that do not share the same place on the hierarchy or 
that are not contiguous on the scale. A sort of "attraction of opposites" 
(Donegan and Stampe, 1978) is inherent in the principle of sonority. 
Again, note that there are no absolutes here. Some languages allow initial 
Ipf-I clusters composed of segments that share the same spot on the son
ority hierarchy (both are obstruents). 

Distance on this scale can easily be quantified, 0 to V having a distance 
of 4, 0 to N a distance of 1, N to V a distance of 3, and so on. Some lan
guages reveal a strict constraint whereby no consonant cluster can consist 
of segments of a distance less than 3, for instance. Harris (1983) demon
strated that Spanish clusters require a minimum distance of 2. That is, in 
Spanish there are no initial clusters O-N or N-L; O-L clusters are accept
able. Obviously, then, a highly undesirable situation is one where two 
contiguous segments share the same location on the sonority scale, e.g., 
two nasals together, two liquids together, two vowels together. In fact, this 
constraint is part of the rationale underlying the treatment of geminates as 
single segments, sharing the root and supralaryngeal tiers as well as the 
place tier (Clements, 1988). Obviously, geminates are homorganic, but 
other nongeminate homorganic clusters do not share root and supralaryn
geal nodes and thus are not considered single units. Vowels, for the same 
reason, are rarely if ever found tautosyllabically contiguous. In many 
cases, high vowels next to other vowels undergo glide formation, and the 
unwanted situation thereby is avoided, V-V changing to G-V, or V-G. 

A "core" syllabification process according to Clements (1988) initially 
isolates the vocalic component and subsequently works to the left in order 
of decreasing sonority, assigning each consonant to the syllable of that 
vowel. The assignment stops once the next consonant in line is higher in 
sonority. This onset assignment process is computed simultaneously in 
polysyllabic words. In those cases where phonotactics outlaws a certain 
onset cluster that would otherwise be produced, the syllabification process 
is thereby altered. For example, the word padlock in English does not 
show an onset cluster of $dl- for the second syllable, although Idl is less 
sonorous than Ill. After onsets are assigned, the remaining consonants are 
assigned to coda positions. The syllabification algorithm thus predicts a 
more gradual sonority decrescendo for final demisyllables only when they 
are word-or phrase-internal. In any event, one of the consequences of the 
"core" syllabification process is the "law of syllable contact." This law 
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stipulates that a syllable contact sequence X$Y is more preferred where X 
is more sonorous than Y, which, as is stressed later, provides a reasonable 
explanation for the highly undesirable situation of adjacent rimes. 

Finally, sonority is tightly involved with the so-called phonotactic pat
terns of language, as demonstrated above in terms of different sonority 
distances for contiguous consonants. Specific language surface phonotactic 
patterns must be considered as in some way overriding general sonority in 
two ways. First, as demonstrated by such studies as that of Bell and Saka 
(1983), reversed sonority may be seen in consonant clusters (Hankamer 
and Aissen, 1974). Also, although sonority admits of the possibility of O-N 
clusters (i.e., the order is not reversed), many languages simply do not 
allow them; some do, however. This point is important in the study of 
phonemic paraphasia, as addition paraphasias never introduce a nasal after 
an obstruent in initial demisyllables of English, but an /1/ may be intro
duced in this fashion. Sonority does not explain this fact; specific English 
phonotactics does. In addition, some sonority scales split oral stops from 
fricatives, claiming that oral stops are less sonorant, which always leaves 
the problem of the initial S + oral stop clusters, as that would be a reversal. 
Some have argued that in these cases the /s/ should be considered "extra
syllabic" and thus outside the syllable. Those who simply place O(bstruent) 
on the scale claim that it would represent a sonority "plateau," with a 
strictly horizontal slope line (i.e., no increase or decrease in sonority). In 
any event, the plateau as well as the reversed sonority order are unwanted 
situations, and we would expect that any segmental ordering computa
tional mechanism would "know" enough to avoid the situation as much as 
possible. 

Scan Copier and the Checkoff Monitor 

A brief description of the scan copier and the checkoff monitor is in order. 
Shattuck-Hufnagel (1979,1983) proposed these mechanisms to account for 
various types of segmental slips-of-the-tongue; and Buckingham (1980, 
1983, 1985, 1986, 1987) interrelated these mechanisms and adapted them 
to the positional level of computation in the overall production model of 
Garrett (1975,1976,1980,1982, 1984, 1988). Essentially, the scan copier's 
responsibility is to scan the representative segmental structure of content 
words that have been placed in an operating buffer. The window size of the 
string of content words in the buffer is roughly the phrase, but because 
many sound errors span phrases (i.e., they cross the NP-VP boundary) it is 
not unreasonable to admit of a window size of up to a clause. The scan 
copier not only scans, it copies the segments onto separately formed pro
ductive order syllable templates. The scanner "knows" when it is copying 
onset consonants, vowels, and final consonants; and in fact the scanner 
appears to be able to look at syllable positions simultaneously. That is, the 
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scanner can look at several onset positions simultaneously, copying in 
order of syllable position. This situation looks to be the case, as most all 
ordering errors abide by the constraint that stipulates that onset conson
ants move to other onset slots, vowels move to vowel slots, and final 
consonants move to other final consonant slots. The only time this con
straint regularly breaks down is when the scanner is, for whatever reason, 
within a single syllable. Coda consonants often move to onset slots if those 
slots are tautosyllabic. After a segment is copied onto (or assigned to) its 
respective utterance order slot, the checkoff monitor deletes it from the 
buffer or somehow marks it as used and not to be copied again. The 
interactive activationists would claim that after the segment was activated 
and assigned its slot its activation level would return to zero. Garrett (1988) 
claimed that these accounts are compatible. In any event, the segment, 
once copied, must be eliminated from the buffer; otherwise some form of 
reiteration occurs. 

In sum, the copier and checkoff mechanisms work in tandem and are 
conceived as computational devices that manipulate symbols. In this case 
the symbols are phonological units, and those units are in their abstract 
forms because at this point in the production scheme their phonetic shapes 
have not been determined. The manipulations are those of copying and 
deleting, and the level at which these operations occur is the positional 
level in the Garrett model (Buckingham, 1986; Garrett, 1988). 

The doublet creating error arises when both mechanisms fail to operate 
normally. Shattuck-Hufnagel (1979) characterized slip-of-the-tongue con
straint No.6 as follows. 

Anticipatory and perseveratory errors often involve the "double use" of a target 
segment, once in its appropriate location and once as an intrusion. 

She subsequently offered an account of this situation in terms of her 
ordering mechanisms (1979) . 

. . . if both the scan copier and the checkoff device misfire on the same segment, so 
that a misselected segment also fails to be marked as used, then it is available to be 
copied again and can appear twice. 

Here, then, is the essential description of the genesis of the doublet. Note, 
however, that no explaination is provided. 

Doublet Creating Errors (Pair Creation) 

Doublets may be created by misscanning segments to either the left (anti
cipation) or the right (perseveration). The segment that is misordered may 
be added to an unfilled slot in the word, or it may actually substitute for 
some item. The addition type of doublet adds a segment to the original 
word, whereas the substitutive doublet creating error does not result in 
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an increase in the number of segments in the word involved. Figure 3.3 
in Nespoulous, Joanette, Ska, Caplan, and Lecours (1987) listed clear 
examples of prepositioning phonemic errors with and without substitution 
and with and without pair creation. There is a four-way distinction shown. 

1. Scan error with doublet creation (additive) 
avikyltreR 

kavikyltreR 
2. Scan error with doublet creation (substitutive) 

avikyltreR 
akikyltreR 

3. Scan error without doublet creation (additive) 
avikylt reR 

I avikytreR 
4. Scan error without doublet creation (Substitutive) 

avikylt reR 
al ikytreR 

For the doublet creating errors of (1) and (2) the consonants move from 
onset position to onset position. In each case they move from a phonetic 
environment of V$_ V. The nondoublet creating errors involve the move
ment of coda consonants to onset positions (thus breaking the above
mentioned syllable position constraint). In each case the moved segments 
stem from a phonetic environment of V _$C. Note that the doublet error 
in both cases involves the misordering of an intervocalic consonant. This 
situation was not the case with the non doublet creating error. 

Recall the syllable contact law. A V$V is marked because vowels share 
equal status on the sonority scale. The V$C is preferred because the V is 
more sonorous than the consonant. Just how much sonority difference 
needs to obtain does not seem to matter much, so long as there is some. 
V$t is sharper in sonority difference, but 1$t would abide by the constraint 
as well. 

Buckingham (1987) presented a brief analysis of the doublet creations 
found in the phonemic paraphasias reported in Lecours and Lhermitte's 
(1969) influential paper on paraphasia. In that analysis it was noted that 
the significant majority of doublets involved the misordering of intervocalic 
consonants. Let us take an in-depth look at two of those errors. 

5. a b :) min a b I (target word) 

a~ inabl 

~: bl am:)n1la 
I 

am:) n i A a b I (error) 
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In the descriptive analysis of Lecours and Lhermitte (1969), they represent 
complex transformations. However, the descriptive system used in their 
article is not followed here. The general analyses are equivalent in any 
event. In (5), Iml is misscanned and substitutes for Ibl, leaving the V-V 
position. The Inl, however, is misscanned and fills the V_V left by Im/. 
The Inl leaves an intervocalic position as well; but, interestingly enough, it 
remains in its original slot, and so the doublet involves the In/. 

6. d e k a I g r 5 (target word) 

~ 
k e a I g r 5 

I 

k 
-I' 

alg l 5 e r 

at\.~ k e r 

k e r adglr5 (error) 

Here Ikl is misscanned and substitutes for the initial Idl, leaving an inter
vocalic position. The Irl is misscanned and comes to fill that intervocalic 
position, Irl originating in an intervocalic slot itself. However, Irl remains 
in its place of origin, and therefore the doublet in this error involves the Ir/. 
Interestingly, the original Idl of the target moves into the intervocalic slot 
of the 11/, and 11/ moves around the schwa. Admittedly, there is more 
complication with this error, as the misordering of the 11/ results in a 
sequence of two liquids (i.e., a sonority plateau). Let us now explore the 
important generalization that doublets involve intervocalic consonants in a 
significant number of cases. 

It should be clear to the reader that two contiguous vowels represent a 
marked transsyllabic sonority plateau V$V -one where the segment to the 
left of the boundary is not of greater sonority than the segment to the right 
and is thus marked according to the syllable contact law. There seems to 
be something complex about the situation of adjacent rimes occurring in 
sequence with nothing to break the sequence. There would be little if any 
discontinuity on the acoustic spectrum. It is these cases where the checkoff 
monitor would fail to check off a moved segment. So, in a sense, the 
normal operation of this mechanism is blocked in those cases where, if it 
were to operate, a highly marked sequence would result. 

Look back at examples (1) to (4). In both examples of pair creation, the 
segment involved was in the intervocalic position in the target word, i.e., 
in the li$_yl slot. In those errors where there were no doublets, the mis
ordered segment did not come from an intervocalic position, i.e., Iy_$t/. 

Supporting evidence comes from a study by Beland, Caplan, and Nes
poulous (unpublished). In an analysis that did not include ordering errors, 
Beland et al. nevertheless found that interesting things happen to adjacent 
rimes. In the errors, one of the two rimes may drop, or a consonantal 
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epenthetic error (addition paraphasia) may serve to break up the unwanted 
sequence of vowels. Even more importantly, Beland et al. stated that: 

Since vowel-vowel sequences are difficult for our subject, we would expect him not 
to create such sequences through deletion of intervocalic consonants. This is, in 
fact, confirmed in his performance since consonantal omissions are never observed 
when a consonantal segment stands between two vowels. 

The absence of intervocalic consonantal deletion paraphasias serves to 
support my point about the necessary involvement of intervocalic conson
ants in doublet creation errors; consequently it is consistent with my claim 
that the checkoff monitor does not erase from the buffer a misordered 
copy if that copy is of an original intervocalic consonant. These obser
vations are obviously two sides of the same coin. In doublet errors, inter
vocalic consonants remain (otherwise there would be no doublet); and in 
simple omission paraphasias, intervocalic consonants are rarely if ever 
deleted. The sonority principle is at work in both situations. Note further 
that Beland et al. went on to say that: 

For instance, a word such as labitl will never surface as * laitl by consonantal 
omission of the Ib/. 

For the same reason, the form labitl would be a perfect candidate for a 
doublet creating error Ibabit/. Thus the interlocking constraints concerning 
omission paraphasias and doublet creating errors become crystal clear. 

However, it is not known yet just what component serves as the source 
of pure omission errors in phonemic paraphasia. Scan copiers do only that: 
They scan and copy. It is the checkoff monitor that erases, or otherwise 
eliminates, segments from the buffer. Shattuck-Hufnagel postulated an 
additional mechanism that she called an "error monitor" to check for sus
picious pairs or triples in the representative form. Sometimes, however, 
when an underlying word actually has two or three occurrences of some 
segment, the error monitor erroneously deletes one. 

In slips-of-the-tongue [and in masking errors in spelling (Ellis, 1982)] 
omissions most often occur in words that have more than one occurrence 
of the omitted item. It is not clear if this is the case in omission errors in 
aphasia. From the Beland et al. study, it does not appear to be the case, 
which is why there is some question as to just which mechanism is doing 
the deleting in purely paradigmatic omission errors. Nevertheless, what
ever it is, it is abiding by the principle of s0l!0rity. 

There is another intriguing question that remains. Note in example (5) 
above, for instance, that the Iml moved from its intervocalic position and 
was indeed checked off, as the doublet did not involve the Im/. That left 
the intervocalic position open, thus throwing together two vowels. In that 
case, however, the following intervocalic Inl was misscanned and took over 
that slot, thereby avoiding the marked case for sonority. It was the Inl in 
this case that was not checked off from its original site, and thus it was the 
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doublet. Why in some cases the misscanned intervocalic consonant is 
checked off [another consonant most likely filling its place, such as the Irl 
in example (6)] and in other cases it is not checked off remains a puzzle. 

Other Interlocking Principles and Operations 

Although the mechanism treated in this chapter is the checkoff monitor as 
it relates to the principle of sonority, other mechanisms and principles 
interact as well. Examples, obviously, are the scan copier already men
tioned as an integral component in doublet formation and the CV core 
syllable typology discussed at length by Clements and Keyser (1983) and 
Clements (1988). First, it was mentioned at the outset of the chapter that 
for initial demisyllables the preferred sonority rise is abrupt, and so the C 
would be an obstruent in the least marked case. We might, therefore, look 
to see if a misscanning error would improve the sonority situation. Where 
one obstruent moves to an onset position and substitutes for yet another 
obstruent, no change in markedness occurs. However, with the doublet 
error of lelephone for telephone (Buckingham, 1987), a more marked CV 
sequence in terms of sonority is set up. 

When a target word has an initial vowel, e.g., the French word avikyl
toer, any movement of an internal consonant to the unfilled onset C slot 
would lead to a less marked situation in terms of CV typology. Inciden
tally, this point ties in with sonority because an initial demisyllable of a V 
has no rise at all in sonority. Adding practically any consonant would 
improve the situation, especially an obstruent. 

We noted above that intervocalic consonants rarely, if ever, undergo 
deletion in paraphasia. On the other hand, consonants are deleted from 
consonant clusters, but one interesting observation has been made (Gar
rett, 1988). In onset consonant clusters, it is the second of the consonants 
that is most often deleted. Given the fact that he second of two consonants 
in initial demisyllables is almost always more sonorous than the first, its 
deletion sets up a more preferred sequence, as the sonority rise is more 
abrupt. Unfortunately, it appears only to be a tendency, albeit an import
ant one. For instance, Beland and Nespoulous (1985) observed cases 
where the reverse took place in initial demisyllables. In that study, they 
noted cluster simplification errors such as bR;) S ~ R;) S. However, they 
also noted cluster simplification errors such as g;) If ~ g;) I, where a more 
gradual sonority decline in the final demisyllable is borne out. It would not 
have been the case had the III been deleted. That is, sonority principles 
account for the error g;) I, but they are contradicted with the omission of 
the obstruent in the initial demisyllable. Beland and Nespoulous's (1985) 
point was that deletion at syllable peripheries is conditioned by the fact 
that the peripheral slots are in "weak" positions and therefore tend to 
drop. This hypothesis interlocks with the sonority theory only with respect 
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to final, word- or phrase-internal demisyllables. The principle of sonority 
would predict far more cluster simplification errors such as g:> If ~ g:> I 
than bR:>S ~ R :>S. As far as I know, however, this point has not been 
quantified. 

Blumstein (1978) observed that many addition paraphasias follow the 
principle of sonority. In her corpus, 22% of addition errors involved the 
addition of a liquid or a semivowel to the right of an initial stop or con
tinuant. Obviously, if one is to add some consonant to a singleton to form 
a cluster, it is expected that the dictates of sonority would be followed. In 
fact, it is precisely what Blumstein found. The epenthesized /ll's and Irl's 
were always to the right of the less sonorous consonants. To this point, 
however, must be added three comments. 

First, is it the undesirability of reversed sonority order that is condi
tioning the addition errors, or is it the dictate that sonority slopes must rise 
in initial demisyllables? These points are perhaps two sides of the same 
coin, but some languages do in fact permit bizarre reversals, such as Pashto 
/lm-/, /wl-/, and /wr-/ (Bell and Saka, 1983). It would be interesting to look 
at paraphasias and slips-of-the-tongue in those kinds of language to verify 
this point. 

Second, note that although initial demisyllable sequences of O(bstruent) 
-N(asal) are perfectly acceptable in sonority theory, no addition para
phasia of an English-speaking aphasic would involve a change in box to 
bnox. In this case, one would need to go slightly beyond the general 
guidelines of sonority and consider language-specific phonotactic patterns, 
which in English rule out initial obstruent/nasal clusters. 

The third point is that in the analysis of addition paraphasias it is im
portant to indicate whether the additional segment comes from the sur
rounding environment or has no source. We have seen above that many 
misordered segments are additive in their new positions not substitutive. 
The no-source addition is puzzling, as we do not know where it comes from 
or what kind of mechanism produces it. The same puzzle holds for the 
no-source substitution (Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1979). Lecours and Caplan 
(1975), in their review of Blumstein (1973), pointed out that although 
Blumstein had a category for environmental errors (ordering errors) she 
did not make the source/no source distinction when analyzing the addition 
errors. That is, some of the addition errors could have been contextual 
misorderings. When we can be sure that addition paraphasias come from 
misfires of the scan copier, we can attribute knowledge of the sonority to 
that mechanism. Suffice it to say that, when analyzing phonemic para
phasias in terms of the computational mechanisms that may be involved, 
one is puzzled over the no-source errors because they do not appear in the 
buffer to be manipulated. (See Beland et aI., unpublished, and Chapter 14 
in this volume for further comments on these issues.) 

Finally, it is often the case that the vowel skeleton of a word remains 
intact, with the consonants apparently looser and moving around those 
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vowels in various ways. Word-initial consonants are looser yet (Shattuck
Hufnagel, 1987). Note that the vowel array in the paraphasias (1) to (6) 
remain virtually undisrupted (Buckingham, 1987). This primacy (or fixed
ness) or the [+syllabic] segment of words may, at least theoretically, be in 
some way related to Clements' (1988) cyclically organized formulation of 
syllable sonority mentioned above. In his scheme, the ordered procedures 
are realized on segment strings to build syllables. Importantly, the first 
operation searches for [+syllabic] segments and introduces the syllable 
node over them. Subsequent operations depend on the setting of the 
vowels. Clements (1988) claimed that: 

This step presupposes that syllabic segments are already present in the representa
tion at this point, whether created by rule or underlying. 

In this way the primacy of the vowel is established, with all other opera
tions unfolding around them. As outlined above, the second operation in 
the cycle adds segments to the left that have successively lower sonorance. 
The third operation does the same for the final demisyllable on the right. 
The point here is that if productive ordering is at all related to this "core 
syllabification principle" vowels would ipso facto be more resistant to dis
tortion or misordering. Perhaps there is some sort of harder cast to the 
vocalic slots in their utterance-order syllabic templates onto which under
lying vowels are copied. In any event, there seems to be something in the 
nature of the vowel that renders it less liable to alteration in either slips-of
the-tongue or in paraphasia. 

Conclusion 

Admittedly, emphasis in this chapter has been limited in most part to 
adjacent rimes, where the sonority plateau involves two vowels and the 
syllable contact law is thereby disobeyed. Needless to say, the principle 
of sonority involves far more than this environment; but where doublet 
creation is concerned, it certainly seems to be the case that intervocalic 
consonants at once shift position and remain in their original context. It is 
the job of the checkoff monitor to ensure that segments are eliminated 
from the buffer after they have been copied onto their respective utterance 
order slots. When this erasure would result in two vowels falling together, 
however, the mechanism refrains from its normal operation, and a doublet 
is accordingly created. Therefore in a real sense, the checkoff monitor can 
be said to operate, at least in part, under the principle of sonority. 
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12 
Phonological Paraphasias Versus 
Slips of the Tongue in German and 
Italian 

WOLFGANG u. DRESSLER, LIVIA TONELLI, and EMANUELA MAGNO 

CALDOGNETIO 

Whereas cross-linguistic work on aphasia has been well established, speech 
error research has been mostly carried out within single languages (except 
Berg, 1987, 1988). Following Dressler's (1982) first outline of similarities 
and differences between speech errors and phonological paraphasias in 
several languages, we started a respective Italian-Austrian project 
(Dressler, Magno Caldognetto, and Tonelli, 1986; Dressler, Tonelli, and 
Magno Caldognetto, 1987). 

Our main aims have so far been as follows. 

1. To improve on, and decide between, alternative classifications and 
classificatory subdivisions of phonological slips of the tongue 

2. To establish quantitative and qualitative differences between slips and 
paraphasias in view of their importance for production models, phono
logical and neurolinguistic theory, and aphasia therapy (e.g., for differ
entiating mild aphasia and normal speech errors at the end of therapies) 

3. To distinguish presumably universal versus system-specific disturbances 
in regard to the great differences between the phonological systems of 
Italian and German 

The phonological model used is the framework of natural phonology 
as founded by Stampe (1969), elaborated by Dressler (1984, 1985), and 
applied to the phonological study of aphasia by Dressler (1974, 1982), 
Wurzel and Bottcher (1979), and Kilani-Schoch (1982). 

The German speech error data are the Austrian ones of Meringer (1908) 
and Meringer and Mayer (1895); the more than 500 Italian lapsus have 
been collected in Padua since 1982. The German aphasia data were 
selected by chance from four Wernicke's, six Broca's, and seven global 
Viennese aphasics (investigated in a project studying 80 aphasics by Heinz 
and Jacqueline Stark, and Dressler; see Dressler and Stark, 1988). The 
Italian aphasic data are those of 10 Wernicke and 5 Broca patients studied 
at the Clinica Neurologica di Padova by F. Denes. In this study we are not 
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concerned with differences between types of aphasia but with differences 
between phonological paraphasias and slips of the tongue. 

Simplifications Versus Complications 

To compare phonological "simplifications" and "complications" in slips 
and paraphasias, we started with the assumption (as argued in our previous 
publications) that phonological paraphasias consist of two main types. 

1. Processes that are also typical for slips of the tongue 
a. Anticipations, e.g., it andato (gone) ~ antato 
b. Perseverations, e.g., si gira (one turns) ~ si sira 
c. Metatheses, e.g., politici (politicians) ~ policiti 

2. Phonological substitutions identifiable with universal natural phono
logical processes as postulated in natural phonology (see also "marked
ness effects" in Nespoulous, Joanette, Beland, Caplan, and Roch 
Lecours, 1984). 
a. Lenitions, e.g., chiuderlo (to close it) ~ chiuzerlo 
b. Simplifications of syllable structure via consonant cluster reductions 

(or syllable final consonant deletion) or vowel insertions into con
sonant clusters, e.g., G. Zebra ['tse:bra] ~ ['tse:bara] or ['tse:ba] 

Wurzel and Bottcher (1979) argued that paraphasias tend to simplify syl-
lable structure in the direction of the optimal syllable, which consists of 
one consonant and one vowel. Examples are the above-mentioned para
phasias of the German word for zebra. However, these investigators did 
not allow for complications such as in the following. 

G. Geist ['gaest] (ghost) ~ [sgaest] 
It. passava (passed by) ~ paspava 

However, our material-like that of many others (Blumstein, 1973)
shows that both simplification and complication of syllable structure occurs 
in phonological paraphasias. They are not evenly distributed, however. 
First, as predicted by the model of natural phonology for languages at 
large, complications concentrate in strong prosodic positions, such as 
word-initially as in the above-mentioned paraphasia [sgaest]; and simpli
fications concentrate in weak prosodic positions, such as unstressed word
internal or word-final syllables. Second, and more important for our topic, 
there are interesting quantitative differences both within paraphasias and 
·between paraphasias and slips, as shown in the following distributions, 
first within a balanced sample from our Viennese patients (Table 12.1). 

Table 12.2 shows, in round figures, that the relations between simplifica
tions and complications in slips and paraphasias strongly diverge. Although 
the differences are less marked in Italian than in German (maybe because 
syllable structure is simpler in Italian than in German) the preponderance 
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TABLE 12.1. Simplifications/complications in 
Viennese paraphasias. 
Parameter 

Simplifications 
Complications 

Wernicke 

9 
7 

Broca 

56 
26 

TABLE 12.2. Simplifications versus 
complications in paraphasias/slips 

Global 

19 
9 

Study Paraphasias Slips 

German (Vienna) 
Italian (Padua) 

2:1 
1:1 

1:5 
1:3 

of complications in slips of the tongue is striking in both languages (similar 
results in Berg, 1988). 

Discussion 

Most phonological slips can be seen as phonological blends (in a broad 
sense). In terms of Baars' (1980) "competing plans hypothesis" (Stern
berger, 1985) two wordo shapes with similar degrees of activation may 
compete for being produced in the same slot, a hypothesis compatible with 
many models of parallel processing. If neither of the two competitors wins 
out completely, one probable outcome is a blend of the two competitors 
(or sources of the error) in the form of either a contamination (blend in its 
narrow sense) or an anticipation or perseveration. 

Fare una frase (to make a sentence) [Italian] 
~ frare una frase (additive anticipation) or 
~ fare una fase (subtractive perseveration) 

If we compare such additive and subtractive outputs, both sources/com
petitors (viz. "fare" and "frase") leave behind clear traces in the first, 
additive output, whereas the traces of the second source in the second, 
subtractive output are less clear. This tendency of two competitors to add 
rather than to subtract their traces in the erroneous output becomes most 
evident in contaminations where words such as 'smoke" and "fog" typically 
result in "smog" (four phonemes) rather than "foke" (three phonemes) 
(Dressler, 1976). The same argumentation can explain why additive errors 
outweigh subtractive ones in slips of the tongue in general. 

It is generally acknowledged that slips involve consonants more often 
than vowels, and that vowels are rarely added or subtracted because 
it would change the rhythmical pattern of the target word. Therefore 
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phoneme additions usually are consonant additions in the form of syllable 
structure complication, which explains the preponderance of complications 
over simplifications shown earlier in the chapter. 

Because phonological paraphasias contain many errors that are explain
able in terms of the same mechanisms as nonpathological slips of the 
tongue, there must be instances of complications in paraphasias as well. As 
we have claimed above, however, there are among paraphasias universal 
process type substitutions (Kilani-Schoch, 1982) where simplifications out
weigh complications, as proposed by Stampe (1969), Dressler (1974), and 
Wurzel and Bottcher (1979). 

Phonological Repair 

When normal speakers become aware of their own phonological slips, they 
correct them immediately, and these corrections are usually immediately 
successful. It is rather rare that a further correction becomes necessary 
(Fromkin, 1973; Levelt, 1983; Meringer and Mayer, 1985). Aphasic repair, 
however, often involves successive approximations. In our opinion, quan
titative analyses of such repair sequences of phonological approximations 
(Joanette, Keller, and Roch Lecours, 1980) are adequate only if the para
phasia that initiates the sequence is adequately characterized. We there
fore propose the following hypotheses, which so far have proved to be 
successful in our ongoing research. 

1. Ceteris paribus, an aphasic is more likely to correct a phonological 
paraphasia the more severe and thus the more salient the paraphasia is, 
as the awareness of an error is likely to increase with its salience-and 
presumably the eagerness to correct it as well. ' 

2. Paraphasias that resemble typical normal slips of the tongue are less 
salient than others that do not, i.e., that are clearly of a pathological 
type (see above). 

3. The least salient among these paraphasias are those that consist of one 
substitution only. Such simple substitutions prevail in aphasia (Magno 
Caldognetto, Tonelli, and Luciani, 1986; SOderpalm, 1979). 

G. beruftich (professional) ~ beruftoch 

an error that the patient immediately and successfully corrected. 
4. More salient are paraphasias that involve multiple substitutions inde

pendent of each other (Dressler, 1982), as in 

G. tropft (drops) ~ Topf 

where the omissions (deletions) of the second phoneme Ir I and the final 
phoneme It I are independent of each other. 
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5. Most salient are phonological paraphasias that involve multiple inter
dependent substitutions, i.e., substitutions that cumulate in connection 
with each other so that they are more likely to be noticed. An example 
of the last type is as follows: 

It. sigaretta (cigaret) --,) [risa 'get:a] 

Here we can reconstruct the following two alternative error paths from 
the intended word to the erroneous output via two metatheses: 

/siga/ --,) [gisa] or /sigare/ --,) [rigase] 
[gisare] --,) [risage] [ rigase] --,) [risage] 

In both alternatives the two metatheses involved are interdependent, 
i.e., the second metathesis presupposes the first one (or the first meta
thesis "feeds" the second one). 

G. Mittwoch (wednesday) ['mItvOx] --,) [,fIdOx] 

The simplest error path is made up by the two interdependent sub
stitutions: 

replacive anticipation /mItvOx/ --,) ['vItOx] 
voicing metathesis [vItOx] --,) [,fIdOx] 

An alternative but longer error path would be as follows: 

assimilation /mItvOx/ --,) [,mItfOx] 
replacive anticipation ['mItfOx] --,) [,fItOx] 
intervocalic voicing [,fItOx] --,) [,fIdOx] 

Of course, still more complicated error paths may be proposed, but in 
any case the substitutions assumed cannot be enacted independently of 
each other. 

Our hypotheses predict that paraphasias that involve multiple interde
pendent substitutions are more often corrected than those that involve 
multiple independent or simple substitutions only. This theory holds for 
the data in Table 12.3, although the trends are not statistically significant. 

TABLE 12.3. Repair of multiple substitution paraphasias. 
Condition Independent (No.) Interdependent (No.) 

Viennese substitutions 
Corrected 38 47 
Not corrected 23 15 

Paduan substitutions 
Corrected 15 12 
Not corrected 71 31 
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Discussion 

Even when we are able to corroborate our predictions with statistically 
significant results, we must concede that our analysis of repairs presup
poses the assumption of substitutions that correspond either to processes 
of slips (e.g., anticipations) or to universal natural phonological processes. 
There is independent evidence that the substitutions assumed by us are not 
mere artifacts of our analysis, as aphasics often seem to rely on such 
substitutions during repair. A successful strategy of successive phonolo
gical approximations (repair) consists in, for example, reenacting back
ward the phonological substitutions assumed by our reconstructive analysis 
of error paths from intended source to erroneous output. 

We assumed (above) the two substitution processes of Irl deletion and It I 
deletion in the error path: 

G. tropft (drops) ~ Topf (pot) 

The Wernicke patient, in his successive approximations, exhibited the 
following: 

einen Top£. .. einen Topft ... na, tropft (a (acc.) pot. .. a) 
(pot-t. .. no, drops) 

He thus seemed to roll back or reenact backward the two deletion substi
tutions, one after the other. 

Summary 

In this overview we briefly discussed two aspects of an ongoing project of 
contrasting (1) speech errors (lapsus, slips ofthe tongue) and phonological 
paraphasias in general and (2) in German versus Italian in particular. The 
first aspect was the different distribution of simplification and complication 
of syllable structure in slips and paraphasias. The second concerned pheno
mena of repair (successive approximations) and the likelihood of their 
occurrence. 
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13 
Syllable Structure in Wernicke's 
Aphasia 

HEINZ KARL STARK and JACQUELINE A. STARK 

Analysis of speech production of Wernicke's aphasics confronts one, at 
first glance, with nearly unsolvable problems on all linguistic levels of 
analysis. Linguistic theory is thus greatly challenged when accounting for 
the symptomatology of Wernicke's aphasics. We believe that linguistic 
theory can help explain one of the most interesting and puzzling pheno
mena in aphasic symptomatology, i.e., neologistic jargon. In the present 
study we analyzed the performance of two aphasics who produce phonemic 
jargon on a repetition and a naming task. The aim of this investigation 
was to elucidate the interactions between prosodic and morphosyntactic 
structures of neologisms and paraphasias within the framework of metrical 
phonology. In particular, we addressed the following questions: (1) Is 
there a hierarchy of impairment for the various constituents of syllable 
structure? (2) In what ways do the various levels/components interact on 
the prosodic and morphosyntactic hierarchy? 

In phonemic jargon, stress and intonation patterns are considered to be 
relatively unimpaired, as is the proper application of phonemic sequence 
structure rules or phonotactics (Dressler, 1985). Among stretches of 
speech composed of either semantic or phonemic jargon, i.e., neologisms, 
jargon aphasics produce comprehensible words. Most impaired in these 
aphasics is the selection of the proper target phonemes of major lexical 
items. Intonation contours and stress patterns are also relatively intact 
(Butterworth, 1985; but see Cooper and Zurif, 1983; Danly, Cooper, 
and Shapiro, 1983). Additionally, affixes or endings of words have been 
demonstrated to be better preserved (Blumstein, 1973; Buckingham and 
Kertesz, 1976). Thus even in passages of jargon, certain structures are 
relatively preserved, e.g., syllable structures, stress or rhythmic patterns or 
relative prominence relations (strong/weak) between the syllables in 
phonological neologisms, and the metrical foot structure of the target 
word. Several rules are also correctly applied, including language-specific 
sequence structure rules or phonotactic rules. 

Consider the following neologism "Schnafenarber ['Snaf;;m"arbeu] for 
"Flasche+n+6ffn+er" (bottle opener) taken from a repetition task (pa-

213 
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FIGURE 13.1. Example of a neologism produced by patient J.E. 

tient J.E.). In this example (Fig. 13.1), the phonological neologism is not 
severely impaired on the underlying representational (UR) level, where 
segments are represented by categorical or underspecified feature matrices. 
However, it is severely impaired on the lexical representational (LR) level 
and on the superficial representational (SR) level, where the minimal fea
ture specification of consonants and vowels takes place. The syllable struc
ture of this neologism matches that of the target item. The foot structure 
is also intact, although the prominence relations on the foot level are 
impaired. The most impaired structure is the morphosyntactic structure: 
The root morphemes of the target item are neologistic, although the affixes 
can be reconstructed with caution. If we consider the preserved and im
paired structures in the above neologism we can conclude that there are 
different cues available for the analyses of neologisms in reconstructing the 
target items in addition to the pragmatic context or grammatical category 
information (e.g ., affixes). 

Nonlinear Aphasia Studies 

In many of the studies on phonology in jargon aphasia, linear generative 
phonological theories based on sound patterns of English (Chomsky and 
Halle, 1968) or natural phonology (Dressler, 1985, 1988) have been ap
plied. Although some investigations cover the prosodic dimensions (e.g ., 
intonation, stress, duration, pitch) and the morphosyntactic structures, 
there is still a gap in integrating the different independent but interacting 
components in a representation model (van der Hulst and Smith, 1985). 
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We believe that this gap can be filled by applying nonlinear metrical 
phonology to the study of aphasia because this theory provides an elabor
ate system of representation of the levels and units that can be selectively/ 
simultaneously impaired in aphasics. The nonlinear phonological studies 
on aphasia-although they are fairly rare to date-support this claim 
(Beland, Caplan, and Nespoulous, in press; Dogil, 1985; Stark, Deutsch, 
Stark, and Wytek, 1988). 

Basic Theoretical Concepts of Metrical Phonology 

Because we analyze the data in terms of the syllable structure, we briefly 
describe how this structure is treated in metrical theory (Hayes, 1984; 
Selkirk, 1984). 

Prosodic Hierarchy 

The prosodic hierarchy represents a modified tree structure of the phono
logical word as the highest node in the tree, which consists of metrical feet, 
syllables, or both. A metrical foot consists of at least two and at most three 
syllables. The metrical foot dominates the syllable. The syllable, as a basic 
language-processing unit for speech perception and production (Robin
son, 1977; Treiman, 1983; Troyer-Spoehr and Smith, 1973), has a consti
tuent structure that is considered to be hierarchical. It is composed of the 
onset and rhyme; the rhyme, in turn, is defined as the nucleus and coda of 
a syllable. If, for example, a phonological word has two feet (at least four 
syllables), the relative prominence of the syllables is labeled strong/weak 
(s/w) or weak/strong (w/s). 

The nucleus is the only obligatory syllable constituent (Treiman, 1983). 
It always consists of at least one segment. The onset and the coda can have 
no segments or more than one segment. These syllable constituents are 
attached to the segment slots on the slot tier or skeleton tier. The slots are 
timing units in which the sound segments are to be inserted or, rather, 
connected because they are placed on the CV tier or melodic tier (Beland 
et al., in press; van der Hulst and Smith, 1985). As is the case with metrical 
feet, syllables also alternate in their stress relations or relative strength 
strong/weak or weak/strong. A tier for distinctive feature matrices can be 
attached to the CV tier, which in turn is associated with the skeleton tier 
(Hogg and McCully, 1987). 

M orphosyntactic Hierarchy 

The morpho syntactic hierarchy, connected to the slot tier, is independently 
attached to the segment slots. (Aspects of the metrical grid and foot 
structure are referred to only in the examples. These data will be reported 
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in a follow-up study.) Having laid out this background, we now turn to our 
repetition and naming experiment. 

Procedures 

Subjects 
Data from two Wernicke's aphasics are analyzed in this study.l Both 
patients produced phonemic jargon in spontaneous speech, naming, and 
repetition; and auditory comprehension was moderately impaired as 
assessed by a standardized aphasia examination. 

Patient 1 (J.E.) is a 70-year-old retired baker with 9 years of schooling. 
He suffered a cerebrovascular accident (CV A) 2 months prior to the testing 
reported here. Based on results from the Aachen Aphasia Test (AAT), his 
language impairment is best characterized as Wernicke's aphasia, with 
severe to moderate impairment. 

Patient 2 (O.R.) is a 57-year-old high school graduate who was a tour 
guide prior to his CV A. He was tested 6 months after onset for the present 
analyses. O.R. 's language impairment is also best described as a severely 
to moderately impaired Wernicke's aphasic (determined by the AAT). 

Extensive language testing was carried out on both patients, and the 
patients were found to be comparable in terms of their overall language 
impairment and lesion localization. Computed tomography revealed that 
both patients had a large lesion in the left temporal and parietal lobes. 

Methods 
Each patient was tested twice with a 3-week interval between testing 
sessions. The responses were tape recorded on a Uher 4200 Report Stereo 
recorder and transcribed in a narrow phonetic transcription (according 
to the International Phonetic Alphabet). The test items are listed in 
Appendix 1. The naming and repetition tasks were carried out separately. 
The number of items included in the analysis differed minimally for each 
patient (J.E. 176 items, O.R. 169 items). The first response was scored. 
The control subject's pronunciation from the repetition task was used as a 
baseline for the analysis. The data were analyzed according to the structure 
of the target item: one- to five-syllable words consisting of one to five 
morphemes. 

1 The data reported on here stem from an ongoing aphasia project financed by the 
Austrian Research Foundation (Fonds zur Foerderung der wissenschaftlichen 
Forschung) (W. Dressler, J. Stark, H. Stark). A control subject was also tested 
(H.S.) to allow a comparison of specific variables including pitch accent, main 
stress, rhythmic alternation, and stress clash. 
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Results 

When interpreting the results on the syllable constituent structure level, we 
referred in a rather abstract manner to its preterminal interface, the slot or 
skeleton tier, with which the syllable constituents are connected. Impair
ment of, or changes in, the syllable constituents refer to changes on the slot 
tier with reference to the target item. A change in the syllable constituent 
means that the number of segments is increased (branching) or decreased 
(debranching, deletion). An example of branching from O.R.'s repetition 
data is the target item "buch" "book." 
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An example of debranching from J .E.'s repetition data is the target item 
"stift" "pencil" or "crayon." 
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254 of the 345 items tested (73.6%) a syllable showed impairment on the 
syllable structure level. It must be stressed that, although the syllable 
structure was intact-in particular the number of elements of the syllable 
constituents-on the syllable structure level in 24.6% of the cases, the 
aphasic's production was not necessarily correct in terms of the phonolo
gical level. In more than 50% of the cases in which a correct syllable 
structure was produced, the patients' response was a neologism. The 
example given in Figure 13.1 exemplifies this point. The syllable structure 
of the target word "tlaschenoeffner" (bottle opener) was maintained; how
ever, the response produced by J.E. was a neologism. 

Regarding the question of whether any syllable constituent was impaired, 
a comparison of the items according to number of syllables revealed that in 
67 items (56.2%) of the 117 one-syllable words a syllable was impaired in 
some way in the syllable structure constituents, 85 items (70.2%) of the 
121 two-syllable words, 28 items (90.3%) of the 31 three-syllable words, 
and 54 items (96.4%) of the 56 four-syllable words; all of the 20 five
syllable words were impaired (Fig. 13.2). The rate of impairment is given 
in Table 13.1 for J.E. and O.R. according to the number of syllables of the 
target item (collapsed across syllable position). A syllable constituent was 
affected in 70.4% of the test items for J.E. (124 of 176) and in 76.9% (130 
of 169) for O.R. The error rate is highly correlated with the number of 
syllables (chi-square after Pearson, DF 4, P < .000 for each patient). Over
all, an increase in error rate is associated with an increase in number of 
syllables. 

TABLE 13.1. Overall error rate of syllable structure 
constituents for each patient according to number of 
s~llables of test items. 

Error rate (%)a 

No. of s~llables J.E. O.R. Mean 

One 54.2 60.3 56.2 
(n = 117) (32/59) (35/58) (671117) 
Two 63.5 77.6 70.2 
(n = 121) (40/63) (45/58) (85/121) 
Three 100.0 81.3 90.3 
(n= 31) (15/15) (13/16) (28/31) 
Four 93.0 100 96.4 
(n = 56) (27/29) (27/27) (54/56) 
Five 100 100 100 
(n = 20) (10/10) (10/10) (20/20) 
Mean rate 70.4 76.9 73.6 

(124/176) (130/169) (254/345) 

a The error rates for J.E. and O.R. differ highly signifi
cantly for all numbers of syllables (Pearson chi-square, 
DF 4, P < .000). 
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The syllable structure of one-syllable words was affected in 54.2% of the 
items in J.E.'s corpus and in 60.3% of the items in O.R.'s corpus. In 
contrast, not a single five-syllable item was correctly produced by either 
patient (10 of 10) . Although O .R. made more errors than J.E., the in
crease in overall error rate as a function of syllable number was true of 
both patients. We therefore present pooled data, noting only exceptions. 

Total Error Rate for Onset, Nucleus, or Coda 
The total number of errors for onset, nucleus, or coda are given in Table 
13.2 and Figure 13.3 according to the number of syllables and the syllable 
position (collapsed for both patients and tasks). The one-syllable words 
show a mean error rate of 24.5%, two-syllable words 31.5%, three-syllable 
words 44.4%, four-syllable words 49.8%, and five-syllable words 58.7%. 
For the two-syllable words there is an 8% increase in the mean percentage 
of total errors from the first syllable to the second syllable of these items. 
The mean error rate for the first syllable is minimally increased in com
parison with the one-syllable words (24.5% versus 27.6%). 

The three-syllable items also show a minimal increase across the three 
syllables. The error rate for each syllable is still greater than that for the 
same position in the two-syllable items (27.6% versus 41.9% and 35 .5% 
versus 44.0%). The mean error rate for the four-syllable words averaged 
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TABLE 13.2. Total number of errors (onset, nucleus, coda) on syllables according 
to number of s~lIables of test items and syllable position. 

Errors by syllable positiona 

No. of syllables 2 3 4 5 Mean rate Significance 

One 24.5 24.5 
(n = 117) (86) 

P < .05b 

Two 27.6 35.5 31.5 
(n = 121) (100) (129) 

p< .05 
Three 41.9 44.0 47.3 44.4 
(n = 31) (39) (41) (44) 

n.s. 
Four 50.6 44.7 57.7 46.3 49.8 
(n = 56) (85) (75) (97) (77) 

n.s. 
Five 26.7 43.3 61.7 85 .0 76.7 58.7 
(n =20) (16) (26) (37) (51) (46) 

Mean total 34.3 41.9 55 .6 65.6 76.7 

a Statistically significant differences for syllable position for one- to five-syllable words 
for position 1 (K-W: p < .000) and for position 4 for four- and five-syllable words (K-W: 
p < .000). 
b Two percentages were tested for significant differences. One-syllable words were compared 
with two-syllable words, etc. 
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across syllable positions shows a 5% increase over the three-syllable words 
and is double that of the one-syllable items. The error rate for the four
syllable positions reveals that the second and fourth syllables are less 
impaired than the first and third syllables. This pattern seems to correlate 
with the stress pattern of the items of this group, e.g., "tasch$e+n$+ 
lam$pe" (flashlight). The mean rate of total errors for onset, nucleus, or 
coda for the five-syllable words is 58.7%. There is a constant increase in 
number of errors from the first syllable to the fourth. The fifth syllable is 
less impaired than the fourth. 

The mean total errors according to syllable position increases in pro
portion to the position of the syllable in the two- to five-syllable words. 
The first syllable is impaired in 34.3%, the second syllable in 41. 9%, and 
the third in 55.6% of the items. Comparison of the first syllable position 
according to number of syllables of the items reveals an increase from one
to four-syllable words (24.5% ~ 27.6% ~ 41.9% ~ 50.6%). The first 
syllable position of the five-syllable words is an exception. We alluded to 
this situation previously. The differences between the first syllable position 
are statistically highly significant according to number of syllables of item 
(K-W, p < .0006). The second syllable position shows an increase from 
two- to three-syllable words but remains constant for the three- to five
syllable words. It is not statistically significant. 

The error rate for the third syllable position reveals a steady increase 
from three- (47.3%) to four- (57.7%) to five-syllable (61.7%) items. This 
increase according to number of syllables, however, is not significant. The 
highest increase in error rate is for the four-syllable words with reference 
to syllable position four. This highly significant difference (p < .0004) 
amounts to almost 40%. 

Summarizing Table 13.2 and Figure 13.3, the mean error rate for the 
one- to five-syllable items collapsed across syllable position and the mean 
total percentage of errors according to the first to fifth syllable position 
show a similar pattern: The greater the number of syllables of an item, the 
higher is the mean percentage of total errors. Moreover, the later a syllable 
is positioned in a two- to five-syllable word, the greater is the tendency for 
a syllable to be impaired. In both cases, the direction of the syllable struc
ture changes is the same. The longer the word, the higher is the percentage 
of total errors. Two exceptions have been noted. The first exception is the 
first syllable of the five-syllable items. Here we find an increase according 
to syllable position but not in terms of the first syllable position of five
syllable words in comparison to four-syllable words (four-syllable words 
50.6% versus 26.7% of the five-syllable words). We can account for this 
pattern in terms of stress patterns, i.e., weak versus strong syllables. 

The second exception noted is the alternation in the four-syllable words 
from more (50.6%) to less (44.7%) to more (57.7%) to less (46.3%) 
impaired. The example given in Figure 13.1 illustrates this point. This 
pattern goes in one direction, i.e., across the units of the four-syllable 
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word. It does not affect the increase in error rate from three-syllable to 
four-syllable words according to syllable position. (The decrease for syl
lable position two from four- to five-syllable items (44.7% to 43.7%) is 
marginal.) 

Simultaneous Impairment of the Onset, Nucleus, and 
Coda 
The error rates given in Table 13.2 and Figure 13.3 refer to all errors made 
on a particular syllable. In contrast, the simultaneous impairment of onset, 
nucleus, and coda represents a more severe error. Only three items of the 
117 one-syllable words-onset, nucleus, and coda-were simultaneously 
impaired (2.6%). In words of two or more syllables the stability of these 
three components decreases according to the number of syllables of the 
item. The mean error rate for one-syllable words is 2.6%, for two-syllable 
words 9.0%, for three-syllable words 21.5%, for four-syllable words 
31.3%, and for five-syllable words 43.0%. All three components are more 
impaired the later a syllable is positioned in a word: 12.2% rate of simulta
neous impairment for syllable one, 15.8% for syllable two, 34.6% for 
syllable three, 40.8% for syllable four, and 60% for syllable five. 

Simultaneous Impairment of the Nucleus and Coda 
The rhyme is considered to consist of the nucleus and coda of a syllable. 
The nucleus was shown to be the least impaired and the coda the most 
impaired syllable constituent. The error rate for simultaneous impairment 
of these constituents thus gives us the rate of impairment for the rhyme of a 
syllable. The mean error rate for simultaneous impairment of nucleus and 
coda collapsed across syllable position is 6.8% for one-syllable items (8 
of 117), 20.2% for two-syllable words, 30.1% for three-syllable words, 
37.5% for four-syllable words, and 51.0% for five-syllable words. With 
regard to syllable position: The later a syllable in an item is, the more the 
rhyme is impaired (18.8% for position one to 65% for syllable position 
five). The onset is more impaired than the rhyme (simultaneous impair
ment of nucleus and coda). 

Mean Error Rate for PatientJ.E. versus Patient O.R. 
In Table 13.2 and Figure 13.3 we collapsed the patient data for onset, 
nucleus, or coda because an increase in errors was observed for these 
syllable structures. Does the steady progression in error rate of the items of 
greater number of syllables hold up in comparisons of the two patients? In 
Table 13.1 and Figure 13.2, the results are given for each patient in terms 
of whether any syllable was affected. The types of errors made by the 
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TABLE 13.3. Mean error rate for onset, nucleus, and coda for 
J.E. versus O .R. according to number of syllables of test items 
(collapsed across syllable position). 

Error rate (% ) 

Onset Nucleus Coda 

No. of syllables J.E. O.R. J .E. O.R . J.E. O.R. 

One (n = 117) 25.4 15.5 18.6 5.2 30.5 51.7 
Two (n = 121) 30.2 28.5 27.0 25.9 31.8 46.6 
Three (N = 31) 48.9 39.6 37.8 27.1 60.0 54.2 
Four (n = 56) 42.3 63 .9 31.0 51.7 44.8 66.7 
Five (n = 20) 52.0 66.0 54 .0 56.0 56.0 68.0 

patients are not specified: Is it the case that the same error frequency holds 
for both patients for the onset, nucleus, and coda; or do they have a dif
ferent hierarchy of susceptibility with reference to the syllable structures? 
We addressed this question in Table 13.3 and Figure 13.4. The mean error 
rate for onset, nucleus, and coda errors are given (collapsed across syllable 
position) for J.E. and O .R. separately. 

The pattern of errors presented in Table 13.2 and Figure 13.3 also 
mirrors the patients' mean error rate (except for three-syllable words for 
J.E. and the coda for O .R. in two-syllable words). There is an increase in 
error rate for all three-syllable constituents: onset, nucleus, and coda in 
relation to the number of syllables of an item. This pattern is clearer in 
O.R. His mean error rate for onset increased from 15.5% for one-syllable 
words, to 28.5% for two-syllable words, to 39.6% for three-syllable words, 
to 63 .9% for four-syllable words, to 66.0% for five-syllable words. The 
nucleus also shows this progression, although the nucleus of the one
syllable words is much less impaired than the onset and coda. The nucleus 
is impaired in only 5.2% of the one-syllable words, whereas it is impaired 
in 25.9% of the two-syllable words, 27.1 % of the three-syllable words, 
51. 7% of the four-syllable words, and 56.0% of the five-syllable words. 
The coda is the most impaired syllable constituent structure for O .R . It is 
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FIGURE 13.4. Mean error rate for onset, nucleus , and coda (patients J.E. and O.R.) 
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impaired in 51.7% of the one-syllable items, 46.6% of the two-syllable 
items, 54.2% of the three-syllable items, 66.7% of the four-syllable items, 
and 68.0% of the five-syllable items. 

Patient J.E. displayed overall the same pattern of errors as O.R.; i.e., he 
showed an increase in error rate in relation to the number of syllables of 
the items. He also showed the same overall pattern, whereby the nucleus 
was least impaired followed by onset; the most impaired syllable structure 
is the coda. The error rates for J .E. for the syllable onset from one- to five
syllable words are 25.4% ~ 30.2% ~ 48.9% ~ 42.3% ~ 52.0%. J.E.'s 
mean error rate for the nucleus was initially higher than that of O.R. for 
the one-syllable words (18.6%), and it increased to 27.0% for the two
syllable words, to 37.8% for the three-syllable words, to 31.0% for the 
four-syllable words, to 54.0% for the five-syllable items. The coda was less 
impaired in J.E. than in O.R. except for the three-syllable words. It was 
impaired in 30.5% of the one-syllable words, 31.8% of the two-syllable 
words, 60.0% of the three-syllable words, 44.8% of the four-syllable 
words, and 56.0% of the five-syllable words. J.E.'s pattern of errors 
differed from the expected progression in that the three-syllable words 
were more impaired than the four- and sometimes the five-syllable words 
in terms of the syllable constituent structure. Words such as "schuhloeffel" 
(shoe horn) were more difficult for J.E. than four-syllable items such as 
"zwetschenknoedel" (plum dumplings). This finding is consistent for all 
syllable structure constituents. 

Syllable Deletion and Syllable Epenthesis 

The most severe case of distortion of the syllable constituent structure in 
reference to the target item is syllable deletion and syllable epenthesis. 
These errors are devastating because they not only change the syllable 
structure, they also affect the metrical grid, i.e., the metrical foot and the 
rhythmic pattern. Syllables were deleted in 28.9% of the items (66 of 228), 
which means that more than one-fourth of the syllables were deleted. 
Syllable deletion was statistically significantly more in items consisting of 
three or more syllables. One or more syllables were deleted in 50.0% of 
the four- and five-syllable words. Syllable epenthesis is found in only a 
few instances (19 of 345,5.5%). However, one-syllable items were even 
changed into two-syllable words. 

Influence of Morpheme Structure and Rhythmic Pattern 
on Syllable Constituent Structure Impairment 

In the previous sections, the rate of impairment of the syllable constituent 
structures was analyzed in terms of the number of syllables and the position 
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of a syllable in an item. The role of morphosemantic/morphosyntactic and 
rhythmical structure in the processing of syllable constituents was only 
indirectly alluded to at various points. However, when interpreting the 
data presented in Table 13.2, the influence of morpheme and rhythmical 
structure on the patients' performance becomes evident. 

The two-syllable nouns, for example, consist of two types of morpheme 
structure: (1) two syllables equal one morpheme, as in the item "spra$che" 
(language) and (2) two syllables equal two morphemes, e.g., the item 
"hand+schuh" (glove). The second type is a compound noun with a 
greater degree of morphosemantic transparency. The difference in mor
pheme structure (and rhythmic pattern) between the two groups of two
syllable items is an important one with relation to whether any error is 
made on the different two-syllable words: In 57.5% of the items with the 
morpheme structure 1 some error was made. In contrast, in 91.5% of the 
morpheme structure 2 items some error affecting the syllable structure 
was made. Although the percentage for group 1 is already high, the two
syllable items of the morpheme structure 2 have almost the same error rate 
as the most difficult morpheme structures (90.5%, 97.6%, 94.4%, and 
100.0% for the most complex morpheme structure). The cutoff point for 
correction production appears to be at the morpheme structure 2 level. 
Closer consideration of these examples reveals the following error pattern 
for the onset, nucleus, and coda of these two-syllable items. 

Onset 1 
Onset 2 
Nucleus 1 
Nucleus 2 
Coda 1 
Coda 2 

Morpheme structure 1 (%) 
18.9 
25.7 
14.9 
25.7 
31.1 
36.5 

Morpheme structure 2 (%) 
27.7 
53.2 
29.8 
42.6 
53.2 
40.4 

Although both item types have two syllables, more errors are made on 
the morpheme structure 2 items. In these examples, the two consecutive 
syllables are isomorphic. As such, they are semantically heavy in terms of 
information load. In the morpheme structure type 1, the second syllable is 
a weak one. The influence of factors other than the number of syllables is 
thus demonstrated by the differential susceptibility of the syllable structure 
units. 

In a further analysis we compared the same items with reference to 
impairment of metrical foot structure. In these terms the two-syllable 
groups differed highly significantly (chi-square, DF 2, p < .000; M-W 
p < .000): The first group (e.g., "sprache") showed impairment in 5.4% 
of the items (4 of 74) and the second group (e.g., "rindfleisch") in 37.1 % 
of the compound words (13 of 35). Therefore the number of syllables is 
not the only factor determining the rate of impairment of the metrical 
foot. The difference in structure of the two syllables is also reflected in 
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the syllable deletion rate. Syllables were deleted in 6.8% of the items in 
the first group and in 17.1% in the second group. 

With reference to the three-syllable items, their structure varied. In 
some examples, the first and second syllables are semantically and proso
dically heavy as in, for example, "spar$buech$se" (piggy bank) in contrast 
to the third syllable, which is unstressed. There are other three-syllable 
items with a semantically heavy third syllable, e.g., "re$gen$schirm" (um
brella) or "tasch$e+n$+tuch" (handkerchief). The difference in structure 
of the three-syllable items might be the reason for the evenly distributed 
error rate across the three syllables (41.9%, 44.0%, 47.3%, respectively). 
These three-syllable items were difficult for patient J .E. 

As mentioned previously, the error rate for the four syllable positions 
reveals that the second and fourth syllables are less impaired than the first 
and third syllable (Table 13.2 and Fig. 13.1). This pattern seems to corre
late with the stress pattern of the items of this group, e.g., "tasch$e+n$+ 
lam$pe" (flashlight). In the examples of this morpheme structure the first 
and third syllables are strong ones and are semantically heavy, and the 
second and fourth syllables are the weak ones [affixes, or (C)V structure]. 
The strong syllables bearing main stress and secondary stress display 
greater impairment in the coda than in syllables 2 and 4, which are both 
weak. 

With reference to the five-syllable words, the last syllable is an un
stressed, or weak, one in terms of its morphosemantic structure and its 
prosodic structure: -el, -er, -ung. The last syllable of these items is often 
deleted. The five-syllable group of items consists of words with varying 
stress patterns and semantic weight. The first syllable is also an unstressed, 
or weak, one in several of the test items, e.g., the unseparable prefix "be," 
in "belichtungsmesser" (exposure meter). In the examples with an un
stressed first syllable, the syllable structure of the first syllable is unim
paired, whereas in the five-syllable items in which the first syllable is 
stressed, e.g., "fleischpreissteigerung" (increase in meat price) or "sicher
heitsnadel" (safety pin), the first syllable is impaired. In Figure 13.5 we 
present the patients' production of the item "belichtungsmesser." The 
first unstressed syllable is intact, although there are other errors in these 
responses. 

In summary, particularly the two-, three-, and five-syllable word groups 
include items that show a confounding of the number of syllables, stress 
pattern, and morpheme structure. Comparison of the error rates shows 
that this confounding of various factors has an effect on the overall pro
cessing of a word item. 

Naming Versus Repetition 

No statistically significant differences were found for either patient between 
the naming and repetition tasks. In general, more errors were made on the 
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naming task than on the repetition task. More examples are necessary for 
the naming task to address the issue of task-specific differences, as 25% of 
the items are from naming, in contrast to 75% from repetition. 

Discussion 

With reference to the analysis of speech production of Wernicke's jargon 
aphasics within the framework of metrical phonology, we attempted to 
elucidate the following questions: In what way is the syllable constituent 
structure affected on the slot tier? Is it the case that (1) onset, nucleus, and 
coda are equally prone to impairment; or (2) onset and rhyme show the 
same error frequency? 

The results from our study support the claim that difficulties in pro
cessing increase in relation to the structure and number of syllables and 
that the later a syllable occurs in a word the greater the probability of 
its impairment and deletion. The results also show that the various con
stituents of a syllable differ in their susceptibility to error. The patterns 
are pretty regular for both patients. The nucleus is the most stable, i.e., 
least impaired, syllable constituent structure followed by the onset. The 
coda is the most impaired structure. The rhyme is less impaired than the 
onset. 

The distribution of errors illustrates that J.E. and O.R. were sensitive 
to structural variables even on the abstract level of syllable constituent 
structure: nucleus> onset> coda. Although their responses were often 
neologistic, their performance did not reflect "de novo organization" of 
unimpaired mechanisms with reference to the hierarchy of the syllable 
constituent structure. Thus our patients' performance confirms the as
sumption that the syllable is hierarchically organized. Moreover, the pa
tients' data reflect the hierarchy postulated in phonological theory (Lass, 
1985; Selkirk, 1984) and in the psycholinguistic literature (Treiman, 1983; 
Wijnen, 1988). 

Exceptions to a steady increase in rate of impairment according to the 
number of syllables of an item were mentioned. These differences can be 
interpreted with reference to different "strategies" used by the patients 
and with regard to other confounding variables, such as morpheme struc
ture and rhythmical pattern of the target items. These variables interact 
with the syllable constituent structure. 

With reference to possible differences in "strategy," J.E. and O.R. 
revealed differences in processing three-syllable words. J.E. was less suc
cessful than O.R. in producing these items. He appeared to have relied on 
rhythmical factors: Either he deleted one of the syllables, e.g., in "spar
biichse", "piggy bank" 
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or he inserted a syllable, e .g., the item "schuhloffel" , "shoe horn. " 
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In both cases he produced a neologism. In both instances the patient's 
response was more rhythmical. 

For the same item type , O.R. produced either three-syllable structures 
(mainly neologisms or phonological paraphasias) , e.g. , the item "schuh
loffel", "shoe horn." 
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The patients were not substantially different in their overall perform
ance . J .E. was more successful in the production of one- and two-syllable 
words than O.R.; that is, he made fewer errors on the syllable structure 
constituents (Tables 13.1 and 13.3; Figures 13.2 and 13.3). One- and 
two-syllable words (nouns) consisting of one or two morphemes were 
the easiest for both patients to produce. However, it made a difference 
whether the target item was a two-syllable one-morpheme noun or a 
two-syllable two-morpheme word. Not only did the complexity of the 
syllable structures playa decisive role in whether an error was made on an 
item, so did the higher degree of morphological and semantic information 
to be processed (Dressler, 1988; Dressler, Mayerthaler, Panagl, and 
Wurzel, 1987). Although the morphosemantic transparency of the two
syllable two-morpheme items is greater than in the two-syllable one
morpheme items, more errors were made on the former ones. From the 
present results , a higher degree of morphosemantic transparency did not 
make an item easier for J .E. and O.R. to process. 

With reference to the two-morpheme items, i.e., compound nouns, 
consisting of two syllables, the patients' difficulties in repetition are illu
strated in the following examples. O.R. repeated the word "reisfleisch" 
(rice and meat dish) as: 
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O.R. inserted two syllables and created a four-syllable neologism consist
ing of two trochaic feet (strong/weak). On the same item, J.E. also re
duced the complexity of the syllable structures, but his neologism consisted 
of two syllables: 

II 
(I '" '" 

r 
r 

xl 
~ ) 

In other examples he inserted one or two syllables: "fleischpreis" (meat 
price) ~ ['Slass,prels;:)]. 

The role of stress or rhythmic relative prominence must be taken into 
account when interpreting neologisms. They often display the same rhyth
mic pattern or parts of it as in the target. In repetition, it is important for 
items in which the first syllable bears main stress or in which the third 
syllable has main stress or second degree rhythmic prominence. In those 
cases rhythmic prominence does not result in fewer errors because these 
syllables are semantically heavy, i.e ., content- or information-bearing 
units. In contrast, the weak syllables were retained in complex items, 
e.g., in the repetition of five-syllable items such as "belichtungsmesser" 
(Fig. 13.5). 

In summary, although we focused our attention on the syllable consti
tuent structure in this study, the concepts of nonlinear metrical phonology 
(Hayes, 1984; Selkirk, 1984; van der Hulst and Smith, 1985) were useful in 
providing a more adequate description of the jargon aphasic's performance 
and in particular the interaction among the prosodic and morphosyntactic 
hierarchies as postulated in metrical phonology. 
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Appendix 1: List of Test Items for the Repetition and 
Naming Task 

Test items 

One-syllable words (n = 27) 
Buch (book) 
Bruch (breach, break) 
Dach(roof) 
Fass (barrel) 
Fest (festival, party) 
Fleisch (meat) 
Frass (feed, gluttony) 
Frist (deadline) 
Geld (money) 
Ring (ring) 
Rumpf (trunk, torso) 
Schach (chess) 
Schacht (shaft) 
Schlacht (battle) 
Schlich (by-way, secret way) 
Schloss (lock) 
Schuh (shoe) 
Schutt (rubble, refuse) 
Spruch (saying) 
Stadt (city) 
Stich (sting) 
Stift (pencil, convent) 
Strich (line) 
Strumpf (stocking) 
Taft (taffeta) 
Trumpf (trump card) 
Uhr (watch, clock) 

Two-syllable words (n = 22) 
Brille (eyeglasses) 
Drache (kite, dragon) 
Fleischpreis (meat price) 
Gehstock (walking stick, cane) 
Handschuh (glove) 
Kalbfleisch (veal) 
Kluppe (clothes pin) 
Knoedel (dumpling) 
Loeffel (spoon) 
Messer (knife) 
Muenzen (coins) 
Patschen (slippers) 

Repetition 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

Naming 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
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Test items 

Pfeife (smoking pipe) 
Rache (revenge) 
Reisfleisch (meat and rice dish) 
Rindfleisch (beef) 
Schachtel (box) 
Schluessel (key) 
Schuerze (apron) 
Sprache (language) 
Strohhalm (straw) 
Strudel (pastry) 

Three-syllable words (n = 6) 
Blechloeffel (brass spoon) 
Regenschirm (umbrella) 
Schoepfloeffel (ladle) 
Schuhloeffel (shoe horn) 
Sparbuechse (piggy bank) 
Taschentuch (handkerchief) 

Four-syllable words (n = 10) 
Aschenbecher (ashtray) 
Dosenoeffner (can opener) 
Fiebermesser (thermometer) 
Flaschenoeffner (bottle opener) 
Kirschenstrudel (cherry pastry) 
Rasiermesser (shaver's knife) 
Semmelknoedel (bread dumpling) 
Taschenlampe (flashlight) 
Topfenstrudel (cream cheese pastry) 
Zwetschenknoedel (plum dumpling) 

Five-syllable words (n = 4) 
Belichtungsmesser (light meter) 
Fleischpreissteigerung (meat price increase) 
Marillenknoedel (apricot dumpling) 
Sicherheitsnadel (safety pin) 

Appendix 2: Abbreviations 

phw = phonological word 
F = metrical foot 
(J' = syllable 
o = onset 
N = nucleus 
R = rhyme 
Cd = coda 
x = slot 
x = grid 
xx = grid 

Repetition Naming 

+ + 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ 
+ + 
+ 

+ 
+ + 
+ 
+ 
+ + 
+ + 

+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ + 
+ 
+ 

+ 
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+ + 



14 
Vowel Epenthesis in Aphasia 

RENEE BELAND 

Vowel epenthesis has been most adequately described using nonlinear 
phonology approaches. It has been shown that vowel insertion is pre
dictable from the syllabic constraints imposed in a specific language. Halle 
and Vergnaud (1978) considered vowel epenthesis, as a rule, applied to 
fill empty nodes created in derivation. Piggot and Singh (1985) proposed 
that vowel epenthesis and consonant epenthesis are "repair strategies" 
that are used when assimilation, elision, and resyllabification have failed. 
Epenthesis can be universally characterized as the insertion of a segment 
into the appropriate slot that can be interpreted + or - syllabic depending 
on its position in the syllabic structure (Kaye and Lowenstamm, 1983). 
One of the most important observations from such analysis is that there 
is no need for an epenthesis rule. Epenthesis is applied to repair syllabifica
tions that are disallowed in a specific language. 

In this chapter we present aphasic and normal data collected during re
petition and oral reading tasks of isolated word stimuli. Our purpose was 
to investigate two phonological analyses of the epenthesis phenomenon to: 
(1) provide a full description of epenthesis examples with respect to both 
the location and the quality of the epenthetic vocalic segments; and (2) 
see if the error examples produced by normal subjects differ from the 
examples produced by the aphasic subjects. Note that no distinction is 
made across the aphasic syndromes in our analyses because all syndromes 
have produced the same error types; that is, no distinction has been found 
with regard to the location and quality of the epenthetic vowels. 

In the first section we present the subjects, methods, and data that were 
used. The second section is a review of proposals made for the representa
tion of epenthesis and syncope in nonlinear phonology. We insist on the 
relation between these two operations of segmental insertion and deletion. 
The third section is a detailed investigation on the melodic representation 
of the intruding segments based on the Underspecification Theory as pro
posed by Archangeli (1984, 1985). In the fourth section, we investigate in 
analysis of vowel epenthesis based on the Theory of Charm and Govern
ment (Kaye, Lowenstamm, and Vergnaud, 1985). Finally, in the fifth 
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section we compare the two phonological analyses and conclude on the 
phonological nature of the epenthesis phenomenon in aphasic speech. 

Methods and Data 

Twenty-nine aphasic subjects (10 Wernicke, 7 Broca, 6 mixed, 6 con
duction) with a left cerebral lesion were selected for this study. All subjects 
(native French speakers) were paired with a normal control subject with 
respect to age, sex, and educational level. The 58 subjects were submitted 
to a repetition and a reading task of 321 words (stimuli). The stimuli were 
selected on the basis of length (four phonemes) and syllabic structure. The 
321-word list included examples of the 12 possible l string combinations of 
consonant (C) and vowel (V) present in French (CVCV, VCVC, CCVC, 
CVCC, CCCV, VCCC, VVCV, CVVC, VVCC, VCCV, CCVV). The 
words were also selected for their segmental content. We tried to obtain 
an even distribution of each consonantal segment. Subjects' responses 
were tape recorded and transcribed in narrow IPA transcription (Beland, 
1985). Here we present examples of vowel epenthesis collected in repeti
tion and reading tasks of isolated word stimuli. The symbols N and A in 
Tables 14.1 to 14.6 refer, respectively, to normal subject and aphasic 
subject. 

Epenthesis and Syncope in Nonlinear Phonology 

Syncope of schwa in French 
Selkirk (1978), Halle and Vergnaud (1978), and Bouchard (1981) have 
proposed rules for the syncope of French schwa based on a metrical analy
sis. For this chapter I adopted the two rules formulated by Bouchard 
(1981) to account for vowel syncope in French. 

<l> 
I 

Rule A: V --'> 81 W (obligatory) 

I 

Rule B: Reduce a vowel under W in a two-stress foot2 (optional). 

These rules can account for any schwa syncope in the word list repro
duced in Appendix 1. For normal control subjects as well as for aphasic 

1 As for as noncompound words are concerned. 
2 Where a two-stress foot is a foot that does not have primary or secondary stress; 
i.e., it is dominated by more than one node in a stress domain (Bouchard, 1981). 
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TABLE 14.1. Epenthetic vowel/rei 
Repetition 

(3) lfilml (film) > lfilmrel N ,A 
(4) Imaisl (corn) > Imaisrel A 
(5) Itaktl (tact) > Itaktrel N ,A 
(6) .Iparkl (park) > Iparkrel N ,A 
(7) .Iswarl (evening) > Iswarrel A 
(8) .Iswafl (thirst) > Iswafrel N ,A 
(9) .legal! (equal) > legalrel A 

(10) Inaifl (naive) > Inaifrel A 
(11) .Iodrerl (smell) > lodrerrel A 
(12) .IotEl! (hotel) > 10tEIrel A 
(13) .Igrill (grill) > Igrilrel A 
(14) ./kqirl (leather) > /kqirre/N,A 
(15) .It jErI (third) > ItjErrel A 
(16) .Ivwarl (to see) > Ivwarrel A 
(17) .lapEl! (call) < lapElrel A 
(18) .Italkl ( talc) > Italkrel N ,A 
(19) .Iymrerl (humour) > Iymrerrel A 
(20) Imyskl (musk) > Imyskrel N ,A 

Repetition 
(21) Ityrkl (turkish) > Ityrkrel N,A 
(22) .IivErl (winter) > livErrel A 
(23) .Id3azl Uazz) > Id3azrel A 
(24) .Itostl (toast) > Itostrel N,A 
(25) IEsorl (flight) > IEsorrel A 
(26) .Iflrerl (flower) > Iflrerrel A 
(27) .Ikoopl (coop) > Ikooprel N ,A 
(28) .Iotrerl (height) > lotrerrel A 
(29) .Igolfl (golf) > Igolfrel N ,A 

Reading 
(30) Itsarl (tsar) > Itsarrel A 
(31) IpiJ EI (pitcher) > IpiJ Etrel A 
(32) 13qifl (Jewish) > 13qifrel N ,A 
(33) IdyE\1 (duel) > IdYElrel A 
(34) Ilaikl (laique) > /laikrel A 
(35) leJEk/(check) >/eJEkrel A 
(36) noElI (Christmas) > InoEirel A 

N = error produced by a normal subject; A = error produced by an aphasic 
subject; N, A = errors produced by both normal and aphasic subjects. The periods 
preceding some of the examples indicate that these examples are also found in the 
oral reading task. 

subjects, schwa was in fact the only vowel syncopated between two con
sonants. In one case, we observed that the high vowel Iii had been syncop
ated in the word tissu (fabric). The reduction of high vowels in Quebec 
French, as mentioned by Bouchard (1981), may result from an application 
of rule B to all nonbranching vowels. 3 As pointed out by Bouchard (1981), 
rule A applies in an obligatory manner except with a reading intonation. 
In the reading task, we found a number of examples where schwa failed to 
undergo syncope even if it was falling under obigatory rule A.4 In addition, 
aphasic subjects and normal control subjects pronounced some lrel's that 
do not come from a nonapplication of rule A. These lre/'s (Table 14.1) 
must then be considered epenthetic. 

Vowel Epenthesis 

In linear phonology, the process of vocalic insertion was formulated with
out reference to the syllabic structure. Schane (1973) gave the following 

3 Distinction between branching and non branching vowels was first made by Halle 
and Vergnaud (1978). 
4 Aphasic and normal subjects did pronounce these lrel in the reading task in the 
same proportion (33%). 
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rule for vowel insertion of lui in Hanunoo, a language that does not allow 
cluster word initially. v 
(37) ~ -? [+ high ] 

+ round 
I #C_C 

Halle and Vergnaud (1978) give a new formulation to epenthesis rule in 
Harari using a nonlinear model. 

(38) C A ~ -? C/"...i 

Epenthesis applies to fill empty nodes created through morphological 
modifications. Halle and Vergnaud postulated" ... a rule that assigns min
imal syllabic structure to these stranded consonants and inserts a vowel 
under the empty node." For Kaye and Lowenstamm (1983), the epenthesis 
rule has the following form. 

(39) 

where a is + or - syllabic, depending on its position in the syllable structure. 
For these authors, the empty nodes are part of the underlying representa
tions, and their distribution is predictable as a function of the markedness 
index associated with syllabic structure in that specific language. 

In the analysis proposed by Piggot and Singh (1985), epenthesis is one of 
the four strategies available in a language to recuperate a form that violates 
the well-formedness conditions. They ranked the four strategies in this 
order: (1) resyllabification; (2) assimilation; (3) syncope, and (4) epen
thesis, where epenthesis is used as a last attempt when none of the first 
three strategies has succeeded. The difference between the analysis pro
posed by Kaye and Lowenstamm and the present analysis is that empty 
nodes are part of the underlying representation (UR) for the former and 
must be created in derivation for the latter. In both analyses there is no 
need for an epenthesis rule. 

Epenthesis and Syncope 
As pointed out by Halle and Vergnaud (1978), epenthesis and syncope of 
schwa are closely related, epenthesis being the symmetrical counterpart 
of a vowel elision rule. Examples in Table 14.1 show in fact that if sub
jects (aphasic as well as normal control) delete the schwa in a weak branch 
of a foot they also create a branching foot by intruding an lcel after the 
final consonant of a word. Thus we can formulate the symmetrical counter
part of rule (1) as rule (40): 

w 
I 

(40) ~-? V 

<p, 
1\ 
s 'w 
I 
V_ 
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This rule says that it is possible to create a branching foot by adding a V to 
the right of a non branching foot. 

We now turn to an analysis of vowel epenthesis examples based on the 
underspecification theory as proposed by Archangeli (1984). 

Underspecification and Vowel Epenthesis 

In French the vowel lrel is syncopated in specific context, and it can also 
be used for epenthesis. According to Archangeli (1984), lrel can be consid
ered as a default vowel in French, which means it has no melodic repre
sentation in the UR. In a three-dimensional representation (Archangeli, 
1984; Grignon, 1984; Levin, 1984; Steriade, 1982), the melodic representa
tion is one of the two planes-the syllabic and the melodic plane, which 
are joined together by the skeleton. We assume here, following Steriade 
(1982) and Grignon (1984), that URs are not syllabified. The vowel lrel, 
subject to rule (1) in a nonlinear representation, is represented by a 
skeletal place with no melodic representation as indicated in rule (41) for 
the word "samedi' (saturday). 

(41) UR X X X X X X 
I I I I I 
s a ill d 

In words containing lrel that are not subject to rules (1) or (2), the skeletal 
position is dominated by R (rime constituent) in the UR, as indicated in 
(42) for the word gueuler ("to yell"). 

R 

I 
(42) UR X X X X 

I I I 
g I e 

From now on, the phonetic symbol Ig/, or schwa, corresponds to a skeletal 
"x" position that is not dominated by a rime (R) constituent on the syllabic 
plane and that is linked to an empty feature matrix on the melodic plane. 
The phonetic sumbol lrel corresponds to any skeletal position dominated 
by a rime (R) constituent on the syllabic plane and linked to an empty 
feature matrix on the melodic plane. 

Examples of vowel epenthesis in words containing branching onsets or 
codas, e.g., "tr6ne" (throne) and "bruit" (noise), or words including two 
consonants that cannot form a branching constituent and must be split by 
the syllabification algorithm, e.g., "aspect" (aspect) and "objet" (object), 
are shown in Table 14.2. 

In examples (43) to (83), subjects inserted the default vowel lrel to break 
up admissible clusters (pR, tR, ... ). In examples (84) to (91), subjects 
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TABLE 14.2. Epenthesis in words with branching or non-branching onset 
and coda 
Repetition 

(43) Iyblol (scuttle) > Iybrelol A 
(44) Imrebll (furniture) > Imreblrel A 
(45) ./apriil (I learn) > lapreral A 
(46) .ltronl (throne) > Itronrel A 
(47) 13adrl (son-in-law) > 13adrrel A 
(48) .ibrqil (noise) > Ibrerqil N ,A 
(49) Ifrell (thin) > IfrElrel A 
(50) IIEvrl (lip) > IIEvrrel A 
(51) Ikatrl (four) > Ikatrrel A 
(52) lastrl (star) > lastrrel A 
(53) lekral (screen) > le$kreriil A 
(54) .lstril (stria) > Isretril A 
(55) .lbr:>sl (brush) > ibrer:>sl A 
(56) Itadrl (tender) > Itadrrel A 
(57) Ifabll (tale) > Ifabrelrel A 
(58) .lagrEI (fertilizer) > lagrerEI A 
(59) leflyl (influx) > lefrelyl A 
(60) .labril (shelter) > labreril A 
(61) laglEI (English) > lagrelEI A 
(62) .lplqil (rain) > Iprelqil A 
(63) .lfrqil (fruit) > Ifrerqil A 
(64) Ifrqil (fruit) > Ifreryqil A 
(65) .!skwal (squaw) > Isrekwal A 
(66) .lfrwal (cold) > Ifrerwal A 
(67) .ldrwal (right) > Idrerwal A 
(68) .lgrwel (snout) > Igrerwel A 
(69) .lprwal (prey) > Iprerwal A 

Reading 
(70) larbrl (tree) > larbrerrel A 
(71) Isatrl (center) > Isatrrel A 
(72) Igrill (grill) > Igrerill A 
(73) Ipla31 (beach) > Iprela31 A 
(74) lekral (screen) > lekreral A 
(75) Istril (stria) > Istreril N 
(76) Iklasl (class) > Ikrelasl N 
(77) Itrasl (trace) > Itrerasl A 
(78) 135gll (juggle) > 135grelrel A 
(79) latrel (entry) > latrerel A 
(80) IfiYEI (thin) > IfrelqEI A 
(81) lavwal (sending) > la$vrewal A 
(82) Itrwal (three) > Itrerwal A 
(83) Ikluel (nailed) > Ikreluwel A 

Repetition 
(84) .bb3EI (object) > bbre3EI A 
(85) .larp51 (harpoon) > larrep51 A 
(86) .laspEI (aspect) > lasrepEI A 
(87) .lapsal (absent) > lapresal A 

Reading 
(88) Idiskl (record) > Idi$sre$krel A 
(89) Ibaskl (Basque) > Ibasrekrel A 
(90) ladmil (admitted) > ladremil A 
(91) larnEI (harness) > larrenEI A 

The symbol "$" in the narrow IPA transcripton indicates a silent pause. 

inserted the default vowel lcel in place of the syllabic boundary. These 
insertions correspond to the symmetrical counterpart of rule (2), as sub
jects created a branching foot by adding a weak branch to the right of a 
nonbranching foot. Using the Underspecification Theory within a three
dimensional representation, we can say that subjects insert an additional 
slot position in the skeleton that is automatically incorporated in the syl
lable by the syllabification algorithm and that is further interpreted as an 
lcel on the melodic plane by application of the redundancy rules set [see 
(103)]. 

In Table 14.3 the intruded slot is not automatically interpreted as an lcel. 
The intruded vocalic segment is a copy of a vocalic segment in the string. 
The copied vocalic segment is usually the one that is closest to the intruded 
skeletal slot, e.g., "brUle" (burns) > [byryle]. Table 14.3 gives some 
examples of epenthesis in monosyllabic word stimuli. For monosyllabic 
words, there is only one vocalic segment available for copying. In fact, 
most of the time subjects used the default vowel interpretation instead 



TABLE 14.3. Vowel Spreading. 
Repetition 

(92) /grill (grill) > /gIrill A 
(93) r:Jb3f./ (object) > /:>b:J3e/ A 
(94) .Iapsiil (absent) > /apasa/ A 
(95) .Igrwe/ (snout) > /gurwe/ N ,A 
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Reading 
(96) /pla3/ (beach) > /pa$la$3re/ A 
(97) /bryle/ (burned) >byryle/ N ,A 
(98) /bl<jli/ (blued) > /b<jll<jli/ A 
(99) /:>pte/ (opted) > /:>pete/ A 

(100) /br:Js/ (brush) > /b:J$r:J$sre/ A 
(101) /brqi/ (noise) > /byryqi/ A 

of copy. Given the limitations of the present corpus, i.e., that each word 
includes at most four phonemes, it is not possible to state the direction of 
the copying mechanism. So far, we have seen that the epenthetic vowel can 
be specified (1) as the default vowel lrel and (2) as a copy of a vocalic 
segment in the string. Table 14.3 gives examples of words including a glide, 
e.g., (95) and (101). Assuming that glides are underlyingly undifferenti
ated from corresponding high vowels (Kaye and Lowenstamm, 1983), we 
can posit that the same copy mechanism applies to specify the intruded 
vowel. 

We now turn to examples in Tables 14.4, 14.5, and 14.6, for which 
mechanisms suggested so far cannot derive the nature of the epenthetic 
vowel. We are going to derive these epenthetic vowels within the context 
of Under specification Theory as formulated by Archangeli (1984). Accord
ing to this theory, we derived the following underspecified feature matrices 
for the French vocalic system.5 

(102) i [+high ] [-lOW ] 
e [-round] 

[+back ] y [ +high] 
-round e -round a -round 

q, [ -lOW] ce[ ] u [ +high ] 
+back & [+nasaJ 

[ -lOW] 
o +back 

:J [ +back] t [ -round] 5[ +back ] [+back 1 +nasal +nasal a -round 
+nasal 

As can be seen, some Quebec French vowels do not appear in (102). we 
restricted the inventory to the vowels common to the 58 subjects. Applica
tion of the following set of redundancy rules fulfills all feature matrices. 

5 Note that special distinction is needed to differentiate the nasal vowel lcel from 
the nasal consonant In/. There is no lcel in the word stimuli, so we are not going to 
distinguish them here. Essentially, we would propose to distinguish lcel from Inl in 
their UR only when it is necessary, i.e., when they are both eligible to a rime 
identification. In these contexts, the vowel lcel must be dominated by R (rime) 
on the syllabic plane. This solution is parallel to the one we adopted to prevent 
syncope of nonsyncopable lce/. 
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(103) Redundancy rules set: 
1. [ ] ~ [-high] 
2. [ ] ~ [-low] I [+high] DR 
3. [ ] ~ [+low] CR 
4. [ ] ~ [+round] CR 
5. [ ] ~ [-back] CR 
6. [ ] ~ [-nasal] DR 

Following Pulleyblank (1983) Archangeli (1984), automatic spreading 
at the underspecified representational level within this vocalic system is 
available only for the features [+high], [-round], [-low], [+back], and 
[+nasal]. The derivation of epenthetic vowels by spreading, again at the 
underspecified representational level, is restricted to these features and 
to the values + or - associated with these features. In Table 14.4. the 
vowel lei in examples (104) to (107) can be derived by spreading [-round], 
the rest of the specifications being fulfilled by the application of the 
redundancy rules set. 

TABLE 14.4. Epenthetic vowel lei. 
Reading 

(104) Itsarl (tsar) > ItEs$arl N 
(105) labril (shelter) > ab&ril A 

Derivation of Itsarl > Itesar/: 

Repetition 
(106) Istril (stria) > ISt&ril N 
(107) Itsarl (tsar) > Itezarl N 

a. Underlying representation of Itsarl 

x X X X 

I I I I 
t s [ + back ] r 

-round 

b. Insertion of a skeletal position: 

X X X X X 

I I 
t s 

I 
[ +back ] 

-round 

I 
r 

c. Spreading [-round]: 

X X X X X 

I I I I I 
t [-round] s [+back ] r 

-round 

d. Application of the redundancy rules set: 

X X X X X application of rule 1. ([ 
I I I I I [-high]) 
t [-high ] s 

[-high 1 r -round +back 
-round 

]~ 
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e. X X X X X Application of rule 3. ([ ] ~ 
I I I I I [+low]) (rule 2 not applicable) 

[-high 1 s 
[-hl~ 1 r +low + low 

-round -round 
+ back 

LX X X X X Application of rule 5. ([ ]~ 

I I I I I [-back]) (rule 4 not applicable as 

[-hl~ 1 s 
[-hl~ 1 r matrices are already specified for 

+low +low the feature round) 
-round -round 
-back +back 

g. X X X X X Application of rule 6. ([ ]~ 

I I I I I [ -nasal]) 

[-hl~ ] s 

[-hl~ ] r +low + low 
-round -round 
-back +back 
-nasal -nasal 

In Table 14.5 the vowel I:JI in lap:Jlel (116) is derived by spreading 
[+back]. The two vowels lei and I:JI are thus derived by spreading one 
feature and its value to the inserted slot position. If we consider that an 
epenthetic process can arise as early as the underlying underspecified 
representational level, these epenthetic vowels are thus automatically 
derived by spreading, but there is no obvious reason why [+back], which 
spreads in example (116), does not spread in example (104). In other 
words, the problem is that the quality of the epenthetic vowel is not totally 
predictable on the sole basis of spreading. Sometimes only one feature 
spreads (example 104, where only [-round] spreads), and sometimes all 
features spread, i.e., a copy mechanism applies (Table 14.3, examples 92 
to 101). 

For the rest of the examples in Table 14.5 (108 to 115, 117 to 129) 
the epenthetic vowel I:JI can be derived by spreading the labial feature: 
[+round]. In fact, the vowel I:JI is always inserted in context of a labial 
consonant (/m/, Ip/) and/or a labial glide. According to the Underspecifica
tion Theory, the nonlabial consonant It I , being the default consonant in 
French,6 labial consonants are underlyingly specified as [+round], there
by allowing the propagation of [+round] at the underlying representa
tionallevel. As the propagation of [ + round] is discussed is section on the 

6 In the absence of an epenthetic consonant in the phonological system of a langu
age, Archangeli (1984) suggested that the default segment is the less marked 
segment of the consonantal system. There is, in fact, no epenthetic consonantal 
segment in French, and the universally unmarked segment It I corresponds to the 
less marked segment of the French consonantal system. 
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TABLE 14.5. Epentheticvowel/:l/. 
Repetition 

(lOS) Ifrwal (cold) > If':)rw&1 A 
(109) Ifrwal (cold) > If':)rwal A 
(110) lavwal (sending) > lav':)$wal A 
(111) .Itrwal (three) > It':)rwal A 
(112) lemwal (emotion) > le$m':)wal A 
(113) Ivwall (sail) > Iv':)wa$Iu:1 A 
(114) Ifrqil (fruit) > If':)rwil A 
(115) Ipwall (stove) > Ip':)walu:1 A 
(116) laplel (called) > lap':)lel A 
(117) lams51 (hook) > lam':)s51 A 
(l1S) .Iswarl (evening) > Is':)warl A 
(119) .Ikrwal (cross) > Ibrwal A 

Repetition 
(120) laswal (sit) > las':)wal A 
(121) .Igrwel (snout) > Ig':)rwel A 
(122) .Iprwal (prey) > IP-:Jrwal N,A 

Reading 
(123) Igwaf I (gouache) > Ig':)waf I A 
(124) Itrwal (three) > It':)rwal A 
(125) Idrwal (right) > Iwrw&tl A 
(127) lemwal (emotion) > lem':)wal A 
(12S) lamnel (brought) > lam':)nel N 
(129) Ikw&tl (bunches) > Ibw&tl A 

TABLE 14.6. Epenthetic vowel IiI and leI. 
Repetition 

(131) I':)ptel (opted) > I':)pitel A 
(132) lapsal (absent) > lapisiil A 
(133) Iskwal (squaw)1 > Isikwal A 

Reading 
(134) Itsar I ( tsar) > Itisar I A 
(135) laswal (sit) > lasiwal A 
(136) lapsfJ./ (absent) > lapesfJ./ A 

Theory of Charm and Government, we do not discuss details here about 
the derivations within the Theory of Underspecification. 

Another set of epenthetic vowels (Table 14.6) cannot be derived by 
automatic spreading of feature (or features) at the underlying representa
tional level. In the examples in Table 14.6, epenthetic vowels cannot be 
derived by automatic spreading. Derivation of these vowels requires ap
plication of a dissimilation rule toward the vocalic segment on the left. Ac
cording to the redundancy rule ordering constraint posited by Archangeli 
(1984), the redundancy rule supplying an alpha value for a feature F must 
be ordered before the first rule mentioning [F] in its structural description. 
The redundancy rule ordering constraint is as follows (Archangeli 1984, 
1985). 

(130) Redundancy-Rule Ordering Constraint 

A redundancy rule assigning (l to F, where (l is "+" or "-", is automatically order
ed prior to the first rule referring to [F] in structural description. 

Derivation of Iii in example (132)-"absent" ("absent") > [apisa]
implies the following three steps: 

(136) 

1. spread [-round] 
2. [ ] ~ [-high] CRuie 
3. ~ ~ [-ahigh] I [ahigh] 

Derivation of the epenthetic vowel lei in (135) [apesa] involves application 
of two redundancy rules prior to application of the dissimilation rule: 
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(137) 

1. Spread [-round] 
2. [ ] ~ [-high] CRuie 
3. [ ] ~ [+low] DRuie 
4. ~ ~ [-alow] I [alow] 

Derivation of the epenthetic vowel Iii in (131) "opte" (opted) > [:>pite] 
involves two dissimilation rules: one for the feature high and one for the 
feature round. 

(138) 

1. [ ] ~ [-high] 
2. ~ ~ [-ahigh] I [ahigh] 
3. [ ] ~ [+low] DRuie 
4. [ ] ~ [+round] CRuie 
5. ~ ~ [-around] I [around] 

These sets of rules show that the dissimilation has its effect at different 
stages: (1) at the beginning of the specification (136); (2) slightly later 
(137); and (3) just before the feature specification (138). It thus appears 
that an algorithm could be postulated for this dissimilation effect. The 
utilization of these dissimilation rules is an ad hoc procedure, but if we 
consider that epenthesis can arise at different representational levels, we 
can suggest that derivations involving several dissimilation rules corre
spond to epenthetic processes that arise later in the feature specification 
processing. 

To summarize our vowel epenthesis analysis, we can say there exists at 
least three ways in which an inserted vowel can receive a melodic inter
pretation: (1) by application of the redundancy rules set leading to lre/; 
(2) by the spreading features of an adjacent vowel; and (3) by spreading 
followed by an application of one or several dissimilation rules. Both 
the spreading and default interpretations agree with the automatic charac
ter devoted to epenthesis in nonlinear phonology. In the third situation, 
phonological dissimilation rules are needed, but we have shown that an 
algorithm could be postulated to derive any of these vowels. 

We now tum to a new interpretation of vowel epenthesis based on the 
new proposition made by Kaye et al. (1985) concerning the representation 
of segments. 

Epenthesis Within the Theory of Charm 
and Government 

In the Theory of Charm and Government, distinctive features are no 
longer available to phonological processes. Distinctive features are used 
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only for phonetic interpretation. Segments are represented by the ele
ments (A,I,N,I,U,v) or by combinations of elements. For example, the 
French vowel If.! results from the following fusion: (A.I), where I is called 
the head and A the operator. Each element corresponds to a fully specified 
feature matrix. The result of the operation (A.I) is the complete set of 
features associated with the head I except for the' hot feature of the opera
tor A, which is [-high] (Kaye et aI., 1985). 

(139) 

[-Round] [-RO~d] -> [ -~und] +Back -Back -Back 
-High • +High -High 
-Atr -Atr -Atr 
+Low -Low -Low 
Operator Head 

A+ • I [ 8] 

Hot features of elements, italicized in the matrices above, are the features 
associated with the line where the element stands. Three lines are needed 
to account for the French Quebec vocalic system (Kaye, 1985). 

(140) 

ATR + + + + + + 

Round .... v .... U .... v .... U .... v .. ·· v···· v· .. · U .... U .... U .... U 

I I I I I I I I I I I 
Back .... I .... v· .. · v···· I .... v· .. · I .... I .... v .... v· .. · I .... I 

I I I I I I I I I I I 
High .... v···· v···· A···· v .. ·· A .... A .... A .... A .... A .... A .... A 

I I I I I I I I I I I 
xxxxxxxxxxx 
I I I I I I I I I 

u a y g 8 e ~ 0 ~ ~ 

We do not go into further detail here about the theory itself, but we turn to 
an analysis of epenthetic vowels within this theoretical framework. Let us 
first consider the first group of examples involving the epenthetic vowel 
lrel (Table 14.1). 

As stated earlier, epenthesis is the symmetrical counterpart of schwa 
omission. Adding a schwa in a word results in the creation of a branching 
foot, the added vowel being dominated by the weak branch of the foot. In 
the theory of elements, the phonological representation of schwa is as 
follows: (A.v), where v is the "cold" vowel, or the vowel with no hot 
feature. This cold vowel is found on each line not occupied by an element. 
This combination is allowed in the weak branch of a foot. The vowel lrel is 
the surface phonetic reflex of schwa in Quebec French. As can be seen in 
(141a.), the first step is the creation of a point or a skeletal position, which 
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is further interpreted as a schwa because this point is dominated by a weak 
branch of a foot. This phonological schwa is phonetically interpreted as 
lrel on the surface level. At this point, an equivalent interpretation could 
have been made with former theoretical approaches. 

Let us now turn to a second group of examples (Table 14.5), including 
the epenthetic vowel I'J/. A close examination of the examples reveals that 
all epenthetic I'J/'s are produced in the context of a labial consonant. In the 
Theory of Charm and Government, the labial consonants have an element 
"U" in their combination. According to the above analysis of schwa 
epenthesis, the following steps are required for the derivation of epenthetic 
vowel/'J/: (1) the creation of a point that automatically is phonologically 
interpreted as a schwa; (2) the propagation of the element "U" on this 
position; and (3) the phonetic interpretation of the combination of schwa 
with the element "U" resulting in hi, as shown in (141). 

(141) 

a. 
~ ~ > ~'- ~ 
1 1 ' '- 1 / '-

/ '-, '-

s w 
X X X X X X X X X 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
a p I e a p I e 

b. 
Round U~ v 

- -1-

Back v 
1 

High A 

1 

X X X X X 

1 1 1 1 
a p I e 

c. 
Round U --- -

1 
Back v 

1 
High A 

1 

X X X X X 

1 1 1 1 1 
a p J I e 
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The exact representation of the labial stop Ipl needs to defined. At this 
point, the Theory of Charm and Government does not provide a full de
scription of the consonantal system. Nevertheless, the representation of 
Ipl would incorporate the element "u" needed here in the present 
analysis. 

Some examples with the epenthetic 1;:,1 also include a giide. In those 
examples we can state that it is the high vowel of the branching nucleus 
that is propagated. A similar process involving only the left branch of a 
light diphthong is found in Vata (Kaye, 1982). 

Another group of examples are those including the epenthetic vowel 
Iii. In Quebec French, the high vowels Iii and Iyl are often syncopated 
when located between two voiceless consonants. Epenthesis being the 
symmetrical counterpart of syncopation, it is not surprising to find the high 
vowel Iii reinserted in the same context. The high vowel Iyl could appear 
in the same context, but its presence would be more marked. In the last 
group of examples, the epenthetic vowel is a copy of vowel of the word 
stimulus. As can be seen in Table 14.3, most of the time, the vowel that 
is copied is the one closest to the intruded slot. It must be, stated that there 
is first insertion of a skeletal place. Second, there is a nucleus projection 
onto which feet are constructed. The intruded slot is further filled in with 
the closest nucleus projection. Here again, when projection is a branching 
nucleus, the high vowel is used for copying. 

The quality of some epenthetic vowels can thus also be automatic
ally derived by spreading within the Theory of Charm and Government. 
In addition, this theory makes strong predictions about the vowels that 
should not appear in specific contexts. For example, we should not find 
an epenthetic vowel 1;:,1 without the presence of an element "u" in the 
context. A form such as lak::Jsal for "accent" ("accent") should not be 
attested to. We did not find any counter-example in our corpus which 
included 58 subjects (29 normal subjects and 29 aphasic subjects). The 
vowel lEI in example (104) (Table 14.4) appears in a closed syllable as 
indicated by the syllabic boundary "$." This vowel lEI is the phonological 
reflex of schwa in closed syllables, as attested to in morphological alter
nations such as mener (to lead) Imrenel and "je mene" (I lead) ImEO/. Kaye 
(1985) suggested that the vowel lEI results from an infrasegmental epen
thesis of the element I. Because the vowel schwa is unable to govern, 
infrasegmental epenthesis gives rise to the vowel lEI , which can govern the 
Inl in the example of ImEn/. The vowel lei in (137) cannot be derived 
within the context of the Theory of Charm and Government. In fact, all 
examples containing the epenthetic vowel lei come from the reading task. 
For this reason, it is not possible to ascertain the exact nature of these 
vowels. They can result from a literal reading of the letter "p" as Ipel 
or "b" as Ibe/, and so on. In fact, the vowel lei never appeared with a con
sonant such as If I for which the literal reading would be If rei not *1 f e/. 
Thus we leave open the question of epenthetic vowel lei because of insuf
ficient information. 
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Conclusion 

Epentheses examples have been produced by normal and aphasic subjects. 
Differences between examples produced by the two groups are quantita
tive, not qualitative. At the beginning of the chapter, following Piggot and 
Singh (1985), we identified epenthesis as a universal phonological process 
that can be used as a repair strategy. Epentheses examples collected from 
repetition and reading tasks revealed that normal subjects (but more often 
aphasic subjects) insert a vocalic segment between two consonantal seg
ments that form a legal branching constituent in French. A repair strategy 
is applied in the absence of constraint violation. Description of the epen
thesis phenomenon made by the two phonological theories investigated, 
the Underspecification Theory and the Theory of Charm and Govern
ment, have helped us to predict the place and the quality of the inserted 
vowels. The two theories agree on the fact that epenthesis is associated 
with the syllabification process. We have proposed that epenthesis can 
occur at different representational levels from the deep underlying levels 
to the surface levels. According to this viewpoint, epenthesis can be seen 
as an alternative route for the expected syllabification that is normally used 
for unsyllabifiable forms but that can be used-witness examples collected 
from normal and aphasic subjects-whenever the normal syllabification 
processing fails. The purpose of this chapter was to show not why but 
where and how this syllabification processing fails. The two phonological 
theories we have investigated have provided us with a full description of 
the epenthesis process without being able to take into account the vari
ability observed in the quality of epenthetic vowels. For a same word (e.g., 
apsent lapsal absent) the vowels lal, Iii, lei, and lrel have been found in
serted between the Ipl and the lsi ([apasa], [apisa], [apesaJ, [apresa]). If we 
consider that epenthesis can arise at different representational levels, the 
quality of the epenthetic vowel may depend on the degree of specifica
tion the feature matrices have undergone. The more specifications of the 
feature matrices are needed to derive the epenthetic vowel, the latest the 
epenthesis has occurred. 

Phonological analyses of epenthesis proposed by the two phonological 
theories indicate that the form of epentheses produced by the normal and 
the aphasic subjects are predictable on a phonological basis. These errors 
are thus not randomly produced. Our claim is that these errors occur 
because the syllabification processing fails. The quality of the vowel de
pends on when the failure arose in the word processing, i.e., the repre
sentationallevel the speaking subject accessed. The application of a repair 
strategy such as epenthesis is an alternative route for normal syllabifica
tion. The application of a repair strategy is always simpler than use of the 
normal syllabification process because these repair strategies are normally 
used in the presence of a constraint violation, which, by definition, con
stitutes a more marked context than the context resulting from the ap
plication of the process. 
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Appendix 1: Word Stimuli Used in Repetition and 
Reading Tasks Including a Schwa 

CVCV 
chemin (road) / J reme/ 
cheveu (hair) / J revt(J/ 
dedans (inside) /dreda/ 

genou (knee) /3renu/ 
pese (weighed) /preze/ 
tenue (outfit) /treny / 
venin (venom) /vrene/ 



VCVC 
abfme (I damage) labiml 
abuse (I abuse) labyzl 
achete (I buy) laI Etl 
affaire (business) lafErl 
affiche (poster) lafiI I 
affole (I terrify) labll 
amuse (I entertain) lamyzl 
arrete (I stop) larEtl 
assise (seated) lasizl 
audace (audacity) lodasl 
automne (fall) loeml 
echange (exchange) Ie I ii31 
echappe (I escape) Ie I apl 
ecole (school) lebll 
echelle (ladder) leI Ell 
Ecosse (Scotia) lebsl 
ecoute (I listen) lekutl 
egal (equal) legall 
e/eve (student) lelEvl 
empeche (I prevent) liipcf I 
encore (again) liibrl 
engage (he hires) liiga31 
eponge (sponge) lep531 
epoque (time) lep:lkl 
epouse (spouse) lepuzl 
equipe (team) lekip!' 
essence (gaz) IESiisl 
etage (floor) leta31 
etude (study) letydl 
eveque (bishop) levEkl 
habille (I dress) labijl 
habite (I live) labitl 
image (picture) lima31 
immense (huge) limiisl 
infame (infamous) lefaml 
inonde (I flood) lin5dl 
indigne (unworthy) ledil1l 
intense (intense) letasl 
ovale (oval) lovall 
unique (only) Iynikl 

ccvc 
biere (beer) IbjErl 
blague (joke) Iblagl 
bofte (box) Ibwatl 
brosse (brush) Ibr:lsl 
brule (burns) Ibryll 
chemise (shirt) I I mizl 
cheval (horse) I I revall 
chouette (great) I I WEt! 
classe (class) Iklasl 
cligne (I blink) Iklipl 
couenne (rind) Ikwwl 
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couette (bunches) IkwEtl 
cuivre (copper) Ikqivr I 
diete (diet) IdjEtl 
douane (customs) Idwanl 
fievre (fever) IfjEvrl 
frele (thin) IfrEII 
glaise (clay) IgIEzl 
gouache (gouache) IgwaI I 
liane (Ii ana ) IIi j ani 
moelle (marrow) Imwall 
niaise (silly) InjEzl 
niece (niece) InjEsl 
pierre (stone) IpjErl 
plage (beach) Ipla31 
poele (stove) Ipwall 
poigne (grip) Ipwapl 
science (science) Isj iisl 
souhaite (he wishes) IswEtl 
suave (smooth) Isqavl 
suite (continuation) Isqitl 
tiede (luke warm) Itj Edl 
toile (cloth) It wall 
trace (trace) Itrasl 
trone (throne) Itronl 
viande (meat) Ivjiidl 
voile (sail) Ivwall 
zouave (zouave) Izwavl 

VCCV 
achete (bought) laJtel 
amene (brought) lamnel 
appele (called) lap lei 
avenue (avenus) lavnyl 
echelon (rung) Ie II51 
enleve (removed) liilvel 
ennemi (enemy) Iwmil 
hamet;on (hook) lams51 

VCCC 
arbre (tree) larbrl 
astre (star) lastrl 
ordre (order) brdr I 

cvvc 
beate (blissful) Ibeatl 
boheme (bohemian) bOEml 
chahute (I rag) I I ayt! 
deesse (goddess) IdeEs I 
dehanche (I sway) IdeiiI I 
dehors (outside) Idre:lrl 
geante (giant) 13eiit! 
naiVe (naive) Inaivl 
nuage (cloud) Inya31 
nuance (shade) Inyiisl 
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poeme (poem) Iposml 
seance (session) Iseasl 

CVCC 
barbe (beard) Ibarbl 
basque (Basque) Ibaskl 
battre (beat) Ibatr I 
boxe (boxing) IbJksl 
buffle (buffalo) Ibyfll 
bulbe (bulb) Ibylbl 
caste (caste) Ikastl 
centre (center) Isatr I 
cerne (ring) Issrnl 
charge (load) If ar31 
chevre (goat) If Evrl 
chiftre (number) I fifrl 
couple (couple) Ikupll 
course (run) Ikursl 
culte (CUlt) Ikyltl 
disque (record) Idiskl 
dorme (sleep) IdJrml 

fable (tale) Ifabll 
ferme (farm) Ifsrml 
fixe (fixed) lfiksl 
gendre (son-in-law) 13adrl 
gifle (slap) 13ifll 
givre (frost) 13ivr I 
gorge (throat) IgJr31 
jongle (juggle) 135gl1 
levre (lip) IIsvrl 
maigre (slim) Imsgrl 
marbre (marble) Imarbrl 
meuble (furniture) Imrebll 
mixe (mix) Imiksl 
palme (palm) Ipalml 
peuple (nation) Iprepll 
quatr (four) Ikatrl 
rythme (rythm) Iritml 
tendre (tender) Itadr I 
valse (waltz) Ivalsl 
verve (verve) Ivsrvl 
zebre (zebra) Izsbrl 



15 
Internal Structure of Two 
Consonant Clusters 

SYL VIANE V ALDOIS 

Linguistic and behavioral data support the view that consonant clusters 
have a particular status. With respect to linguistic data, specific constraints 
apply to the distribution of phonemes within consonant clusters. Although 
virtually any consonant can occur in intervocalic position, there are severe 
restrictions on how consonants can be combined sequentially. For ex
ample, French allows word-initial clusters composed of three consonants. 
However, phonological sequential constraints limit the set of possible 
segments that can occur in each position: The first consonant must be lsi; 
the second is Ip/, Ik/, or Itl; and the third is a liquid or glide. 

Evidence that specific constraints apply on consonant clusters also comes 
from the analysis of aphasic errors. Blumstein (1978) noted that 77.1 % of 
aphasic substitution errors affect single consonants, whereas only 22.9% 
of such errors occur within consonant clusters. For example, the sub
stitution of Iml for Ipl can occur in intervocalic position, e.g., lepil "epi" 
(corn) --'? lemi/; but it is not expected in consonant clusters, e.g., IpRil 
"prix" (price). In the latter example, a production such as */mRil would 
violate a phonotactic constraint of French which reduces to stops and 
nonstrident fricatives the set of possible segments in the first position of 
clusters whose second member is a liquid. The distributional difference of 
substitution errors between singletons and clusters thus reveals specific 
constraints on the structure of consonant clusters. Aphasic errors therefore 
appear to reflect linguistic principles that govern the patterns of consonant 
clusters. 

Few studies have investigated phonemic errors produced by aphasic 
subjects within this context (Blumstein 1973; Kilani-Schoch, 1982; Martory 
and Messerli, 1983; Nespoulous, Joanette, Beland, Caplan, and Lecours, 
1984; Puel, Nespoulous, Bonafe, and Rascol, 1980). Typically, these studies 
provided only a global quantitative analysis of the transformations and 
focused exclusively on the nature of the omitted or added phonemes. 

The purpose of the present study is to document the existence of some 
position effect within clusters. Addition and omission errors produced by 
aphasic subjects in the context of two-consonant clusters were analyzed. 

253 
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The aim of this analysis was, first, to question whether the two consonantal 
segments that form clusters are equally prone to be omitted in clusters 
destruction. We also asked whether a consonant is as likely to be intro
duced in the first position of a cluster as in the second position in addition 
errors leading to the creation of clusters. 

Specific predictions about the expected pattern of addition and omission 
errors were assessed. Some of them derive from a psycholinguistic in
vestigation of slips-of-the-tongue data (Sternberger and Treiman, 1986) 
and are discussed below. Different predictions follow from the Theory 
of Phonological Government (Kaye, Lowenstamm, and Vergnaud, 1985), 
whose basic theoretical concepts about syllable structure are outlined 
below. Results from the analysis of addition and omission errors produced 
by aphasic subject in the context of two-consonant cluster are presented 
as well. They provide new insights about the internal representation of 
clusters and their psycho linguistic processing. 

Evidence from Slips-of-the Tongue 

Since the investigation of slips-of-the-tongue conducted by Fromkin (1971), 
increased attention has been paid to the linguistic analysis of errors pro
duced by non-brain-damaged subjects (Cutler, 1981; Fay and Cutler, 
1977; Fromkin, 1973; Laubstein, 1985; Shattuck-Hufnagel and Klatt, 1979; 
Sternberger 1984). Results of speech error analysis are considered to shed 
light on processes involved in language production. Performance models 
of speech production have therefore been advanced to provide a com
prehensive framework for studying the various types of error (Garrett 
1975, 1982, 1984; Shattuck-Hufnagel 1979, 1983, 1987). 

Nevertheless, few studies examined phonemic errors produced within 
the context of consonant clusters (Kupin, 1982; Sternberger and Treiman, 
1986). The latter study investigated speech errors produced by normal 
English speakers in spontaneous speech as well as under experimental 
conditions. They extensively examined addition, omission, and substitu
tion errors that occurred in word-initial clusters composed of two con
sonants, e.g. Iprl of "pray" or 1st I of "state." In their study, clusters were 
symbolized as C1C2 sequences. The main purpose was to inquire into 
the relative accessibility of the two consonants in initial clusters. The 
hypothesis of a more accurate access of C1 was assessed by examining the 
error rates on consonants in either the C1 or C2 position. With respect 
to the analysis of addition, omission, and substitution errors produced 
in spontaneous speech, Sternberger and Treiman's results may be sum
marized as follows. 1 

1 Note that experimentally induced speech errors yielded similar results. 
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FIGURE 15.1. The internal structure of word-initial two-consonant clusters and 
singletons according to Stemberger and Treiman (1986). The design is inspired 
from Dell (1986). 

1. The creation of word-initial clusters results more frequently from an 
addition in C2 than in Cl position, regardless of the type of cluster thus 
created (obstruent-liquid clusters or clusters beginning with Is/).2 

2. C2 is the locus of omissions significantly more often than Cl in OL 
clusters (e.g., IRI from "pray"). 

3. Omissions are also more frequent in the C2 position within word
initial lsi clusters (e.g., It I from "state"), but this trend does not reach 
significance. Furthermore, lsi clusters show significantly more omissions 
of Cl than other initial clusters. 

4. Finally, noncontextual substitution errors show a greater error rate 
in the C2 position of OL clusters. 

Sternberger and Treiman concluded from their analysis that the absolute 
serial position of a consonant in a word-initial cluster strongly influences 
the error rate, as a segment is less likely to be omitted, added, or sub
stituted in Cl than in C2 position. They claimed that Cl and C2 must be 
represented differently in the language production system. They notably 
suggested that clusters must contain two distinct types of syllable position: 
a Cl position used for both singletons and clusters, and a C2 position 
exclusive to clusters. By reference to an activation theory, they hypo
thesized that Cl is more activated than C2 and added that activation of 
Cl is even greater in OL clusters than in lsi clusters. 

Figure 15.1 represents the internal structure of word-initial two-consonant 
clusters that may be inferred from their claim. The design is inspired from 
Dell's phonological network (Dell, 1986). 

Aphasic data might support this representation in the same way as do 
normal data. Indeed, aphasic transformations have been demonstrated to 

2 In the remainder, an OL cluster stands for any obstruent-liquid cluster and an lsi 
cluster for any cluster in which Cl is lsi. 
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be similarly characterized as slips-of-the tongue (Buckingham, 1980), and 
they are stated as reflecting structural properties of linguistic units as well 
(Beland 1985; Beland, Nespoulous, and Caplan, 1988; Blumstein, 1973, 
1978). Predictions about the expected pattern of aphasic errors derive 
from Sternberger and Treiman's claims: 

1. With respect to omission errors, a greater activation level on C1 
notably predicts that C2 should be omitted more often than C1 in OL 
clusters as well as in /s/ clusters. However, this trend should be stronger in 
OL clusters, as C1 is more activated in these clusters than in /s/ clusters. 

2. When a cluster is created, the added segment should be more fre
quently introduced in C2 than in C1 position, as a C1 position is already 
present in singletons. This trend should be observed in both OL clusters 
and /s/ clusters. 

These predictions about word-initial two-consonant clusters are applied 
to the results of the analysis of aphasic errors. Our analysis of aphasic 
errors extends to word-medial and word-final clusters. The results lead 
to the determination of whether the internal representation of clusters 
proposed by Sternberger and Treiman is specific to word-initial clusters. 

Evidence from Phonological Theory 

Within the framework of linear phonological theories, consonant clusters 
are analyzed as strings of sequentially ordered segments (Chomsky and 
Halle, 1968). However, other phonological theories have developed a 
nonlinear conception of the phonological representation of words (Halle 
and Vergnaud, 1980). Within this theoretical framework, consonant clus
ters are described in terms of syllabic constituents. They are therefore 
analyzed by reference to the notion of syllable. The existence of the syl
lable as a linguistic unit is now well established. However, different con
ceptions of the syllable have emerged that did not always agree about the 
internal structure of the syllable (Kahn, 1976; Kaye, Lowenstamm imd 
Vergnaud, 1987; Kiparsky, 1979; Selkirk, 1982). 

Kaye and colleagues (1985, 1987) developed the Theory and Phono
logical Government, which plays a determining role in the organization of 
the syllable structure. Because we refer to this theory for the analysis 
of aphasic data, its basic concepts about syllable must be briefly sketched. 
The theory, coming within the framework of three-dimensional phonology 
(Halle and Vergnaud, 1980), postulates that phonological representations 
lie on two planes, the melodic and the syllabic, linked by the skeleton (Fig. 
15.2). The melodic plane consists of segmental representations, and the 
syllabic plane is concerned with syllabic structure. The skeleton specifies 
the number of slots or timing units that are present in the word (Kaye & 
Lowenstamm, 1984). The Theory of Phonological Government defines 
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FIGUREI5.2. An example of the three-dimensional phonological representation of 
the French word "travail" (work) [tRavaj]. This word is made of two syllables. The 
onse't of the first syllable is branching: it is linked to two skeletal positions and 
corresponds to two segments, [t] and [R], in the melodic plane. In contrast, the 
onset of the second syllable is not branching and corresponds to only one segment, 
[v]. The rime of the first syllable does not branch while the rime of the second 
syllable is branching and dominates both the nucleus, linked to [a], and a rimal 
position corresponding to the final segment [j] in the melodic plane. 
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FIGURE 15.3. Possible configurations of syllabic constituents as postulated in the 
theory of phonological government (Kaye, Lowenstamm & Vergnaud, 1987). 

syllables as onset-rime sequences. Onset, rime, and nucleus are obligatory 
constituents of the syllable. They are maximally binary; i.e., they can be 
linked to two slots at most. 

Possible configurations of syllable' constituents are shown on Figure 
15.3. Each constituent appears in branching and non branching forms. A 
non branching onset is linked to a single slot (symbolized by "x"), itself 
corresponding to a single segment (symbolized by "s"). The structure of 
branching onsets differs from that of singletons, as the onset in linked to 
two adjacent skeletal positions and corresponds to two segments in the 
melodic plane. 

A well formed branching onset is defined as a governing domain, where 
constituent government is strictly local and strictly directional (Fig. 15.4a). 
Government is defined as a binary asymmetrical relational holding be-
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(a) Constituent government (b) Interconstituent government 

R 0 
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FIGURE 15.4. Two government domains. Government holds between two adjacent 
skeletal positions. Constituent government in (a) holds between the two positions 
corresponding to a branching onset. Interconstituent Government in (b) holds 
between an onset and a preceding rimal position. 

tween two skeletal positions (Kaye, 1987; Kaye et aI., 1987). The condi
ion of strict locality requires that government applies to adjacent positions. 
Constituent government is strictly directional in that it is invariably left 
to right, the left-most positions being governing positions. Segments are 
associated with these left and right positions according to their governing 
properties. Segments have a governing property called "charm." Con
sonantal segments may be negatively charmed (S-), or they may be neutral 
(SO). Furthermore, charmed segments are governors, i.e., they may be 
associated with governing positions, whereas neutral segments are poten
tial governees that may be associated with governed positions. 

Concretely, obstruents and non strident fricatives are negatively charmed; 
other consonants are neutral. Thus a typical branching onset consists of 
a stop, or non strident fricative, followed by a liquid or glide. 

Within this theoretically framework, OL clusters correspond to well 
formed branching onsets. Obstruents are charmed and liquids charmless, 
so that government relation is left to right, as expected in branching on
sets. The situation is different for the other types of clusters, such as Istl 
(e.g., "statue"), IRtl (e.g., "carton"), or IRlI (e.g., "perle"). In these 
clusters the first member corresponds to a charmless segment, whereas 
the second member is charmed.4 The governing relation is thus right to 
left and does not respect the condition of directionality appropriate for 
branching onsets. Such a relation, where the governor follows the go v
ernee, is specific to another form of government, the interconstituent 
government (Fig. 15.4b). 

Thus, the theory distinguishes two types of cluster that correspond to 
different governing domains and have different syllabic representations. 
OL clusters form branching onsets. The obstruent is charmed and stands in 
the left-most governing position (C1). The liquid is neutral and is in the 

4 Some non-OL clusters involve two neutral segments, such as IRlI or Ilmi. Indeed, 
in all of them, the complexity of the consonant in the C2 position is greater than 
that in the Cl position. A government relation then applies from right to left be
tween these neutral segments: "A neutral segment may govern if it has a com
plexity greater than its governee" (Kaye et aI., 1987). 
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governed position (C2). All other clusters do not form branching onsets. 
The consonant that occurs in left-most position (Cl) is neutral and stands 
in the governed position whereas the right-most consonant is charmed and 
occurs in the governing position (C2). It follows from the theory that word
initial clusters do not always form branching onsets. In word-initial /s/ 
clusters, the obstruent stands in the governing position and forms a non
branching onset at the syllabic level, whereas the left-most position, which 
is associated with lsi, is governed. Thus OL clusters and other cluster types 
have different syllabic structures whatever their location in the word. 

If we assume that aphasic errors reflect structural properties of linguis
tic units, we can hypothesize that different error patterns will be observed 
in OL clusters and in other cluster types. Furthermore, we hypothesize 
that segments in governing positions are less likely to be omitted or added 
than segments in governed positions. 

The latter hypothesis contrasts with previous predictions that follow 
from Sternberger and Treiman's work. In regard to the error rate on con
sonants in either the Cl or C2 position, we expect that (1) a consonant is 
more frequently omitted and added in the C2 than in the Cl position in OL 
clusters; whereas (2) in contrast, an error more often concerns a con
sonant in the Cl than the C2 position in other cluster types. The present 
hypotheses are evaluated below according to the results of the analysis 
of aphasic errors. 

Evidence from Aphasia 

The addition and omission errors produced by aphasic subjects in the 
context of two-consonant clusters were analyzed. 

Subjects 
The productions of nine prototypical aphasic subjects (Table 15.1) were 
analyzed. All subjects had suffered a single cerebrovascular accident 

TABLE 15.1. Patient summar~. 
Subjects Type Time PIO Age Sex Education 

1 Broca 0;1 62 M 16 
2 Broca 8;0 62 M 12 
3 Broca 0;4 69 F 5 
4 Conduction 0;1 60 M 8 
5 Conduction 0;3 56 M 8 
6 Conduction 0;1 58 M 20 
7 Wernicke 0;2 68 F 4 
8 Wernicke 1;0 62 M 4 
9 Anarthric 0;2 41 M 18 

Time post-onset (P/O) is indicated in years and mon-ths (y;m). Age and 
education are given in years. 
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(CVA) of the left hemisphere confirmed by computed tomography. All 
were native speakers of French and were right-handed. The productions 
were recorded in a single-word repetition task consisting of 481 French 
content words representing all French syllabic structures and a variety of 
segmental contents. 

Results 
Only errors leading to the creation and destruction of clusters made up of 
two consonants were taken into account for the present analysis. Globally, 
243 omission and 130 addition errors were collected. 

Table 15.2 gives the number of addition and omission errors involving 
one segment in word-initial, word-medial, and word-final clusters. OL 
clusters were tabulated and analyzed separately from other cluster types. 
Note that only two types of cluster were considered word-initially: lsi clus
ters and OL clusters. Other word-initial clusters, e.g. Ipnl (from "pneu," 
tire) Imnl (from "mnesique," mnesic), or Itsl (from "tsar," tzar), which 
occur in a small set of French words, were not represented in the repetition 
task. In contrast, various types of phoneme constitute word-medial and 
word-final clusters, (e.g., Iktl from "docteur" (doctor); IRtl from "carton" 
(cardboard); IRml from "permis" (license). They are referred to as "other 
cluster types." Results are presented separately for omission and addition 
errors. 

TABLE 15.2. Addition and omission errors 
leading to the creation or destruction of word
initial, word-medial, or word-final clusters. 
Position Omissions Additions 

Initial 51 25 
Medial 143 62 
Final 49 43 
Total 243 130 

OMISSION ERRORS 

Omission Errors in Word-Initial Clusters 

Below are examples of omission errors within word-initial OL and lsi 
clusters. Examples 1 and 2 show omission of C2, and examples 3 and 4 
that of C1, in OL clusters. Examples 5 and 6 show omission of C2, and 
examples 7 and 8 that of C1 in lsi clusters. 

1. Iplastikl (plastic) ~ Ipastikl 
2. ItRibynall (court) ~ Itibynal/ 
3. Iglasl (ice) ~ Ila:sl 
4. IvRel (true) ~ IRel 
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TABLE 15.3. Omission errors involving Cl 
and C2 in word-initial OL clusters and /s/ 
clusters. 
Cluster types 

OL 
lSI 

C1 omissions 

3 (1%) 
6 (5.5%) 

C2 omissions 

38 (5.9%) 
4(3.7%) 

Percentages give the proportion of word-initial 
clusters which are concerned by an omission error. 

5. Istasj51 (station) ~ Isasj51 
6. Istatyl (statue) ~ Isgty:1 
7. Istatyl (statue) ~ Itaty:1 
8. Ispesjal/ (special) ~ Ipesjal/ 

Table 15.3 gives the number of omission errors involving a consonant in 
either the Cl or C2 position in word-initial OL and lsi clusters. Data show 
that C2 is omitted significantly more often (p < .05) than Cl in 01 clusters. 
A reverse tendency is seen for lsi clusters, with more omissions involving 
Cl than C2, but this trend does not reach significance. 

Regarding the nature of the omitted segments, there is a trend for more 
errors involving liquids in the C2 positions, whereas obstruents that pre
cede liquids in OL clusters and follow lsi in lsi clusters are typically pre
served. Moreover, when a consonant is omitted in C2 position in lsi clus
ters, it is always It/. In all other lsi clusters (other than Istl clusters), the 
omitted segment in always lsi. 

Omission Errors in Word-Medial Clusters 

Examples of omission errors involving either Cl or C2 in word-medial 
consonant clusters are presented below. With respect to OL clusters the 
omission of C2 is exemplified in examples 9 and 10, whereas that of Cl is 
shown in examples 11 and 12. In regard to other cluster types, omissions 
are also observed in both C2 and Cl positions, as illustrated, respectively, 
by examples 13 and 14, and by 15 and 16. 

9. IpR:>bleml (problem) ~ IpR:>be:ml 
10. Ipyblikl (public) ~ IpybIkl 
11. lekRivEI (writer) ~ leRi-vEI 
12. ItelegRaml (cable) ~ IteneRam~1 
13. lest:>mal (stomach) ~ les:>m1>1 
14. lelastikl (elastic) ~ lelasIkl 
15. Id:>kt~RI (doctor) ~ Id:>:t~RI 
16. IfuRmil (ant) ~ Ifu:mil 

Table 15.4 gives the number of omission errors involving Cl and C2 in 
OL clusters and in other types of word-medial clusters. Results show a 
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TABLE 15.4. Omission errors involving C1 
and C2 in word-medial OL clusters and other 
cluster types. 
Cluster types 

OL 
Other 

Cl omissions 

4 (1%) 
106 (15%) 

C2 omissions 

29 (5.6%) 
4 (0.6%) 

Percentages give the proportion of word-medial 
clusters that are affected by an omission error. 

significant tendency (p < .05) for more C2 omissions in OL clusters, 
whereas C1 is significantly (p < .01) more often omitted in other clusters 
whose second member is not a liquid. 

In regard to the nature of the omitted consonants, liquids are more 
frequently omitted within clusters whether they occur in the C1 or the 
C2 positions. Nevertheless, the number of omissions of C1 and C2 does 
not seem to reflect entirely the loss of some particular phonemes regard
less of their position in clusters. If liquids were more prone to be modified, 
they might be lost in the C1 position (e.g., 11/ from Ib~lk5/) more often than 
the other phonemes to be found in this position, i.e., lsi or stops in non
OL word-medial clusters (e.g., lsi of Ikasketl or Ik/ of Id;,ktreR/). This 
situation is not the case. Liquids, lsi, and stops are omitted in the same 
proportion in these clusters when they occur in the C1 position. This 
result suggests that omission errors are not strongly determined by the 
nature of the phonemes but, rather, are conditioned by their position 
within clusters. However, omission errors do not appear to be totally 
phoneme-type-independent. 

Omission Errors in Word-Final Clusters 

Examples of omission errors in word-final two-consonant clusters are given 
below. With respect to OL clusters, examples of C2 omissions are shown 
in example 17 and 18; no example of C1 omission was found in this con
text. In regard to other cluster types, omission errors may involve either 
C2, as in examples 19 and 20, or C1, as in examples 21 and 22. 

17. IvinegR/ (vinegar) ~ Ivinegrel 
18. /katRI (four) ~ Ikatl 
19. le3ipt/ (Egypt) ~ le3iprel 
20. laRtistl (artist) ~ la:ti:srel 
21. lalgl (seaweed) ~ la:grel 
22. Isjestl (nap) ~ Isje:trel 

Table 15.5 gives the number of omission errors involving C1 and C2 in 
OL clusters as well as in other cluster types. Data show that C2 is more 
frequently omitted than C1 in OL clusters, whereas C1 is omitted more 
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TABLE 15.5. Omission errors involving Cl 
and C2 in word-final OL clusters and other 
cluster types. 
Cluster types 

OL 
Other 

C1 omissions 

0(0%) 
34 (23%) 

C2 omissions 

9 (12%) 
6 (4.2%) 

Percentages give the proportion of word-final clus
ters which are affected by an omission error. 

often than C2 in other cluster types. This difference is significant in both 
subtypes (p > .05 and p > .001, respectively). 

When considering the nature of omitted phonemes, it appears that 
liquids are more frequently omitted in both sUbtypes of clusters. All omis
sions are that of liquids in OL clusters; 75% of the omissions that occurred 
in other cluster types COncern also liquids. 

ADDITION ERRORS 

The analysis performed in this section is limited to the addition errors that 
lead to the creation of a two-consonant cluster. The cluster thus created 
results from the addition of a single consonant to a singleton in either Cl 
position (e.g., IRegl/ ~ IgRegl/) or C2 position (e.g., Ipyblikl ~ Iplyblik/). 
Clusters created in this fashion are classified as either belonging to the 
OL type or not. 

Addition Errors in Word-Initial Clusters 

Addition of a consonant in the Cl position is illustrated in examples 23 and 
24, and examples 25 and 26 show the addition of a consonant in the C2 
position to create an OL cluster. Example 27 exemplifies the addition of lsi 
in the C1 position to create an lsi cluster. No lsi cluster was created by 
addition of a segment in the C2 position. 

23. /R;,binel (tap) ~ IpR;,binel 
24. flagl (tongue) ~ Iglagl 
25. IfabRikl (factory) ~ IfRabRIkl 
26. ItabuRel (stool) ~ IkRabuRel 
27. IkulwaRI (corridor) ~ IskulwaRI 

Table 15.6 (part A) gives the number of OL and lsi clusters that were 
created by addition of a single consonant in either the C1 or C2 position. 
Data show that consonants are more often added in the C2 position than in 
the C1 position with respect to OL cluster creation (p < .05). In contrast, 
a consonant was added in the C1 position in the two examples of lsi cluster 
creation. 
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TABLE 15.6. OL and other cluster types created by 
addition of a single consonant in either Cl or C2 
position. 

(A) (B) (C) 
Word
initial 

Word
medial 

Word-

Position 

OL clusters 
Other clusters 

Cl 

5 
2 

C2 

18 
o 

Cl 

10 
26 

Addition Errors in Word-Medial Clusters 

C2 

26 
o 

Cl 

o 
8 

final 

C2 

27 
8 

In regard to the creation of OL clusters, examples 28 and 29 exemplify the 
addition of a consonant in the C1 position, and examples 30 and 31 that of 
a consonant in the C2 position. Examples 32 and 33 illustrate the addition 
of a consonant in the C1 position in cases where the created cluster did not 
belong to the OL type. No example of addition in the C2 position occurred 
in the latter context. 

28. lelastikl (elastic) ~ leglastikl 
29. ImaReka31 (bog) ~ ImakRaka3rei 
30. ItRikol (sweater) ~ ItRiklol 
31. /flak51 (bottle) ~ Iftakl51 
32. Iklinikl ( clinic) ~ Ikliknikl 
33. Ifatigl (tiredness) ~ faktigrel 

Table 15.6 (part B) gives the numbers of OL clusters and other cluster 
types that were created, in the word-medial position by addition of a single 
consonant in either the C1 or C2 position. 

Consonants are added more frequently (p > .05) in the C2 position of 
created OL clusters. In contrast, all created clusters that are not of the 
OL type result from the addition of a consonant in the C1 position. 

Addition Errors in Word-Final Clusters 

Addition of a consonant in the C2 position is illustrated in examples 34 
and 35 with respect to OL cluster creation. No consonant was added in the 
C1 position. In regard to the creation of other cluster types, examples 36 
and 37 and examples 38 and 39 show addition of a consonant in the C1 and 
C2 positions, respectively. 

34. /lagl (tongue) ~ Ilaglrel 
35. IpREsipl (principle) ~ IpREsipRrel 
36. laR3Mini (Argentina) ~ laR3atilnrei 
37. Isskal/ (stop) ~ IsskaRlrel 
38. Imaisl (corn) ~ Imaistl 
39. Ivagl (wave) ~ Ivagzl 
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Table 15.6 (part C) gives the numbers of OL clusters and clusters of 
other types that were created by addition of a consonant in either the Cl 
or C2 position. 

All word-final OL clusters were created by addition of a consonant in 
the C2 position. A different pattern of errors emerges from the analysis of 
those created clusters that were not of the OL type. A similar number of 
additions in the Cl and C2 positions is found in the latter case. 

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

Results from the analysis of addition and omission errors produced by 
aphasic subjects in two-consonant clusters are summarized on Table 15.7. 
With respect to OL clusters, a consonant is more often omitted or added in 
the C2 position, whatever the location of the cluster in the word. Results 
from the analysis of the other cluster types reveal a trend for the reverse 
pattern, Cl being more frequently omitted and added in most locations. 
However, there is no significant tendency for more omissions in the Cl 
position word-initially, and a consonant is added in the Cl position as often 
as in the C2 position word-finally. 

The internal representation of word-initial clusters proposed by Stern
berger and Treiman (1986) predicted that C2 is more prone to be omitted 
or added than Cl in OL clusters as well as in /s/ clusters. The present find
ings about word-initial clusters are not entirely compatible with this pre
diction. As expected, a consonant is more likely to be omitted or added 
in the C2 position to the destruction or creation of word-initial OL clusters. 
However, a similar pattern of errors does not emerge from the analysis of 
word-initial /s/ clusters. Although there is no significant tendency for more 
omission errors in either the Cl or C2 position, all created /s/ clusters result 
from the addition of a consonant in the Cl position. 

The internal representation of word-initial clusters that Sternberger and 
Treiman put forth within an interactive activation framework cannot ac
count for the error pattern observed in word-initial /s/ clusters. Indeed, 
their model cannot predict the more frequent addition of a consonant 

TABLE 15.7. Summary of results. 
Position Word-initial Word-medial Word-final 

OL cluster 
Omission CI-C2 CI-C2 CI-C2 
Addition CI-C2 CI-C2 CI-C2 

Other clusters 
Omission CI-C2 CI-C2 CI-C2 
Addition CI-C2 CI-C2 CI-C2 

The table shows the pattern of omission and addition errors in OL 
clusters and other cluster types. The most frequently affected 
positions within the cluster are in boldface. 
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in C1 position to the creation of /s/ clusters, as it assumes that a consonant 
is already present in the C1 position in singletons. 

By reference to the Theory of Phonological Government (Kaye et a1., 
1985), we expected that two distinct patterns would emerged from the 
analysis, C2 being more often omitted or added in OL clusters and C1 
in other cluster types. Although the pattern of addition and omission er
rors within OL clusters does conform to this prediction, no significant 
tendency for more errors in the C1 position emerges from the analysis of 
omissions and additions leading to word-initial clusters destruction and 
word-final clusters creation. The pattern of addition and omission errors 
that results from the analysis of OL clusters is therefore more stable than 
that from other cluster types. Data suggest that the latter clusters are less 
homogeneous than the former, thus leading to a less systematic pattern of 
errors. In fact, subtypes can be identified among non-OL clusters. The /st/ 
clusters show a pattern of addition and omission errors that differs notably 
from that of other non-OL clusters, including /s/ clusters. Indeed, all omis
sion errors that involve a consonant in C2 position word-initially occur 
within /st/ clusters. Similarly, most of the non-OL clusters that are created 
word-finally by addition of a segment in C2 position are /st/ clusters. Con
sequently, with respect to /s/ clusters, a trend for more omission errors in 
the C1 position becomes apparent word-initially when /st/ clusters are 
excluded from the analysis. Similarly, although there is no tendency for 
a consonant to be added in either the C1 or C2 position when non-OL 
clusters are created word-finally, a trend for more additions in C1 position 
emerges when errors leading to the creation of /st/ clusters are not taken 
into account. 

Results thus suggest the existence of two distinct patterns of error in the 
production of two-consonant clusters. A consonant is more likely to the 
omitted or added in the C2 position to the destruction or creation of OL 
clusters. In contrast, the destruction or creation of non-OL clusters typic
ally results from the omission or addition of a consonant in the C1 position, 
at least when /st/ clusters are excluded. Therefore data show a trend for 
governed positions, C2 in OL clusters and C1 in other cluster types, to be 
more frequently omitted or added, whatever the type and location of the 
cluster in the word. The present results support the claim that OL clusters 
and other cluster types have different syllabic representations. They also 
suggest that segments in the governed position are more likely to be 
involved in the destruction or creation of clusters than segments in the 
governing position. 

Conclusion 

Results from the analysis of addition and omISSIOn errors within two
consonant clusters support the claim that clusters must contain two distinct 
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types of syllable position that are differently processed within the language 
production system. Indeed, the two distinct patterns of error that emerge 
from the analysis of OL clusters and other cluster types reflect the syllabic 
structure of these clusters. A unitary account of these error patterns may 
be provided within the Theory of Phonological Government, as errors 
typically involve consonants in the governed position in OL clusters as 
well as in other cluster types. The present findings suggest that errors occur 
at a level of representation that is phonological. Furthermore, syllables 
appear as units of the phonological representation that play a role in the 
language production system. An interpretation of the data in processing 
terms may be developed by reference to a spreading-activation theory of 
sentence production. 

Dell (1986) proposed a network for phonological encoding that consists 
of nodes for different linguistic units, including syllables and syllabic con
stituents. He exposed a model of spreading-activation in which decisions 
about what unit to choose are based on the activation levels of the nodes 
representing these units. To account for our data within this theoretical 
framework, we must assume that governing positions have a greater activa
tion level than governed positions. This assumption predicts more omis
sions on the governed position and accounts for the pattern of omission 
errors that emerges from our analysis of clusters destruction. In regard to 
the pattern of addition errors, we must argue that singletons form onsets 
and stand in governing position. Results from cluster creation support 
this claim, as the added consonant typically occurs in the governed posi
tion. Results from the analysis of addition and omission errors cannot 
be accounted for within a linear model of production where clusters are 
analyzed as CIC2 sequences, as the error pattern cannot be predicted by 
the absolute serial position of the segment in the string. In agreement with 
other studies in perception and production (Caramazza and Miceli, in 
press; Mehler, Dommergues, Frauenfelder, and Segui, 1981; Segui, 1984; 
Treiman and Danis, 1988) that demonstrated the role of the syllable at 
different levels of processing, this study further supports the idea that the 
syllable plays an important role in the processing of spoken language. 

Summary 

Addition and omISSIon errors were extensively examined within two
consonant clusters. Two distinct patterns of error emerged from the analy
sis: Consonants are more likely to be omittted or added in the second 
position of OL clusters, and more addition and omission errors involve 
segments in the first position within other cluster types. We propose that 
clusters must contain two distinct types of syllable position differently 
processed within the language production system. 
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16 
Agrammatism: A Disruption of 
the Phonological Processing of 
Grammatical Morphemes? 

JEAN-Luc NESPOULOUS and MONIQUE DORDAIN 

From the pioneering work of Jakobson (1968), the main goal of neuro
linguistic research has always been to discover, in aphasic patients' symp
tomatology, stable although deviant effects of cerebral lesions on verbal 
behavior. Relying on a more and more sophisticated characterization of 
the intrinsic structure of natural languages provided by modern linguistics, 
scholars have thus attempted to account for the frequent behavioral dis
sociations evidenced in aphasia in terms of (1) linguistic "modules" (e.g., 
phonology, morphology, syntax) impaired or spared in a patient or a 
group of patients or (2) complexity scales, e.g., "markedness theory," 
(Trubetskoy, 1939), complex linguistic units and structures being expected 
to be more frequently "impaired" (or even "lost" in Jakobson's terms) 
than simple ones. Their ultimate goal, without any doubt, has always been 
to correlate clear-cut, coherent deviant linguistic behavior with (1) the 
clear-cut dysfunction of specific psycholinguistic processing devices and 
(2) clear-cut anatomophysiological modules. 

For anyone in close contact with any aphasic patient, it is more than 
obvious that the above idealistic statement does not correspond to every
day clinical observation as often as one might wish. 

1. Rarely does aphasia manifest as an all-or-none phenomenon. 
2. More complex units and structures are far from being always and sys

tematically disturbed in a single patient-hence the inadequacy of such 
a term as "loss," used by many (Jakobson first), to characterize aphasic 
impairments. 

3. Simple units and structures can also be disturbed. 
4. Finally, in terms of anatomoclinical correlations, it is far from being 

exceptional to observe symptomatological features in relation with 
"unexpected" lesion sites (Basso, Lecours, Moraschini, and Vanier, 
1985). 

One thus cannot but take performance variability into consideration 
when interpreting an aphasic patient's symptomatology-and the results 

270 
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of any neurolinguistic study, for that matter. Without doing so, and even 
(more than ever, one might want to say) when data analysis yields a sta
tistically significant contrast between two subsets of structurally different 
phenomena, one would indeed oversimplify the underlying determinism 
of deviant surface manifestations in aphasia by overemphasizing their 
pathogenetic coherence. Surface manifestations, on more than one oc
casion, certainly have more than one causal factor. Thus even though the 
characterization of those factors responsible for such a variability in per
formance may tell us more about the patient's strategic adaptation to his 
deficit (or to the task at hand) than about the underlying causal deficit, 
they cannot be ignored by the neurolinguists mainly interested in brain
mind-behavior relations or the clinicians-neurologists or speech patho
logists-whose principal aim is to help the patient to adapt to what is 
usually an irreversible impairment. 

The present chapter illustrates the necessity, when observing verbal 
pathology data, to take the following factors into account (whenever 
possible): the nature of the causal deficit yielding deviant language be
havior and surface manifestations, its locus in the functional architecture 
underlying language processing, and the plausible coming two play, in 
some patients at least, of adaptative strategies by which the nonanaosog
nosic aphasic patient tries to overcome his or her deficit whenever and as 
often as possible. 

For this purpose, we present important additional data on the case of 
Mr. Clermont, a French-speaking agrammatic patient (Nespoulous, Dor
dain, Perron, Bub, Caplan, Mehler, and lecours, 1988), who was shown 
(1) to produce agrammatic verbal output in all sentence production tasks 
(from spontaneous speech to repetition and oral reading) whereas produc
tion of individual words, open or closed class, was intact and (2) to have 
no comprehension deficit whatsoever. 

On the basis of such observations, we initially claimed (1) that the basic 
underlying deficit leading to the production of agrammatic sentences in 
this patient was not central, in Caramazza and Zurif's terms (1976); and 
(2) that such a deficit disrupted syntactic sentence processes on the pro
duction side only, thus preventing the patient from constructing complex 
(and even fairly simple) syntactic frames, which include, in Garrett's 
terms, grammatical morphemes. 

The revision of such an initial interpretation offered here is based on the 
observation of three types of phenomenon. 

Phenomenon 1 

The first phenomenon of interest has to do with the presence, together 
with the "classical" omission of function words, of within-category substitu-
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nons of all types of free-standing grammatical morphemes (GMs) (Tables 
16.1, 16.2, and 16.3). 

To be sure, the (frequent) presence of such a phenomenon allows us to 
believe that, at least in those cases, the patient is able to compute ade
quate syntactic frames. If we thus set aside the "syntactic hypothesis" 
and tend to interpret the deficit as being at the word level, we are left with 
several plausible interpretations of the underlying deficit, particularly the 
following: 

1. Is the apparently (?) "lexical" deficit observed in this patient to be 
interpreted as the consequence of a lexical retrieval difficulty specific 
to closed items whenever they have to be inserted into sentences (as 
our patient produced them adequately when they were presented in 
isolation) ? 

2. Is it to be interpreted as the consequence of a phonological deficit, in 
keeping with Kean's hypothesis (Kean, 1979) regarding the phono
logical status of GMs? 

TABLE 16.1. MorEheme errors and distribution in narrative sEeech. 

Expected Correctly 

morphemes supplied Substitutions Omissions 

Morpheme (No.) No. % No. % No. % 

Articles 156 113 72 23 15 20 13 
Otherdet. 33 27 82 2 6 4 12 
Adjectives 23 18 78 4 17 1 5 
Pro. 59 49 83 1 2 9 15 
Cli. 36 12 33 5 14 19 53 
Auxiliaries 20 10 50 1 5 9 45 
Have-be verbs 14 7 50 0 0 7 50 
Verbs 131 120 92 4 3 7 5 
Relative pron. 2 2 100 0 0 0 0 
Subord. conj. 3 0 0 0 0 3 100 
Coord. conj. 27 26 96 1 4 0 0 
Lexical prep. 55 44 80 5 9 6 11 
Nonlexical prep. 45 28 62 2 4 15 34 

TABLE 16.2. Morpheme errors and distribution in sentence repetition. 

Expected Correctly 

morphemes supplied Substitutions Omissions 

MO!Eheme (No.) No. % No. % No. % 

Articles 82 63 78 9 10 10 12 
Pro. 16 11 69 4 25 1 6 
Cli. 11 7 64 1 9 3 27 
Lexical prep. 39 30 68 3 7 6 15 
Nonlexical prep. 15 6 41 5 33 4 26 
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TABLE 16.3. MOfJ:,!heme errors and distribution in sentence oral reading. 

Expected Correctly 

morphemes supplied Substitutions Omissions 

Mo~heme (No.) No. % No. % No. % 

Articles 105 82 79 18 17 5 4 
Pro. 24 18 76 5 20 1 4 
Clio 15 11 74 2 13 2 13 
Lexical prep. 48 43 92 4 6 1 2 
Nonlexical prep. 38 29 78 3 7 6 15 

Phenomenon 2 

The second phenomenon of interest-and relative to the first one-has to 
do with the incomplete production now and again in connected discourse 
of prepositional locutions (or "polymorphemic prepositions") of the fol
lowing type: "a cause de" (on account of) ~ "cause de" (account of) or 
"a cause" (on account). Such a "truncated production" of prepositional 
locutions is of great explanatory value because, if confirmed, it would 
indicate that the preposition has indeed been adequately computed at the 
syntactic level, whereas it cannot be "exhaustively" processed at "lower" 
levels of processing (further downstream). 

We decided to assess the processing of this specific type of polymor
phemic function words in three distinct repetition and oral reading tasks 
comprising (all stimuli randomized) the following. 

Test A: 20 isolated locutions ("a cause de") 
Test B: 20 prepositional phrases including the same locutions ("a cause de 

Mitterand" ... ) 
Test C: 20 full sentences, each including a prepositional phrase with the 

same locutions ("Les enfants sont punis a cause de Pierre") 

The results! (Table 16.4) indicated the following. 

1. In such tasks as well as in spontaneous speech, the patient had pro
blems processing polymorphemic prepositions (in about 25% of the 
cases). 

2. Errors never involved the "open class" lexical item belonging to such 
polymorphemic prepositions (e.g., "cause"). 

3. Errors on closed class items belonging to the polymorphemic gram
matical morphemes (i.e., "a" and "de" in "a" cause de") are omissions 

1 These results were presented at the Annual Meeting the Academy of Aphasia, 
Montreal, October 1988. 
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TABLE 16.4. Morpheme errors on prepositional locutions (repetition 
vs. oral reading). 

In isolation In prepositional phrases In sentences 
Mo!}!heme (n = 20) (n = 20) (n = 20) 

OREP(n=lO) 3 6 
M 
I 
SO.R(n=l1) 3 4 4 
S REP (n = 4) 1 2 
U 
B 
SO.R(n = 3) 3 0 0 
Total 8 9 11 

(21 of 28) and substitutions (7 of 28), present in equal proportion in 
both tasks (14 of 60 in both repetition and oral reading). 

On the basis of the data summarized above and considering that our 
patient did not evidence any comprehension deficit (Nespoulous et al., 
1988), we thus submit the following hypotheses. 

1. The underlying deficit yielding agramm~tic verbal output on the pro
duction side only was indeed not syntactic. Both the presence of within
category substitutions and the "truncated" production of polymor
phemic prepositions seems to argue in favor of the retained capacity, 
in this patient at least, to compute adequately syntactic frames. 

2. Such an underlying deficit has to be looked for further downstream 
(from the syntactic level) in a model of sentence production such as 
that of Garrett (1980). 

3. The locus for such a deficit might well be at the level of the implemen
tation of the phonological form of closed class items, which have phono
logical properties of their own, (Kean, 1979), when linear "positional" 
phonological representations are computed (Garrett, 1980). 

The observation of production errors on polymorphemic prepositions
which, in contrast to monomorphemic GMs (which can only be omitted 
or substituted), allow the patient to produce only part of their phono
logical form-might well be crucial to substantiate the latter hypothesis 
(no. 3). Thus the apparent "class effect" observed in this patient would be 
phonologically based, as "phonological words" present in polymorphemic 
GMs are preserved whereas "phonological clitics" present in the same 
"complex" prepositions are often disturbed. 

Before moving to the third phenomenon of direct interest, we must in
sist on the fact that it was also shown that this patient's difficulty to pro
cess adequately free-standing grammatical morphemes in all sentence 
production tasks could be, so to speak, manipulated and reduced in some 
tasks devised to force him to pay attention to those grammatical mor-
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phemes with which he was having difficulty? The fact that Mr. Clermont's 
oral performance was definitely better when he was asked to pay particular 
attention to those grammatical morphemes that had been highlighted in 
pink in an oral reading task3 seems to us of paramount importance on both 
theoretical and therapeutic grounds. It tends to document the possibility, 
for this patient at least, of bypassing a deficit up to a point by resorting to 
specific attentional strategies. 

Phenomenon 3 
We thus decided to further assess the plausible interaction of linguistic, 
structural parameters and of such above-mentioned attentional strategies 
in Mr. Clermont's verbal productiqn by devising a new test. Taking advan
tage of one of the structural properties of French, we asked Mr. Clermont 
to repeat and read aloud 115 noun phrases (NPs) of the IN of NI type. 
Sixty-four NPs corresponded to "set phrases"-of the "oeil de boeuf" or 
"chemin de fer" type-and were thus "polymorphemic lexical items" 
rather than clear-cut NPs (despite identity in surface structure), whereas 
the remaining 51 NPs were newly coined (clear-cut) phrases. All stimuli 
were borrowed from a previous study with normals (Nespoulous, 1970) 
who had been asked to categorize IN of NI phrases into three classes: set 
phrases versus newly coined phrases versus phrases for which they could 
not make up their mind about the degree of "lexical fossilization"; only 
the former two classes were retained to test the agrammatic patient's 
performance. 

Our hypotheses were the following. 

1. If the deficit is located at the phonological level, one should observe 
errors on prepositions present in both set and newly coined phrases. 

2. If structural (and computational?) complexity alone plays a role, there 
should be more errors on prepositions present in newly coined phrases 
(which require additional syntactic processing) than in those present 
in set phrases, which, being unitary lexical entries, require no such 
syntactic processing. 

3. If "controlled" selective attentional processes are indeed called for by 
the patient (see above), they might improve the patient's performance 
more on newly coined phrases than on set phrases because the subject 
would have to pay more attention to newly coined than to set phrases, 
the former being supposed to come out·of the lexicon in one "chunk." 

2 As was made obvious by "letter cancellation tasks" in normals (Healy, 1976) as 
well as in aphasic subjects (Rosenberg, Zurif, Brownell, Garrett, and Bradley, 
1985), free-standing grammatical morphemes tend to require less attention than 
open class lexical items. 
3 Results presented at the Annual Meeting of the European I.N.S., Lahti, 1988. 
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TABLE 16.5. Morpheme errors on set vs. newly 
coined phrases. 

Reading Repetition 
errors errors 

Phrases No. No. % No. % 

Set 64 37 57 23 35 
Newly coined 51 14 27 7 13 

Results4 (Table 16.5) indeed indicated that our patient produced (at 
least) twice as many errors (omissions) on set phrases than on newly coined 
phrases-57% versus 27% in oral reading and 35% versus 13% in repeti
tion-even though in both tasks he was (obviously) given the full target 
phrase by the examiner.' 

Conclusion 

The explanation that such results suggest is thus as follows. (1) The pa
tient's underlying deficit is indeed basically "phonological" in nature, 
as the only common denominator between GMs ("de") present in set 
phrases and those (the same) present in newly coined phrases has to do 
with their phonological status ("phonological clitics") (Kean, 1979). (2) 
The across-task variability of his performances seems indeed to be depend
ent, at least partly, on the coming into play of attentional factors and 
processes (hence, probably, our former results on the Pink Element Test 
(Lahti, 1988). In other words, the patient having problems with his "rapid, 
unconscious, automatic processing" of some linguistic elements would 
then have to process such elements, much like a young child or a second 
language learner, in a more "controlled" way. (The more controlled, the 
better. The more automatic, the worse.) 

Such a single case study thus emphasizes (1) the importance of "strategic" 
(?) attentional factors (Posner and Snyder, 1975) in language performance 
and (2) the potential role that such strategies-whether developed by the 
patient himself or induced by a speech therapy program-might play in 
language (re?)adaptative behaviors following brain damage. 
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